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ABSTRACT 
 
 

The Mexican Revolution of 1910-1920 resulted in a massive population loss that 

revolutionary officials sought to replace with a generation of active citizens.  This 

dissertation demonstrates that the child’s role from 1920 to 1940 transformed from that of 

an individual bounded by the family to that of a member of the community, the nation, 

and a transnational generation.  Children entered the historical record in unprecedented 

numbers.  Due to the impressive expansion of public education and the increased civic 

engagement that it yielded, children produced a rich cache of documents—letters, 

drawings, plays, and speeches—that provide a measure by which to gauge their responses 

to revolutionary programs.   

First, I explore adult-produced rhetoric and policies that placed children at the 

center of plans for creating new revolutionary citizens.  Lawmakers, professionals, and 

governors attempted to construct a homogeneous generation of citizens through the 

balanced application of sound pedagogy, firm ideology, and modern medicine.  Adults 

transformed public space and assumed new rhetorical styles that refashioned the child as 

a metaphor for the nation’s future.   

Second, I measure children’s responses to government and popular efforts to 

construct a universal childhood, and I demonstrate the uneven process of cultural 

dissemination.  Unexpected reactions by younger children to itinerant educational puppet 

shows revealed age as a factor in reception.  Children’s letters to radio officials 

demonstrated that middle class children had greater access to the new media. 
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Contributions to the art magazine Pulgarcito suggested a romanticization of rural 

children. 

Third, I reveal the ways that participation in civic activities expanded children’s 

social networks and allowed them to imagine themselves as part of a national and 

international community of their peers.  Children’s conferences, literacy campaigns, and 

anti-alcohol marches, allowed children to sample national political culture and gain 

exposure to its hierarchies and bureaucracy.  Pan-American exchanges between 

schoolchildren meant that Mexican youth saw themselves as part of a hemispheric 

family, united by a common race and common colonial heritage.  The children growing 

up during these decades learned skills, gained a sense of political awareness, and 

absorbed and created cultural expressions that became recognized the world over as being 

distinctly Mexican. 
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INTRODUCTION 
SEEN AND HEARD IN REVOLUTIONARY MEXICO 

“La casa donde vivo es en la Cárcel de Mujeres.  Donde me acuesto es un petate, en el suelo. 
Los vestidos que tengo es un pantalón de mezclilla, una camisa de manta, una cachucha,  

y unos zapatos de cuero... Los juguetes que tengo los he hecho en la escuela:  
es un chapulín, un sube y baja, un caballo, y un cocodrilo. Yo practico las canicas, una música de boca y un 

balero...  
Yo no estoy conforme como vivo.” 

--Enrique Gómez Herrera, child autobiographer in Guanajuato, 19371 
 

 Cultural commentator Jubilo, in a tongue-in-cheek 1924 editorial in the 

conservative Mexico City daily El Universal Gráfico, took a pointed jab at the excesses 

of the rapidly unionizing labor sector by describing the secret proceedings of a fictional 

newly-formed children’s syndicate.  The union’s young members, ranging in age from 

babbling newborns to 12-year olds flirting with cigarettes, gathered in resistance to the 

tyranny of parental and institutional control.  A precocious nine-year old boy assumed 

authority and rallied the diverse juvenile crowd with a reminder of the centuries of 

oppression endured by children at the hands of adults.  The child announced the 

demands:  No more cod liver oil!  Double servings of dessert!  Keys to the pantry!  Death 

to soap, combs, and other instruments of inquisitional torture!  Mandatory daily lollipops!  

One dozen toys every week!  Death to the patria potestad!2  He warned parents, if they 

did not meet these demands, the children would go on strike; they would cease to be sons 

and daughters, and become absorbed instead into the homes of indulgent sterile and 

single adults longing for children to spoil.  A reporter approached the boy and asked if he 

feared any negative reaction to the political organization from his parents.  He wryly 

                                                 
1 Enrique’s story is one of an anthology of children’s descriptions of their lives, Voces Nuevas, edited by 
José de J. Núñez y Domínguez, exerpted in El Universal Gráfico, June 5, 1937. 
2 Patria potestad is the legally recognized set of rights and obligations of parents regarding minors.  
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replied that no, he was an orphan—a ward, after all, of the ultimate expression of patria 

potestad: government welfare institutions.  Having successfully rallied his comrades, the 

young leader smugly inserted his finger into his nose, and left the meeting.3      

 At first glance, Jubilo’s editorial characterized unionized laborers as narcissistic 

children with infantile demands that undermined their long-term well-being.  They 

snubbed their benefactors and naively thought themselves capable of self-rule.  He wrote 

the column at a crucial moment in the history of labor, when membership in the official 

union, the CROM, expanded exponentially as its organization became more tightly 

centralized around the corrupt figure of labor leader Luis Morones.  His article provides 

more than the obvious political backlash against the radicalization of labor.  Read through 

another lens, his editorial speaks vividly to the visibility of children as social and political 

beings in a moment when revolutionary reforms transformed the experience of childhood 

as never before.  Beyond the political metaphor, the children in the story came alive with 

youthful interests: candy, recreation, and freedom from restraints.  These fictional 

children seized upon the politically charged atmosphere of collective action to draft a set 

of demands that reinforced their status as children, both physically and socially removed 

from the adult world.  Jubilo’s editorial, while fanciful and satirical, reflected a historical 

moment in which the concept of childhood underwent dramatic changes, created by both 

the democratizing goals of the Mexican Revolution and the global emergence of a 

modern model of childhood.4 

                                                 
3 Jubilo, “Acotaciones del Momento: El Sindicato de Niños,” El Universal Gráfico, November 8, 1924: 3.  
4 Peter Stearns observed global changes to childhood roughly from the eighteenth to the twentieth 
centuries, noting that these changes were of course not universal.  He saw hallmarks of “a modern  model 
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 During the 1920s and 1930s, the revolutionary officials endeavored to reconstruct 

a nation divided by three decades of dictatorship and crippled by a decade of civil war.  

An estimated 1.5 million Mexicans perished in the revolution that waged from 1910-

1920, decimating the population, and eliminating an entire generation of productive men 

of working age.  In the decades that followed, revolutionaries sought to replace that 

generation with active citizens who supported the ideals documented in the forward-

thinking Constitution of 1917, forged by constitutionalist delegates over arduously 

debated sessions in Querétaro.  Lawmakers, professionals, and governors believed firmly 

in the possibility of constructing the ideal citizen from birth, through the balanced 

application of sound pedagogy, firm ideology, and modern medicine.   

These decades saw increasing importance assigned to children as the theme of 

various national and international conferences on children, most notably the Pan-

American Child Congresses.  The revolutionary era assigned a new value to the child as 

an active member of society in his or her own right, and not simply as a future citizen.  

As early as the era of Porfirio Díaz (1876-1911), emerging government discussions 

identified the child as an active citizen and resulted in educational policy reform.5   The 

niño activo was the twentieth century version of the Liberal-era hombre positivo, 

evidence of expanding definitions of liberalism and democracy from the Constitution of 

1857 to the Constitution of 1917.  During the revolutionary era, both the governmental 

and the private sectors undertook a project of expanding the scope of childhood through 

                                                                                                                                                 
of childhood” as the transition of the child from a unit of labor to student and  consumer. Peter Stearns, 
Childhood in World History, Themes in World History Series (New York and London: Routledge, 2006). 
5 Patience Schell, “Nationalizing Children through Schools and Hygiene: Porfirian and Revolutionary 
Mexico City,” The Americas 60, No. 4 (April 2004): 559-587. 
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the creation of new locations, activities and media outlets.  At the same time, as a result 

of the democratizing mission of the revolution, young people from rural, poor, or 

indigenous backgrounds now were recognized as children for the first time, whose 

modern childhood deserved the locations, activities, and media outlets that pressed into 

their communities. 

The culture of childhood changed notably in these decades.  Efforts transformed 

the role of the child from that of an individual bounded by the family to that of a member 

of the classroom, the community, the nation, and a transnational generation.  Children 

who participated in these new opportunities found themselves in a community that 

bisected the longstanding social categories of race, class, and gender, and one that 

transcended geographic boundaries.  Many children growing up in these optimistic years 

enjoyed unprecedented access to their peers through opportunities afforded by official 

education initiatives and new forms of children’s popular culture.  The hallmarks of 

childhood presented in this study—puppet shows, radio, art magazines, extracurricular 

organizations, Pan-Americanism—gained nearly universal recognition as formative 

components of a cross-section of society.    

President Alvaro Obregón founded the Ministry of Public Education (Secretaría 

de Educación Pública), heretofore the SEP, in 1921, and the various agencies within the 

burgeoning institution introduced many new forms of interaction and consumption to 

children.  Revolutionary governments through this agency launched educational 

expenditures to an all-time high, averaging ten percent of the budget from 1920-1940, 
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reaching its apex during the Cárdenas administration at nearly 14 percent.6  In its first 

years, the SEP blossomed under the talented, ambitious José Vasconcelos, who served as 

Secretary of Education from 1920-1924, and pointed the agency in the direction it would 

take for two decades.  Forging a unified society from diverse cultural or geographic 

groups began at the level of rural education, where schoolteachers instilled the unifying 

concepts of patriotism and language.7  Vasconcelos’s successor, José Manuel Puig 

Casauranc (1924-1928) exhorted schoolteachers to enjoy the privilege of working with 

children, who he considered fresh, clean material not yet molded into the sad, contorted 

souls of adults.8 The dissemination of the revolutionary cultural nationalism espoused by 

Vasconcelos and fellow ideologues found fertile soil in the elementary classrooms 

popping up in the countryside.9   

Yet this is not a history of the SEP.  Others have fleshed out the complex 

evolution of this agency, along with land reform and labor organization the most 

powerful and influential tool wielded by the revolutionary government.10  Nor is this a 

                                                 
6 James W. Wilkie broke down educational statistics by presidential term in, The Mexican Revolution: 
Federal Expenditure and Social Change since 1910, Revised Edition (Berkeley, CA: University of 
California Press, 1970): 160-161.  Only the López Mateos administration of the 1960s, with more money 
available, spent more on education.  
7 Eugen Weber, Peasants Into Frenchmen: The Modernization of Rural France, 1870-1914 (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1976). 
8 J. M. Puig Casauranc, “El privilegio tratar con niños,” De nuestro México: Cosas sociales y aspectos 
políticos (México: n/p, 1926): 141-2. 
9 Ricardo Pérez Montfort, “Los estereotipos nacionales y la educación posrevolucionaria (1920-1930),” 
Avatares del nacionalismo cultural: cinco ensayos (México: Centro de Investigación y Docencia en 
Humanidades del Estado de Morelos/ Centro de Investigaciones y Estudios Superiores en Antropología 
Social, 2000): 35-67. 
10 See especially Mary Kay Vaughan, The State, Education, and Social Class in Mexico, 1880-1928 
(DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 1982) and Cultural Politics in Revolution: Teachers, Peasants, 
and Schools in Mexico, 1930-1940 (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1997); Patience A. Schell, 
Church and State Education in Revolutionary Mexico City (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2003); 
Guillermo Palacios, La Pluma y el Arado: Los intelectuales pedagogos y la construcción socio-cultural del 
‘problema campesino’ en México, 1930-1934 (México: El Colegio de México/ Centro de Investigaciones y 
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history of a comprehensive socializing campaign spearheaded by the monolithic 

government.  The government was not monolithic, nor the campaign comprehensive.  For 

example, religious organizations promoted many child-centered initiatives—such as 

children’s magazines, recreation centers, youth groups, summer camps, and long-distance 

correspondence—that paralleled those in the school system sometimes as independent 

programs and sometimes as an alternative to similar government programs.  

Contradictions existed between programs under the same government agencies, and 

between different administrative officials, prevented the existence of any government 

monolith.11   

This study explores the relationship between adult-produced rhetoric and policies 

that placed children at the center of plans for creating new revolutionary citizens in the 

period from 1920 to 1940, the establishment of new agencies to achieve this goal, the 

adaptation of the new mass media to the campaign, and the response of children to these 

government cultural efforts.  This dissertation moves children from the aesthetic to the 

political realm in an analysis only flirted with by other historians.12  The revolutionary 

campaign created a popular culture and education program in which children interacted 

                                                                                                                                                 
Docencia Económicas, 1999); Mílada Bazant, Historia de la educación durante el Porfiriato (México: El 
Colegio de México, 1996); Elsie Rockwell, “Schools of the Revolution: Enacting and Contesting State 
Forms in Tlaxcala, 1910-1930,” Everyday Forms of State Formation: Revolution and the Negotiation of 
Rule in Modern Mexico, Eds. Gilbert M. Joseph and Daniel Nugent (Durham and London: Duke University 
Press, 1994): 170-207. 
11 Claudio Lomnitz, “Final Reflections: What Was Mexico’s Cultural Revolution?” The Eagle and the 
Virgin: Nation and Cultural Revolution in Mexico, 1920-1940, Eds. Mary Kay Vaughan and Stephen E. 
Lewis (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2006): 335-349. 
12 Only recently has the history of childhood gained currency as a field of study distinct from family or 
gender history; see the first periodical in the field. Journal of the History of Childhood and Youth 1, no. 1 
(Winter 2008).    
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with other children on local, national and international levels, as they learned and 

contributed to ideas about citizenship and nation.  

 

Historiographical Overview: The History of Childhood 

This work forms part of the wave of scholarship examining the revolutionary programs of 

the 1920s and 1930s, in which attention to social conditions takes priority over structural 

explanations in evaluating efforts to achieve of the revolution’s goals.  The emergence of  

cultural history in the mid 1990s lay the foundation for research that brings top-down, 

government-produced history back in to scholarly discussion without leaving the 

everyday people out.  The effort to achieve cultural revolution resulted in the introduction 

of agencies and institutions, but moved far beyond the sphere of government influence, as 

individuals began to fuse their own interpretations of citizenship with the official 

campaign.  Pioneers in the study of popular culture examined festivals, material culture, 

and everyday behavior and found examples of the ways individuals affirmed or critiqued 

officials and society’s status quo.13  This study, following the cultural history approach, 

examines the interaction among government policies, officials, and the responses of the 

intended audience of children. 

The history of childhood, an academic pursuit spawned in the mid-twentieth 

century, has sought to define the parameters of human experience as shaped by collective 

ideas about age.  At the core is the assumption that children are not full-fledged members 

                                                 
13 William H. Beezley, Cheryl English Martin, and William E. French, Eds. Rituals of Rule, Rituals of 
Resistance: Public Celebrations and Popular Culture in Mexico (Wilmington, DE: SR Books, 1994): xiii-
xxvii.  
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of society relative to adults.  Philippe Ariès inaugurated the field with his classic 

Centuries of Childhood, in which he argued that medieval society did not conceive of 

childhood as a distinct social category, an assertion supported largely by visual 

representations of children as miniature adults in medieval art.14  Ariès’s study was the 

first to examine children systematically as members of a social group.  Scholars revised 

his arguments as they uncovered evidence from demographic sources, literature, and 

other documents that suggested subtle ways that people distinguished childhood from 

other phases of life.  They argued that children have always commanded the affections of 

adults despite times of hardship and violence, and thus have occupied a privileged place 

in society.  These pioneering explorations of the changing social value of children have 

led to the inclusion of age as a category of historical analysis.15  The field currently 

enjoys a revival that places children at the center of historical inquiry.   Historian of the 

American family Steven Mintz analyzed age as a category of analysis over the course of 

three centuries in his Huck’s Raft: A History of American Childhood.  He advocated 

adopting a bifocal approach that examines both the structural forces fashioning children’s 

experiences, and the unanticipated ways that children dart among the trusses of this 

structure.16  Peter Stearns and Paula Fass contributed to the development of childhood 

                                                 
14 Philippe Ariès, Centuries of Childhood: A Social History of Family Life (New York: Knopf, 1962).  
Ariès noted that the absence of the concept of childhood as a social category did not correspond with a lack 
of parental affection toward children; it simply indicated that medieval society did not recognize the 
particular nature of children relative to adults.   
15 Lawrence Stone, The Family, Sex and Marriage in England, 1500-1800 (New York: Harper & Row, 
1977); Lloyd de Mause, ed. The History of Childhood  (New York: Psychohistory Press, 1974); V.A. 
Zelizer, Pricing the Priceless Child: The Changing Social Value of Children (New York: Basic Books, 
1985); Hugh Cunningham, The Invention of Childhood (London: BBC Books, 2006); Richard Tomkins, 
“Sweet Child of Mine,” Financial Times Weekend, June 24, 2006: W1-W2. 
16 Steven Mintz, “Teaching the History of Childhood,” SHCY Newsletter, no. 11 (Winter 2008) and Huck’s 
Raft: A History of American Childhood (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2004). 
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studies by placing the study of childhood within a global context, revising Ariès’s 

beleaguered assertions to account for cultural, geographic and temporal variations.17   

Historians have rarely identified children as protagonists in history.  Often they 

cite the unavailability of sources produced by children.  For decades, even fledgling 

efforts to incorporate children into history frequently nestled under the wing of gender or 

family studies.  In Latin America, the history of childhood began to emerge as a distinct 

field as recently as the 1990s.18  Still for many historians, children’s voices remained 

elusive; children did not frequently enter the historical record unless they had been 

abused, abandoned, killed or otherwise exploited.  Brazilian scholar Francisco Pilotti 

cited the “invisiblility” of the child in the historical record as one of the main barriers in 

constructing an effective social history of childhood.  He called for scholars to examine 

childhood in constant interaction with other categories of analysis affecting and affected 

by social changes.19  Latin Americanists began to rise to his challenge. The most 

innovative studies about childhood help to establish an analytical category by 

reconstructing some of the characteristics of everyday life for children.  For example, 

Raquel Zumbano Altman analyzed the playthings, games, and recreational traditions of 

Brazilian children.  Her use of material and oral culture to understand a child’s 

experience in the world as she moved beyond superficial description and unearthed the 

                                                 
17 Stearns 2006; Paula Fass, Children of a New World: Society, Culture and Globalization (New York: 
New York University Press, 2006). 
18 Bianca Premo, “How Latin America’s History of Childhood Came of Age,” Journal of the History of 
Childhood and Youth 1, no. 1 (Winter 2008): 63-76; Tobias Hecht, ed. Minor Omissions: Children in Latin 
American History and Society (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2002); Special Edition on Latin 
American Childhoods, Journal of Family History 23, no. 3 (July 1998).  
19 Francisco Pilotti, “Crise e perspectives da assistência à infância na América Latina,” A arte de governor 
crianças: A história das políticas sociais, da legislação e da assistência à infância no Brasil, Orgs. 
Francisco Pilotti and Irene Rizzini (Rio de Janeiro: Instituto Interamericano del Niño, 1995): 25-26. 
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ways that playthings contributed to the formation of children’s character.20  Likewise, art 

historians such as Rebeca Monroy in Mexico reintroduced photography of children and 

the places where they lived, worked, and played, visually to reconstruct the quotidian 

experiences of young people.21  The history of Mexican childhood has followed along 

these historiographical lines.    

 

Childhood in Mexico before the Revolution 

Little information exists on pre-Hispanic childhoods.  Native groups across Mesoamerica 

that relied on corn for subsistence and developed a gendered division of labor; mothers 

drew their little girls into the female sphere of domesticity by burying the umbilical cord 

under the metate presaging a lifetime of slavery to the grind.22  Later in Aztec times, 

community leaders exhorted their young with the ritual reading of the huehuetlatolli, a 

speech elaborating the expected behavior of the ideal boy or girl, a tradition carried on 

well into the sixteenth century.23   

Immediately following the conquest of New Spain, colonial families found 

themselves grappling with the diverse but often compatible native and Spanish notions of 

                                                 
20 Raquel Zumbano Altman, “Brincando na história,” História das crianças no Brasil, Org. Mary del Priore 
(São Paulo: Contexto, 1999): 231-258. 
21 Rebeca Monroy Nasr, “Fotografías de la educación cotidiana en la posrevolución,” Historia de la vida 
cotidiana en México, Tomo V, Vol. 2, Coord. Aurelio de los Reyes (México: El Colegio de México/ Fondo 
de Cultura Económica, 2006): 177-227.  Also, Alberto del Castillo Troncoso, Conceptos, imágenes y 
representaciones de la niñez en la Ciudad de México, 1880-1920 (Mexico: El Colegio de México/ Instituto 
Mora, 2006); Beatriz Alcubierre and Tania Carreño King, Los niños villistas: Una mirada a la historia de 
la infancia en México, 1900-1920 (México: INEHRM, 1997). 
22 Arnold J. Bauer, Goods, Power, History: Latin America’s Material Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2001): 29-30. 
23 Sonya Lipsett-Rivera, “Model Children and Models for Children in Early Mexico,” Minor Omissions, 53.  
Lipsett-Rivera warns that the huehuetlatolli should be read critically, because our information about it is 
highly filtered by Spanish priests. 
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family and childhood.  The Spanish brought their Catholic model of a nuclear, patriarchal 

family and sought to recreate the family unit as quickly as possible as a symbol of their 

intent to stay and colonize the Crown’s newfound acquisition.  Well-to-do parents 

commissioned portraits of their children primarily as proof of the social status, 

legitimacy, and lineage of the family.  As these disparate native and Spanish traditions 

quickly mixed through generations of strategically crafted unions and illicit couplings, 

the visibility of offspring became crucial creating social and economic lineages and 

status. 

For New Spanish children, colonial administrators established legal stages of 

growing up: the first three years fell under the care of the mother for the basic feeding 

and socialization; after this age, children were the responsibility of the father; at age 7, 

children reached the age of religious consciousness and uso de razón –technically, of 

marriageable age; by age 10, the child could be legally punished for crimes.  Youngsters 

did not reach full maturity under the law and autonomy from their parents until the late 

age of 25.24  In law, colonial childhood remained a rigid category, yet colonists of all 

ages proved adept at slipping across legal social boundaries.25 

The Bourbon Reforms, primarily the work of Charles III and Charles IV, ushered 

in Enlightenment ideas and socioeconomic changes that reverberated throughout the 

colonies.  They also changed significantly how children were both viewed in society and 

portrayed for posterity.  The Enlightenment recognized children as individual rational 
                                                 
24 Lipsett-Rivera, 59-60.  Although the law stipulated that children were of marriageable age at 7, the 
Church set forth the slightly more reasonable ages of 12 for girls and 14 for boys. 
25 See particularly Chapter Six on illegitimate children in Ann Twinam, Public Lives, Private Secrets: 
Gender, Honor, Sexuality and Illegitimacy in Colonial Spanish America (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1999). 
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beings who required a formal education and moral socialization from an early age to 

make them into productive citizens.26  The Enlightenment not only emphasized the 

individual, but also initiated the decay of a lineage-based view of children.  In New 

Spain, reformers promoted not only education but also motherhood supported by welfare 

programs to ensure the proper training and care of children.  Some politicians anticipated 

a transition from empire to republic.27  This shift in policy resulted in increased 

government intervention in the family, as it increasingly became the unit for the 

enforcement of colonial order.28  As racial fluidity threatened to upset the colonial social 

order based on rigid understandings of racial categories, creole artists produced casta 

paintings, didactic illustrations of the social outcome of nearly every racial mixture 

possible in the colonial population.  Historians gleaned much about colonial childhood 

from this unparalleled genre of paintings produced in the late-eighteenth century, as they 

contained vivid images of tidy nuclear families in informal settings and surrounded by 

the richly detailed material trappings of their daily life.  Admittedly, the paintings 

projected an ideal family envisioned by creoles that comprised an orderly society.  But 

the unself-conscious presence and vitality of children in the paintings provides a 

barometer of their visibility in daily life and the importance of recognizing their pastimes 

alongside those of their parents.   

Institutional history, especially documents produced by Church and private 

welfare institutions, illuminate the shifting value of children in different social circles.  
                                                 
26 Ilona Katzew, Casta Painting: Images of Race in Eighteenth-Century Mexico (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 2004): 7.  Katzew noted that some of the earliest casta paintings predated the onset of the 
Enlightenment by two decades. 
27 Lipsett-Rivera, 54. 
28 Pilar Gonzalbo Aizpuro, Familia y orden colonial (Mexico: El Colegio de México, 1998): 296. 
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The theme of child circulation—passing children among people and institutions changing 

socioeconomic stressors affected the family—unites colonial and nineteenth century 

historiography on children.  During the colonial period, Elsa Malvido found that in the 

rural areas, private networks mediated by the Church funneled “surplus” children born to 

Indian parents without the means to support them into the workforce.  In this agrarian 

society, children formed part of the work force.  They represented a valuable commodity 

that the local government willingly unburdened from the hands of needy parents.  In 

urban areas, illegitimacy resulted in more common child abandonment.  Legitimate 

children signaled honor in a world that valued honor as the highest form of social capital, 

while children born out of wedlock needed to be shielded from view in elite circles.  The 

welfare institutions created by both the Church and the viceregal government served to 

protect the bruised honor of aristocratic maidens more than to provide systematic care for 

the children.29  Nevertheless, Pilar Gonzalbo Aizpuro found that many illegitimate 

children were insinuated into the homes of their biological parent through informal 

relationships such as servant, godchild, adopted, or apprentice.30  Such an arrangement 

reveals that the status-conscious creole elites also felt affection and obligation toward 

their offspring and sought to keep them near.  During the Porfiriato, as socioeconomic 

divisions grew deeper, more children sought shelter in government-funded asylums.   

Ann Blum has argued that welfare institutions continued to uphold the colonial ideal of 

                                                 
29 Elsa Malvido, “International Trends: the Role of the Female Body in the Mexican Colonial Period,” 
Trans. Joan M. Hoffman, Journal of Women’s History 4 no. 1 (Spring 1992): 126.  Malvido finds that as 
many as 17-20% of rural children born during the colonial era were siphoned into the labor economy as 
“surplus” children. 
30 Pilar Gonzalbo Aizpuro, “De familias y ‘calidades’ en el México colonial,” Saber/ver número especial, 
June 1994. 
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children as linked to or symbols of honor even when secularizing Liberal legislation 

refashioned family law and charity.   

The use of hygiene and medicine in the nineteenth century as lenses through 

which to view children substituted the piety model of the earlier period.31  A new class of 

foreign-trained child professionals rendered children the subjects of medical scrutiny 

during this time through the production of specialized knowledge about the child’s body 

and psyche.  The científicos, positivist advisors to Díaz, included a cadre of clinical 

physicians dedicated to lowering the infant mortality rate, one of the essential indicators 

of modernity.  Medical pamphlets, children’s clinics, and advice columns to mothers 

constructed children’s physical bodies as a testament to the health of the family.32 

The Porfirian era witnessed the first boom in children’s culture, mirroring trends 

in the industrializing world.  The Victorian ideal of childhood enjoyed great currency, 

albeit largely limited to the upper strata of society.  The leisure class not only had time 

and energy to indulge their children, but also new and improved technologies made these 

public displays of affection more visible.  Studio photography and cartes de visite 

provided parents with the opportunity to pose their elaborately dressed and coiffed 

children as precocious little adults in this modern iteration of the colonial painted portrait.  

The printing press, now with the ability to reproduce images in dailies, publicized these 

photographs as a visual homage to the brief span of life that corresponded to innocence 

                                                 
31 Ann S. Blum, “Public Welfare and Child Circulation, Mexico City, 1877-1925,” Journal of Family 
History 23, no. 3 (July 1998): 240-272. 
32 Del Castillo Troncoso 2006, 59-104.  
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and recreation.33  Imported European manufactured playthings flooded department stores 

that architects had enlarged with new floors to accommodate the influx of consumer 

goods.  Magazine and newspapers took out ads with graphics that appealed to children, 

directly addressing them as consumers.  For the first time, publications expressly for 

children appeared in newspaper kiosks: Álbum de la infancia, Su majestad el niño, El 

Correo de los Niños, and Biblioteca de los Niños numbered among the dozens of options 

for young readers with time and pesos to spare.34  The Victorian ideal did not reach the 

countryside, and for many children there, life went on much as it had in the colonial era.  

The revolution shook many rural children from their routines.  Children who had 

never left Guerrero, Jalisco, Sonora, or Morelos took up arms and fought alongside their 

fathers, traveled on the backs of their soldadera mothers, and rode trains and donkeys to 

far-flung battlefields.  Those who stayed at home saw the older generation disappear, and 

they prematurely assumed the household responsibilities of adults.  Fighting and death 

disrupted the school calendar and razed school buildings.35  For the privileged children in 

the cities, idyllic leisure days proved fleeting, as many of them fled to exile with their 

parents.  By the time the dust had settled in 1920, most families had suffered irrevocable 

damage. 

                                                 
33 Del Castillo Troncoso 2006; María Eugenia Sánchez Calleja, Delia Salazar Anaya, Coords. Los niños: su 
imagen en la historia (México: Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia, 2006); Carlos Monsiváis, 
¡Quietecito por favor! (México: Grupo Carso, 2005); Robert M Levine, Images of History: Nineteenth and 
Early Twentieth Century Latin American Photographs as Documents (Durham, NC: Duke University 
Press, 1989).  
34 Irma Lombardo García and María Teresa Camarillo Carbajal, La prensa infantil de México (1839-1984) 
(México: Instituto de Investigaciones Bibliográficas, Hemeroteca Nacional, Universidad Nacional 
Autónoma de México, 1984). 
35 Alcubierre and Carreño King, 1997.  
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Historians reconstructed aspects of childhood prior to 1920 based largely on 

sources produced by institutional officials, legislators, and artists—all adults.  For the 

years 1920 to 1940 it is possible to study events from children’s perspective because so 

many children entered into the historical record relatively unmediated by adults.  A 

number of factors contributed to the proliferation of sources produced by children during 

these decades.  Not only did government agencies, and especially the SEP, create cultural 

programs and school curricula that revolutionized childhood, but also modern technology 

facilitated the ways children could leave evidence of their history.  Photography became 

cheaper and easier.  It allowed the visual documentation of more informal activities in 

which children engaged.  The widespread use of typewriters—available in public squares 

for those who did not own one—expanded the volume of correspondence.  Children 

learned to type as they learned to write.36  Revolutionary presidents made themselves 

more readily available to the general public, provoking a flood of letters from people of 

all ages making requests to which they believed they were entitled after the revolution.  

As a result, beginning around 1920, children were seen and heard as never before in the 

country’s history.   

It is important to note that, despite the significant democratizing accomplishments 

of revolutionary governments in the 1920s and 1930s, especially in the area of public 

education, many children still remained outside of the scope of the projects discussed 

here.  Even new forms of media like the radio, expressly created to transcend 

socioeconomic and geographic boundaries, remained accessible primarily to middle class 

                                                 
36 Rubén Gallo, Mexican Modernity: The Avant-Garde and the Technological Revolution (Cambridge and 
London: The MIT Press, 2005). 
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children in the cities.  In some cases, when opportunities to peruse second-hand 

illustrated magazines, for example, did present themselves to children in the countryside, 

they did not have the leisure time to write letters to the editor or participate in contests for 

prizes.  Acknowledging the limitations of revolutionary cultural campaigns is essential 

for understanding the uneven construction of a generation.  Yet even though the web of 

revolutionary children’s programs woven in the capital frayed into tendrils at its outer 

edges, many children across the republic took up banners, donned makeshift uniforms, 

and spoke in public in ways that previous generations had not done. 

 

Chapter Organization 

Taking to heart Steven Mintz’s call for historians of childhood to adopt a bifocal 

approach, I have divided this dissertation into two parts: the adults’ construction of a 

campaign to create a new revolutionary generation, and the children’s reception of the 

revolutionary programs intended for their benefit.  Chapter One, the adult section, 

examines the cultural context in which revolutionary officials consciously attempted to 

create a homogeneous generation of revolutionary citizens through the 

professionalization of child-related fields, the transformation of public space, public art, 

and official treatments of the child as a metaphor for the revolutionary future.  The 

emphasis on empirical knowledge, coupled with the massification of the media, pushed 

adults toward a universal education for children.  The Pan-American Child Congresses, 

especially the one convened in Mexico City in 1935, allowed professionals and heads of 

government agencies to showcase Mexico’s proficiency in caring for and socializing 
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children according to a revolutionary ideal.  In the heyday of eugenics, child 

professionals and pedagogues assumed superior knowledge of children, shifting authority 

away from mothers.  Furthermore, the construction of new of public places such as parks, 

playgrounds and schoolyard patios moved children into the view of the broader 

community and made their activities and their physical development subject to public 

scrutiny.  Thus ensconced in the country’s line of vision, children were poised for their 

actions and voices to be seen and heard.   

The remaining chapters, the bulk of the dissertation, present the children’s views 

of cultural changes in these decades.  They produced a rich cache of documents—letters 

to editors, drawings, plays, and interviews—that provide a measure by which to gauge 

their response to revolutionary programs.  The chapters show an expansion of children’s 

social spheres as they developed an awareness of their membership in the community, the 

nation, and a global generation.  The first three of these chapters examine children’s 

participation in three well-funded programs introduced by different agencies of the SEP 

to supplement the primary, rural, and socialist education programs: puppet theater, radio 

and art.  Chapter Two describes the itinerant puppet theater Teatro Guignol, 

conceptualized by socialist intellectuals sponsored by the SEP, and trucked out to rural 

elementary schools.  The puppet characters paraded patriotic virtues, hygiene and morals 

across the makeshift stage as children looked on in awe.  Yet their immediate responses 

to the plays, documented both through their drawings and teachers’ observations 

submitted to SEP offices, indicate that children did not always grasp the intended 

messages.  After considering the feedback provided by children, SEP officials altered the 
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content of some puppet theater scripts.  This chapter indicates that children exercised a 

degree of editorial power, albeit unintentional, over the content of cultural projects 

designed for them. 

Chapter Three focuses on the children’s programming from the SEP radio station 

XFX.  Radio technology brought children together, pushing young imaginations to 

conceptualize common experiences shared with invisible friends.  SEP radio served both 

to universalize and supplement education, especially where it fell short in the 

countryside.  Moreover, commercial stations unregulated by government agencies 

exposed children and adults to worlds beyond their often-insular communities, and 

strengthened the invisible threads that united the nation.  Demonstrating considerable 

self-awareness, child listeners wrote letters in to the XFX headquarters participating in 

the interactive lessons, contests, and assignments that they heard over the radio.  In their 

own shaky handwriting, children expressed different degrees of compliance with the 

radio show designed to socialize them perfectly.  Oftentimes they betray a strong 

awareness of their socioeconomic status relative to other listeners.  These letters indicate 

that many children saw through the holes of the universalizing mantle that the SEP radio 

program cast over them.  This chapter also examines children’s exposure to new 

technology through radio, especially through the program Troka el Poderoso, the 

brainchild of Germán List Arzubide, one of the most prolific Teatro Guignol authors.  In 

keeping with socialist education pedagogy, List Arzubide’s staunch leftist ideological 

stance colored the message about the proletarian obligation to make optimal use of 
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technology for the advancement of the common good, yet the message did not fall 

equally on every listener’s ears.   

Chapter Four examines the construction of a national aesthetic through Adolfo 

Best Maugard’s art education program.  Revolutionary education officials, headed by 

Minister of Education José Vasconcelos himself, initiated a nationalist art program in 

1921 as part an effort to provide an aesthetic counterpart to the political rhetoric of 

nationalism that infused other areas of the socialist education program.  Pulgarcito, a 

widely circulated government publication showcasing the best products of the art 

program, drew entirely from child contributors for its articles, illustrations, and even 

commercial sponsors.  The children’s magazine received acclaim from Japan and 

Switzerland, and thrust the children into the international spotlight as young agents 

exporting a nascent nationalism as they were processing the new cultural aesthetic.  

Through participation in the creation of this magazine—as well as the conspicuous 

consumption that the magazine promoted—a generation of children learned what it meant 

and looked like to be Mexican.  This chapter examines the interactions between the 

magazine editors and the child contributors and readers.  It analyzes letters to and from 

the editors, public drawing sessions, contests, and excursions and festivals organized by 

the magazine.  Through these interactions, children became members of a community 

with other children.  Furthermore, the content of the magazine reveals the uneven process 

of nation building made evident by disparities in participation levels from urban and rural 

child contributors.   
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The following two chapters examine children’s civic participation outside of the 

organizing aegis of SEP agencies.  Chapter Five explores extracurricular activities with 

national coverage that allowed children to sample political life.  Children’s conferences, 

literacy campaigns, and anti-alcohol manifestations all bore the bureaucratic trappings 

that would be expected from those with adult participants.  An element of military 

discipline characterized these activities that facilitated the evolution of a collective 

identity apart from allegiance to the family.  Children made demands of their families, 

communities and governments to improve their quality of life, expressing an awareness 

of age as a defining social factor.  On one hand, these activities served as proving 

grounds to groom future politicians and bureaucrats in the image of their adult 

counterparts, as children learned public speaking, letter formatting, and even self-

presentation.  On the other hand, through their highly publicized participation, child 

delegates enjoyed a national platform for their demands, and made use of the 

opportunities to make some demands that cemented awareness of their social status as 

children.  Although at the outset adult counselors likely guided the content and tone of 

children’s participation, charismatic child leaders stood out among their peers, and as 

young advocates they modeled the political potential of the youngest generation. 

 Chapter Six expands to the international sphere, as Mexican children began to 

participate in youth organizations featured in other societies.  Pan-American exchanges 

between schoolchildren meant that Mexican youth saw themselves as part of a 

hemispheric family, united by a common race and common colonial heritage.  The Junior 

Red Cross sponsored an international pen-pal exchange that encouraged children from 
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around the world to forge friendships that would ensure future world peace.  The 

popularity of the Boy Scouts meant that Mexican boys learned survival skills under the 

shadow of their own Popocatépetl that promoted their masculinity on pace with boys in 

Germany and the United States.  Some of these organizations offered opportunities for 

international travel.  From the 1920s to the 1940s, children whetted of expressions 

cultural nationalism by exporting them abroad to international members of their same 

generation.  This era offered children a multiplicity of identities from which they could 

choose, all offering the safety of a sense of community bonded by common experiences 

and common cultural references.    

 The Conclusion recounts the events surrounding the arrival in Mexico of 500 

children exiled from the Spanish Civil War in 1937.  President Lázaro Cárdenas’s act of 

altruism drew widespread praise and approval, and seemed to indicate that Mexico had 

thoroughly and successfully constructed a revolutionary generation after 17 peaceful 

years of reconstruction.  A closer examination of the experience of the niños españoles 

shows threadbare spots in the already gossamer-thin veil of the government project to 

create a uniform experience for children across the nation.  Overall, this case heralds the 

end of an era in which the child reigned with the unquestioned institutional support of the 

government fully justified by the revolutionary belief in investing in the next generation.  

This moment does not close on a pessimistic note.  The children growing up during these 

two decades learned skills, gained a sense of political awareness, and absorbed and 

created cultural expressions that became recognized the world over as being distinctly 

Mexican. 
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Children’s voices echoed through the historical record during these decades as 

they nudged their way into civic life.  Certainly, adult intervention mediated many of 

their expressions, even when written in a child’s own hand.  Yet the historian’s craft 

remains the same: to rescue to the best of our ability the experiences of those whose 

stories we seek to tell, while remaining transparent about the probable context in which 

individuals documented the elements of those stories.  Historians acknowledge that 

nearly every document is subject to a series of translations, alterations, interpretations, or 

other mitigating factors before reaching the hands of a researcher years, even centuries 

later.  Children’s history is no different than that of other groups previously considered 

voiceless.  As with any social group, children suffer limitations—in this case 

chronological, economic and perhaps emotional—that prevent them from being fully 

incorporated into mainstream society.  Detractors protest that allowing children’s history 

to represent a moment of the past does not accurately reflect the greater political, 

economic, and social forces that define traditional national histories.  This perspective 

overemphasizes the experience of adults, ignoring an entire generation.  As the evidence 

from these chapters clearly shows, perhaps no social group more fully absorbed the 

impact of the revolutionary reconstruction than those under four feet.  During these two 

decades, children gained more access to their peers, engaged in more public acts of 

leisure or political expression, enjoyed more visibility in the eyes of legislators and 

community members, and initiated more projects for the public good than they ever had 
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before.  These children grew up to be the most powerful political generation in the 

country’s history.  They employed bureaucratic techniques and expanded social 

networks—as well as several unsavory skills such as institutional corruption—to forge an 

official party that was at once rhetorically inclusive and functionally exclusive.  A close 

examination of the cultural formation of these children perhaps explains less about the 

revolution and more about the direction of national political and cultural life in the 

twentieth century.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
CONSTRUCTING CITIZENS: THE OFFICIAL CAMPAIGN  

FOR THE REVOLUTIONARY CHILD 
 
 

“What a beautiful spectacle, that after ten years of incessant divisions between brothers  
and persecutions among groups of Mexicans, after ten years of combat and blood,  

as though arising from the ashes and purified by fire, men of science are gathering to treat  
academically the instruction, the hygiene, the surgery,the medicine, and the beauty of the child.” 

—José Vasconcelos, opening speech of the First Mexican Congress of the Child, 192137 
 

 
Childhood is a constructed category, subject to the fickle boundaries formed by 

governing bodies, family structures, historical moments, and socioeconomic status.  This 

chapter inserts the children growing up between 1920 and 1940 into the revolutionary 

cultural context of their historical moment.  Subsequent chapters demonstrate that, 

contrary to scholarly interpretations, the history of childhood can only be accessed 

through an analysis of adult discussion, ideology and policy. 38  Children left a mark on 

the historical record, and their participation in their own socialization took on meaningful 

forms both for the children and those with whom they interacted.  Understanding what it 

was like for children of the era to grow up as embodiments of the revolution requires a 

discussion of the official discourse produced by adults that governed their world, and the 

ways these adults refashioned Victorian and Porfirian ideas about children in the decades 

of revolutionary social reforms.  During these years, the revolutionary officials became 

                                                 
37 Vasconcelos gave this speech in place of President Álvaro Obregón, who could not attend because of 
illness.  El Universal, January 2, 1921.  
38 See statement by Beatriz Alcubierre, historian of Mexican children’s literature in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries: “La única forma de [estudiar al niño] es a través de los discursos, de las imágenes, y de 
las estrategias que los adultos han empleado para introducirlo en su mundo y que anteceden a toda práctica 
social relacionada con la infancia: los cuales, por supuesto, están determinados en todo momento por el 
contexto material en que se formulan,” in Alberto del Castillo Troncoso, “La invención de un concepto 
moderno de niñez en México en el cambio del siglo XIX al XX,” Los niños: su imagen en la historia, 
coords. María Eugenia Sanchez Calleja, Delia Salazar Anaya (México: Instituto Nacional de Antropología 
e Historia, 2006): 101. 
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both more professional and more concerned with children, especially in educational 

programs, creating a child-centered culture in the 1920s and 1930s.  

Revolutionary officials produced an overwhelming body of documents, 

legislation, and propaganda during these decades with the intention of instructing the 

adults on raising the nation’s children.  Striving to replace the decimated population with 

productive, ideologically committed generation, officials imagined an ideal revolutionary 

child and disseminated the image among the nation’s mothers, schoolteachers, and 

community members.  Sampling this literature reveals: congressional deputies debated 

educational reform programs that revealed their ideas about biological age as it related to 

social roles, and their decisions to build parks transforming the urban landscape 

specifically to include the child.  Proceedings from the First Mexican Congress of the 

Child (El Primer Congreso Mexicano del Niño) and the Pan-American Child Congresses 

(Congreso Panamericano del Niño)—especially the one hosted by Mexico in 1935—

disclose not only an explosion in the number of agencies and institutions designed 

specifically to socialize and perfect the child, but also indicate that these agencies 

provided unprecedented professional opportunities for numerous women by virtue of 

their socially-established special relationship with children.  Specialized government 

publications and radio bulletins on childcare and hygiene supplemented the educational 

programs and institutional reforms to ensure that adults aligned home life with the 

government campaign to construct the ideal citizen.  Finally, presidential collections 

contain thousands of letters from average citizens who repeated the new rhetoric, 

reflecting at once the internalization of the public campaign for the revolutionary child, 
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and an astute use of this rhetoric for personal goals.  Taken as a whole, these sources 

indicate a consensus among adults across all social and economic classifications that the 

child belonged primarily to the nation.  This abstract “nation,” comprised myriad 

individuals with diverse backgrounds and authority levels, existed most clearly in 

rhetorical treatments of the child.  

Officials attempted to construct universal childhood through a common set of 

experiences and a standard measure of normalcy defined by biology, yet childhood 

remained an exclusive category.  Street children, working children (forced into early 

adulthood out of economic necessity or as a result of abandonment), and non-Spanish 

speaking children, were excluded from becoming the ideal child that professionals 

conjured up in conferences and debates.   

  

From Positivism to the Professionalization of Pediatric Knowledge 

The literature on revolutionary citizen building campaigns that targeted women, 

children, and the family in the early twentieth century is vast.39  This cadre of child 

specialists shared an intellectual continuity with the positivistas trained in the Porfirian 

era.  Scientific knowledge about the child flowed from European techniques such as 

                                                 
39 The hygiene, eugenics, and puericulture movements centered around reworking the role of the woman 
and the family in broader society. See Nancy Leys Stepan, “The Hour of Eugenics”: Race, Gender, and 
Nation in Latin America (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1991); Nancy Applebaum, Anne S. Macpherson 
and Karin Alejandra Rosemblatt, eds. Race and Nation in Modern Latin America (Chapel Hill: University 
of North Carolina Press, 2003); Jocelyn Olcott, Mary Kay Vaughan, and Gabriela Cano, eds. Sex in 
Revolution: Gender, Politics, and Power in Modern Mexico (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2006); 
Katherine E. Bliss, Compromised Positions: Prostitution, Public Health, and Gender Politics in 
Revolutionary Mexico (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2001); see all of the 
contributors here, but especially Mary Kay Vaughan, “Modernizing Patriarchy: State Policies, Rural 
Households, and Women in Mexico, 1930-1940,” Hidden Histories of Gender and the State in Latin 
America, eds. Elizabeth Dore and Maxine Molyneux (Durham: Duke University Press, 2000): 194-214. 
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psychometrics and phrenology and acquired a Latin American flavor after being steeped 

in José Vasconcelos’s “cosmic race” ideology of mestizo racial fusion at the pinnacle of 

the human racial composite.40  The shift toward the child-centered approach to social 

hygiene received a boost from the 1923 Geneva Convention on the Rights of the Child; 

by ratifying the agreements postulated in this international summit, Mexican officials 

positioned their nation among the foremost countries aking economic and intellectual 

investments in the youth.41   

The nineteenth century saw the rise of positivism, with agents of hygiene focused 

on institutions for improving sanitary conditions.  The Porfirian schoolhouse had as its 

goal the separation of the child from the home.  In fact, schoolteachers literally washed 

the home off of the children when they crossed the school’s threshold, and the schools 

served as an enclosed fortress, completely distinct from children’s familiar domestic 

spaces.42  In the 1920s and 1930s officials reversed the division of home and school, and 

                                                 
40 For the transformation of eugenic discourse from European prototypes to something particularly 
Mexican, see Alexandra Minna Stern, “Responsible Mothers and Normal Children: Eugenics, Nationalism 
and Welfare in Post-revolutionary Mexico, 1920-1940,” Journal of Historical Sociology 12, no. 4 
(December 1999): 369-397.  Continuity in scientific knowledge from the nineteenth century was common 
to other Latin American countries.  In Brazil, medical intellectuals adapted Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s 
Enlightenment ideas about the perfectibility of man to the broader questions of national identity and 
citizenship; see Lilia Moritz Schwarcz, The Spectacle of the Races: Scientists, Institutions, and the Race 
Question in Brazil, 1870-1930, trans. Leland Guyer (New York: Hill and Wang, 1999).   Educators in 
Brazil’s early national school system strove to leave behind nineteenth century racialized ideas in favor of a 
progressive “new” race, policy and practice indicated a softer brand of Lamarckian explanations of social 
deficiencies that did not stray far from their nineteenth century predecessors; see Jerry Dávila, Diploma of 
Whiteness: Race and Social Policy in Brazil, 1919-1945 (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2003). 
41 For the Geneva Convention agreement in Mexican circulars, see Boletín de la SEP, Tomo IV, no. 9-10 
(1925): 217-222.  According to the proceedings, officials should recognize the vital forces influencing the 
child’s physical and moral development came through organized recreation, the home, the school, and 
religious institutions. 
42 Anne Staples, “Primeros pasos de la higiene escolar decimonónica”; María Eugenia Chaoul Pereyra, 
“Escuelas de primera, segunda y tercera clase… y niños también: la educación primaria porfiriana”; and 
Ernesto Aréchiga, “‘Un niño sano no puede ser un niño malo’: Entre la educación y la propaganda. La 
literatura higiénica infantil en México, 1930-1940” (Papers presented at the Coloquio Internacional: Sanar, 
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sought instead to bring both of these sectors in alignment with revolutionary program.  

They carried this out most notably through the new government home hygiene inspectors 

and the practice of social pediatrics, concerned not just with children’s illnesses, but their 

place in the concentric human circles of the family, the classroom, and the community.43  

In the revolutionary era, scientific treatment of children acquired a strongly nationalist 

character administered by new professionals in the fields of eugenics, puericulture, 

pediatrics, and psychology.  The creators designed the socialist education project to draw 

the family into public education, and extend the government’s effort to sanitize 

institutions into the home.   

The touchstone event marking the revolutionary development of child care 

programs came in the 1921 First Mexican Congress of the Child, financed and presided 

over by Dr. Félix Palavicini, and sponsored by the government of Álvaro Obregón.44  

Palavicini’s position as editor of national daily paper El Universal also ensured 
                                                                                                                                                 
curar y educar. Salud, enfermedad y sociedad en México, siglos XIX-XX, Instituto de Investigaciones 
Históricas, UNAM, April 26-28, 2006).  For the continuities between Porfirian and revolutionary methods 
of measuring children, see Alexandra Minna Stern, 383.  
43 A personal account of the development of modern pediatrics can be found in the oral history: PHO/8/31. 
Entrevista realizada al Dr. Jesús Lozoya Solís, realizada por Beatriz Arroyo, el día 8 de diciembre de 1977 
en los laboratorios INFAN de la Ciudad de México.  México: Archivo de la Palabra del Instituto de 
Investigaciones Dr. José Ma. Luis Mora.  For the instruction of home hygiene inspectors, in which they are 
trained to inspect medical conditions, cleanliness, moral environment, space for recreation, use of beds 
(“lucha por el uso de la cama,”), etc., see Boletín de la SEP, Tomo IV, no. 9-10 (1925): 210-212.  One 
hygiene inspector in Villa Victoria, Michoacán in 1936 reported that, of 115 proletarian homes visited, 
96% demonstrated acceptable living conditions—91% had kitchens, 36% had sinks, but only 16% had 
toilets. Archivo Histórico de la Secretaría de Educación Pública (AHSEP), Dirección General de Educación 
Primaria en los Estados y Territorios, Dirección de Educación Federal, Caja 129, Exp. 13, Folio 46-47, 
1936.  See Claudia Agostoni, “Las mensajeras de la salud. Enfermeras visitadoras en la ciudad de México 
durante la década de los 1920,” Estudios de Historia Moderna y Contemporánea de México 33 (January-
June 2007): 89-120.  For a 1933 radio bulletin that encouraged mothers to carry on the educational efforts 
of the schoolhouse, see AHSEP, Dirección Extensión Educativa por Radio, Boletines de Acercamiento 
entre el Hogar y la Escuela, Caja 9488, Exp. 49, 1933; and Caja 9485, Exp. 49, 1933. 
44 Felix Palavicini had a career-long interest in education and family reform.  He attended the constitutional 
congress in Querétero in 1917 as a member of President Venustiano Carranza’s education cabinet; though 
he supported women’s rights and suffrage, he also took issue with the secularization of the education 
program.  See Alexandra Minna Stern, “Eugenics, Nationalism and Welfare,” 9-10. 
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favorable—and ample—coverage of the conference proceedings so that readers 

nationwide could be kept abreast of the progress of the revolutionary political elites.  

Months in advance of the conference’s inauguration, Palavicini began to run public 

surveys about the significance of a professional gathering on this topic, and published the 

enthusiastic acclaim in heady anticipation of the event.  The children featured in the 

conference announcements, which Palavicini published almost daily, embodied the clean, 

cared-for, happy ideal that the meeting sought to establish as the national standard (see 

Figures 1.1-1.3].45  Although he would have been hard pressed to find detractors from the 

cause of improving conditions for children, Palavicini’s public canvasses documented 

popular support for one of the revolutionary government’s first professional initiatives in 

collaboration with the professional elites.  El Universal also benefited from a hearty dose 

of self-promotion, as the Palavicini’s charitable generosity in sponsoring the event did 

not go unnoticed.  Thus the Porfirian paradigm of an alliance between government and 

intellectuals had been restored, only this time draped in revolutionary rhetoric.  

                                                 
45 See nearly daily coverage in El Universal, January-April, 1920.  
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Figure 1.1  El Universal, February 1920.  
Courtesy of the Biblioteca Miguel Lerdo 
de Tejada. 

Figure 1.2  El Universal, April 1920.  
Courtesy of the Biblioteca Miguel 
Lerdo de Tejada. 

Figure 1.3  El Universal, January 
1920.  Courtesy of the Biblioteca 
Miguel Lerdo de Tejada. 
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  The First Mexican Congress of the Child brought together the country’s best and 

brightest professionals in a three-week showcase of strategies to avoid any social, 

physical, or mental deviance among children.  Professionals expounded on numerous 

topics in six sections: Eugenics, Education, Pediatric Surgery, Pediatric Medicine, 

Hygiene, and Legislation.46  Presentations outlined the successes and goals of the school 

lunch and free milk programs, the problems presented by children working alongside 

their parents in the markets, the creation of farm schools, ways to combat child 

delinquency, and legislation regarding child labor, among other themes.47  As a testament 

to its success, the event resulted in a second congress in 1923.  

 The Congresses yielded a number of empirical studies and programs designed to 

quantify and perfect the child.  Foremost, the presenters pursued normalcy, which could 

only be determined upon achieving total knowledge of the child.  At the Congress, public 

health official Dr. Rafael Santamarina laid out the benefits of a comprehensive profile of 

the normal Mexican child—the only other available models at the time were from French 

children—as a tool against which to measure children’s psychology and biology.48  

Santamarina followed a brand of nationalist eugenics popular in Latin America that 

valued the mestizo race above the Anglo ideal.  At the core of his inquiries was a belief in 

the rigidity of categories of age as biologically determined stages of development.49  

Bolstered by the publicity and impetus generated at the Congress, the following year, Dr. 

                                                 
46 “Primer Congreso Mexicano del Niño,” El Universal, January 19, 1921. 
47 Memoria del Primer Congreso Mexicano del Niño (México: El Universal, 1921). 
48 Dr. Rafael Santamarina, “Conocimiento Actual del Niño Mexicano desde el Punto de Vista Médico-
Pedagógico,” Memoria del Primer Congreso Mexicano del Niño (México: El Universal, 1921): 264-265. 
49 The leading influence promoting stages of cognitive development was Swiss child expert Jean Piaget; as 
an example of his publications, The Child’s Conception of the World (New York: Humanities Press, 1951 
[1929]). 
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Santamarina launched the long-term Study of the Mexican Child (Estudio del Niño 

Mexicano) to quantify physical and mental development across a sampling of the nation’s 

children for the purpose of pinpointing areas of improvement.50  Daily, over the course of 

the study, nurses brought carefully selected middle class students from the public school 

system—those deemed to be “normal” in every sense—to the offices of the Department 

of Public Health (Departamento de Salubridad Pública), where medical officials 

conducted a series of tests adapted from international sources.51  In 1925, Santamarina 

established the Department of Psychopedagogy and Hygiene (Departamento de 

Psicopedagogía e Higiene) as an agency of the Ministry of Public Education (Secretaría 

de Educación Pública, heretofore SEP).  Children’s hygiene centers began popping up 

around the country as outposts of the government initiative to ensure that mothers were 

supporting federal care of their children’s health.  The SEP, for its part, became 

increasingly vigilant over the architectural aspects of the classroom, in an effort to 

provide proportionally perfect accommodations—utopist, some argued—so as not to 

hinder learning through any physical impingement of the child’s work space.52  

 Professionalization in fields focused on children swept the globe in the early 

twentieth century.  Over the course of the 1920s and 1930s, Mexico sent delegates to the 

                                                 
50 Archivo Histórico de la Secretaría de Salubridad (AHSSA), Salubridad Pública, Higiene Escolar, Caja 3, 
Exp. 19; 1922; Claudia Carretta Beltrán, “La mediación de la inteligencia de los mexicanos: 
Construcciones de normalidad y anormalidad (1920-1940)” (Paper presented at the XXVII International 
Congress of the Latin American Studies Association, Montréal, Canada, September 5-8, 2007). 
51 AHSSA, Salubridad Pública, Higiene Escolar, Cala 3, Exp. 11, 1922.  See also Contribución del 
Departamento de Psicopedagogía e Higiene de la Secretaría de Educación Pública al 6º Congreso 
Panamericano del Niño [Lima, Peru, June 1930] (México: SEP, 1930): 7. 
52 Utopia·No Utopia: La arquitectura, la enseñanza y la planificación del deseo (México: Museo Casa 
Estudio Diego Rivera y Frida Kahlo/INBA, 2005): 25-33, 56-57. 
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Pan American Child Congresses, and hosted the prestigious international event in 1935.53  

Winning the bid against its Pan-American counterparts to host the seventh annual 

conference represented a major victory for the revolutionary government of Lázaro 

Cárdenas.  United States delegate Katherine Lenroot, in her nomination speech for 

Mexico as the point of contact between Latin and Anglo-Saxon civilizations, lauded the 

nation’s advances in the protection of children.54  Enjoying the international limelight, 

conference delegates officially designated the week of the conference as The Week of the 

Child (Semana del Niño), and supplemented conference sessions with an array of public 

cultural events, charity drives, and festivals featuring children and arranged for their 

benefit. 

The executive committee made certain not to disappoint visiting delegates, and 

supplemented the weeklong academic panels with various activities to showcase national 

advances in child welfare.  Participants enjoyed elegant banquets at the city’s upscale 

eateries, toured the most modern welfare facilities, and interacted with the young 

beneficiaries of the revolutionary programs.  Mexican delegate Rosaura Zapata, Inspector 

of Kindergartens, organized a festival in the Parque Lira, in which kindergarteners from 

the Tacubaya neighborhood lined the leafy walkways dressed in various regional 

costumes, tents exhibited the classroom carpentry and artisan workshops taught in 

kindergartens, and a puppet show delighted everyone present.  Delegates also visited 

                                                 
53 Pan American Child Congresses took place in the following locations: Buenos Aires, Argentina (1916); 
Montevideo, Uruguay (1919); Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (1922); Santiago, Chile (1924); Havana, Cuba (1927); 
Lima, Peru (1930); Mexico City, Mexico (1935); Washington D.C., United States (1942); and Caracas, 
Venezuela (1948).   
54 Memoria del VII Congreso Panamericano del Niño [Mexico City, October 12-19, 1935] (México: 
Talleres Gráficos de la Nación, 1937): 5. 
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Child Hygiene Centers (Servicio de Higiene Infantil), the milk distribution center in 

downtown Mexico City, and a government-run children’s home.  One daytrip visited the 

three- to six-year old residents of the new, modern Coyoacán orphanage, the Casa de 

Cuna.  The children’s well-being was on display for the delegates, as the small scrubbed 

and pressed government charges performed folkloric songs and dances that surpassed 

expectations for their tender age.  From the Casa de Cuna, the delegates proceeded to the 

Tlalpan children’s home Casa del Niño, where children—aged six to twelve—received 

residential vocational education.  Director Rafael Sierra Domínguez greeted the 

conference delegates, inviting them to observe the program of the public welfare 

department (Beneficencia Pública) in its daily struggle to secure the future for those 

children who lacked the support of their families.  The visitors were also treated to a 

sampling of local lore and ritual, in a reenactment of ritual human sacrifice at the 

Teotihuacán pyramids just outside Mexico City.55  The stylized ceremony, staged against 

the impressive archaeological ruins in the hot desert sun, must have posed a striking 

contrast to the ultra-modern buildings filled with robust children that the delegates met 

during their stay in the city.  The children provided a reminder of the great civilizing 

strides the revolutionary government had accomplished for the welfare of its citizenry.   

At the VII Pan American Child Congress, the number of Mexican delegates—

with an impressive representation from women—far outstripped their Pan American 

counterparts.  The professions still divided along gendered lines—men in the hard 

sciences, medical fields and organizing committee, and women in areas of pedagogy and 

                                                 
55 Memoria del VII Congreso Panamericano, 607-632. 
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child care—but women’s presence in the conference marked a significant departure from 

the male exclusivity of the Porfirian positivista days.56  The conference provided new 

opportunities for women to engage in professional development and public policy 

working through organizations such as the National Association for the Protection of 

Children (Asociación Nacional por la Protección de la Infancia), the Society for the 

Protection of Children (Sociedad Protectora de la Infancia), often sponsored by 

Mexico’s first ladies.  These child-centered professional activities created one of the early 

platforms for women to exercise political power, in the wake of the 1916 Feminist 

Conference in Mérida, Yucatán, and leading up to women’s suffrage in 1954.57  In the 

face of increasing attention to children as a group that merited political action, women 

gained leverage as public figures and experts by taking advantage of their role as primary 

caretakers in the to claim places in the institutionalization of child welfare and welfare 

policy reform. 

The Pan American Child Conferences revealed the changing paradigm of child 

welfare after the revolution that placed the child, and not the family, at the center of 

reform and policy initiatives.  Recalling an emphasis on individual rights as clearly stated 

in the Liberal Constitution of 1857, introducing the child as an individual reflected the 

                                                 
56 Professor Rosaura Zapata, one of the exceptional educators of the era and General Inspector of 
Kindergartens for the SEP, was the only woman on the Mexican organizing committee in the section of 
education.  She received special recognition for her outstanding participation in the conference.  Women 
were instrumental in the foundation of the institution, first started by Argentine feminists in 1916, and men 
soon joined.  See Donna Guy, “The Pan American Child Congresses, 1916 to 1942: Pan Americanism, 
Child Reform and the Welfare State in Latin America,” Journal of Family History 23, no. 3 (July 1998): 
272. 
57 Elena K. Jackson, “Order in the Nursery: Eva Sámano de López Mateos and the Institutionalization of 
Child Welfare,” (Master’s thesis, University of Arizona, 2002); Sarah A Buck.  “The Meaning of the 
Women’s Vote in Mexico:  1917-1953.”  Las Olvidadas:  Gender and Women’s History in 
Postrevolutionary Mexico, Yale Center for International and Area Studies (May 11-13, 2001): 14. 
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interpretation of individual rights and the expanded concept of citizenship promised in 

the revolutionary Constitution of 1917.  Whereas a strong thread of continuity from the 

Porfirian era still emphasized building the national family by pairing the woman with the 

government in a joint effort to raise the nation’s children (at the same time removing the 

father from the family triangle).  Increasingly, even the mother found herself nudged 

from the equation.  Conference delegates turned to the whole child as a model, a member 

of his or her family, classroom, and community, but perfectible almost wholly through 

guidance by medical, psychological, and education officials.   

Government officials strove to become the main authority rearing the child, with 

mothers as the recipients of official information.  The revolutionary government 

continued to rely on child internment rather than offering social services directly to needy 

families and suggested an unwillingness to relinquish the child entirely to the care of 

mothers.58  Instead, mothers brought their children to government offices such as the 

Child Hygiene Centers for medical care and advice.  Mothers read the Mexican Mother’s 

Book (Libro para la madre mexicana), promoted by First Lady Aída Rodríguez in 1933, 

and learned the official, middle class version of correct child rearing.  Inspectors 

evaluated domestic circumstances to ensure that women met the national standards for 

cleanliness.  Women entered into a relationship with these officials in raising the child, 

but not on equal footing, and not with trust in their maternal instinct.   

 

                                                 
58 Ann S. Blum, “Public Welfare and Child Circulation, Mexico City, 1877-1925,” Journal of Family 
History 23, no. 3 (July 1998): 240-272. 
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Buildings, Parks and Public Spaces for Children 

   Government officials, to construct the new citizen, created new locations where 

the child could be observed, measured, and guided by trained child specialists.  Public 

spaces designed specifically for children, limited to welfare institutions and fortress-style 

schools during the Porfiriato, swelled in the 1920s and 1930s to reflect the expanding 

social role that the child assumed during this time.  The industrial era throughout the 

world ushered in a transformation in the landscapes of children’s lives, through 

alterations in architecture and material culture.59  An expanded concept of the ideal 

school made the building and grounds into the child’s classroom.  Parks and playgrounds 

cropped up around the city, and recreational equipment became subject to scientific 

scrutiny of their contributions to molding the child’s physical development.  Stadiums 

and theaters changed from locations for adult entertainment to spaces with the dual 

purpose of allowing children to perform national identity and to showcase their physical 

fitness.  Finally, for those children who did not conform to the standards of health and 

normalcy, institutions such as the Children’s Hospital (Hospital Infantil), the children’s 

wing of the La Castañeda mental institution (Pabellón Infantil) and the Juvenile 

Delinquency Tribunal (Consejo Tutelar de Menores), did not simply institutionalize 

them, but provided them with age-appropriate activities and environments so that they 

could catch up with their “normal” peers who performed calisthenics in the National 

Stadium.  These reworked public spaces all contributed to the more public role of 

children, increasing their visibility and function as members of the national community.       

                                                 
59 Marta Gutman and Ning de Coninck-Smith, eds. Designing Modern Childhoods: History, Space, and the 
Material Culture of Children (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2008). 
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 As the implementation of the constitution’s Article 3 extended free, obligatory 

and secular education farther out into the countryside, the image of the formal 

schoolhouse underwent drastic modifications.  Schools represented the most visible 

outposts of the revolutionary regime in many rural communities, and allowed for the 

exchange of ideas among local authorities, parents, and schoolteachers.60  Rural 

schoolteachers, often facing local hostility of various kinds, had to be more resourceful 

and creative in constructing a learning environment that embodied the ideal “active 

school” model that characterized education in the Calles-Cárdenas era.  The newly-

designed school centers had the greatest impact on the youngest members of the 

community, the schoolchildren who spent the most time on the school grounds.   

El Maestro Rural and other SEP circulars and publications insisted that children 

had a role in their education, including the shaping of their grounds and building.  Road-

building and education reform in Tepoztlán, Morelos, for example, transformed to the 

physical spaces of childhood.  Education resulted in a marked generation gap, as these 

locations offered children new activities and new ideas about their role in society.   The 

changed environment allowed them to envision themselves in the same schoolyard as the 

rest of the country.61   In many cases, children helped to construct the school buildings 

                                                 
60 Elsie Rockwell, “Schools of the Revolution: Enacting and Contesting State Forms in Tlaxcala, 1910-
1930,” Everyday Forms of State Formation: Revolution and the Negotiation of Rule in Modern Mexico, 
eds. Gilbert M. Joseph and Daniel Nugent (Durham NC: Duke University Press, 1994): 170-208; Mary Kay 
Vaughan, “The Educational Project of the Mexican Revolution: The Response of Local Societies (1934-
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ed. John A. Britton (Lanham MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 1994): 105-126; Mary Kay Vaughan, Cultural 
Politics in Revolution: Teachers, Peasants, and Schools in Mexico, 1930-1940 (Tucson: University of 
Arizona Press, 1997).  
61 Wendy Waters, “Revolutionizing Childhood: Schools, Roads, and the Revolutionary Generation Gap in 
Tepoztlán, Mexico, 1928 to 1944,” Journal of Family History 23, no. 3 (July 1998): 292-212; and  
“Remapping Identities: Road Construction and Nation Building in Postrevolutionary Mexico,” The Eagle 
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with their own hands as part of an official initiative cementing in a literal fashion the 

community’s relationship with the school.62  One photograph from San Luís Potosí in 

1926 shows a group of about a dozen school-aged boys led by an adult, climbing ladders, 

hauling bricks, and spreading mortar on the municipality’s new school building.63  

Children in Colima decorated the walls of their schools with murals depicting local 

scenery (see Figure 1.4).64  

 

 

       

Figure 1.4  Image from La Voz del Niño, 1930.  Courtesy of the AHSEP. 

  

                                                                                                                                                 
and the Virgin: Nation and Cultural Revolution in Mexico, 1920-1940, eds. Mary Kay Vaughan and 
Stephen E. Lewis (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2006): 221-242. 
62 “La niñez proletaria tiene ya plena confianza en el mañana,” El Nacional, March 12 1935. 
63 AHSEP, Departamento de Enseñanza Primaria y Normal, Caja 4654, Exp. 18, 1926, found in Utopia·No 
Utopia 19, 58.   
64 La Voz del Niño [Órgano de los niños de la Escuela Cooperación “Educativa”, Colima] Año III, no. 5 
(March 26, 1930), found in AHSEP Departamento de Bibliotecas, Caja 997, Exp. 122, 1930. 
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Photographs from various Cultural Missions (Misiones Culturales) depict children 

from municipalities in Querétaro, Michoacán, Tlaxcala, Nayarit, Guerrero, Tamaulipas, 

and Chiapas, engaged in revolutionary educational activities in orchards, carpentry 

workshops, gardens, and sewing rooms.  Complying with contemporary social eugenics 

mandates that fresh air and outdoor locations fortified the body and the soul, 

schoolteachers moved classrooms to the patios and natural areas surrounding the 

schoolyard.  In the patios, children cut each other’s hair, bathed and groomed younger 

students, and practiced basketball, calisthenics, and track and field activities.  A 

photograph of schoolchildren from the Escuela de Santa Catarina in Querétaro shows 

boys and girls in sombreros gleefully buried up to their knees and elbows in dirt, as they 

prepare the terrain on the other side of the school walls for cultivation.  The soil, freshly 

tilled by the oxen and plow being manned by older students in the background, appears 

ready for the children to plant the school garden (see Figure 1.5).  Another photo from 

Tlaxcala shows kindergarteners diligently planting carrots in an area enclosed by chicken 

wire, presumably adjacent to the Escuela Federal Tipo (see Figure 1.6).  School patios 

became transformed into multi-use spaces, as can be seen in the photograph of a boy and 

a girl giving a haircut to a younger student as others play basketball in the court in the 

background.  In the distance, henhouses, workshops, and other huts for vocational 

training line the patio (see Figure 1.7).65      

                                                 
65 Archivo Histórico “Genaro Estrada” de la Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores (AHSRE), L-E 213, 1932-
1933. 
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Figure 1.5  Children from the Escuela Santa Catarina, Querétaro, 1932.  Courtesy of the AHSRE. 

 

 

Figure 1.6  Kindergarteners planting carrots at the Escuela Federal Tipo, Tlaxcala, 1932.                   
Courtesy of the AHSRE. 
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Figure 1.7  Barber class, Tlaxcala 1932.  Courtesy of the AHSRE. 

 

Recreational equipment formed one of the important renovations undertaken in 

schoolyards and public parks.   It demonstrated the importance of play for healthy 

children.  By placing child’s play in the public, and directing it on modern apparatuses 

(or rustic approximations of iron structures), adults created community monuments to 

childhood.  Ideally, parents learned, children should play outdoors at every opportunity, 

barring inclement weather; if well shod in shoes with rubber soles, children could even 

play outside with light moisture.  The best activities put every muscle to work, and 
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employed equipment such as bicycles and skateboards.66  Properly employed playground 

equipment exercised children’s muscles.  In her recommendation before the VII Pan 

American Congress about appropriate forms of play, schoolteacher María Elena Chanes 

called for the construction of as many parks as possible featuring playground equipment; 

in communities with fewer resources, workshops build the equipment.  Furthermore, 

Chanes suggested that play equipment be segregated by age groups, so that children 

under eight would not be hurt or overpowered by their older classmates on the 

equipment.  While her ambitious recommendations bordered on being utopian—she 

argued for the universal inclusion of swimming pools among standard playground 

equipment—they revealed the trend among child experts that emphasized the physical 

development of the child in age-appropriate arenas.67   

In the 1930s, the SEP received ample advertisements from New York gymnastic 

equipment manufacturer J.J. Vellvé Company.  The cover of the catalog that featured 

sturdy metal swing sets, merry-go-rounds, and slides, bore testimony from a municipal 

authority in Guatemala who claimed that the playground equipment installed in their 

central plaza represented the best investment the municipality had ever made.  The 

catalog, written in Spanish, advised that children naturally sought physical recreation, and 

if their energy was not directed toward such stationary equipment as that pictured, 

children ran the risk of seeking destructive outlets for their rambunctious instincts.68  

Significantly, in response to a letter from an enterprising Latin American representative 

                                                 
66 “Los juegos de los niños: Consejos a los papás,” El Universal Gráfico, October 17, 1925.   
67 Memoria del VII Congreso Panamericano del Niño, Tomo II, 214.  
68 “Aparatos de Recreo y Gimnasia. Catálogo G47,” (New York: J.J. Vellvé Company, n/d), in AHSEP, 
Departamento de Escuelas Rurales, Dirección General, Caja 25, Exp. 31, 1932. 
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of Mr. Vellvé’s company, head of the Department of Rural Education Rafael Ramírez 

proclaimed that rural schoolteachers would not be placing an order for modern 

equipment, because they and the children were engaged in employing local primary 

materials for the construction of their own recreational apparatuses (see Figure 1.8).69   

 

Figure 1.8  J.J. Vellvé’s swing set, 1932.  Courtesy of AHSEP. 

 

Surely enough, photographs from a schoolyard in Ziráhuato, Michoacán depicted 

children frolicking on seesaws and swinging on swing sets resembling those in the 

catalog, but made of roughly hewn pine beams (see Figures 1.9-1.10).  Mr. Vellvé likely 

would not have approved of the raucous use of the equipment compared to the proper 

behavior exhibited by the tidy U.S. children in his catalog.  In the photograph from 

                                                 
69 AHSEP, Departamento de Escuelas Rurales, Dirección General, Caja 25, Exp. 31, 1932. 
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Michoacán, adults looked on as children scampered over the beams, twisted their swings 

to the top of the set, and even piled up two to a swing.  One adult even appeared to be 

clamoring onto a swing occupied by a child, in clear disregard of the suggested age 

segregation proposed by Profesora Chanes.70 

 

Figure 1.9  Locally made playground equipment in Ziráhuato, Michoacán, 1932.  Courtesy of the AHSRE. 

 

                                                 
70 AHSRE L-E 213.   
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Figure 1.10  Locally made swing set in Ziráhuato, Michoacán, 1932. Courtesy of the AHSRE. 

 

In city centers, legislators began to carve children’s playgrounds out of the green 

parks already designated as leisure areas for the general public.71  In Chapultepec Park, 

the giant emerald at the heart of the capital city, a civil engineer proposed a scenic 

children’s train to run around the perimeter of the zoo; the three kilometer track bore two 

five-car trains, with sides secure enough to keep the young passengers safe, yet low 

enough not to obscure their view of the park and zoo.72  Eventually Chapultepec boasted 

an entire children’s park complete with playground equipment that became an auspicious 

place to display and observe children.  One concerned citizen penned a letter to the editor 

                                                 
71 Children’s parks were established around the country as spaces for the healthy distraction of 
neighborhood youth.  For just a sampling, see “Será renovado en parque infantil de Veracruz,” El 
Universal, August 5, 1931; “Proyecto para construir el gran parque infantil “Presidente L. Cárdenas,”” El 
Nacional, April 16, 1935; “Un parque infantil en la ciudad de Saltillo,” Exelsior, July 7, 1935; “Parque 
infantil en Córdoba, Veracruz,” El Nacional, July 31, 1937; “Los trabajos de construcción de un parque 
infantil en la población de Tlalixcoyan, Veracruz,” El Nacional, January 21, 1939. 
72 Archivo General de la Nación (AGN), O-C 803-R-9, 1921.   
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of a daily newspaper decrying the consistent presence of four apparently sick children 

and their indifferent guardians at Chapultepec’s children’s park; the children coughed and 

sneezed all over the swing sets, spreading contagion to the healthy children that played 

after them.  The author of the letter suggested the creation of yet another segregated park 

area—one for sick children, so that they would not mingle with their healthy friends.73 

 Public discussion over the creation of children’s recreational areas in public parks 

provides a barometer of the changing ideas about childhood and concerns about 

children’s corruptibility.  The revolutionary rhetoric about children placed the 

responsibility of child rearing on the community, and tensions arose surrounding the 

moral declension that this community exhibited compared to the ideal.  The solution 

seemed to be in age segregation: keeping innocent children apart from corrupted adults.  

Municipal debates in 1922 centered on the transformation of Mexico City’s Alameda 

Park from an elite promenade to a family-friendly democratized gathering place.  

Councilmen believed that the construction of a children’s park merited the effort required 

to procure supplemental contributions from private charity organizations to offset the 

tremendous cost of providing amenities, such as equipment and sufficient lighting.  In the 

Alameda children’s park, maintaining a moral environment took precedence.  Smoking 

and cursing were prohibited, and the humble people were expected to maintain the 

cleanest visage that could be expected of people of their means.  Councilmen expressed 

the greatest concern over six allegorical statues of women that they feared had an adverse 

impact on the youth due to the eroticism that their neoclassical forms exuded.  

                                                 
73 El Universal Gráfico, December 5, 1924. 
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Councilman Zapata expressed that the statue representing “Pain” evoked nothing of the 

sort in the impressionable youth—on the contrary, she inappropriately inspired them to 

tremble with premature erotic passion.  Unfortunately, added Councilman Ramos, the 

statues’ proximity to the children’s area caused adult passersby to succumb to their 

influences and commit unmentionable acts of immorality on or near the playground 

equipment.74  Likewise, a newspaper editorial bemoaned the trend observed in 

Chapultepec’s children’s park of adult couples using the swing sets, slides, seesaws, and 

climbing gyms for courtship activities, thus committing the double crime of depriving 

young onlookers of their designated recreational area, and exposing them to lustful 

scenes that corrupted their sensibilities.  Of course, the author of the article suggested the 

usual remedy: the construction of yet another area in the park designated specifically for 

lovers to carry out their romances.75  Children’s play and the space that it occupied 

became the subject of public concern, and aroused public discussions of age and 

morality.  

                                                 
74 Boletín Municipal, Tomo VIII, no. 9-13 (March 31, 1922): 193-196.  For related debates and issues 
regarding children’s space in the Alameda Park, see a discussion about the appropriateness of putting a 
library kiosk in the children’s park (the argument against it was that children go to the Alameda to play and 
rest, and essentially to do everything but read) in Boletín Municipal, Tomo VIII, no. 18-21 (May 3, 1922); 
and a plea to keep the merry-go-round, which was deemed the “only moral diversion” that children had in 
the park, in Boletín Municipal, Tomo IX, no. 9 (March 2, 1923): 111-112. 
75 “¿Son para los grandes los juegos de los parques infantiles?” El Universal Gráfico, February 9, 1926.  
Another debate about the morality of children’s recreation space occured with the surge in popularity 
enjoyed by the YMCA in Mexico in the 1920s and 1930s.  Especially during the cultural wars that defined 
the Cristero Rebellion, Catholic publications for children lashed out against the YMCA as being a 
representative of all possible evils: the devil, Protestantism, foreign imperialism, and anti-nationalism.  
Catholics argued that the only way to combat these invasive cultural influences was through the 
construction of Catholic children’s recreation centers.  See, “Debemos establecer lugares de recreo y 
centros culturales para los niños,” La defensa del hogar: Salvemos a la Patria salvando a la niñez, no. 60 
(July 17, 1938); “La YMCA es una sociedad netamente extranjera, Protestante, y antisocial,” La 
Vanguardia: el periódico de los niños, Tomo I, no. 14 (September 4, 1921); “Centros de embrutecimiento,” 
La Vanguardia: el periódico de los niños, Tomo I, no. 22 (October 30. 1921); La Vanguardia: el periódico 
de los niños, Tomo I, no. 9 (July 31, 1921). 
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 Some children did not conform to the ideal of the healthy child playing in the 

watchful public eye, and had to be confined to institutions to be restored to normalcy and 

become productive citizens.  Disadvantaged, unwell, or unstable children had long been 

relegated to orphanages and welfare institutions run primarily by the church, later 

assumed by the government.76  In the nineteenth century, children with social or physical 

deficiencies received the same care and accommodations as adults.77  In the revolutionary 

period, administrators of welfare institutions that traditionally housed adults—such as the 

prison and the insane asylum—recognized that the best form of rehabilitation was to 

recreate the environment that children outside of institutional walls experienced.  The 

Children’s Hospital was one of the gems of Cárdenas’s welfare reform initiative—

witnesses allege that the President went straight to the construction site to intervene when 

naysayers protested that the unsteady site might be subject to earthquake tremors.  

Cárdenas put the construction crew back to work, citing the urgency of creating a hospital 

specifically for children’s medicine, and by 1935 the magnificent Hospital Infantil began 

to nurse children with long-term illnesses back to health within sunny, cheerfully-painted 

                                                 
76 For a discussion of the history of child welfare in Mexico, see Ann Shelby Blum, “Children without 
Parents: Law, Charity and Social Practice, Mexico City, 1867-1940 (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of 
California, Berkeley, 1998); Rómulo Velasco Ceballos, El niño mexicano ante la caridad y el Estado: 
apuntes históricos que comprenden desde la época precortesiana hasta nuestros días (México: 
Beneficencia Pública en el Distrito Federal, 1938) and “La salud del niño, preocupación fundamental del 
Estado,” Revista Mexicana de Pediatría, Tomo XXXI, no. 3 (May-June 1926).  After the Constitution of 
1917, public welfare was no longer seen as an aspect of Christian charity or philanthropy, but rather the 
obligation of the state to care for its citizens.  For a brief institutional history of Mexico’s welfare system 
through the Beneficencia Pública, see José Félix Alonso Gutiérrez del Olmo, “Introducción,” Guía de la 
Sección Asistencia del Fondo Beneficencia Pública en el Distrito Federal, no. 6 (México: Centro de 
Documentación y Archivo, Archivo Histórico de la Secretaría de Salud, 1988).  
77 Patricia Olguín Alvarado and Rosalba Tena Villeda, “Los niños en el Manicomio General de México, 
1910-1935,” Cuadernos para la Historia de la Salud (2003): 6-7. 
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rooms full of toys.78  Rómulo Velasco Ceballos, a public health advisor to Cárdenas, 

proclaimed that the country should be proud of this building that the Revolution created 

for its children.79  The Children’s Hospital formed one of several public institutions that 

created new physical spaces specifically for children.   

The case of children residing in the insane asylum represents a clear example of 

the way that scientific knowledge about the child resulted in the transformation of 

institutional space.  The General Insane Asylum (Manicomio General), commonly known 

as La Castañeda, first opened its doors in 1910, counting 27 children under the age of 15 

among its residents.  For the first 15 years of operation, the number of children residents 

exploded to the hundreds but they received no special accommodations or age-specific 

treatment.80  Not all of the children had mental deficiencies; some accompanied their 

institutionalized parents, and others were children of La Castañeda employees.81  

Nevertheless, many suffered from observable problems— dementia, epilepsy, aggression, 

and even alcoholism —that required long-term, professional treatment.  During the 

asylum’s early years, children ate the same foods, slept in the same quarters, and engaged 

in the same activities as adults.  The First Mexican Congress of the Child, discussed 

                                                 
78 Unfortunately, the naysayers were right.  The Hospital Infantil crumbled to the ground in the devastating 
1959 earthquake, the same temblor that toppled the famous Angel de la Independencia column on Avenida 
de la Reforma.  PHO/8/31. Entrevista realizada al Dr. Jesús Lozoya Solís, realizada por Beatriz Arroyo, el 
día 8 de diciembre de 1977 en los laboratorios INFAN de la Ciudad de México.  México: Archivo de la 
Palabra del Instituto de Investigaciones Dr. José Ma. Luis Mora.  For a description of the Hospital, see “El 
Hospital para los niños,” Aladino: revista para los niños, June 1934. 
79 Velasco Ceballos 1938, 144. 
80 Between 1911 and 1925, 346 minors were registered at La Castañeda.  Olguín Alvarado and Tena 
Villeda, 9. 
81 When children of employees were discovered to be living amongst the patients, administrators took swift 
action and demanded that “normal” children not mix with the sick ones, and that they should be kept 
instead in the daycare center that was annexed to the children’s ward. Likely this separation of normal and 
abnormal children proved difficult to enforce.  See AHSSA, Fondo Manicomio General, Serie 
Administración, Caja 31, Exp. 10, 1937.  
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above, triggered a new awareness of children’s special needs based on distinct 

developmental stages.  The reigning pediatric knowledge dictated that children required 

open spaces, fresh air, and constant stimulation for optimal development.  Accordingly, 

La Castañeda administrators made alterations to children’s accommodations.  The 

administration issued a memo stating that the staff needed to treat the children more like 

children.  They reorganized the personnel schedule so that adult supervisors could 

provide more consistency and stability, more closely approximating the experience of a 

live-in nanny than a series of hospital nurses on rotating shifts.82   

In 1927, the Department of Public Welfare constructed a children’s ward of La 

Castañeda (Pabellón Infantil), furnished with smaller beds, desks and chairs, educational 

toys, gardens, playgrounds, a squash court, and open-air patios for calisthenics and dance 

with piano accompaniment.83  Administrators sent out requests for donations to fill the 

children’s quarters with the accoutrements of a normal middle class childhood available 

at the posh Palacio de Hierro department store: a radio, a typewriter, board games and 

puzzles, coloring books, arts and crafts material, and balls for different sports.  They 

wanted their interned children to be up to speed on the canon of children’s literature 

compiled by José Vasconcelos that was quickly becoming requisite reading for cultural 

references of the generation: the Grimm brothers’ fairy tales, Hans Christian Andersson, 

Aladino and other children’s magazines, and Vasconcelos’s own compilation, Lecturas 

                                                 
82 AHSSA, Fondo Manicomio General, Sección Administración, Caja 15, Exp. 10, 1933. 
83 Olguín Alvarado and Tena Villeda. 15-16.  For a list of songs that children learned and to which they 
choreographed their calisthenics, see AHSSA, Fondo Manicomio General, Serie Administración, Caja 9, 
Exp. 29, 1936.   
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clásicas para niños.84  Blueprints of La Castañeda designated children’s areas that 

resembled the bustling socialist schoolyards more than a stuffy welfare institution.85
  The 

courtyard had areas designated for handball, open-air classrooms, piano, exercise, 

horticulture and boasted plenty of open space for play (see Figure 1.11-1.12).  Within the 

children’s ward itself, staff divided children into “educable” and “uneducable” groups 

based on the severity of their mental incapacity.  By 1932, administrators added a clinic, 

the Children’s Psychiatric Ward (Pabellón de Psiquiatría Infantil), for diagnosis and 

therapy under the guidance of Dr. Matilde Rodríguez Cabo.  

 

Figure 1.11  Floorplan of the girls’ wing of La Castañeda, ca. 1935. Courtesy of Condumex. 

 

                                                 
84 AHSSA, Fondo Manicomio General, Serie Administración, Caja 4, Exp. 9, 1935; AHSSA, Fondo 
Beneficencia Pública, Sección Asistencia, Serie Departamento de Acción Educativa y Social, Caja 9, Exp. 
8, 1935.  
85 Dr. Alfonso Millán and Dra. Matilde Rodríguez Cabo, “Nota sobre el funcionamiento del Departamento 
de Psiquiatria Infantil del Manicomio General de México,” Memoria del VII Congreso Panamericano, 
1013-1022. 
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Figure 1.12  Patio area of the children's wing of La Castañeda, ca. 1935.  Courtesy of Condumex. 

 

Administrators transformed the ward into a more child-friendly institution.  La 

Castañeda’s children gained skills to participate outside the asylum walls in public events 

that allowed them to sample “normal” childhood activities.  Children under treatment 

engaged in many of the same activities as children in the socialist school system: 

excursions, music, drawing, physical education, small-scale agriculture, livestock care, 

and handicrafts.86  The Public Welfare Department (Beneficencia Pública) hosted 

fundraisers, festivals, and parades that featured children from welfare institutions both as 

participants and beneficiaries of the events.   In 1931, La Castañeda children participated 

in the anti-alcohol campaign, attended puppet shows, and performed gymnastics 

                                                 
86 For a sample daily schedule of children’s activities in the ward, see AHSSA, Fondo Manicomio General, 
Serie Administración, Caja 4, Exp. 9, 1941.   
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demonstrations in Chapultepec Park.  They also produced and transmitted a live radio 

broadcast—presumably the first broadcast by mentally disabled children in the world.87  

These activities afforded “abnormal” children the opportunity to participate in the 

national culture that tied them to the other members of their generation with invisible 

strings.  During the 1920s and 1930s, La Castañeda underwent the visible transformations 

of institutional space that reflected its changing orientation toward child rehabilitation.  

Administrators and staff at the asylum began to treat children as beings socially distinct 

from adults.  In the 1940s, federal funding began to taper off, and La Castañeda closed its 

doors in 1968.  

The changing geography of schoolyards, playgrounds, and institutions in the 

1920s and 1930s reflect how officials adapted the national landscape to the increasingly 

active young population.  Scientific knowledge produced about children during these 

years triggered visible changes to the physical boundaries of children’s lives.  A new 

aesthetic and rhetorical treatment of children during this era accompanied the changes to 

parks, patios and courtyards, as the child became an increasingly visible and conceptual 

figure in the daily lives of adults.   

 

The Revolutionary Child: Images and Rhetoric 

  President Plutarco Elías Calles gave his multi-cited proclamation in the city of 

Guadalajara in 1934 on the eve of incumbent Lázaro Cárdenas’s administration.  In his 

Grito de Guadalajara, Calles minced no terms as he rendered the nation’s children the 

                                                 
87 “Informe de Labores, Oficina de Acción Educativa y Social,” AHSSA, Fondo Beneficencia Pública, 
Sección Asistencia, Serie Departamento de Acción Educativa y Social, Legajo 2, Exp. 12, 1921-1936.   
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property of the “Revolution.”  He confirmed the government’s ongoing commitment to 

secular education, but he stripped away layers of bureaucracy and pedagogy that clouded 

debates over education to reveal his core passion: children.88  Calles’s private family life 

did not reflect his adamant stance on nationalist education (his younger children did not 

attend the socialist schools but private schools, first in Mexico, and later in Los Angeles), 

but his public conviction reinforced the role of the child as a public figure, an object of 

and a metaphor for revolutionary reform.89  The new rhetorical treatment of an ideal 

proletarian child—reiterated by officials such as José Vasconcelos, Felix Palavicini, and 

others—was not confined to the official sphere, but became a part of public discussions 

and public art.  People changed the way they saw and spoke about children, even if 

affection toward children within the private embrace of the family circle remained the 

same as it had for centuries.   

 Children became more visible after the revolution in public parks and schoolyard 

patios, and at the same time visual representations of children exploded through advances 

in photography, mass media and public art.  In the late nineteenth century, technological 

developments in photography made studio portraiture available to those with means to 

capture their child’s likeness for posterity.  By the turn of the century, photography 

                                                 
88 This most frequently cited line from the July 1934 Grito de Guadalajara sums up Calles’s position: 
“Youth and childhood do and should belong to the Revolution,” reproduced in El Maestro Rural, Tomo V, 
no. 3 (August 1, 1934). 
89 The experiences of Calles’s children diverged in many ways from that of the Mexican child—read as the 
proletarian child.  For many documents on his younger children’s lives, especially Plutarcito (Caco) and 
Leonardo (Nanis), see correspondence between the children and their father, in Fideicomiso Archivos 
Plutarco Elias Calles y Fernando Torreblanca, Archivo Plutarco Elías Calles (APEC), expediente 3, Elias 
Calles Llorente, Plutarco José y Leonardo Gilberto, legajo 1, fojas 16-36, inventario 1732; see also Jürgen 
Buchenau, Plutarco Elías Calles and the Mexican Revolution (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2007). 
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became accessible to an even broader swath of the social spectrum.  As photographs 

replaced paintings, more people could afford to display their progeny in a frame.  

Changes to printing press technology meant that images could be mass-produced and 

distributed in the print media.  Images of children moved from being a commodity—a 

signifier in the colonial era of social status, pure lineage, and healthy genes—to an object 

in the public domain, reprinted in newspapers and magazines and viewed in cafés and 

parlors around the country.90  The public portrayal of children fell into two categories the 

“specialized” gaze (doctors, pedagogues, and hygienists) and the “divulgent” gaze 

(popular press, and illustrated magazines).  From the Porfiriato to 1920, the public image 

of the child transformed from a romanticized Victorian ideal of innocence to a 

militarized, politicized metaphor for the revolution. 91    

 Images of bellicose children prevalent during the revolutionary era confused 

distinctions between innocence and aggression by conflating them in one representation.  

Battleground photographs of militant boys, posing with rifles and bandoliers, captured 

the pervasive violence that reached children.  These wartime images also justified the 

armed struggle as a moral cause so pure that even children participated.  On one hand, 

war and violence revolutionized the popular perception of childhood, refashioning the 

definition of civic participation previously not associated with children.  On the other 

hand, due to photography, children revolutionized the perception of war by lending it an 

                                                 
90 A discussion of changes in photographic and lithographic technology as it relates to child portraiture can 
be found in Del Castillo Troncoso, “La invención de un concepto moderno,” 108.  For a discussion of 
children’s portraiture in the late colonial era in Mexico see Elena Jackson Albarrán, “El arte de la infancia: 
Children and Childhood in New Spanish Art” (Paper presented at the Art History Graduate Student 
Association’s Sixteenth Annual Symposium: The Seven Ages of Man, Tucson AZ, March 2005). 
91 Alberto del Castillo Troncoso, Conceptos, imágenes y representaciones de la niñez en la Ciudad de 
México, 1880-1920 (Mexico: El Colegio de México/ Instituto Mora, 2006). 
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air of moral impunity.  The visual association of children with class struggle gave more 

weight to the demands of the proletariat.  In this way, images of children produced during 

the revolution blurred the boundary between innocence and aggression that had kept child 

and adult in separate conceptual categories.92    

 At the other end of the spectrum, photographs of rotund cherubs appeared in the 

print press as part of competitions to boost the eugenicist model of robust health.  

Magazines El Hogar and Jueves del Excelsior and El Universal, the same paper that 

sponsored the First Mexican Child Congress, circulated these images to underscore the 

importance of essential generation that would replace the dead revolutionaries.93  With 

health suddenly a quantifiable goal, endless variations of the Healthy Baby Contest 

(Concurso del Niño Sano) sprang up.  In Saltillo, Coahuila, the guidelines for the Healthy 

Proletarian Child Contest (Concurso del Niño Sano Proletario), sponsored by the 

Department of Education and the local chapter of the Rotary Club, made explicit that 

raising robust children was a mother’s transcendental duty.  Mothers rose to the challenge 

presented to them by educational and government officials, and entered 5000 children in 

the first round of a healthy baby competition at the Bellas Artes palace.  The ultimate 

                                                 
92 Elena Jackson Albarrán, “Reseña,” Estudios de Historia Moderna y Contemporánea de México 33 
(January-June 2007): 123-129.  Images of children during the revolution can be found in Beatriz Alcubierre 
Moya and Tania Carreño, Los niños villistas: Una mirada a la historia de la infancia en México, 1900-
1914 (México: INEHRM, 1996). For the conflation of war and play see Elena Jackson Albarrán, “Guerrilla 
Warplay: The Infantilization of War in Latin American Popular Culture,” Studies in Latin American 
Popular Culture, Vol. 24 (2005): 69-81. 
93 Ann S. Blum, “The Picture of Health: Baby Portraits, Eugenics, and the Illustrated Press in 1920s 
Mexico City,” (Paper presented at the XXVII International Congress of the Latin American Studies 
Association, Montréal, Canada, September 5-8, 2007).   
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prize went to the mother who, through abnegation and sacrifice, produced the child 

strong enough to tackle the future challenges of leading the nation.94   

 Renowned muralist Diego Rivera engraved lasting images of an ideal, proletarian, 

revolutionary child on the collective imaginary.  The didactic nature of Rivera’s social 

realist work—public canvasses crammed with mestizos and Indians engaging in 

nationalist productivity and acting out a sweeping Marxist national narrative —provided 

a visual reiteration of the language of social inclusion in the Constitution of 1917.  Most 

importantly, Rivera’s murals appealed to an illiterate population of mestizos and Indians 

who saw their skin tones, clothing style, and activities reflected alongside national icons 

like Benito Juárez and the eagle and serpent.  For example, Rivera’s 1932 lithograph 

Sleep (Sueño) portrayed Indians peacefully at rest; his idealized style softened the rough-

hewn traditional clothing, and the predominance of children conflates indigenousness 

with innocence and purity.   

The limitations of muralist art as a propaganda tool have been well noted.  First, 

the majority of the murals, though technically public domain, were housed in courtyard 

atriums behind the daunting walls of converted colonial fortresses where the average 

citizen on the street did not view them daily.  Second, most of the murals were in Mexico 

City, far from the gaze of the outlying campesinos, fishermen, and subsistence farmers 

whose labor constituted the national canvas. Yet Rivera’s role as a public intellectual and 

his extremely prolific artistic career launched his proletarian tropes into other venues that, 

                                                 
94 “Concurso del niño robusto,” El Nacional, August 22, 1935; “Concurso del niño sano,” El Nacional, 
April 22, 1935; “Concurso del niño sano en la Capital del E. de Coahuila,” Excelsior, April 28, 1931; 
“Concurso del niño proletario sano, Bellas Artes,” El Nacional, November 25, 1936.  
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given the rapid massification of revolutionary propaganda, made his art as universally 

recognizable as possible in the 1920s and 1930s.  His illustrations (and sometimes 

commentary) adorned popular rural school textbooks, the bilingual magazine Mexican 

Folkways, rural schoolteacher monthly El Maestro Rural, socialist magazine El 

Sembrador, Communist party newspaper El Machete, and other publications with 

nationwide circulation.95  Facsimiles of his murals appeared in children’s magazines, 

textbooks, and circulars with such frequency that even those who never benefited from 

the scale and grandeur of the original murals became familiar with their content and style.   

Rivera populated his murals with children, an inclusion so notable that it spawned 

exhibits and literature addressing “los niños de Diego” as a genre.96  Rivera painted his 

children with a nativist, indigenist emphasis on their features: almond-shaped eyes, 

brown skin, braids, bare feet, muslin overalls, straw hats, and often seated on the woven 

straw metate used by Indians.  Rivera depicted a Mexican girl child from a lower social 

class in his 1934 Kneeling Child (Niña Sentada), a café-con-leche-skinned, sweet-

featured indigenous girl, kneeling on the metate woven for the marketplace or a siesta.  
                                                 
95 Velázquez Andrade, Fermin Lee: libro para enseñar a leer a los niños de las escuelas rurales, illust. 
Diego Rivera and Agustín Velázquez (Mexico: s.n., 1928).  See Diego Rivera, “Children’s Drawing in 
Present Day Mexico,” Mexican Folkways 2, no. 5 (December-January 1926). 
96 “Los niños mexicanos pintados por Diego Rivera,” Artes de México V, no. 27, Año VII (1959); Los niños 
mexicanos de Diego Rivera [Consejo Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes, Instituto Nacional de Bellas 
Artes, Fondo de las Naciones Unidas para la Infancia-UNICEF, Museo Casa Estudio Diego Rivera y Frida 
Kahlo, April 28-August 30, 1998] (México: Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes, 1998). Even today, children 
continue to learn their patriotic history through examination of Rivera’s murals; third and fourth graders 
have an entire curriculum based on the murals: Programa de visitas “Los niños a la SEP: descripción de 
los siete talleres de producción artística y científica” (Mexico: SEP, 1999).  The only comparable inclusion 
of children in Mexican art is the late-eighteenth century casta paintings, see Ilona Katzew, Casta Painting: 
Images of Race in Eighteenth-Century Mexico (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2004); Sarah Cline, 
“A Century of Childhood: Casta Children in Eighteenth-Century Mexico” (Paper presented at the 55th 
Annual Rocky Mountain Council for Latin American Studies Conference, Flagstaff, AZ, April 12, 2008).  
For a comparative Latin American example, see Carolyn Dean, “Sketches of Childhood: Children in 
Colonial Andean Art and Society,” Minor Omissions: Children in Latin American History and Society, ed. 
Tobias Hecht (Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press, 2002): 21-51. 
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Her idealized regional costume was pristine, her shiny hair perfectly combed into a 

traditional twist of braids atop her head.  Her rounded and healthy features and 

prominently figured hands reminded the viewer of her working potential.  Much like the 

mestizos and Indians that saw themselves in murals, children viewing the art saw 

themselves participating in the revolutionary nation building campaign.  Children were 

more likely to pay attention to art that included other children, their objects and activities, 

and thus would be more likely to emulate some of the revolutionary activities.  In the 

impressive murals that wrap around the three levels of the SEP building’s courtyard 

commissioned by Vasconcelos, Rivera’s children received textbooks distributed by a 

middle class woman, practiced writing the alphabet, listened attentively to their rural 

schoolteacher, sang revolutionary corridos, listened to the radio, and prepared piñatas for 

patriotic festivals.  Vasconcelos and Rivera saw no better way to impart nationalism to 

the next generation than to provide them with illustrative models, and the murals 

projected a visual backdrop to Calles’s proclamation.97  The inclusion of children as 

socially active beings expanded the idea of citizenship to more members of society, a step 

toward the democratizing mission of the Constitution of 1917.  

The rhetorical and aesthetic reconfiguration of the child originated in large part 

through presidential proclamations, professional organizations, the print media, and 

public art.  Adults at all levels of society, regardless of positions of power, responded to 

the change in the cultural tide.  Everyday citizens petitioned for favors and donations in 

letters to governing officials.  In these letters, average men and women employed 

                                                 
97 Ricardo Pérez Montfort, “Nacionalismo, niños y Diego Rivera,” Los niños mexicanos de Diego Rivera, 
66. 
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language about children that reflected official language, taking administrators and 

governors to task in their revolutionary responsibility to ensure the well being of future 

leaders.  The abstract concept of the monolithic government began to crumble, as 

individual bureaucrats found themselves fielding—and often denying—tangible requests 

for the staples and commodities deemed necessary to raise properly a revolutionary 

generation.  Childless adults, in adoption requests, wove intricate tales of the idyllic 

family that they envisioned creating.  They inserted references in their letters to the 

activities and environment that the ideal proletarian child of the newspaper competitions 

ought to experience, and that they would strive to provide.   

Adoption requests to orphanages, particularly the government-operated Casa de 

Cuna, suggested ways that individuals envisioned constructing a family.  Social workers 

investigated the potential environments that would substitute government care, and 

sought out material and environmental cues in prospective parents’ homes that would 

support the ideal childhood promoted by professionals.  Fortino Macias, a self-

proclaimed humble citizen and Senator, had already adopted four-year-old Pedro and 

five-year-old Esperanza from the Casa de Cuna in 1924, when he wrote requesting 

permission to adopt an additional child who had won his heart when he and his wife were 

at the orphanage adopting the other two.  In his solicitation, Mr. Macias claimed that the 

adoption of this third child would round out his patriotic duty to take in disadvantaged 

children, and would earn him his stripes as a good father raising future citizens.  Upon 

scrutinizing his background credentials and letters of recommendation, the social worker 

discovered that Mr. Macias was not a Senator at all.  He worked in the senate—as an 
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assistant to the senate accountant.  His humble home featured only one bed for the newly 

expanded family, and conditions gave the social worker the impression that the children 

lacked even the bare commodities necessary for their well-being.  She marveled that the 

Macias family would want to bring yet another child into a household that seemed 

incapable of supporting the most recent arrivals.  The Casa de Cuna administrator 

endorsed the social worker’s assessment in a firm denial of the request for an additional 

child.98  In this case, Mr. Macias did his best to present himself and his household as 

favorable for raising a child.  His language suggested his awareness that raising children 

constituted a patriotic duty, and that being childless, he somehow was not complying 

with his civic obligations.  Furthermore, his inflation of his employment status suggested 

that he remained unconvinced that a low-level bureaucrat would be deemed capable of 

raising a child.  Gainful employment in politics seemed like a more bona-fide career.  By 

exaggerating his credentials, Mr. Macias acknowledged that he could be eliminated in the 

selective process.     

The adoption process reflected public and private discussions about government-

conferred motherhood and fatherhood.99  Adoption petitions contained evidence of public 

reception of the ideal revolutionary child model.  The letters submitted revealed popular 

desires and imaginations about children.  Those seeking to add children to their lives 

cobbled together an ideal domestic unit based on the perceived social roles a child should 

fulfill.  The stilted language of propriety sometimes employed in adoption requests 

                                                 
98 AHSSA, Fondo Beneficencia Pública, Sección Establecimientos Asistenciales, Serie Casa de los Niños 
Expósitos, Caja 25, Exp. 14, 1924.   
99 Ann S. Blum, “Breaking and Making Families,” 127-144. 
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scantily veiled considerably less honorable intentions for bringing unrelated children into 

their homes—often as a free source of domestic labor. One woman placed a request to 

adopt an older girl, about 12 or 13, who would be sturdy, quiet and hardworking.  Almost 

as an afterthought, the woman included that she promised to raise the girl (already 

presumably nearing womanhood) as her own daughter and provide her with the direction 

necessary to be a productive citizen.  Clearly this woman sought an extra helping hand 

around the house.100  In examples like the latter case, which abound, petitioners often 

inserted revolutionary rhetoric about the child into their pleas.  

Parents and teachers used language that presumed altruism and ideological 

commitment to the revolution on the part of the recipient to make concrete material 

requests.  Adults took the presidential promise that the Revolution would take care of the 

children to heart.  Manuela Torres, a widowed mother of three from Tampico, wrote 

directly to President Abelardo Rodríguez in 1932 that although she was willing to fight 

for her children’s daily bread, she had reached the end of her rope.  She implored him to 

send her a stipend to make ends meet.  Her request was denied.101  Many of the requests 

clustered around January 6, Three Kings’ Day (Día de los Reyes), when parents showered 

children with toys and sweets.  Ernesto Finance, president of the Committee for Children 

of Actors (Comité Pro Hijos del Actor) of the Mexican actors’ union, also wrote to 

Rodríguez, reminding him that because of tough economic times, not all parents had the 

resources to provide a toy for their children on the holiday.   He implied that when the 

                                                 
100 AHSSA, Fondo Beneficencia Pública, Sección Establecimientos Asistenciales, Serie Casa de Niños 
Expósitos, Caja 26, Exp. 2, 1926.   
101 AGN, Rodríguez 330/165, 1932. 
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parents fell short, the government ought to step in.  Mr. Finance ended on a confident 

note, expressing his firm belief that Rodríguez would honor such a noble cause for the 

benefit of child actors.  His request also was denied.  In a similar letter, María Luisa 

Mena wrote to the president to say that her children had suffered tremendously over 

Christmas, seeing all of the new toys that their peers received—would they have to suffer 

the same fate this Three Kings’ Day?  She plied the president for bit of joy for her 

children.  In a postscript she noted that she had three boys and three girls, a helpful hint in 

case the president or his secretary planned on doing some personal gender-specific toy 

shopping.  Not surprisingly, her request was denied.102    

Some letter writers cut more directly to the core of revolutionary ideology.  

Francisca L. de Garces, director of the SEP school breakfast program, wrote urgently to 

President Obregón that their supplies of milk had dried up.  She cautioned that if he did 

not want to imperil the productive forces of future laborers, he would immediately 

replenish their kitchens.  Obregón’s personal secretary passed the message to José 

Vasconcelos, who immediately approved the request and sent the milk on its way.103  

Nicolás Chavero, director of a children’s theater group in Teotihuacán, found his 

company short on supplies for the upcoming Christmas charity party for the poor children 

the municipality, and sent his plea on their behalf to President Rodríguez.  The 

disadvantaged youth, he reminded the president, were the compelling force behind the 

patria, the future self-sacrificing campesinos.  The shortages these children suffered only 

fortified their ideological convictions.  Nevertheless, Mr. Chavero argued, they deserved 

                                                 
102 Ibid.  
103 AGN, O-C 121-E-D-12, 1923.  
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their “fiestecita” as much as any other child, a sweet spot to savor when life delivered 

only challenges.104  These supplicants acknowledged that poor children were symbols in 

the formation of a collective national identity based on class struggle.  Yet they also 

suggested that children represented more than an ideological symbol—children of all 

social classes deserved recreation, directed attention, and age-appropriate celebrations.  

To these petitioners, the responsibility to provide all of this fell on the national 

government. 

Some petitioners saw children as a clean slate on which to re-inscribe their 

unflagging devotion to the head of the nation, and by association to the patria.  The 

founder of the Cruz Gálvez School for Boys in Sonora wrote a letter to President Calles 

thanking him for the donation of $500 pesos for Christmas (Calles was a long-time patron 

of the Cruz Gálvez schools in his home state); the money made it possible to equip their 

baseball team, an outdoor activity that promised to mold a robust and vigorous group of 

children, who in the not-too-distant future would form joyful homes of their own and 

never forget the name of their kind benefactor.105  In one instance, Adalberto Argüelles, 

apparently from a forgotten former associate of President Emilio Portes Gil, begged 

forgiveness for the interruption of the president’s valuable time in a contrite 

announcement of the birth of his first son.  Mr. Argüelles deemed the long awaited arrival 

of a male offspring—a “small citizen”—to be worthy of the president’s attention.  He 

seemed particularly pleased that his son had arrived at the fortuitous moment in which his 

                                                 
104 No reply was recorded.  AGN, Rodríguez 330/165, 1932; for a similar letter from Jalisco see AGN, EPG 
363/204, 1929. 
105 AGN, O-C 805-H-161, 1927. 
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old friend Portes Gil found himself in the elevated position of guiding the destinies of the 

patria, a good omen that ensured his son’s lifelong devotion to the country.  Taking a 

page from the biblical story of young Samuel, promised by his barren mother into the 

service of God at birth, and literally deposited as a child at the temple, Mr. Argüelles 

stated that he wanted to take advantage of this minor distraction to announce that it would 

be his pleasure to place this small citizen at the president’s orders, and promised to 

inculcate him with respect and affection for Portes Gil.106   

 

Conclusions 

That petitioners addressed so many of these letters directly to the president, rather than to 

municipal authorities or local representatives of government agencies suggests a literal 

understanding of the rhetorical turn that marked the era.  They absorbed Calles’s Grito de 

Guadalajara and placed the child in the charge of the revolution.  These letters proved 

that many of these people saw the revolution as synonymous with the governing head of 

state, and entrusted him with the care of their family as promised in political speeches 

and visually reinforced through murals and art.  While these letters reflected only a 

sampling of adult-produced responses to the treatment given the child in revolutionary 

discourse, taken alongside the transformations of public space to accommodate children 

they demonstrate aspects of a cultural change that viewed the child as more central, more 

entitled, more active, and more productive.  As adults changed their ideas about children, 

new forms of interaction emerged in which children could participate in the 
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reconfiguration of a revolutionary nation.  The following chapters examine these 

transformed childhoods in the 1920s and 1930s, children’s interaction with and reception 

of new physical spaces, technology, and cultural forms and media outlets that cobbled 

from the nation’s youth a generation of revolutionary citizens.   
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CHAPTER TWO 
COMINO VENCE AL DIABLO AND OTHER TERRIFYING EPISODES:  

TEATRO GUIÑOL’S ITINERANT PUPPET THEATER 
 

 
Figure 2. 1  Child's drawing of puppet show, 1934.  Courtesy of the AHSEP. 

 

On a May morning in 1934 in an Ixtapalapa schoolyard, a hush fell over the 

gathering of fidgety kindergarteners as stage curtains drew apart to reveal an animated 

stereotypically black hand puppet (El Negrito) laboriously hauling firewood back and 

forth at the behest of his patron. El Negrito complained about his plight, and the 

children’s eyes widened with terror, reflecting the fear demonstrated by the puppet when 

the patrón threatened the arrival of the devil if he did not keep working.  Enter Comino, a 

cheeky young boy puppet.  His grandmother, accusing him of slothfulness, had brought 

him to the patrón to learn some work ethic.  A devil puppet loomed large on the 

makeshift stage, bellowing out vague threats.  Two kindergarteners burst into tears. Not 

wanting to disturb the rest of the captive audience, the teacher removed the terrified girls 
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and brought them around to the back of the stage so that they could see the puppeteers 

manipulating the cloth, felt and wooden dolls.  Despite her efforts, the girls remained 

inconsolable and refused to watch the rest of the show. 

Back on stage, Comino announced that he was not afraid of the devil and, roping 

in an unconvinced Negrito, set out to prove it with violence.  The Negrito and Comino 

spent the remaining acts brandishing sticks, eventually finding the elusive devil and 

knocking him senseless.  The devil’s mask slipped off to reveal none other than the labor-

exploiting patrón.  The curtain closed on a smug Comino and relieved Negrito looking on 

as the patrón lugged his own firewood across the stage.107   

The play, entitled “Comino Overcomes the Devil,” (Comino vence al diablo) 

formed a staple of the Fine Arts Department (Departamento de Bellas Artes) of the SEP’s 

itinerant puppet theater repertoire Teatro Guiñol in the 1930s.108  It appeared alone or 

alongside other proletarian-themed puppet scripts in widely distributed publications of 

the Ministry of Education, or the SEP.109 Government-sponsored itinerant puppet shows 

in the 1930s reflected both the optimism and the bureaucratic stumbling blocks that 

marked revolutionary nation building efforts.  In the case of Teatro Guiñol, government 

officials and members of the intellectual bourgeoisie constructed an aspect of children’s 

culture that they hoped could be universally distributed and uniformly received.  Yet 
                                                 
107 Archivo Historico de la Secretaría de Educación Pública (AHSEP), Departamento de Bellas Artes, Serie 
Teatro 1932-1936, Caja 71, Exp. “Teatro del Niño,” 1934. 
108 Also sometimes written as Teatro Guignol.  The name Guiñol comes from a prodigious Italian puppeteer 
in the early 19th century, named either Guignol or Chignol, reportedly responsible for the popularity of 
puppet theater expressly for children throughout Europe.  The makeshift stage itself soon became known 
teatro guignol.  Roberto Lago, Teatro Guignol Mexicano 3ª ed. (México: Federación Editorial Mexicana, 
S.A., 1987). 15. 
109  “Comino vence al diablo” appears first in an anthology of three plays by Germán List Arzubide, Tres 
comedias infantiles para Teatro Guignol (Mexico: Departamento de Bellas Artes, 1936). The play also 
appears in El Maestro Rural Tomo XI, No. 10. (October 1938): 20-21, 25. 
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evidence indicates that in the process, children took an active role in their socialization, 

and were not simply passive recipients of revolutionary education projects.   

In the 1920s and 1930s, Mexico experienced an optimistic period of cultural 

transformation and the implementation of reforms outlined in the Constitution of 1917, a 

product of the Mexican Revolution.  Recent literature examines the contradictions and 

successes characteristic of these nation-building decades, and the competing ideologies 

proffered by the modernizing government officials and the faith-based sector.110  Cultural 

projects designed to educate and socialize children during these years provide evidence of 

this dynamic, and go further to highlight fissures in the not-quite-monolithic state as 

bureaucratization and institutionalization tempered the independence and artistic license 

of revolutionary ideologues.  Walter Benjamin noted that the Bolshevik Revolution had 

no sooner planted its Red flag when it turned its attention to the children; likewise, one of 

the first organized activities to unite sectors of the government and civil societies in the 

aftermath of the war was the 1921 First Mexican Child Congress, in which professionals 

and educators diagnosed and mapped out the future of the nation’s revolutionary 

generation. 111     

                                                 
110 Mary Kay Vaughan and Stephen Lewis, The Eagle and the Virgin: Nation and Cultural Revolution in 
Mexico, 1920-1940 (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006). 
111 Walter Benjamin, in a 1929 discussion of the role of proletarian children’s theater, said, “Just as the first 
action of the Bolsheviks was to hoist the Red flag, so their first instinct was to organize the children.” 
Walter Benjamin, “Program for a Proletarian Children’s Theater,” Walter Benjamin: Selected Writings Vol. 
2, 1927-1934, Trans. Rodney Livingstone et al (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard University 
Press, 1999): 202. 
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Much historiographical treatment of the cultural revolution has emphasized the 

role of the state in socializing children.112  Yet recent scholarship demonstrates the ways 

that, on a local level, cultural projects were mitigated by both individual and community 

interpretations; top-down efforts to exercise control in the education sector conformed to 

local understandings, resulting in a dialog between ruling government officials and the 

community.113  Individuals imagined what it meant to be part of a nation based on their 

reception of these cultural projects.114  A cultural history of childhood in Mexico must 

necessarily include both the didactic goals motivating the adults, and the experiences of 

the children.   Despite the standard complaint that children’s voices rarely enter the 

historical record, creative archival work turns up ample evidence of the ways that 

children participated in their socialization, albeit often unknowingly, thus contributing to 

the construction of national identity.    

Teatro Guiñol provided children with access to another child-centered cultural 

project in the 1930s.  One story, emerging from lore surrounding the origins of renowned 

pedagogue Gregorio Torres Quintano’s “Escuela Racionalista,” credited a troubled 
                                                 
112 Patience Schell, “Nationalizing Children through Schools and Hygiene: Porfirian and Revolutionary 
Mexico City,” The Americas 60 no. 4 (April 2004): 559-587 and Schell, Church and State Education in 
Revolutionary Mexico City (Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona Press, 2003).  A classic view of this state-
centered vision of nation building is articulated in Eugen Weber, Peasants into Frenchmen: The 
Modernization of Rural France, 1870-1914 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1976). In Weber’s view, a 
strong state inculcates children with values such as patriotism.  James C. Scott offers a clear critique of the 
modern, centralized state, although he emphasizes the power that the state wields over local knowledge and 
interpretation. Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998). 
113 Mary Kay Vaughan, Cultural Politics of Revolution: Teachers, Peasants and Schools in Mexico, 1930-
1940 (Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona Press, 1997). See also Gilbert M. Joseph and Daniel Nugent, 
“Popular Culture and State Formation in Revolutionary Mexico,” Everyday Forms of State Formation, eds. 
Joseph and Nugent (Durham: Duke University Press, 1994): 3-23. 
114 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism 
(London: Verso Editions, 1983).  Anderson over-emphasizes the role of print media in the construction of 
national identity, and does not much stake in the role of forms of popular culture that did not require 
literacy, such as theater and commemorations.   
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adolescent in Yucatán named Humberto with beginning the tradition of using puppet 

theater in the schools in 1917. According to the tale, the reclusive and sickly lad 

squirreled away in the woods for weeks, pilfering materials needed for costumes and set 

design, and eventually emerged with a puppet show that was met with tremendous 

acclaim.115  Theater, for adults and children alike, served as one of the most effective 

ways of fomenting a sense of national identity.116  Living vicariously through the 

puppets’ capers, children encountered enemies ranging from bacteria to exploitative 

bosses, and learned the appropriate ways to combat such social ills.  Yet while puppeteers 

and intellectual engineers constructed the healthy, moralized worlds that the cloth and 

wooden dolls presented to children, the children often transformed the intended meanings 

of puppet shows according to their own personal tastes, chronologically limited as those 

might be. 

 

Bureaucrats and Visionaries 

In the early 1930s, the Ministry of Education decided to resurrect puppet theater as a 

didactic tool for the nascent socialist education project, based on the legendary but faded 

success of the Rosete Aranda brothers’ puppet shows that had toured the country since 

1833.117  Puppet theater in the nineteenth century was renowned for its elaborate sets and 

                                                 
115  José de la Luz Mena, Escuela Racionalista: doctrina y método, 2nd ed. (México, 1936): 153-156. 
116 A good example of the conscious use of theater to promote national identity comes from Spain in the 
short-lived Second Republic from 1931-1936. See Chapter 3 in Sandy Holguín, Creating Spaniards: 
Culture and National Identity in Republican Spain (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2002).  
117 For more about the development of nineteenth-century Mexican national identity through stories from 
the Rosete Aranda puppet troupes, see William H. Beezley, Mexican National Identity: Memory, Innuendo 
and Popular Culture (Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona Press, 2008) and “Cómo fue que El Negrito salvó 
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dolls that bore striking resemblance to the character types made famous by lithographer 

Claudio Linati in the 1820s.  Mexican audiences were therefore familiar with puppets, the 

tropes they represented, and the national values they conveyed.  Yet if puppets were to be 

employed for more didactic purposes, the theater scenario would have to be scaled down 

in order to maximize the number of daily performances.  First of all, hand puppets 

replaced the complicated string-operated puppet; this not only facilitated transportation 

by eliminating the tangling of strings, but it also allowed for each puppeteer to operate 

two puppets at once, one on each hand.  Second of all, the stage became a simplified 

frame-and-curtain affair that two people could set up in minutes, with minimalist scenery 

replacing the exquisite pastoral countryside backdrops featured in the Rosete Aranda 

presentations.  Finally, keeping in mind the infantile audience, puppet show playwrights 

based the storylines on actions rather than abstract morals, such that they would resonate 

with the daily activities and icons familiar to children.118  

Teatro Guiñol started off in 1932 as a very small enterprise, comprised of a tightly 

knit group of radical intellectuals, artists, writers and bohemians, most of who had spent 

time honing their socialist ideology in Russia and Paris.  Historian Daniela Spenser 

argues that Mexican diplomats and bureaucrats visiting communist Russia experienced 

disillusionment with the implementation of socialism during the 1920s.  Politicians 

turned the revolution in a more conservative direction upon their return home, distancing 

                                                                                                                                                 
a México de los franceses: Las fuentes populares de la identidad nacional,” Historia Mexicana 226, no. 2 
(October-December 2007): 405-444. 
118 List Arzubide. 5-19. 
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themselves from the Bolsheviks by breaking diplomatic relations in 1930;119 yet the 

cultural sector did not respond in the same manner to what they saw in Russia.  The 

intellectual architects of the Teatro Guiñol found the inspiration for their educational 

project through direct observation of the Bolshevik’s socialist school puppet theater, at its 

zenith in 1928, promoting ideas about anti-alcoholism, literacy, and political fervor.120  

Briefly exiled in Russia, Germán List Arzubide, one of the most prolific playwrights of 

his cadre, enthused that the Russians had hit on the most age-appropriate form of 

disseminating revolutionary culture, and nourished the seedling idea with his compatriots, 

the artists Lola and Germán Cueto, in Paris.121  They saw the medium as the ideal tool in 

fomenting a sense of class consciousness, through which the youngest generation would 

come to understand ideas of fighting for equality and against oppression.  The proletarian 

message that the puppets would bring forth would provide the basis for a new morality, 

and combat superstition rampant in the countryside.122  In Mexico, they worked and lived 

in community around the corner from Diego Rivera and Guadalupe Marin’s house, 

creating the scripts, characters, and scenarios that would convey the official socialist 

education program to students in collaboration with like-minded colleagues: Roberto 

Lago, Angelina Beloff, Dolores Alva de la Canal, Elena Huerta Muzquiz, Enrique Assad, 

Fermín Revueltas, Graciela Amador, José M. Díaz Núñez, Juan Guerrero, Julio 

                                                 
119 Daniela Spenser, “Encounter of Two Revolutions: Mexican Radical Elites in Communist Russia during 
the 1920s,” Strange Pilgrimages: Exile, Travel, and National Identity in Latin America, 1800-1990s. Eds 
Ingrid E. Fey and Karen Racine (Wilmington, DE: Scholarly Resources, Inc., 2000): 147-162. 
120 “El Teatro del Muñeco,” El Maestro Rural, Tomo VI, No. 7 (April 1935): 36-37. 
121 List Arzubide’s brief exile resulted from his vocal anti-imperialist demonstrations, causing an outcry 
when he denounced US intervention in Nicaragua by representing the US flag being trampled by 
Sandinistas. His exile bolstered his credentials as a bona fide revolutionary nationalist.  Carmen Carrara, 
“Presentación,” in Germán List Arzubide, Teatro guiñol (Mexico: UNAM, 1997): v-vi. 
122 AHSEP, Department of Bellas Artes, Serie Teatro, Caja 4949, 1934. 
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Castellanos, Leopoldo Méndez, Teodoro Méndez, and Ramón Alva de la Canal (see 

Figure 2.2).123   

 

    

Figure 2.2  Puppeteers Lola Cueto and Roberto Lago with the Negrito and other creations, 1933.  

Property of the Acervo Roberto Lago Salcedo.  Courtesy of Francisca Miranda. 

 

The puppeteers professionalized puppet theater by giving it a name, Teatro 

Guiñol, and by working as an agency of the Ministry of Education, thus transforming the 

genre from an entertainment to an educational vehicle.  Carlos Chávez, then head of the 

Department of Fine Arts, quickly took the reigns of Teatro Guiñol, incorporating it into 

                                                 
123 Época de oro del Teatro Guiñol de Bellas Artes, 1932-1965, CD-ROM. Instituto Nacional de Bellas 
Artes, 2005. 
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the subsection Teatro del Niño.124  The first performance, “El Gigante” (about an 

exploitative puppet who grew enormously fat off of the food and labor of others) took 

place in central Mexico City and was attended by dignified functionaries, including 

Chávez and Secretary of Education Narcisso Bassols, seated among neighborhood 

children.  By 1933, the group had developed an ambitious itinerary that would take them 

to nearly 400 schools in the first six months alone.   

Shortly, Teatro Guiñol split into two groups—Grupo A (Comino) and Grupo B 

(Rin-Rin)—and eventually more in the following years. Nearly every day, each group 

would present the half-hour show of three plays with a cast of four to six characters, often 

presenting at more than one school a day. For example, in the second half of 1933 alone, 

the two groups gave 377 presentations to kindergarteners, an average of 4 plays each 

day.125  Schools had access to 87 fixed and portable theaters, a number that escalated with 

demand.126  To democratize access to the puppet theater in the wake of much acclaim, in 

1935, puppeteers Ramón Alva de la Canal and Graciela Amador received a government 

commission to teach puppetry techniques and content to teachers-in-training at the 

Escuela Normal Superior.127  The Golden Age of children’s puppet theater lasted until the 

middle of the 1960s, and expanded its activity to the farthest reaches of the republic, as 

well as international ventures in Cuba, Venezuela and the United States.128   

                                                 
124 Lago 20. 
125 AHSEP, Departamento de Bellas Artes, Serie Teatro, Caja 71, Exp. 43, 1934. 
126 Memoria de la SEP, Tomo I (1933): 121. 
127 Época de oro, 2005.  
128 For a summary of the evolution of Teatro Guiñol as well as a complete bibliography and select images 
of the puppets and puppeteers, see Época de oro, 2005.  By the time Teatro Guiñol reached the furthest 
reaches of the country, like Chiapas, television had already taken over as the dominant media form in the 
center of the country. By the 1970s, puppet theater had died down in even the more remote areas in favor of 
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The puppeteers worked at a feverish pace, driven at first by their revolutionary 

fervor, then increasingly by pressure from SEP officials to meet the demand that the 

wildly popular puppets had generated in schools.  Letters to Chávez from Grupo Comino 

and Grupo Rin-Rin reveal some of the daily stressors that compromised the quality of 

their performances.  They requested more consistent access to the single SEP vehicle that 

each group borrowed every day, arguing that one was often not enough to transport all of 

the people and equipment required.  Often they received the vehicles with no gas, and 

had to pay out of their pockets to fill the tank. This caused them to be late to some of 

their appointments, and now mothers were complaining that they had to wait at the 

school when they arrived to pick up their children, because the puppet show was running 

into the afternoon.  Furthermore, the road conditions between the pueblos took a toll not 

only on the SEP vehicle, but on the equipment that it carried as well; Germán Cueto of 

Grupo Rin-Rin requested an upgrade to a 33-RPM record player, since their current 78-

RPM machine suffered broken bulbs every time they transported it in the rattletrap car.  

At the moment, they complained, they could not perform the play “Rin-Rin Renacuajo” 

because the required accompaniment of a Silvestre Revueltas record was damaged 

beyond audibility.129 

                                                                                                                                                 
electronic media.  Stephen E. Lewis, “Modernizing Message, Mystical Messenger: The Appropriation of 
the Teatro Petul in the Chiapas Highlands, 1954-1974” (Paper presented at the 54th Annual Conference of 
the Rocky Mountain Council for Latin American Studies, Santa Fe, NM, January 24-27, 2007).  The 
puppets also earned international acclaim fairly early on; one letter from a schoolteacher in Madrid requests 
more information about the “saladísimos muñecos” that have captured the imaginations of Mexican 
children, and seeks guidance on how to replicate the experiment in his own primary school classrooms. 
AHSEP Departamento de Bellas Artes, Serie Teatro, Caja 72, Exp. 56, 1934.  
129 AHSEP, Departamento de Bellas Artes, Serie Teatro 1932-1936, Caja 71, Exp. 43.  Music was an 
important part of the plays; every play started off with a musical prelude, often recognizable as folkloric, 
popular pieces such as “La bamba,” “El jarabe tapatío,” and “La bicicleta.”  Silvestre Revueltas, who at the 
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The puppets emphasized the socialist values and vocational training espoused by 

the cultural revolution, especially those promulgated by the Cultural Missions sent out to 

the countryside by the SEP.  The puppet protagonists found themselves in a series of 

predicaments that taught them lessons about the value of work, the dangers of 

exploitation, the evils of capitalism, the importance of hygiene, the beauty of 

collectivism, and the merits of living and working in the countryside. Comino, the 

protagonist of many of the plays, learned life lessons through interactions with the other 

characters, often enduring a terrifying episode in the process. In “Illiterate Comino,” 

(Comino analfabeta), the stubborn young puppet no sooner declares that he does not want 

to learn to read then he finds himself in a pit of despair along with an illiterate day laborer 

and an illiterate woman, both of whom lament their ignorance.  Only by invoking the 

letters of the alphabet does Comino escape a dour fate.  The final scene, the apparition of 

an illuminated modern building bearing the phrase, “The prosperity of a nation is the 

culture of its children,” drives home the moral of the story: the direct link between 

supporting elementary education and patriotism.130   

In another story, “Ignorant Comino,” (Comino ignorante), Comino gets lost on 

the spooky Illiteracy Alley because he does not know how to read street signs. 

Fortunately, he stumbles across one of the government literacy centers, learns to read, 

and begins to “make justice” by teaching others to do the same;131 this lesson is lifted 

directly from the Cultural Missions in which literate children were organized into the 
                                                                                                                                                 
inception of Teatro Guiñol was the director of the National Conservatory, composed some original pieces, 
such as “El renacuajo paseador,” specifically for the puppet shows. Época de oro, 2005. 
130 “La prosperidad de la patria es la cultura de sus hijos,” In María de los Dolores Alva de la Canal [Para la 
Campaña de Alfabetización], “Comino Analfabeta,” Epoca de oro, 2005. 
131 Jorge Contreras Sánces [Para el grupo Comino], “Comino Ignorante,” in Epoca de oro, 2005.  
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Children’s Army of the Campaign Against Illiteracy (Ejército Infantil), teaching their 

peers to read in areas short-staffed on rural schoolteachers.132  As a reward, child literacy 

soldiers that taught five or more of their peers received certificates proclaiming them a 

“Good Mexican,” and guaranteeing them preferential status for future employment for 

the Ministry of Education.133  Comino’s experience at the literacy center provided young 

audience members with a visual example of the satisfaction one could expect to receive 

from such civil service.  Furthermore, the play reinforced government policy during the 

1920s and 1930s that children be incorporated actively as agents of revolutionary 

reforms. 

In a cultural milieu rife with didacticism and moral imperatives, few popular 

forms of entertainment for children passed muster with revolutionary eugenicists, 

pedagogues and administrators.  Movie theaters were refuted as centers of vice, often 

maligned as the spaces in which juvenile delinquents acquired and practiced the tricks of 

their trade.134  In fact, in 1935, child specialists recommended that minors be prohibited 

entrance to movies, theaters, bullfights, and wrestling arenas.135  Teatro Guiñol, deemed 

wholesome and educational, changed the pace of life in rural areas isolated from the 

center.  One teacher from a village in Puebla pleaded that they be included in the 

                                                 
132 As early as 1922, scarcely a year after the institutionalization of the SEP, an estimated 5,000 children 
were signed up for the Ejército Infantil, and had taught 8,947 of their peers the basic tenets of reading and 
writing. Boletín de la Secretaría de Educación Pública (SEP), Tomo I, No. 3 (1922): 468-469. 
133 Boletín de la SEP, Tomo I, No. 4 (1923): 83-85. 
134 Susana Sosenski, “Diversiones malsanas: el cine y la infancia en la ciudad de México en la década de 
1920,” Secuencia: Revista de historia y ciencias sociales 66 (Sept-Dec 2006): 37-64. 
135 Abelardo González Garza, “Proyecto de reglamento para la asistencia de menores de edad a los 
espectáculos públicos,” Memoria del VII Congreso Panamericano del Niño, Tomo I (México: Talleres 
Gráficos de la Nación, 1937): 191.  More serious exhortations against the movies and their negative 
influence on children, are found in religious publications from the 1920s, especially La Vanguardia: el 
periódico de los niños (1921-1922). 
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upcoming tour, claiming that they had no other diversions, and that children and adults 

alike would enjoy the show.  She noted that the village council struggled to invent 

pretexts for festivals.136  Indeed, photos of puppet shows from the era often feature as 

many adult audience members as children, men crowding each other’s view of the stage 

with their wide sombreros (see Figure 2.3).  Perhaps in part because of the high demand 

for this innovative pedagogical tool, the plays and playwrights quickly came under the 

scrutiny of educational authorities lest the popular form become corrupted in its 

dissemination.   

 

Figure 2.3 Adult audience at a Teatro Guiñol performance, 1936.                                                      
Property of the Acervo Roberto Lago Salcedo. Courtesy of Francisca Miranda. 

 

                                                 
136 AHSEP, Departamento de Bellas Artes, Serie Publicaciones, Caja 64, Exp. 41, 1935. 
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The didactic purpose of the plays took precedent over entertainment value as 

children’s puppet theater rapidly became professionalized.  Concerns about the integrity 

of the puppet show content led Bellas Artes directors to form the Comisión de 

Repertorio, a committee designed to censor and edit the plays and eventually to approve 

them for performance.  In a February 1934 memo, Bellas Artes head Chávez wrote that 

observations of some of the productions of Teatro del Niño before smaller audiences and 

in some of the kindergarten shows revealed that the puppeteers frequently falsified the 

concepts, words and even the spirit of the plays through improvisation, and he implored 

that the plays be learned by memory and properly practiced so that the interpretation 

would be exact and their educational value would not be compromised.137  

The meetings and activities of the censoring committee provides evidence of the 

professionalization of revolutionary children’s cultural projects, a trend consolidated with 

the 1921 First Mexican Congress of the Child—the first national conference dedicated 

solely to child-related issues and drawing public attention to children as one of the most 

important social groups to have their special needs addressed in the reconstruction of the 

nation—and strengthened with the rise of specialization in the Pan American Congresses 

on the Child that lasted into the 1940s.138  Pan American Child Congresses met nine 

times from 1916-1948, during the era of heightened hemispheric solidarity.  A product of 

this scientific climate, the puppet shows were to be taken seriously, and the opinions of 

experts in the emerging fields of child psychology and pediatric medicine were taken into 

                                                 
137 AHSEP, Departamento de Bellas Artes, Serie Teatro 1932-1936, Caja 71, Exp. “Teatro del Niño,” 1934.   
138 The relationship between these congresses and feminism is outlined in Donna Guy, “The Pan-American 
Child Congresses, 1916-1947,” Journal of Family History 23, no. 3 (July 1998): 272-292.  See also 
Memoria del Primer Congreso Mexicano del Niño (México: El Universal, 1921).  
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account.  List Arzubide drew from child psychology in the introduction to a published 

volume of three of the most well-known plays, making note that children had not yet 

developed critical thinking skills, so the puppet shows served as visual surrogate 

experiences from which the children could draw life lessons.139 

Most importantly, the plays must be ideologically in line with the socialist 

education program.  Mexico’s socialist education experiment, which flourished under the 

presidency of Lázaro Cárdenas (1934-1940), grew out of provisions in Article 3 of the 

Constitution of 1917 that called for the secularization of education.  Under the Cárdenas 

administration, the SEP established a department dedicated to the oversight of this 

project, the Institute of Socialist Orientation.  The seemingly innocuous puppets proved 

to be among the champions of this reform; one schoolteacher noted that the Teatro 

Guiñol had promoted more revolutionary works than most contemporary statesmen.140  

Indeed, the plays contained practical representations of some of the most fundamental 

goals of the revolution.  In the play “Comino va a la huelga,” Comino teaches his puppet 

friends about the provisions for labor reform in the Constitution of 1917: eight-hour days, 

overtime on weekends, and restrictions on the number of hours that children could work.  

The puppets exercise their constitutional right to strike.  When the patrón wants continue 

to force erstwhile laborers like the Negrito to work 17-hour days, the exploited puppets 

chant out their demands while taking recourse to their trademark symbol of resistance—

                                                 
139 List Arzubide, 9-10. 
140 León Cárdenas, “Letters to the Maestro Rural: How to Make a Teatro Guiñol,” Epoca de Oro, 2005.  
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beating the patrón with sticks.141  Officials encouraged heavy-handed material such as 

Comino at the strike, preferring it to anything too artistic.142    

In 1935, Bellas Artes held an open contest for the submission of plays to be added 

to the puppet theater repertoire.  In a statement, the department head announced that they 

sought the participation of young writers with clear socialist affiliations to write plays for 

all children—but especially for those from the working masses—to see the benefits of a 

humane and just social organization, teaching them where their class enemy lie, how to 

defend themselves from exploitation, and how to separate themselves from individualist 

ideas in preference of the collective good.  This repertoire must be especially well 

chosen, because, in his opinion, as well as adhering to proletarian ideology, playwrights 

should also avoid the use of certain expressions that would result in weepy 

sentimentalisms in the children that crippled their will to struggle.143  Educator Juan 

Bustillo Oro, in a 1938 contribution to El Maestro Rural, expressed the firm position of 

the SEP regarding the moral and ideological content of the plays taking precedence over 

their entertainment value.  He cited “Comino vence al diablo” as the premiere example of 

the genre, that its unmitigated stance denouncing labor exploitation—punctuated by 

Comino’s violent blows upon the patrón—embodied the type of proletarian message that 

children’s theater was meant to disseminate.  He lauded List Arzubide as being faithful to 

his revolutionary orientation, and applauded the author for writing pieces without any 

artistic pretense.  Bustillo Oro enthusiastically proclaimed that plays such as this served 

                                                 
141 List Arzubide, “Comino va a la huelga,” Tres Comedias Infantiles, 47-58. 
142 AHSEP, Departamento de Bellas Artes, Serie Teatro, Caja 3969, Exp. 18, 1935. 
143 AHSEP,  Departamento de Bellas Artes, Sección de Teatro, Activities 1935, Caja 3969, Exp. 18, 1935. 
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as the “water, mop and broom that would clean the tormented spirits” of the nation’s 

children.144 

The censoring committee exercised its authority to make drastic changes or 

simply pull plays from the program.  For example, the committee rejected one play 

written by Elena Huerta entitled “Comino Escudero de Don Quijote,” a children’s 

adaptation of Cervantes’ classic, because they vaguely said it lacked clarity and force.  

One committee member, General Inspector of Kindergartens Rosaura Zapata, contributed 

her opinions about the play “Firuleque de Vacaciones,” in which the environmental 

hazards of living in the city contrast with idyllic and hygienic living in the countryside.  

Zapata recommended a revision of the play since most children comprising the viewing 

audience did not have the opportunity to frequent the countryside; furthermore, she 

feared they would misinterpret the message, and mimic the play’s details about the wrong 

ways to cure illness such as keeping rooms closed, not washing the face, and taking too 

much medicine without the guidance of a doctor.  Zapata also argued that instead of 

being child-centered, the play educated only mothers about hygiene, and suggested that 

the play be modified accordingly. In the play “Comino Vendedor Ambulante,” about 

exploitation of child labor, Ms. Zapata expressed disappointment that the apples that 

Comino sold were from California and not San Angel, a detail she regarded as 

“depressing.” She also suggested changes in some of the language: “I’m going to send 

you to jail,” ought to be softened to “I’m going to punish you.” 145  

                                                 
144 Juan Bustillo Oro, “La Moral en el Teatro Infantil,” El Maestro Rural, Tomo XI, Nos. 11-12 ((Nov-Dec 
1938): 37. 
145 AHSEP, Departamento de Bellas Artes, Serie Teatro, Caja 73, Exp. 11, 1934.  
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The committee often replaced the figure of the devil, always controversial in 

comments from teachers and children, with another character deemed more appropriate.  

Miss Castañeda, kindergarten director in Atzcapotzalco, wrote in to Bellas Artes with a 

list of concerns about her students’ responses to the puppet show.  The devil character in 

“Comino vence al diablo” had provoked some troublesome questions that she did not 

quite know how to address, given her school’s position as a strictly secular educational 

institution; students were asking: "Is it true that the devil exists?" "My mother says that 

the angels make the devil go away." "Is it true that the devil can't see God?" "The patron 

was only playing devil but the devil does exist and nobody can hit him except the 

angels."  She maintained that, as a socialist educator, she should not have to address such 

questions; it would be best if such controversial shows were not brought into the 

classroom, but rather left for popular venues where parents could take their children and 

answer their queries.  Furthermore, Miss Castañeda objected to the grotesque portrayal of 

the grandmother puppet, which she felt did a disservice to this venerated figure in most 

children’s lives.  Finally, Miss Castañeda asserted that her students had entirely 

misunderstood the underlying message of the play, and had interpreted Comino’s 

character as a lazy boy who would go to any lengths, even resorting to physical violence, 

to get out of doing work (another schoolteacher, Angela Martínez, had even missed the 

metaphor of the devil play, citing its title as “Comino Hits the Devil”).146  Her letter, 

along with scores of other teacher reports documenting children’s responses, triggered a 

flurry of evaluation and analysis in the offices of the Theater section of Bellas Artes, and 

                                                 
146 AHSEP, Departamento de Bellas Artes, Serie Teatro, 1932-1936, Caja 71, Exp. 43. 
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eventually resulted in some modifications.147  Regarding the issue of religion, SEP 

officials vaguely countered that secular schools should take a neutral position, but that 

teachers should neither attack nor defend religious teachings.148 

By 1936, the restrictions of the Comisión de Repertorio bore a strain on the 

creative directorship.  In an annual activities report, Roberto Lago, one of the group’s 

founders and director of Grupo Rin-Rin, complained that some of the plays his group 

presented during his tenure were not able to achieve their objective because the censoring 

committee set out to purge, and even mutilate, the best of each play.  Lago worried that 

the strange, random committee remained completely removed from the "ambiente 

infantil" and unaware of its issues.  Most egregiously, the integrants of the groups had 

neither voice nor a vote in the categorical decisions made by the Comisión that served 

only to obstruct and impede the logical development of the Teatro Infantil.  In his 

treatise, Lago expressed his hope that the Department of Bellas Artes would rectify such 

problems based on the comments and experience of someone who has been working in 

this arena for 2 years.149  As the puppet program gained popularity and the puppets 

themselves gained fame through exposure in the newspaper El Nacional Sunday 

supplement, for example, letters began pouring in from rural teachers all over the country 

requesting that the puppet shows be brought to their schools and communities.150  Facing 

such a surge in popularity, the creative directors found themselves under increasing 

pressure from the bureaucrats to standardize their performances in the interest of 
                                                 
147 AHSEP, Departamento de Bellas Artes, Serie Teatro 1932-1936, Caja 71, Exp. “Teatro del Niño,” 1934. 
148 AHSEP, Departamento de Bellas Artes, Serie Teatro, Caja 4949, 1934. 
149 AHSEP, Departamento de Bellas Artes, Serie Teatro, Caja 73, Exp. 57, 1936. 
150 Many requests from teachers can be found in AHSEP, Departamento de Bellas Artes, Serie Teatro, Caja 
72, Exp. 56, 1934.  
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providing a uniform educational service to the nation.  Visionaries and bureaucrats found 

themselves at odds about the creative direction that the puppet shows should take. 

  

Reception 

Revolutionary officials and the puppeteers thus engaged in the negotiation of creative 

license and ideological content in the process of constructing the children’s puppet 

theater program for cultural dissemination.  A second, no less important, aspect of Teatro 

Guiñol is the way that the intended audiences received these shows.  Clearly, audience 

reception remained at the forefront of educators’ and artists’ minds in the production of 

Teatro Guiñol; the very existence of the Comisión de Repertorio structured to receive 

feedback on the plays proves the pivotal role played by the audience, a concept theorized 

as the “democratization of theater.”151  Comino and company enjoyed a wide audience; 

the publication of “Comino vence al diablo” and other plays in the monthly SEP 

publication El Maestro Rural indicated that not only did educational officials intend for 

teachers to stage Teatro Guiñol plays on their own, but that Comino had access to rural 

classrooms far beyond the geographical limitations of the puppet troupes in the 1930s.152  

El Maestro Rural, edited by the SEP beginning in 1932—the same year as the Teatro 

Guiñol’s inception—saw a circulation of 12,000 copies in its second year, and reflected 

official recognition of the first successes of educational reform, namely, a more literate 

                                                 
151 Susan Bennett, Theatre Audiences: A Theory of Production and Reception (London: Routledge, 
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152 “Literatura para niños. Comino vence al diablo.” El Maestro Rural, Tomo XI, No. 10 (October 1938): 
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peasantry.153  The appearance of Comino on these pages, in some cases rural 

schoolteachers’ only tangible link to the intellectual forces of the SEP that they 

represented in the countryside, makes use of the abilities of the literate few in spreading 

proletarian ideas through puppetry to both children and community members alike.154  In 

fact, El Maestro Rural printed detailed instructions for schoolteachers and their students 

to construct their own elaborate puppet stage; one article features the three-week diary of 

sixth grader Andrés Rodarte from the Centro Escolar “Revolución” in Mexico City, 

writing his detailed impressions of the process of building the stage.155  Schoolchildren 

also made their own hand puppets and wrote their own plays, encouraged by teachers to 

incorporate as much folk knowledge and local vernacular as possible.156  Through the 

literary vehicle El Maestro Rural, rural peasants and their children learned to become 

self-sufficient in the production of revolutionary knowledge.   

Theoretical attempts to codify cultural reception often fall flat when applied to 

children; how does one categorize a child’s collapse into screaming terror upon seeing a 

devil puppet, or her frank observation that the grandmother puppet’s voice sounds mean, 

                                                 
153  The magazine was intended to link the SEP to both rural schoolteachers and newly literate campesinos.  
El Maestro Rural was also circulated among Mexican schoolteachers working in the US, and throughout 
South America and the Caribbean.  In 1936, Cardenas changed the goals of the magazine so that it targeted 
primarily an audience of rural schoolteachers.  Guillermo Palacios, “Postrevolutionary Intellectuals, Rural 
Readings, and the Shaping of the ‘Peasant Problem’ in Mexico: El Maestro Rural, 1932-1934,” Journal of 
Latin American Studies, Vol. 30, No. 2 (May 1998): 309-339. 
154 For examples of the impact that El Maestro Rural bore on the morale and sense of integration of rural 
schoolteachers, see their letters to the editor in El Maestro Rural, Tomo VI, NO. 1 (January 1935): 38-39. 
155 “Trabajos de Teatro Infantil,” El Maestro Rural, Tomo IX, No. 4 (September 1936): 38-39; “La 
construcción del teatro infantil y de títeres,” El Maestro Rural, Tomo IV, No. 12 (June 1934): 31. 
156 Rafael M. Saavedra, “Instrucciones para Orientar y Facilitar la Creación de la Obra de Teatro,” El 
Maestro Rural, Tomo V, No. 3 (August 1934): 25-27. 
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as “reflective” or “reactive” reception?157  Children responded to Teatro Guiñol in 

various ways, sometimes positively and other times with fear or misunderstanding; many 

of these responses made their ways to the levels of production, and thus transformed the 

way that puppet theater was carried out by its authors through official mandates from the 

SEP.  In this way, children participated in the cultural dialectic that formed their own 

childhood experience.   

Pupils of the socialist education program saw puppet theater as an important part 

of their education.  The March 1935 First Congress of the Proletarian Child (discussed at 

length in Chapter Five), attended by child delegates between the ages of 10 and 13, took 

place in the Colonia Morelos of Mexico City, and was organized by students of the 

Socialist Experimental Schools.158  Education officials saw it as a forum for children to 

express frankly their perceptions about their living conditions.  The First Congress of the 

Proletarian Child was a bureaucratized celebration of class consciousness among the 

nation’s young, a highly organized affair featuring calisthenics, choreographed dances, 

and well-groomed student speakers.  Among other demands put forth to the audience by 

selected young orators—including respect for their toys and playtime, parents being 

persuaded to let them take school field trips, and not being obliged to work in factories—

came a plea for children’s theater in all of the schools.159  A photograph accompanying 

the text of the conference proceedings in El Maestro Rural depicted children constructing 

                                                 
157 For a discussion of cultural reception of Soviet film in these terms, see Yuri Tsivian, Early Cinema in 
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their own stage and performing their own puppet shows (see Figure 2.4).160  By 1935, 

children and adults alike identified puppet theater with the socialist education project, and 

had learned to employ revolutionary rhetoric to make a case for it to be included in their 

communities.  

 

By 1940, Comino and crew had begun taking their antics and messages to rural 

areas in the states of Michoacan, Tamaulipas, Puebla, Hidalgo, and Tlaxcala. Children 

often recognized Comino and the other characters, demonstrated their affection for him in 

                                                 
160 El Maestro Rural Tomo VI, no. 7 (April 1935): 17. 

Figure 2.4 Children making a puppet theater, 
1935.  Image from El Maestro Rural. 
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letters and poems and even plays that they wrote based on the shows they had seen. 

Professor León Cárdenas, in an article for rural schoolteachers, proclaimed that “Our 

humble people and our children love that theater, they feel it and they have made it 

theirs.”161  Teachers began logging their students’ responses to the plays, carefully 

comparing their reactions relative to previous years, and keeping the SEP apprised 

regarding the changes.  Schoolteacher Ana Aragón, in Ixtapalapa, noted that anticipation 

for the puppet shows built with each successive year, as previous generations of 

schoolchildren relayed memories of the plays to their younger peers.162 

The Department of Bellas Artes issued a bulletin to all schoolteachers hosting the 

puppet troupes asking for their feedback and the reactions of the children to the plays. 

The teachers’ letters contain rare details about the children’s responses to the puppets as 

well as their own pointed opinions, as we saw in Ms. Castañeda’s concerns about 

“Comino vence al diablo.”  Ms. Aragón reported that her kindergarteners were clearly 

surprised at the unexpected appearance of the puppets, and anxiously watched as the 

puppeteers constructed the stage.  The play that they watched, “Comino el Desaseado,” 

shows a dirty Comino plagued by parasites and lice.  The lice were so vivid and nasty 

that they incited fear in the children.  For days now, she noted, the children had been 

obsessed with being lice-free as a result of seeing the play.163  

The children at the “Zaragoza” kindergarten in Colonia Villa G. Madero clearly 

articulated their critiques of the puppets.  A spruced-up version of the Comino puppet did 
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pass muster without hair, they thought, and the gym teacher’s appearance struck them as 

sloppy.  The teacher noted that the children presumed the puppets to be living beings.164 

As soon as the curtain lifted, she reported that the kindergarteners turned into little actors 

in their own right, candidly shouting out responses to the questions posed by Comino’s 

grandmother.  For days following the spectacle, even in their simple language, they 

talked about the puppet shows in animated detail and could not wait for it to return.  In 

another school, the children pointedly said that some of the puppets were ugly.  Ms. 

Gomez, their teacher, added that she considered the puppeteers to be very talented, and if 

they took the children’s critiques and comments seriously into account, they would be 

very successful in their educational goals. 

Though the Comisión de Repertorio set out to constrain the spontaneity of the 

artists’ interactions with the public, teachers’ reports suggested that student interaction 

with the puppets was one of the most effective aspects of the theater.  They responded 

best to Comino, who had developed into something of a celebrity through press coverage, 

and delighted when he played with them by peeking around the curtain or directly 

greeting them from the stage.  Perhaps they identified most with Comino because he was 

a human boy puppet, and not an abstract creature, animal or monster.  One kindergarten 

teacher noted that she was grateful that the puppets had finally, and more realistically, 

been furnished with feet, so that the children had a better understanding of how they 

moved.165  Standardization of the plays, as requested by the head of Bellas Artes, would 

                                                 
164 The interpretation of puppets as living beings is supported by Stephen E. Lewis, 2007 in his discussion 
of the reception of puppets in the Mayan Highlands as spiritual advisors, among other roles.  
165 AHSEP, Departamento de Bellas Artes, Serie Teatro, Caja 4949, 1934. 
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reduce student interaction with the puppets, possibly risking the retention of some of the 

plays’ propaganda. 

  Despite official attempts to perfect the plays’ didactic purpose, due to the varying 

ages and levels of comprehension of the children, misinterpretations were bound to take 

place.  Perhaps precisely because the young audience responded so immediately to the 

puppets, some teachers expressed concerns about the kinds of language and messages 

they would absorb.  One teacher took exception to the vulgar language that Comino’s 

grandmother used, not to mention the patron’s both physical, verbal and psychological 

mistreatment of the Negrito.  Furthermore, one teacher interpreted the grandmother’s 

voice as “aguardentosa,” or alcoholic, and demanded that this character be revised.  She 

added that children idealized their schoolteachers and grandmothers and found them to be 

beautiful, and that as a result the puppets representing these characters ought to be treated 

with more respect by the artists, and not be the subjects of a cavalier caricaturist.166  And 

even though the devil’s mask fell off and revealed the patron, the devil terrified the 

youngest of the children.  Teachers recommended finding other ways to stimulate the 

children that did not rely on instilling fear or resorting to poor treatment of others. In 

many cases, Bellas Artes sought out such feedback and responded positively, allowing a 

space for schoolteachers and children themselves to shape this aspect of the cultural 

education project.  As an example, in 1934, the puppet theater added a third group, Grupo 

Pirulete, which featured streamlined plays, sets, puppets and language more appropriate 

for children under the age of six than the more grotesque puppets of Grupo Comino and 

                                                 
166 AHSEP, Departamento de Bellas Artes, Serie Teatro, Caja 4949, 1934. 
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Grupo Rin-Rin.167  In addition, education officials responded to critiques about the 

portrayals of certain characters by saying that they were genuinely interested in the 

children’s response, and made the point that if the children already idealized the female 

authority figures in their lives, and therefore would see beyond superficial ugliness.  

Their only goal, SEP officials claimed, was to make the characters humorous.168 

In addition to the written feedback provided by teachers based on direct 

observations of their students, SEP officials and the puppeteers themselves took 

photographs of their young audience, rapt with attention and apparently unaware of the 

camera.  In these images, children gape wide-eyed at the dolls come to life on the 

makeshift stage before which they are crowded.  Some are caught in a moment of 

disbelief, others demonstrate surprise, and nearly all appear to be utterly engrossed (see 

Figures 2.5-2.7). 

                                                 
167 AHSEP, Departamento de Bellas Artes, Serie Teatro, Caja 71, Exp. “Teatro del Niño,” 1934. 
168 AHSEP, Departamento de Bellas Artes, Serie Teatro, Caja 4949, 1934. 
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Figure 2.5  Captive audience, ca. 1934. Property 
of Acervo Roberto Lago Salcedo. Courtesy of 
Francisca Miranda. 

Figure 2.6  A young girl reacts to the puppets, 
ca. 1934. Property of Acervo Roberto Lago 
Salcedo. Courtesy of Francisca Miranda. 

Figure 2.7  Comino and audience, 1934.  Property of the Acervo Roberto Lago Salcedo.  Courtesy of 
Francisca Miranda. 
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Proof of children’s retention of the ideas and images paraded before them for a 

brief half-hour can be found in their artwork.  Art played no small roll in the socialist 

education program since 1921 when SEP minister José Vasconcelos created the Special 

Department of Drawing and Artistic Education, placing artist Adolfo Best Maugard at its 

helm.169  Throughout the 1920s, schoolteachers taught realistic drawing featuring 

nationalist motifs and subject matter on par with traditional courses in math, reading, and 

science.  Evidence of the pervasiveness of art culture among students can be seen in the 

popularity of the Department of Drawing’s children’s magazine, Pulgarcito, widely 

distributed nationwide and internationally and hosting prize-winning competitions in 

which children could participate.  After the stage had been packed off and the puppet 

troupe moved on to another school, teachers often gave students a time for free 

expression in the form of drawings.  These drawings, found in the archives of the SEP, 

confirm that the young viewers paid close attention to the layout of the stage, the clothing 

and movement of the puppets, and to specific scenes.   

Furthermore, the drawings indicate different levels of sophistication in the ways 

different age groups absorbed the play.  Kindergarteners focused on one single character, 

taking pains to reproduce the basic form of a character.  Often the youngest children’s 

drawings contain no indications that they understood the context, or even that they 

understood that what they had seen was anything other than real.  The puppets in the 

                                                 
169 For a summary of Best Maugard’s methods, see Adolfo Best Maugard, Método de Dibujo: Tradición, 
Resurgimiento y Evolución del Arte Mexicano, 2nd edition (Mexico: Editorial Viñeta, 1964).  The drawings 
and color plates included in his book are all done by Best Maugard’s young students. 
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younger children’s art live and have adventures in a world that looks very much like the 

world surrounding the children, with no boundaries between fantasy and reality.  For 

these children, what they had seen on stage was indeed as List Arzubide had described it, 

a visual substitute for their own experiences.  A drawing from a younger child after 

viewing a Teatro Guiñol presentation, depicts a puppet stage with its characters in the 

middle of a natural setting (Figure 2.8).  Comino and company perform not before an 

audience of children, but rather in the midst of the daily lives of chickens, pigs and fish 

that roam in the countryside.  This young artist did not demonstrate awareness that the 

puppets in the “box” were any different from the living animals that populated the 

village.  

 

Figure 2.8  Younger child's drawing of the puppet characters in a natural setting, 1934.                    
Courtesy of the AHSEP. 
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By contrast, the drawings of older children indicate that they fully understood the 

concept of a dramatic presentation.  They included more physical context, such as chairs 

and an audience, and almost always boxed the characters into a stage and hedged the 

action with curtains.  The most advanced students demonstrated a sense of self-

awareness, drawing themselves and their classmates as audience members, an insightful 

detail that suggested their awareness of a sense of performance, as well as their role as 

members of the audience and consumers of a form of education and entertainment.  In 

one example, fourth-grade student Alfredo depicted himself and the classmates carefully 

arranged in rows, their gaze attentively fixed on the four puppets acting on the colorfully 

depicted stage (see Figure 2.9).  The audience takes up an equal amount of space on the 

page as the characters on the stage.  This awareness of dimension, scale, and space also 

suggest that older students like Alberto distinguished between the reality of their presence 

and the fiction of the puppets’ experiences.   
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Figure 2.9  Older child's drawing, with the perspective of the audience looking at the stage, 1933.  
Courtesy of the AHSEP. 

Not surprisingly, after a show of the popular play “Comino Vence al Diablo,” the 

devil figured prominently in many of the children’s drawings, while the patrón did not 

(see Figures  2.10 and 2.11).  This suggested that the message about the exploitation of 

labor was perhaps lost in the sense of terror and mystery embodied by the devil puppet, 

and underscored teachers’ concerns about the devil being a confusing character for young 

students.  Furthermore, violent beatings administered by Comino and El Negrito often 

appeared in the drawings, occasionally with Comino wielding a sharply pointed stick.  

Children’s drawings suggested that they retained the message about violence as a solution 

to social injustice, while the intended message about the evils of labor exploitation did 

not resonate as clearly.   
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Figure 2.10  Drawing featuring the devil, 1933.  Courtesy of the AHSEP 

 

Figure 2.11  Drawing featuring the devil, 1933. Courtesy of the AHSEP. 

 

Conclusions 

Children’s puppet theater in the 1930s demonstrates the extreme lengths to which 

statesmen and policy makers went to implement an ambitious cultural program to 

supplement the socialist education project.  Yet as the creativity of revolutionary 
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intellectuals began to take flight, institutionalization clipped its wings leaving it to 

flounder amongst the piling layers of bureaucracy represented by the Comisión de 

Repertorio.  Even so, despite official attempts at to standardize and perfect the puppet 

shows, the revolutionary ways of living played out by Comino and friends (and enemies) 

could not be credited for molding a malleable young generation without contest.  

Certainly the allegorical representations of puppets proclaiming thinly veiled propaganda 

had its intended effect on the budding socialists, as cultural missionaries and socialist 

educators reinforced the ideology in the community and classroom.  But rare evidence of 

children’s immediate responses to the plays indicates that reception was not uniform.  

The child audience members, directly through their drawings and indirectly through their 

mediators the schoolteachers, interacted with the intellectual authors of the puppet 

program, frequently enacting modifications of the presentations.      

In 1938, Comino went to the birthday party of four-year old Cuauhtémoc 

Cárdenas, son of the President of the Republic.170  That same year, Cárdenas nationalized 

petroleum to euphoric public applause.  Comino starred in a new play entitled “La 

Expropiación Petrolero,” and children across the country flocked to donate their hard-

earned savings to the nationalist cause.  Not long after the nationalization of oil, Cárdenas 

went to another of Comino’s presentations, this time in the Otomí town of Ixmiquilpan. 

The children were beside themselves with excitement—at the arrival of their favorite 

puppet.  After the show, the President took the stage in typical populist fashion and asked 

the audience what it was that they most wanted.  To his surprise, they did not call out for 

                                                 
170 Época de Oro, 2005. 
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the return of ejidal lands, nor did they cry for equal educational opportunities, nor support 

for labor unions.  The unanimous shout that rang out in the crowd was simply: “Bring on 

Comino!”  
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CHAPTER THREE 
A COMMUNITY OF AMIGUITOS INVISIBLES:  

 CHILDREN’S RADIO PROGRAMMING BY THE MINISTRY OF PUBLIC 
EDUCATION 

 
“Respetable Sr.: Siendo yo uno de los colaboradores de “Periódico Infantil” le envio a Ud. por estas lineas,  

para decirle que aún cuando radio escucha dePeriódico Infantil soy un niño pobre,  
y que si Ud. cree que sea conbeniente quehasistir a la fiesta niños pobres como lo soy  

yo estoy en las mejores condicionespara solisitar la imbitación que Ud. ofreció...” 
--Gabriel Salazar, in a letter to the SEP radio offices, 1930171 

 
 The announcer of Ministry of Public Education radio station XFX began the 

broadcast on October 26, 1933by dedicating the program to all of the children of the 

republic on behalf of Mexico City’s kindergarteners, who appeared as guests.  The 

students opened the show with a performance to the flag sung by the “Lauro Aguirre” 

kindergarten, followed by a recitation by kindergartener Dario Urdapilleta.  Additional 

patriotic pieces followed, all performed on–air by the evening’s young guests.172  

Programs such as this became common in the 1930s, and officials consciously sought 

ways to integrate children into the new medium of radio.  Programming both for and by 

children meant that they had access to their community of peers created through the new 

developments in mass media.  Furthermore, children’s radio shows invited children to 

participate by sending letters that could be shared with other children nationwide and, in 

some cases, internationally.  This chapter examines the contents of children’s radio 

programming and children’s responses to the educational material they heard.  I argue 

that through radio, especially the broadcasts designed for children through the official 

Ministry of Public Education’s station XFX, gave children around the country access to 

                                                 
171 “Reportes de Periódico Infantil,” Archivo Histórico de la Secretaría de Educación Pública (AHSEP), 
Oficina Cultural Radiotelefónica (OCR), Caja 9475, Exp. 14, 1930.   
172 “Programas (Conciertos), Obra Educativa por Radio,” AHSEP, OCR, Caja 9484, Exp. 1, 1933. 
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language and technology shared by their unseen peers on opposite reaches of the 

airwaves.  Because the broadcasters encouraged the listeners to respond to what they 

heard, many children had the unique opportunity to participate in their own socialization, 

sometimes testing the elasticity of their expanding social boundaries.   

 

Educational Radio in Mexico 

Radio gained popularity in the mid-1920s as part of the “technological revolution,” but it 

did not become widespread until the 1930s, reaching a mid-century boom before the 

introduction of television.173  Radio reporters appeared alongside those from newspapers 

at public festivals, speeches, and events, sending descriptions of these commemorations 

into homes and classrooms across the country.  The presence of sound originating 

somewhere outside of the immediate location had dramatic implications for the heard 

world of listeners, eavesdroppers and passersby.  The introduction of new technology 

with sounds that rapidly became universal wrought meaningful cultural changes.  The 

new medium of radio transformed the social landscape by creating new shared sounds 

and information.174  Radio serves as an entry point into the study of history because it 

traverses the categories of global, national, regional and local practices.175  Radio is a 

valuable way to understand nation building because it was both highly centralized and 

                                                 
173 Rubén Gallo, Mexican Modernity: The Avant-Garde and the Technological Revolution (Cambridge MA: 
The MIT Press, 2005).   
174 Rubén Gallo, Chapter Two. For a discussion of the phenomenology of soundscapes, see Bruce R. Smith, 
The Acoustic World of Early Modern England: Attending to the O-Factor (Chicago and London: 
University of Chicago Press, 1999); R. Murray Schafer, The Tuning of the World (New York: Knopf, 
1977). 
175 Joy Elizabeth Hayes, Radio Nation: Communication, Popular Culture and Nationalism in Mexico, 
1920-1950 (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2000): 12, 31. 
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highly diffuse.  Commercial radio transmissions disseminated consumer messages, both 

about products and images that became symbols of national identity (beer and mariachi, 

for example); more aggressively than newspapers and comic books, radio dictated what 

the members of the gran familia mexicana ought to consume.176   

Opposition to the wholesale substitution of radio for live education and 

entertainment merit mention; radio is often heard in fragments, with important 

introductory, synthesizing, or moralizing editorial discussion potentially lost on 

inattentive listeners (the most famous case, of course, was Orson Welles’s 1938 “War of 

the Worlds” hoax, resulting in three days of mass hysteria in the United States).  Sinister 

uses of radio as the audio vehicle of populist totalitarianism and demagoguery also can be 

readily identified, with Adolph Hitler as the most infamous example.177  Children’s radio 

programming in the 1930s and 1940s in the United States was mostly characterized by 

“blood-and-thunder” serials, full of violent crime that remained imbedded in children’s 

heads long after bedtime.178  In Mexico, the advent of radio coincided with the 

comprehensive, ideologically driven, well-funded overhaul of the education system, and 

broadcasting was quickly harnessed as a tool of the revolution.  The drawbacks of the 

medium notwithstanding, the power of radio to reach countless ears simultaneously 

                                                 
176 Ricardo Pérez Montfort, ““Esa no, porque me hiere,” Semblanza superficial de treinta años de radio en 
México, 1925-1955,” Avatares del nacionalismo cultural: cinco ensayos (México: Centro de Investigación 
y Docencia en Humanidades del Estado de Morelos/ Centro de Investigaciones y Estudios Superiores en 
Antropología Social, 2000): 91-115. 
177  See E.H. Gombrich, Myth and Reality in German Wartime Broadcasts (London: University of London/ 
Athlone Press, 1970).  For contemporary editorial, see Edward J. Kunzer, ““Education” under Hilter,” 
Journal of Educational Sociology, Vol. 13, No. 3 (November, 1939): 140-147 and C.A. Siepmann, “Can 
Radio Educate?” Journal of Educational Sociology, Vol. 14, No. 6 (February 1941): 346-357. 
178 Marilyn Lawrence Boemer, The Children’s Hour: Radio Programs for Children, 1929-1956 (Metuchen, 
N.J. and London: The Scarecrow Press, 1989). 
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makes it worthwhile to study the ways it was employed, and received, as part of an 

official effort to construct a citizenry. 

The first Mexican radio broadcast hit the air in 1923, but reached only a limited 

audience.  As quickly as 1929, the nation boasted 17 commercial and two educational 

stations.  The SEP launched XFX in 1924 with a transmission of President Plutarco Elías 

Calles’s inauguration from the National Stadium.179  By 1945, with television still around 

the corner, radio was king; music, news, and information from 422 stations wafted 

invisibly over national soil.180  If television has been the substitute mother of children 

growing up in the second half of the twentieth century, than radio was the grandmother 

that reared the previous generation.181  Some studies exist of the nature of children’s 

programming in commercial radio, primarily the antics and lyrics of Francisco Gabilondo 

Soler’s singing cricket Cri-Cri, broadcast by superstation XEW—boasting the strongest 

transmission in the country—from the 1930s until well into the 1960s.182  This 

examination of children’s radio focuses on the programs designed by government-

sponsored radio, as part of a trio of campaigns with pediatric medicine and socialist 

pedagogy, that enabled government officials to join parents—and specifically mothers—

and exercise moral authority in raising children.  The radio apparatus physically 

embodied the intellectual authority that its speakers issued forth.  Furthermore, 

                                                 
179 Una historia hecha de sonidos. Radio Educación: la innovación en el cuadrante (México: Secretaría de 
Educación Pública/ Radio Educación, 2004): 119.  
180 Pérez Montfort 99-100. 
181 Pérez Montfort 114-115. 
182 Pavel Granados, “Quién es el que anda allí? Cri-Cri en XEW y otros programas infantiles,” XEW: 70 
años en el aire (Mexico: Editorial Clío Libros y Videos S.A. de C.V., 2000). 
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specialized programs designed for women and mothers reinforced the dynamic of the 

new revolutionary family.   

A 1933 program, “Bringing Together the Home and the School (Boletín para el 

Acercamiento entre el Hogar y la Escuela),” reminded listeners that every activity in 

which children engaged had tremendous bearing on their development.  The announcer 

cautioned mothers to be particularly vigilant to ensure continuity between education in 

the classroom and in the home.  One bulletin announced unequivocally that the education 

program had achieved perfection, a declaration that insinuated that mothers could corrupt 

this project through negligence.  Instead of occupying children in mundane daily 

household chores, or worse, leaving their free time to their own devices, such radio 

bulletins encouraged mothers to engage children in productive, educational activities that 

would hone their proletarian sensibilities.  Radio announcers suggested the restoration of 

old furniture, toy-making, building collections, and the preparation of demonstrations of 

teacher appreciation as appropriate leisure activities for children under parental direction 

on weekends and afternoons.183   The Family Doctor (Médico Familiar) with his 

amenable voice informed housewives about domestic hygiene and child care through 

dramatized home visits across the republic and his kindly although paternalistic answers 

to questions asked by listeners through the mail or telephone.  The Family Doctor had a 

segment in which he addressed the children directly, instructing them on their own 

health, subtly bypassing the mother’s omniscience about all things related to her 

                                                 
183 AHSEP, Oficina Cultural Radiotelefónica, Boletines de Acercamiento entre el Hogar y la Escuela, Caja 
9485, Exp. 49, 1933. 
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offspring.184  The SEP, using the radio, thus entered the domestic sphere, to support 

women’s influence.  Even as radio officials educated mothers, they focused the nation’s 

collective attention on that most important purveyor of the revolution’s future: the child.  

The voices emanating from the radio represented additional adult authority figures to the 

pantheon of adults in children’s lives.   

Maria Luisa Ross, distinguished poet, author and journalist, was the founder of 

the SEP radio station, and served as Jefe de la Oficina Cultural Radiotelefónica in the 

1930s.185  In order to expand the audience, in 1932, different branches of the Ministry of 

Public Education delivered 75 radio receivers to rural areas within the broadcast range of 

the station.  Public Education minister Narciso Bassols used this audience as a laboratory 

for the future expansion of radio education programs (see Figure 3.1).186  The SEP 

manufactured “Titlanti” brand equipment at the cost of $36 pesos each.187  Delivery 

service included technical information on how to operate the receivers, and the arrival of 

the receiver resulted in celebrations within the communities.  Photographers accompanied 

the SEP representatives on their arduous journeys on horseback to remote villages to 

deposit radio equipment, documenting the arrival of the conspicuously modern apparatus 

placed incongruously in thatched schoolhouses and surrounded by proud barefoot farmers 

                                                 
184 Memoria de la SEP, Tomo II (1933): 877-880. 
185 The SEP radio station was actually inaugurated on December 1, 1924 as CZE, but was interrupted in 
1928, to be brought back as XFX in 1933. Diccionario Porrúa, 6a. Edición (México: Editorial Porrúa, 
S.A., 1995). The name of the SEP office in charge of the radio station changed: Dirección de Extensión 
Educativa por Radio (1924); Oficina de la Obra de Extensión Educativa por Radio (1928); Oficina Cultural 
Radiotelefónica (1931); DAPP (1937); Radio Educación (1946); Radio Gobernación (1947); it was 
changed back to Radio Educación in 1968, and remains in operation today under the same name.  Una 
historia hecha de sonidos 113-114.   
186 AHSEP, OCR, Caja 9472, Exp. 18, Folios 7-9, “Acuerdos (C. Secretario). Dotación de Aparatos de 
Radio,” 1932. 
187 AHSEP, Departamento de Enseñanza Técnica, Escuelas Técnicas, Sección Técnica de Radio, Caja 13, 
Exp. 2, Folio 1, 1928.  
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(see Figure 3.2).  The arrival of a radio marked a momentous day, as villagers solemnly 

posed bedecked in their cleanest white clothes alongside the machine and the presence of 

a tuba and a drum in one photo showed that the SEP officials rode into town with much 

fanfare (see Figure 3.3).  The officials left the radios in the care of the rural 

schoolteachers, with painstaking instructions about adhering to the SEP transmission 

schedule, the logistics of operating the machinery, and recommendations for gathering 

villagers at appointed times to take advantage of this new educational tool.  Once the 

apparatus of officially produced knowledge had been passed to the schoolteachers, 

government officials returned only sporadically to inspect the machines for proper usage 

and upkeep.   

 

Figure 3.1  Map of the first radio wavelength zone of station XFX, ca. 1932.                                         
Courtesy of the AHSEP.188 

                                                 
188 AHSEP, Subsecretaría de Educación Pública, Campaña Educativa por Radio, Caja 6, Exp. 67, Folio 88, 
1932.  
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Figure 3.2 Delivery of Titlantli radio to Morelos village, 1928.  Courtesy of the AHSEP.189 

 

Figure 3.3 Installation of Titlantli radio (left window) at schoolhouse in Jumiltepec, Morelos, 1928.                     
Photo courtesy of the AHSEP.190 

                                                 
189 AHSEP, Departamento de Enseñanza Técnica, Industrial y Comercial, Serie Escuelas Técnicas, 
Subserie Sección Técnica de Radio, Caja 13, Exp. 2, Folio 3, 1928-1929. 
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The transmission of revolutionary education faced many challenges at its 

inception.  Regardless of the concerted effort to conduct the educational campaign over 

the air, children’s correspondence with XFX suggests that urban middle class children 

comprised the majority of its audience in the 1930s.  In the early years, with unreliable 

batteries and rural electricity that worked in fits and starts, even the successful delivery of 

a radio did not ensure effective reception.  Although the SEP strategically scheduled daily 

radio programming, many times groups would gather in the school to no avail as the 

faulty electric current or the weak signal from Mexico City foiled the pedagogical 

transmission.  Furthermore, the SEP faced competition from other government agencies 

and commercial radio stations that vied for listeners’ precious free time.  Education 

officials saw radio as an educational blessing but a potential curse, and expressed the 

hope that XFX through its socialist orientation would combat the antirevolutionary views 

being propagated by other radio stations.191  Hoping to corner the market, the SEP 

delivered radios with the dial fixed to XFX; it did not take long for villagers to break the 

sealed dial and listen to other stations.  SEP radio inspectors visiting several schools in 

Tlaxcala reported that, despite their precautions, many of the school radio settings had 

been changed, and villagers could listen to something other than the educational 

programs emanating from Mexico City.  Nearby, Puebla represented the greatest 

competition over the airwaves in this tiny state.  Oftentimes, villagers would gather to 

listen to an appointed SEP broadcast, but found the station from Puebla to be clearer—

and more entertaining (it proved nearly impossible to pass up a concert by Agustin Lara 

                                                                                                                                                 
190 Ibid.  
191 Memoria de la SEP, Tomo II (1933): 875. 
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in favor of an instructional bulletin about proper hand washing methods).  The teachers 

entrusted with the SEP’s mission often participated in tuning the radio to entertainment 

programs.  In many cases, the schoolteachers did not live in the villages but in Mexico 

City, and reported to their schools sporadically, so community members could tinker with 

the radio.192 

SEP officials had reason to be concerned about ideological corruption from 

competing radio stations.  One January day in 1935, station XXX, sponsored by 

conservative daily newspaper La Prensa, broadcast the Three Wisemen who took the 

microphone to address all children within earshot.  They wanted as many children as 

possible to know they were upset.  In stern voices, Melchor, Gaspar, and Baltasar related 

disappointment over their waning reception by the country’s youth on recent Three 

Kings’ Day.  Their annual journey to deliver toys had become increasingly more arduous 

and dangerous; no longer did children greet them with affection and joy.  Instead, 

children were donning “colored shirts”—a reference to the militarization of children by 

various political parties such as the red shirts of the Communist Youth—and picking up 

weapons instead of toys.  The Three Kings, now old and tired, lamented the loss of 

childhood through the politicization of youth.193  The XXX missive was a response to the 

anti-clerical, secular turn taken by the revolution.  SEP officials clearly wanted to avoid 

spreading anti-revolutionary propaganda such as this over machines that they worked so 

hard to install in rural areas. 

                                                 
192 AHSEP, Departamento de Escuelas Rurales, Dirección General, Caja 21, Exp. 8, 1933.  
193 “Los santos reyes ante el micrófono,” La Prensa, January 8, 1935. 
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Evidently, radio did not meld seamlessly into the countryside.  One inspector 

visited ten schools in Estado de México and reported that, he found one radio had a 

blown fuse, one was broken entirely, one school had no electricity, four schools had not 

paid the electric bill, and the rest simply were not taking advantage of the educational 

service for various reasons.  Of the ten, villagers used only three of the radios as intended 

by the SEP.  None of the villagers reported knowledge the hours of shows specifically 

designed for campesinos, teachers, and children.  One teacher commented that the 

schedule did not reflect the realities of village life; a program for campesinos began at six 

in the evening, but most labored in the fields until at least eight at night.194  The teacher in 

charge of each radio received a chart on which to document its condition, the number of 

hours it was connected to electricity, the times when the signal came through the clearest, 

the programs that garnered the most interest among villagers, and average attendance at 

each program.  As evidence that officials wanted to tailor this medium to best fit the 

seasonal needs of the community, the final section on the questionnaire asked the teacher 

to note the main crops and climate characteristic of the zone.195  The persistence of the 

SEP inspectors and the apparent willingness of the government agency to adapt to initial 

difficulties eventually yielded a culture in which radio became the predominant source of 

information, education, and entertainment.      

 

Periódico Infantil 
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Radio posed an important solution to the nagging problem of rural schoolteacher 

attrition, as it required only the voice of a single teacher before a microphone to reach the 

ears of thousands of eager learners.196  The idea to create an educational program 

specifically for children arose in late 1929 in response to shortages in rural classroom 

materials and the inability of teachers to cater to the specialized interests of their students.  

Now, radio hosts boasted, underprivileged parents could no longer justify keeping their 

children out of public education; children’s radio programming was comprehensive 

enough to stand in as a substitute for classroom learning.197  SEP employees of the 

Department of Primary and Normal Education designed Periódico Infantil, an audio 

children’s magazine, to provide radio content that addressed children as a social group 

with particular interests.  Periódico Infantil presented simple problems with precise 

answers, and gave clear explanations slowly and with patience, specifically to appeal to 

young listeners.198  The creator of Periódico Infantil claimed the development of this 

children’s program was the first in the world.199  In its first few years, officials delivered 

60 radios to the states of México, Guanajuato, Hidalgo, Michoacán, Morelos, Puebla, 

Querétaro, and Tlaxcala.  Over half were located in México state.200 

Education officials, stressing the importance of repetition in children’s instruction 

to form a listening habit, broadcast Periódico Infantil twice a day.201  The regularity of 
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the program helped contribute to uniformity in public education; children within the 

scope of the transmission would all be listening to the juvenile gymnastics, spelling 

quizzes, or story contests at the same moment.  The early morning broadcast took place 

during school hours so teachers could incorporate it into their lesson plans, causing 

children to associate the radio with learning. The second broadcast sought a broader 

audience, including younger children not of school age, or those who missed school or 

did not attend.  This schedule, as outlined by educators in the proposal for the Periódico 

Infantil, revealed their assumptions about the audience: to gain optimal results from this 

programming, young listeners needed to be available twice a day for over an hour, 

without any other household or family obligations that would distract them from the 

program.  Letters from children suggested that many of the classrooms were not equipped 

with radio, or that some teachers did not incorporate Periódico Infantil into their 

curriculum.  Student Maria Cristina Carrillo wrote to the station in 1930 to beg pardon for 

not being able to respond to the morning program, because she only had time to listen in 

the afternoon.202  The afternoon broadcast assumed the children had access to a radio 

outside of their classroom (a rare treat for most villagers in 1930); the broadcasters also 

assumed rural children would have the free time to sit and listen. 

Periódico Infantil relied heavily on listener participation; the radio office 

maintained correspondence with more than 1000 children over the course of its 

transmission.203
  Show hosts exhorted children diligently to write daily in response to the 
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contests, quizzes and questionnaires comprising the show. The reams of letters in the 

Oficina Cultural Radiotelefónica provide evidence that many children undertook this task 

with enthusiasm; it resulted in a community of children listeners, most invisible to each 

other, yet brought together by the shared experience of listening to Periódico Infantil.  

Children who sent answers to quizzes, homework assignments, and essay contests, 

considered themselves part of the program’s creative production force, signing their 

letters as “collaborators.”  Yolanda, one reliable collaborator, wrote on the reverse of a 

prize notification letter she had received in 1929 from the Periódico Infantil, to prove that 

she had been a faithful listener for two years.204  Radio had become a vehicle for the 

construction of a social group that disregarded social classes, geographic boundaries, and 

even gendered sectors of childhood.    

The Periódico Infantil broadcasts created an ideal child and described it to 

listeners over the course of more than two years.  Children’s letters offer a glimpse into 

their everyday lives growing up with radio and relating their daily activities as they 

revolved around the new presence of radio.  The children learned the official standard—

promoted over the airwaves—against which they measured their quotidian experiences.  

Periódico Infantil instructed its listeners as to what constituted a “niño educado,” and 

provided the signposts so that children could become an educated child, one who brushed 

his or her teeth every morning (lacking toothpaste, one could use a piece of soft charcoal 

that could be found beneath the comal in every rural household).205  Radio opened a 

window for many children into the private lives of their invisible peers, and they could 
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modify their own lives to conform to the childhood standards being promoted.  In their 

letters, listeners often referred to the gauges by which they now measured their lives.  

Second grader Conchita Caballero wrote that she listened to the radio every night, but 

expressed insecurity about writing to the program since she did not know all of the 

answers.  She responded to a question about home hygiene that everyone in her family 

had to wash their face and hands (including the kitten), before they could sit down to 

breakfast.  She also offered to send her report card as proof of her diligence in school, 

and offered to bring her drawings directly to the XFX office.  She hoped to win a prize 

for these demonstrations of her hard work.206  Ten-year-old Gloria Vargas outlined the 

activities of her day: in the mornings she washed up, brushed and washed her hair, and 

went to school; in the afternoons she studied piano and did homework, and then she 

listened to the radio XFX.”207   

It did not take long before several children stood out from this group coming to 

define itself by a set of cultural activities.  Medardo Morales Jr., appeared as an 

exceptional member of the Periódico Infantil audience, figuring among the most avid 

participants in the show’s two-year call for letters.  He wrote copious and unsolicited 

letters to the station detailing his ambitious program of self-education spurred by the 

Periódico’s contests and assignments.  Not only did he take full advantage of the 

educational opportunities presented him by the Periódico Infantil, but also became a 

minor celebrity within his radio listening cohort, as his contributions frequently merited 

him on-air praise.  Medardo entered nearly every contest and punctually submitted the 
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short-term assignments, but he also flooded the editorial office with unsolicited 

correspondence documenting his educational development.  

In a June 1931 story-writing contest, listeners wrote in with votes for their 

favorite contribution.  In this case Medardo did not walk away with the prize, but the 

letters from his fans recognized him as a standout participant in the radio show.  Cesar 

Augosto Secaldi wrote that Medardo’s story “Jorobadito” earned his vote as the funniest 

and most original of the submissions, and added that this boy always seemed to excel in 

the competitions.208  One girl, Yolanda Villarreal, who also voted for Medardo, suggested 

that his was the only original contribution and that the other children had plagiarized 

stories from published books.  One of the stories submitted as “The Seven Princes,” 

appeared in a book she owned under the title “The Glass Mountain.”  She voted for 

Medardo because of his integrity.209  Medardo came in fourth place with 58 votes (the 

winner, María de la Luz Amerena, got 248 votes); 737 children voted overall, and 

prizewinners had to pick up their prizes at the radio station. 

Young Medardo could always be counted on to describe in exhaustive detail 

educational excursions with his father or grandfather.  He reported that his father 

rewarded his good behavior during the week on Sundays, often with excursions to the 

countryside, parks and gardens in the cities, or such public institutions as the military 

barracks, hospitals, jails, insane asylums, and museums.  The trip provided the younger 

Medardo with life lessons along the way, and he reported his sojourns in his letters, 

keeping radio officials and listeners alike posted on the progress of his intellectual and 
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moral development.  On one occasion, Medardo Sr. took his son to the hospital to learn 

about the evils of syphilis first-hand.  He reported with horror that he saw bald soldiers 

with huge ulcers, with black-spotted blisters, without eyebrows or eyelashes and with 

lesions on the mouth and tongue.210  Not only did these letters reveal into Medardo’s 

fastidious personality, but also they offer rare documentation of the daily experiences of 

an urban child from a family that valued learning and viewed leisure time as an 

opportunity for education.211   

Children listeners got to know each other over the airwaves, and occasionally had 

the to meet in person.  The opportunities for physical reunions of Periódico Infantil 

collaborators obviously favored children with means, and children from Mexico City (the 

site of the XFX transmitter), a privilege that was not lost on the young listeners.  In 

August 1930, Periódico Infantil sent party invitations through the mail to listeners 

diligent enough to write to the station and request their tickets.  The party consisted of a 

meal and prizes for the guests.  Concerns that this format benefited only the literate or 

privileged abounded in children’s letters; Mario Rocha de la Hoz wrote from Coyoacán 

on behalf of his little brother Luis, who was sick; Mario worried that both his younger 

brother’s age and infirmity would prevent him from responding in the stipulated fashion 

and exclude him from the event.212  Others reported that their siblings did not know how 
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to write, but hoped that they could still receive invitations.  More letters poured in from 

disappointed children who had received their invitation too late to attend; dilatory mail 

service had thwarted their chance to meet their peers.  Program director José Suárez 

assured personally to each child that there would be another party and that the invitations 

would arrive in time.213   

Bringing children together, who knew each other only through radio, caused 

anxiety in some young audience members that stripping away the anonymity of radio 

would reveal the stark socioeconomic disparity that still marked this generation of 

revolutionary youth.  Gabriel Salazar humbly asked the organizers of the Periódico 

Infantil party if they would deem acceptable the attendance of a poor boy such as him.  If 

he was found worthy, he would to accept the invitation with pleasure.214  Gabriel’s 

marked deference in these few simple lines revealed subservience doubtlessly ingrained 

upon his family over generations through their interactions with other families of means.  

Gabriel expressed awareness that he was poor, and also that other children attending the 

party might not be, and wanted to make sure that he was not an imposter, even though he 

considered himself a collaborator of Periódico Infantil.   Despite the radio program’s 

attempt to achieve its goal of creating a uniform educational experience for children 

across the Republic, listeners like Gabriel recognized that socioeconomic disparities were 

far from eradicated by this technological voice of the revolution. 

The terms for participation in Periódico Infantil placed economic stress on some 

listeners and they let radio officials know.  The announcer of the show requested that the 
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children prepare and submit their clean and well-written answers on a daily basis.215  This 

program requirement elicited reactions from listeners that revealed the diverse incomes of 

their families.  In one broadcast, young listeners were admonished for not writing in 

consistently with their answers to the questions, contests and games. Mailing responses 

daily taxed many listeners, and they piped up to let the director of the Periódico Infantil 

know about it.  Not surprisingly, Medardo spearheaded expressions of concern and 

explained with cool rationale the economics of his predicament.  In the past, he said, he 

used to mail his answers daily, but he only received a weekly allowance of twenty cents, 

and daily submissions would cost him $1.62 in postage over the week.  He requested that 

the editors consider accepting packages of answers prepared over the course of a week.216  

Likewise, María Cristina Carrillo sent a package of her answers to the questions over the 

course of a few days.  She included a note at the bottom that she did not have time to 

send them daily.  Luis Becerril poignantly expressed to the director his awareness of 

disparities among his peers.  He said that he sent three days of answers at a time, and that 

those who sent their answers every day did so because their family had money.  Luis 

noted that although six cents might seem an insignificant amount, on some days his 

mother just could not spare them.  He did not think that this fact made him any less 

worthy of the prize.217  Children stated their poverty unfiltered by a sense of shame, a 

demonstration of the socialist education’s valorization of the idealized proletarian child.  

Alhough intended as a nationalizing and unifying tool for the nation’s children, Periódico 
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Infantil became a forum for children to publicly acknowledge, and decry, their 

socioeconomic differences. 

Periódico Infantil, despite listeners like Medardo and many others was suspended 

in 1932.  Medardo Sr. proved perhaps as exceptional a parent as his son a radio listener, 

yet his activities with his son and his participation in the community are indicative of the 

substantial role radio played for many middle class families and their children.  As 

president of the Mexico City chapter of the Sociedad de Padres de Familia, Medardo Sr. 

wrote a letter dated March 3, 1931 to the SEP, in which he expressed chagrin at the 

suspension of the Periódico Infantil. “Over the past year, we have observed marked 

advances in the quality of our children’s instruction,” he penned, “due to the fact that 

Periódico Infantil… has come to fill the void left by classroom education, complementing 

it with manual classes and encyclopedic knowledge… we plead with you in the most 

attentive and respectful manner that you not suspend this education for our children, 

considering that it is of great advantage in the progress of our future citizens.”218  

This did not mark the end of children’s programming through the SEP radio 

station; on the contrary, the show was replaced by the Hora Infantil, which carried on the 

tradition of encouraging children to participate directly and contribute to the daily 

broadcasts, but was directed by a close group of experts on children to make sure that the 

show remained didactic and educationally sound.  Nevertheless, radio officials’ stated 

goal remained to maintain, at all costs, a close relationship between listeners and program 
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directors.219  The Hora Infantil frequently featured guest hosts from kindergartens and 

elementary school classes around the republic, as they presented songs, games, and 

stories to their compatriots. 

 

A Nation of Young Technophiles 

Radio inducted children into the burgeoning world of technology that characterized the 

1930s.220  The Industrial Revolution of the previous century had demonstrated that 

machines could cause a complete transformation of the social order, and architects of the 

revolution wanted the social benefits of twentieth century technology, and wanted to 

reduce the dangers associated with its machines.  Revolutionary officials saw technology 

as an ally in boosting the nation’s productivity and bridging the gap between urban and 

rural society.  Vasconcelos commissioned public murals that demonstrated how tractors 

and electric mills increased the country’s agricultural bounty.221   Pulgarcito, a children’s 

art magazine, featured monthly contests for young collaborators to depict the rules of 

riding the electrified trolleys supplanting horses and bicycles in the capital’s public 

thoroughfares.222  Prize-winning children drew the trolleys’ mechanical parts in 
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remarkable detail; the contest awarded those who elaborated the workings of these 

engineering wonders for their peers to see.   Citing studies of child psychology, SEP 

officials saw the child as a metaphor for primitive man who demonstrated fear of forces 

of nature beyond his ability to explain.  The simplistic spirits of children and primitive 

men alike (and SEP officials included contemporary Indians in this category) led them to 

provide misguided interpretations of inexplicable phenomena.  Both children and Indians, 

then, required directed instruction as to how to harness—natural and technological—for 

the advancement of mankind.  Since children viewed both a cloud and a typewriter with 

the same wonderment, the tabula rasa could be of great advantage to educators who 

wished to introduce technology.223   

Literary and cultural critic Rubén Gallo analyzed a photograph from the 1920s of 

a young boy, not older than five years, dialing an early radio, noting that the boy looked 

like he had become fused with the apparatus, an amalgam of human and machine parts as 

a metaphor for the revolutionary modern child.224   The boy wore a timeless glazed 

expression on his face, one reproduced millions of times over on the faces of children as 

they come into contact with the latest technological advances of their society from 

weapons to video games.  Radio officials sought to harness the natural desire of children, 

like the boy in the photo, to manipulate technology, while they eradicated any animosity 

toward technology rooted in superstition.  This approach resulted in distinct treatment—

evident in programming—of urban middle class children and rural poor children.  Radio 
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programming ostensibly intended for all children to join the technological revolution, but 

not all children received the same message. 

Different media presented technology differently to urban middle class and rural 

poor child audiences.  In the commercial sector, newspaper advertisements had targeted 

urban middle class children as a consumer class since the Porfiriato.  By the 1920s, print 

ads presented the radio receiver itself as an essential commodity.  Storeowners knew that 

children could tug at their parents’ purse strings, so they launched an advertising trend 

that bypassed adults and appealed directly to children through cartoon-like ads and short 

catchy exclamations in attention-grabbing fonts.  Puerta de Veracruz advertised in the 

pages of the children’s magazine Aladino. In one example, it featured a line of 

unaccompanied children—notably all white and fashionable—streaming toward the doors 

of the four-story department store, in frantic pursuit of the latest Christmas toys (see 

Figure 3.4).   

RCA ads from the same magazine appealed both to young readers and their 

parents that no playroom could be considered complete without a small radio, which 

would serve as an in-home teacher as well as provide entertainment.  The idea was that, 

with the radio, children would never want to leave the house.  In short, the radio assumed 

the role of both babysitter and playmate (see Figure 3.5).225  Aladino readers learned to 

identify with the light skinned, modern dressed children in the ads who lounged about 

among plenty of toys to occupy the time that they were not captivated by the radio.  A 

contest conducted by the same magazine converted the radio into the most coveted object 
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among drivable toy cars, scooters, bicycles and toy pistols by offering an RCA radio as 

first prize (see Figure 3.6).226   A Christmas ad in Aladino indicated that the radio could 

be a child-friendly piece of equipment and suggested that children should have the liberty 

to choose their own listening schedule by tuning in to the station of their choice (see 

Figure 3.7).  The next generation of citizens became well versed in technology indeed if 

all of the nation’s children had access to the shows and the equipment.   

 

 

Figure 3.4  Three Kings' Day ad for department store Puerto de Veracruz, 1926.                               
Courtesy of the Biblioteca Miguel Lerdo de Tejada.227
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Figure 3.5  RCA ad featuring middle class children, 1934.                                                                         
Courtesy of the Hemeroteca Nacional.228 

 

Figure 3.6  Children’s magazine raffle, with the radio as first prize, 1934.                                               
Courtesy of the Hemeroteca Nacional.229
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Figure 3.7 Christmas ad for RCA, 1934.  Courtesy of the Hemeroteca Nacional.230
 

 

The Periódico Infantil encouraged its listeners to become as familiar as possible 

with all aspects of radio’s engineering and transmission.  In October 1930, the station 

sponsored a joint competition with Compañía Comercial “Arva” in which young listeners 

had to learn and describe in writing exactly how a radio worked to help demystify the 

way stories, games, and songs magically danced across the airwaves and into their 

homes.  Participants were to go to Arva’s store in Mexico City, observe the radio on 

display there, and ask questions of the store clerks. Unfortunately, these clerks did not 

welcome the wave of eager young technophiles that flooded their stores in response to the 

competition.  According to an account by the indomitable Medardo, he and a few friends 
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were run out of the store by a surly employee.  Discouraged and humiliated, Medardo 

vowed that he and his friends would not return to ask the rest of their questions, given 

that Arva employees obviously lacked the goodwill, decency, patience, and care that the 

Periódico Infantil had shown them.231 Ana María Saldaña wrote that, although her family 

had had several models of radios in their home, she never learned how one worked (due 

to her age, she noted); after asking her father, she was able to name various parts of the 

radio receiver and how they were related to each other.  She deflected any criticism of her 

letter (in a passive-aggressive tone perhaps intended for her father in case he had a 

change of heart) by concluding that her father was unwilling to correct her grammar.  He 

would not even let her use his pen, so she had to write in pencil.232  Periódico Infantil 

intended the exercise not only to demonstrate the rudimentary mechanical engineering of 

the radio apparatus, but also to bridge a generation by encouraging children to interact 

with adults about the appliance.  Clearly the radio competition sparked enthusiasm about 

technology in its young listeners, in some cases to the point of exasperation with adults 

who would not or could not answer their questions.  

 

Troka el Poderoso 

The decade of the 1930s ushered in other forms of technology. Through the radio, 

children learned about other forms of electronics and machinery; saving precious time 

was a value that children could now develop.  Station XFX, and others, broadcast a 

program called “Troka el Poderoso”—Troka the Powerful—a show about a 
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polymorphous robot based on the short story collection by children’s author Germán List 

Arzubide, the same author who penned the majority of the SEP’s Teatro Guignol 

children’s puppet theater scripts, and put to music by legendary composer Silvestre 

Revueltas.233  Troka, probably a Hispanicization of the English word “truck” that had 

entered common parlance in the United States in the first decade of the twentieth century; 

it is still used to refer to pickup trucks in northern Mexico today.  The superhuman Troka 

embodied trucks, trains, steamships, airplanes, smokestacks, submarines, telescopes, 

movie projectors, in short: all things mechanical (see Figure 3.8).  He also embodied the 

industrious work ethic all men of all races (in the words of List Arzubide, black men who 

drained rubber sap from the Amazon, white men who cut lumber in Canada, yellow men 

who planted rice in China), and was the product of human toil.  He boasted an infallible 

body made of steel, malleable internal organs made of aluminum, joints made of steel 

ball bearings, a head made of bronze filled with a brain of electromagnetic wires, and a 

spirit made of electricity.234  Troka took up residence in the radio station, and from there 

transmitted his tales of travel and the transformation of the nation from a sleepy rural 

agricultural country to a modern industrial powerhouse. 
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Figure 3.8  Troka el Poderoso embodied multiple forms of technology.  Photo property of author.235
 

 

Troka undertook a humanist mission to present the new man-made technologies 

of the twentieth century to children in a non-threatening way, facilitating their seamless 

entry into the modern world.  List Arzubide was well versed in socialism and stridentism, 

and his ideas about programming helped to distinguish XFX from other commercial 

stations.  He proclaimed that XFX would avoid content that betrayed bad taste—

sensational news reports, for example—and pursue healthier content.  He wanted public 

education at its broadcasting core and he suggested both practical and cultural classes in 

English, French, cooperative organization, civics, art history, and historic theater.  The 

author appealed to children’s imaginations by masterfully conjuring up vivid futuristic 
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scenarios that featured machines as protagonists.  Troka the Powerful overpowered 

humans in all of the stories, a shift that Walter Benjamin warned presaged subjecting the 

human to trial and judgment.236  Producers described Troka as a modern hero who, 

through his extraordinary adventures, not only attracted the attention of young radio 

listeners, but also directed their imaginations to new directions in modern living.  They 

argued that the folkloric superstitions learned during childhood that had left children 

ambivalent and weak, and employed Troka to awaken in them a modern consciousness 

that embraced technology as the wave of the future.237   

One tale, “The Second Appearance of Troka,” captured the spirit of the Periódico 

Infantil’s assignment that sent children scurrying to the nearest department store to learn 

about the inner workings of the radio.  In this story, Troka manifested himself as a radio 

tower, and two curious boys, Anselmo and Raymundo followed his radio voice to visit 

him at the station.  They climbed up the metal stairs that constituted his legs, reaching the 

beacons of his eyes, as bright as the lighthouse of Veracruz that penetrated the deep 

maritime darkness of the gulf.  In close contact with Troka-as-radio-tower, Anselmo and 

Raymundo began to describe his composition relative to other technologies with which 

they were more familiar: his eyes made of impressive panes of glass must have been 

melted in massive ovens and forged in colossal molds; his “brain” of cables and 
                                                 
236 Walter Benjamin, “Theater and Radio: The Mutual Control of Their Educational Program,” Walter 
Benjamin: Selected Writings [1927-1934], Vol. 2, Trans. Rodney Livingstone and Others, Eds. Michael W. 
Jennings, Howard Eiland, and Gary Smith (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 
1999): 585.  Benjamin wrote his own radio show for children in Germany roughly during the years of 
Periódico Infantil and Troka broadcasts, though there is no evidence that he was aware of them.  See 
Jeffrey Mehlman, Walter Benjamin for Children: An Essay on his Radio Years (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1993).  
237 AHSEP, OCR, Caja 9484, Exp. 7, “Campaña de Propaganda de la Oficina Cultural Radiotelefónica,” 
1933.  See also  Noé Morales Muñoz, “Troka el Poderoso,” La Jornada Semanal, Sección Teatro, July 30, 
2006. 
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transmitting wires reminded Raymundo of a visit to the telephone company where he 

watched information be transmitted invisibly over a mass of cords and wires.  The boys 

then entered Troka’s body, where cables from far-flung rural areas like Necaxa, 

Tepuxtepec, Tepejí and Lerma converged in the grand central station of information.  

Troka reminded Anselmo and Raymundo that, although they might not be so amazed by 

electricity, those living outside progress relied on candles to illuminate their nights.238  

Children listening to the program accompanied the boys on their tour of Troka’s 

mechanized body, and learned how the radio transmitted the signal into their homes and 

classrooms. 

Troka’s stories pitted modern technology personified as a superhero against 

nature to save time through efficiency in an increasingly busy world.  The light bulb 

rivaled the moon for providing light, the truck rivaled the river for transporting goods, 

and telegraph poles rivaled trees as perches for birds—even as the smoothly hewn posts 

that appeared to be at rest bore wires that gently hummed with information.   In one story, 

Troka painted the tireless and efficient typewriter as the protagonist in a world of 

cumbersome and page-staining pens (see Figure 3.9).239  The talking typewriter 

acknowledged that some of his listeners might be too young to use the typewriter, but 

suggested that one day they seek him out for assistance, to complete their work more 

                                                 
238 Germán List Arzubide, “Segunda Aparición de Troka el Poderoso,” Troka el Poderoso (México: El 
Nacional, 1939): 23-27. 
239 Though initially reviled as a symbol of Porfirian modernity by revolutionaries such as novelist Mariano 
Azuela, who had a typewriter smashed in his 1915 Los de abajo, stridentist Manuel Maples Arce 
rehabilitated the typewriter in 1921 as part of his “Manifesto de Estridentismo,” praising its futuristic 
qualities.  As the revolution became increasingly institutionalized, the typewriter became the bureaucrat’s 
greatest ally, allowing him to churn out reports in triplicate.  Bulletins of the radio program “Acercamiento 
entre el Hogar y la Escuela” encouraged children to learn to write by typewriter.  Gallo 69-70, 77, 91.  
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quickly.240  At the end of the story, Troka encouraged children to seek out and gain 

familiarity with the typewriter. 

 

Figure 3.9  The typewriter overpowers the pen in a Troka el Poderoso tale.                                               
Photo property of the author. 

 

 

Figure 3.10  The elevator overpowers the staircase.  Photo property of the author.241
 

 

                                                 
240 Germán List Arzubide, “La Máquina de Escribir,” Literatura Revolucionaria para Niños, Ed. León Díaz 
Cárdenas (México: Ediciones D.A.P.P., 1937), pp. 123-124. 
241 Photos from List Arzubide 1939, 69. 
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List Arzubide’s stories reflected the gendered tension between masculine 

technology and feminine nature.  The imagery was familiar: Diego Rivera’s 1926 mural 

The Mechanization of the Coutnryside shows an indigenous woman representing Mother 

Nature seated in a field replete with corn stalks, while around her men tilled and fertilized 

the fields with tractors and airplanes.242  In a Troka story, a shiny new male elevator and 

a sagging old female staircase competed over passengers in a department store.  The 

elevator cheerfully lifted passengers away from the humdrum and exertion of the 

staircase.  Then it hit a snag when a blackout paralyzed the city, but thanks to the 

hardworking city maintenance crew, the elevator prevailed in the end.  The staircase 

slowly gained an understanding of why the elevator sang joyfully on the way up and on 

the way down.  The people came and went effortlessly from his tiny steel cage without 

fatigue, free of danger, and happy in the knowledge that electric power saved them time 

(see Figure 3.10).243   

In perhaps the most violent confrontation between technology and nature, 

illustrated here by a young listener, a baby hill looked on as a male train (el tren or el 

gusano, as the baby hill called it) bore its way through the stomach of a mother mountain 

(la montaña) to avoid the hassle of having to travel all the way around her, jeering, 

“Choo-choo! You can’t mess with me! Choo-choo, I’m in a rush! Goodbye, mountain, 

catch me if you can! Choo-choo!!”244  The mother mountain experienced terrible pain at 

the train’s aggressive penetration, underscoring the gendered connotations of man-made 

                                                 
242 Rochfort 48. 
243 Ibid, “Las Escaleras y el Elevador,” pp. 125-127. 
244 Ibid, “La Montaña y el Ferrocarril,” pp. 99. 
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technology dominating Mother Nature.  Intentionally or not, children’s introductions to 

novel technological advances over the radio accompanied a dose of valorized male 

attributes.  This undermined the egalitarianism intended by radio officials in children’s 

programming.  

 

Reception 

Like the Periódico Infantil, Troka’s exploits elicited written responses from his listeners. 

María Luisa Sáenz, a fourth-grade teacher, praised Troka for awakening enthusiasm for 

science and the arts in the youth.  Ms. Sáenz observed that the apathetic children of 

yesterday had become active and studious today, thanks to Troka’s encouragement.245  

On several occasions, Troka asked listeners to send drawings of the technology that they 

observed in their world.  SEP radio officials saw drawing as the best pedagogical way to 

engage students to engage in the mechanical worlds that Troka described.246  Listener 

Agustín Ortiz lamented that he could not draw the airplane or the tractor because he was 

poor and did not have paper.  In the same vein, eight-year-old Laura Esther Zapata wrote 

on behalf of a group of students from San Andrés Atenco that their school and their 

village were poor, but they had the desire to study.  They listened to the program and they 

submitted some of their drawings for Troka’s approval.  They hoped for an on-air 

mention.247  Troka wrote back to Laura Esther, thanking her for the drawings, and 

sending with the letter 30 sketchpads to distribute among her classmates.  This set of 
                                                 
245 AHSEP, OCR, Caja 9486, Exp. 49, Folio 3, “ ‘Troka el Poderoso’ Reportes de la República Mexicana,” 
1933. 
246 Memoria de la SEP, Tomo II (1933): 886-887. 
247 AHSEP, OCR, Caja 9568, Exp. 49, Folios 5-6, “ ‘Troka el Poderoso’ Reportes de la República 
Mexicana,” 1933. 
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pictures drawn by a young listener clearly depicts the train before and during his 

penetration of the great mountain, evidence that children heard and absorbed the message 

about the power of technology (see Figure 3.11). 

 

 

Figure 3.11  Drawings submitted by a Troka listener, ca. 1930.  Courtesy of the AHSEP.248
 

 

Troka sent Anselmo and Raymundo on a romanticized escape from the city as a 

way to introduce urban children to the countryside, that had untamed features that had to 

be placed under human control (Troka bragged that he commanded the rivers to be 

obedient to his desires—through hydroelectric energy, irrigation, potable water).249    

Troka and the two boys took a trip outside of the city, breathing deeply the fresh air and 

marveling that this afternoon trip would have taken the boys’ grandfathers days to 

complete, making in this way a reference to the revolutionary road-paving campaign of 

                                                 
248 Photo from AHSEP, Dirección de Extensión Educativa por Radio, Subserie “Troka el Poderoso,” 
Reportes de la República Mexicana, Caja 9486, Exp. 49, ca. 1930.  
249 List Arzubide 1939, 145. 
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the 1920s.250  Nevertheless, they happily returned to the city that night, and lodged safe 

and sound in a clean, comfortable, well lit, and most importantly, “hygienic” hotel.251  

This story stated the need for development in the countryside and underscored the 

importance of revolutionary modernizing campaigns. 

Rural children fortunate enough to have access to radio received a quite different 

message about technology than their urban youngsters.  In fact, SEP radio officials 

acknowledged the need to modify (or simplify) content for their rural, indigenous 

audience, whose Spanish vocabulary they claimed was often limited to about 100 

words.252  Typical programming for a campesino child—distinct from the above 

programming intended for children in urban centers—emphasized the physical and 

natural aspects of their growth and development, rather than activities and skills that 

would prepare them for city life.  Program content included songs, a physical education 

class, story time, biographies, plant and animal life, rural children’s hygiene, and a brief 

general education segment.253  References to technology for campesino children focused 

squarely on the domain of agriculture, in an era when major revolutionary programs 

redistributed rural lands and restored ejidos.254  On occasion, XFX directed radio 

messages specifically to campesino youth in a broadcast titled Antena Campesina.  The 

                                                 
250 Emily Wakild, “Resources, Communities, and Conservation: The Creation of National Parks in 
Revolutionary Mexico under President Lázaro Cárdenas, 1934-1940” (PhD Dissertation, University of 
Arizona, 2007). 
251 List Arzubide 1939, 151-155. 
252 AHSEP, Departamento de Escuelas Rurales, Dirección General, Caja 21, Exp. 8, 1933. 
253 AHSEP, Departamento de Escuelas Rurales, Dirección General, Caja 22, Exp. 34, 1934; Memoria de la 
SEP, Tomo I (1932): 538. 
254 Memorias de la SEP, Tomo II (1933): 885-886. 
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announcer encouraged them to work with the maestro of their Escuela Rural to learn the 

latest agricultural technology that would improve conditions in the countryside.  

SEP officials envisioned nationwide broadcasts of their programs, but 

transmissions still radiated from the nation’s cultural and political core.  Politics in the 

1930s developed along corporatist lines that cemented Mexico City’s position as the 

nucleus of the national political structure.255  Social events for listeners took place in the 

capital, where the XFX offices were housed, and established a pattern that privileged 

children from Mexico City over the rest of the nation with more access to cultural 

programs.  Troka sent invitations to children in the capital for parties where listeners of 

all backgrounds could rub elbows.  Because he could not invite the campesino youth, he 

called them his “amigos invisibles.”  Troka reminded his rural listeners how fortunate 

they were to have access to the “magic box” of radio.  They, of course, could listen to 

their own dear rural schoolteacher, but with radio, they could learn from other 

schoolteachers from the far-away shining city.  Antena Campesina addressed the rural 

youth in simplified language that contained an abundance of references to nature, such as 

radio sound that arrived galloping on horses made of wind.256  Rural children were not 

encouraged to run to their local department store to analyze the inner mechanical 

workings of the radio receiver, rather Antena Campesina still underscored the mysteries 

of this technology.  This emphasized the sense of magic or spirituality associated with the 

unseen and unknown that contradicted Troka’s expressed desire to eradicate superstition 

                                                 
255 Diane E. Davis, Urban Leviathan: Mexico City in the Twentieth Century (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 1994).   
256 AHSEP, OCR, Caja 9484, Expediente 1, “Programas (Conciertos), Obra Educativa por Radio,” 1933. 
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about unexplained forces.  SEP radio officials saw radio as the appropriate vehicle for 

transmitting practical technological information to the countryside, but they did not 

intend rural children to listen to programs about the scientific progress of the modern 

generation to which Medardo and his urban middle-class friends belonged.  

 

Conclusions 

Radio in the 1930s became an important dimension of children’s culture, expanding their 

experiences beyond their immediate interactions within the family, the classroom, and the 

city block.  Through programs such as Periódico Infantil and Troka el Poderoso, many 

children joined a community that officials envisioned as national, although the 

broadcasting range of most stations clearly limited its scope.  Education officials used 

children’s programming to extend the classroom into the home, reversing efforts to 

separate the family and educational activities developed at the beginning of the 

nineteenth century.257  Radio through daily broadcasts helped to introduce children to 

new forms of technology transforming the rapid transformations in their environment.  

Middle class urban children learned about the inner workings of radio and other forms of 

technology.  Rural children learned about technology, but the discussion remained 

enshrouded in mystery and magic.  Children’s letters and drawings expressed awareness 

of their differences as audience members, even as they drew closer to each other in an 

invisible network of a new generation of revolutionary Mexicans.   

                                                 
257 I thank participants in the Semanario de la Historia de Higiene e Educación at the Instituto de 
Investigaciones Históricas at UNAM, headed by Claudia Agostoni, for insight into the changing 
relationship between the home and the classroom over the course of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
PULGARCITO AND POPOCATÉPETL: 

CHILDREN’S PARTICIPATION IN CREATING A NATIONAL AESTHETIC 
 

 

Children enjoyed unprecedented access to new and renewed popular media 

designed especially for their consumption in the decades after the Mexican Revolution.  

Radio, theater, school organizations, nationwide contests and other cultural avenues 

created new spaces, sometimes literal and sometimes virtual, in which children became 

members.  Children no longer belonged solely to the realm of the family, but rather 

became members of civil society, and joined a community of their peers in cultural 

production and consumption as never before in the country’s history.  Through an 

examination of their drawings, essays, contest entries, and letters we can begin to 

understand how children experienced this nationalizing project from the bottom-up.   Art 

education officials intended the nationalist art project to be a unifying principle in the still 

quite diverse regional, ethnic, and socioeconomic components that competed to define 

Mexico.  They also sought to democratize art education through experiments such as the 

creation of Centros de Enseñanza Artística Popular and the Escuelas de Pintura al Aire 

Libre.258  This heavily didactic project swapped out a set of aesthetic norms deemed 

outdated—namely, those based on European models—with another, equally exclusive set 

of visual guidelines that defined national identity.  Despite the relentless influence of art 

educators bearing down on the artistic production of the nation’s children, they tapped 

                                                 
258 John Lear, “La brocha y el martillo: State-Sponsored Educational Projects for Workers and Artists in 
Mexico City in the 1920s” (Paper presented at the 55th Annual Conference of the Rocky Mountain Council 
for Latin American Studies, Flagstaff, AZ, April 9-12, 2008). 
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into the innate creative power of children and strove to maintain ambiguity between 

playing and drawing in order to channel children’s best efforts into a Mexican national 

aesthetic.259  The resulting effect was an infantilized, simplified, and stylized visual 

culture, strongly influenced by young artists, and emulated by some of the most 

prodigious contemporary adult artists.   

The elementary school art education program stated four goals: to cultivate the 

aesthetic sensibility; to teach appreciation of national artistic traditions; to enable students 

to express their ideas; and to beautify the child’s home, school, and community.  A 

successful art program employed a systematic curriculum that both allowed for the 

individual interests of children and drew inspiration from their local environment.  

Educators encouraged children’s creativity by banishing tracing paper and patters to 

avoid copying.  From time to time, SEP inspectors visited schools to ensure that teachers 

carried out the art education program according to the established norms.260    

Children participated in their own socialization through their contributions to the 

magazine Pulgarcito.  The Arts and Crafts Department (Sección de Dibujo y Trabajos 

Manuales)261 of the SEP, with the financial backing of commercial sponsors, published 

Pulgarcito from 1925-1932 as a free monthly children’s art magazine, distinguished from 

all other publications of its kind by its entirely child-produced content.  Pulgarcito is 

Spanish for Little Tom Thumb, the seventeenth-century fairy tale by Charles Perrault 

about a tiny boy who repeatedly saves the lives of his siblings from the jaws of a child-
                                                 
259 Boletín de la SEP, Tomo III, No. 10 (1925): 78-9. 
260 “Dictámenes sobre Enseñanza de Dibujo,” AHSEP, Departamento de Bellas Artes, Serie Dibujo 1923-
1933, Caja 23, Exp. 1, 1931.  
261 The Sección de Dibujo y Trabajos Manuales later became the Sección Técnica de Dibujo, specializing 
only in drawing and leaving the handicrafts aside. 
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eating ogre through heroic, selfless acts.  The moral of the story—never underestimate 

the worth of the weakest, most diminutive members of society—resonated with the 

mission of the magazine, which was to provide a forum for the artistic expression of 

children with national and international circulation.  Pulgarcito had a ready market.   

 
Vasconcelos, Art, and Revolutionary Nationalism 

 Congressmen debated the nature of public education according to Article 3 of the 

revolutionary constitution of 1917, exhorting the inclusion of Civic Instruction and 

Patriotic History (Historia Patria) in the curriculum; they noted that history should elicit 

an emotional response in schoolchildren, with an emphasis on symbols, heroes and great 

men; it should reach children’s hearts rather than their brains.262  Thus every child, 

regardless of race or class, would possess the uniform set of cultural references required 

to consider him or herself Mexican.  Under such nationalizing auspices, the Ministry of 

Public Education emerged as the most powerful, farthest-reaching, best-funded 

government agency in the decades following the revolution.  The best way to emblazon 

images of foundational myths on the minds of the nation’s children, according to 

Secretary of Education José Vasconcelos, would be through the implementation of a 

nationalist art program.  Vasconcelos served as Secretary of Public Education from 1921-

1924.   Despite the short tenure, his promotion of the arts created a twentieth century 

visual legacy.  He had conceptualized and implemented a canon of children’s literature 

                                                 
262 “La Historia Patria hay que enseñarla, pudiéramos decir, emotivamente, citando los ejemplos de 
nuestros héroes y de nuestros grandes hombres, de tal manera, que emocionen al niño, que vayan más al 
corazón que al cerebro; debe ser una ciencia más bien educativa que instructiva, que más que enseñe, 
eduque y sirva para orientar su criterio y fortificar su carácter.” Diario de los debates [de la Cámara de 
Diputados de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos], Tomo I, No. 68 (1920): 18-25. 
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for young citizens that drew from classical Greek, Indian, and other international models, 

designed to both internationalize and education the Mexican child as a literate, modern 

being.263  Even as Mexican legislators reconfigured the government to reflect the 

democratization that the revolution had promised, educational officials used the Arts and 

Crafts Department as a civilizing vehicle for the generation that was to replace the 

decimated population with productive citizens.264   

 Vasconcelos’s efforts to fund the arts is perhaps best known in terms of his 

sponsorship of the Mexican muralists Diego Rivera, Jose Clemente Orozco and David 

Álfaro Siqueiros.  Their social realist murals fixed a romanticized indigenous past 

alongside utopic visions of an industrialized mestizo future on the walls of public 

buildings beyond Mexico City to Detroit, Chicago, San Francisco and New Hampshire.265  

Rivera himself touted Mexican children’s art as unparalleled in its ingenuity and 

adherence to revolutionary ideals.266  An example can be made of Ramón Romero’s 1931 

contribution to the magazine, featured as a centerfold color plate, depicting the cry for 

Independence given by Padre Miguel Hidalgo on September 16, 1810 (see Figure 4.1).  

                                                 
263 For a discussion of Vasconcelos’ literary project, see Beatriz Alcubierre Moya and Rodrigo Bazán 
Bonfil, “Lecturas clásicas para niños: contexto histórico y canon literario” (Paper presented at the Canons 
of Children’s Literature Conference, Berkeley, CA, March 15, 2007). 
264 The civil wars of the Mexican Revolution resulted in the death of at least one tenth of the population 
from 1910-1920. 
265 For a more thorough discussion of the political clout wielded by artists, and particularly the three 
muralists, in the 1920s and 1930s, see Desmond Rochfort, “The Sickle, The Serpent, and The Soil: History, 
Revolution, Nationhood, and Modernity in the Murals of Diego Rivera, José Clemente Orozco, and David 
Alfaro Siqueiros,” The Eagle and the Virgin: Nation and Cultural Revolution in Mexico, 1920-1940, eds. 
Mary Kay Vaughan and Stephen E. Lewis (Durham: Duke University Press, 2006): 43-57. 
266 Though he supported the art program, Rivera took issue with Best Maugard’s method, saying: “If the 
roses, little baskets, kiosks, and young deer of Best were preferable to the stamps of Julien and the chromos 
of flowers of la Kleinn which the children obliged by their teachers were copying in the schools, then they 
changed “samples” of abominable taste for those of excellent taste, but not because of this had the exterior 
and tyrannical pressure upon the child’s spirit ceased.”  Diego Rivera, “Children’s Drawing in Present Day 
Mexico,” Mexican Folkways 2:5 (December-January 1926): 5-6. 
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The anonymous masses surrounding the recognizable heroic figure of Hidalgo reflects 

the technique perfected by Siqueiros of painting generic, anonymous, and repetitious 

figures to capture the sense of the proletarianization of the revolution.   

 

Figure 4.1  Pulgarcito centerfold by Ramón Romero, 1931.  Property of the author. 

 

Diego Rivera also drew inspiration from child artists in developing his trademark 

social realist style; though trained classically in Europe and capable of painting realist art 

worthy of gilded frames, Rivera chose to develop a two-dimensional, almost cartoonish 

style, making liberal use of bright primary colors.  The muralists intended their work to 

be didactic, accessible even to the illiterate masses in their blatant socialist didacticism.  

The use of a childlike style of painting infantilized their intended viewers, further 
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underscoring the colonial metaphor of Indians as children.267  Likewise, on the pages of 

Pulgarcito, the youngest citizens projected simpler visions of a common cultural heritage 

to be circulated both nationally and to their international counterparts.  In this way, 

Mexico’s nationalist art program drew in children from across the nation, and then 

exported its vision to other nascent democracies abroad.   

In the United States, the link between the artful and the useful resulted in the Arts 

and Crafts movement of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries that sought to 

render artists out of craftsmen.268  International collaboration defined the movement as it 

filtered into Mexico along with foreign supporters of the revolution: Carleton Beals, 

Edward Weston, Anita Brenner, and Waldo Frank numbered among a generation of art 

enthusiasts.  During his tenure, Vasconcelos made art part of the curriculum—a socialist 

curriculum that already boasted a hearty emphasis on vocational training, civics, and 

hygiene—through the creation of the Arts and Crafts Department, a section of the Fine 

Arts Department, that oversaw the inclusion of technical drawing, illustration, pattern 

design, and handicrafts in the public education curriculum nationwide.  The pedagogical 

principle that good design built upon the most childlike, simplistic forms provided ample 

justification for the inclusion of a long-term art program as part of children’s 

development.  Educational officials saw the child as an intellectual metaphor for 

primitive mankind; harnessing their “infantile and ingenuous” creativity early on would 

                                                 
267 For a discussion of the history of infantilization of Indians in Mexican art, see Gustavo Curiel et al, 
Pintura y vida cotidiana en Mexico 1650-1950 (Mexico: Fomento Cultural Banamex, A.C. 1999): 135-7.  
268 Wendy Kaplan, “The Art that is Life”: The Arts & Crafts Movement in America, 1875-1920” (New 
York: Little, Brown, and Company, 1987).  For more on the intellectual and artistic development of a 
generation of artists in Mexico, see Alicia Azuela de la Cueva, Arte y poder (Zamora, Mich.: El Colegio de 
Michoacán, 2005). 
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allow officials to guide the artistic maturation of children, and thus usher in an age of 

modernity informed by ancient wisdom.269   As early as 1920, elementary and secondary 

schoolchildren could expect a structured half-hour of drawing and handicraft instruction 

three days a week.  First graders had drawing class for twenty minutes every day.270  

Older students engaged in practical application of drawing skills; young ladies at the 

School of Domestic Education produced embroidery, lace, artificial flowers, and 

decorative paintings all based on the approved drawing techniques.271  The unifying 

theme in the Arts and Crafts curriculum was that all drawing, design, and crafts be 

distinctly Mexican.    

 

Adolfo Best Maugard and the Seven Motifs 

Adolfo Best Maugard, a painter and art theorist of the revolutionary generation, served as 

the head of the Arts and Crafts Department and conceptualized a distinctly Mexican art 

curriculum for children. 272   Best Maugard spent much of the 1920s studying popular 

designs and motifs to discover what he considered the essence of the Mexican aesthetic, 

arguing that Mexicans should not look to European styles for inspiration, but rather 

should produce art and design based on popular experience and tradition.  This nativist 

approach relied primarily on Aztec symbols culled from the ruins of prehispanic 

                                                 
269 Fernando Best Pontones, “El método “Best Maugard” para la enseñanza del dibujo, y su aplicación a los 
trabajos manuales,” Boletín de la SEP, Tomo I, No. 2 (1922). 
270 Boletín Municipal, Tomo V, No. 11 (April 1, 1920). 
271 Boletín de la SEP, Tomo I, No. 3 (1922): 236-238. 
272 Best Maugard was succeeded by legendary printmaker Leopoldo Méndez, in 1932 as head of the Arts 
and Crafts Department; Mendez helped to usher in another cultural form designed to nationalize Mexican 
childhood: the itinerant puppet show Teatro Guiñol.  Deborah Caplow, Leopoldo Méndez, Revolutionary 
Art and the Mexican Print (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2007). 
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monuments, pottery and codices, from the observation of which Best Maugard came up 

with a set of simple, stylized versions that should form the basis of all drawings.  After 

extensive research based on the anthropological models of the day, he identified seven 

primary motifs unique to Mexican iconography: the spiral, the concentric circle, the “m” 

arc, the “s” link, the undulating line, the zig-zag, and the repeated straight line.273  The 

combination of these elements by an astute student would result in a Mexican flower 

petal, a Mexican tree, and ultimately a Mexican deer grazing Mexican grass alongside a 

Mexican river.  Modern artists considered these prehispanic indigenous visual codes to 

elicit the spirit of the Mexican race, that is, the “cosmic race” of mestizos imagined by 

Vasconcelos in his famous essay.274  

In 1923, Best Maugard published his guidelines for what he called “new art” 

based on very old techniques, and art students from primary and secondary school 

provided all of the illustrations as proof that this method could be taught effectively.  By 

providing meticulous instruction on how to draw everything from the national seal (an 

eagle perched on a cactus devouring a snake) to a church (“nothing more than a house 

with a tower on one side”),275 Best Maugard ensured that the schoolteacher had only to 

gently guide the student to incorporate elements of self-expression within the guidelines 

                                                 
273 Adolfo Best Maugard, Método de dibujo: tradición, resurgimiento y evolución del arte mexicano, 2nd 
ed. (Mexico: Editorial Viñeta, 1964): 28-31.  See also Alicia Azuela de la Cueva, Arte y poder (Mexico: El 
Colegio de México, 2005): 104-109. 
274 Vasconcelos published the original work in 1925, and since then it has seen many translations and 
editions.  José Vasconcelos, La raza cósmica, Spanish edition (Madrid: Aguilar, 1966). 
275 Best Maugard 80. 
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stipulated in his book.276  The Ministry of Education swiftly mandated the distribution of 

his book, titled Método de dibujo: tradición, resurgimiento y evolución del arte 

mexicano, as the official text of the art curriculum program in public schools.  When time 

or money to distribute copies came up short, officials expedited condensed pamphlets 

that outlined Best Maugard’s technique.277  In fact, the Best Maugard method was taught 

in public schools under the title “Mexican drawing,” and his publication served as a 

handbook of nationalism.278  Aside from their decorative value, the seven motifs had 

practical application in popular industries—weaving, artisan work, handcrafts, 

embroidery—and employed native materials such as hemp, palm leaves, gold, and 

clay.279  The integration of Best Maugard’s motifs into cottage craft industries for 

domestic and tourist consumption was one of the most effective means of disseminating 

the new Mexican look.280   Best Maugard, Vasconcelos, and the artist community sought 

to codify a set of images in ways that would become universally recognizable as 

Mexican, and to a great extent, they succeeded.  But the key to their success would be in 

training future artists, designers, architects, industrial workers, and artisans. Pulgarcito 

served this purpose.  The road to creating a nativist aesthetic steeped in official history 

was not without its potholes, and schoolchildren around the country participated in the 

process.  Somewhere between objects of socialization and agents of constructing history, 
                                                 
276 Best Maugard allows the schoolteacher a small degree of leeway in art instruction, noting that 
schoolteachers should feel free to depart from his recommendations wherever they wished, as long as they 
“follow another procedure found in our popular arts.” Best Maugard 93.  
277 Boletín de la SEP, Tomo I, No. 2 (1922): 201. 
278 Best Maugard, 132-3. 
279 Best Maugard noted that a preliminary pitfall of teaching his method was that children, upon learning 
the seven motifs, would become overly enthusiastic and saturate their drawings with them, not knowing 
how to be selective. He advises, though, that with patience and age, children will learn to choose when and 
where it is appropriate to include them.  Best Maugard 15, 94.  
280 Boletín de la SEP, Tomo III, No. 10 (1925): 78-9. 
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young artists asserted their will, not necessarily as precocious Mexican citizens, but 

rather as willful children.   

  

Pulgarcito 

Pulgarcito first came out in May, 1925 as a 20-page magazine; within a month so many 

children’s contributions flooded the editorial offices that the length grew to 32 pages, and 

by the end of the year, the magazine boasted a hefty 42 pages, and increased its 

circulation as children and adults alike scrambled to get their hands on a copy.  At the 

apex of publication in 1928, 10,000 issues of Pulgarcito reached Mexico’s primary 

schoolchildren.281  Upon receiving her shipment of 25 copies of Pulgarcito, a 

schoolteacher from Santa Elena in the northern state of Coahuila wrote to the editors to 

express her gratitude; she enthused that the magazine was the best friend to come visit the 

children since the construction of their school.282  Pulgarcito nearly supplanted the 

official text, Best Maugard’s Metodo de dibujo, due to its fresh monthly thematic 

emphasis, user-friendly format, and child-centered content.  What began as a recreational 

supplement to the educational program quickly became a pedagogical must-have, and in 

1926, the Secretary of Education José Manuel Puig Casauranc praised Pulgarcito as the 

“bible” of the Arts and Crafts Department.283
   

                                                 
281 Distribution went from 2,000 in 1925, to 5,000 in 1926, to 10,000 in 1928, demonstrating a steady 
increase in demand for the publication.  Over the entire run, 65,000 copies of Pulgarcito were published.  
Sarah Corona Berkin and Arnulfo Uriel Santiago Gómez, Para la infancia: Ediciones de la SEP, 1921-
1993 (México: s/n, 1995): 20. 
282 Pulgarcito, Año II, No. 13 (May 1, 1926): 14. 
283 Pulgarcito, Año II, No. 13 (May 1, 1926): 5-9. 
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 Children, as in Best Maugard’s book, provided all of the illustrations adorning 

Pulgarcito’s pages; once commercial sponsors signed on—Nestle, Spaulding, a public 

bathhouse—children illustrated the advertisements too (see Figures 4.2 and 4.3).  With 

the exception of the opening article (a drawing lesson often written by the magazine’s 

founder and sometime Arts and Crafts Department director, sculptor Juan Olaguíbel), the 

occasional civics page and Pulgarcito’s Mailbox, discussed below, children’s essays 

comprised all of the magazine’s text.284  Children across the nation were encouraged to 

send in submissions, as Pulgarcito extended the arm of the government out from the 

country’s cultural and intellectual core.  The eponymous Pulgarcito was characterized as 

a little boy, scampering across the magazine’s pages, announcing new competitions, and 

reminding young readers of proper hygiene, moral and civic behavior (see Figure 4.4).  

     

Figures  4.2 and 4.3  Nestlé ad and public bathhouse ad from Pulgarcito illustrated by children.      
Property of the author. 

        

                                                 
284 Juan Olaguíbel, also a famous sculptor, created such iconographic statues as the Diana Cazadora on 
Reforma, and Guanajuato’s Pípila. 
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Figure 4.4  Pulgarcito.  Property of the author. 

  

Shortly, schoolchildren found themselves members of a virtual community of 

their peers, collaborators and consumers of Pulgarcito.  As described by Benedict 

Anderson, children experienced a sense of belonging to a nation through their interaction 

with a circulated, published literary form.285  Yet beyond merely imagining themselves as 

part of the community, the child contributors created the cultural form itself, on their own 

terms, and without necessarily the required tool of literacy—albeit according to 

guidelines set by adults.  Contributors gained recognition for their collaboration either 

through publication or prizes in the form of money or merchandise from advertisers.  

                                                 
285 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism, 2nd 
Ed. (New York: Verso, 1991).  Scholars have recently adapted Anderson’s useful theory to the Latin 
American case, expanding the argument about print media to include other cultural forms such as images 
and ceremonies as symbols around which Latin Americans forge identities. See especially John Charles 
Chasteen, “Introduction: Beyond Imagined Communities;” and François-Xavier Guerra, “Forms of 
Communication, Political Spaces, and Cultural Identities in the Creation of Spanish American Nations,” 
Beyond Imagined Communities: Reading and Writing the Nation in Nineteenth-Century Latin America, 
Eds. Sara Castro-Klaren and John Charles Chasteen (Washington, D.C.: Woodrow Wilson Center Press, 
2003): ix-xxv, 3-32. 
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Eventually, the regular contributors became familiar to readers not only through their 

constantly published artwork; editors began placing headshots of the most famous 

children next to their articles or pictures for more widespread recognition.  Much like the 

case of the children’s radio broadcast in which particularly dedicated contestants gained 

the respect and recognition of their peers, these precocious artists began to enjoy fame 

among their peers at an early age through this new medium.  For example, Mario Aburto, 

one of Pulgarcito’s most consistent prizewinning collaborators, not only entered and won 

nearly every contest, but was even selected to write an homage to Pulgarcito on the 

occasion of the magazine’s first anniversary (see Figure 4.5).  Needless to say, the article 

bordered on sycophantic, as the author was indebted to Pulgarcito for launching his early 

starship to fame.286  Occasionally, the magazine reiterated the personality status of the 

regular contributors in such spreads as that pictured in Figure 4.6.  In a way, the resulting 

hierarchy among children, already a marginal social group just edging its way into civic 

society, paved the way for future political stratification as these children grew up already 

accustomed to recognizing the favoritism characteristic of in the political system—a 

feature endemic to Mexican politics in the twentieth century. 

                                                 
286 Pulgarcito Año II, No. 13 (May 1, 1926): 38-9. 
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Figure 4.5  Winning entry by Mario Aburto.  Property of the author. 

 

 

Figure 4.6  Outstanding contributors to Pulgarcito.  Property of the author. 
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Pulgarcito was not just a site for positive feedback for its child contributors; the 

forum paved the way for infamy among the virtual community as well.  Pulgarcito’s 

Mailbox (El Buzón de Pulgarcito) appeared on the last page of every issue with 

announcements and drawing advice, but more often featured public reprimands of 

individual children who had somehow failed in their creative submission.  The most 

reviled crime was that of submitting a copied or traced work of art; in his book on 

methods, Best Maugard berated the nineteenth century art programs based on copying 

European models as suffering from a lack of originality, and in the pages of Pulgarcito 

the act amounted to high treason of national ideals.  Infamy, though it still constituted 

public attention, came at a price to the erstwhile artists who dared submit a drawing of 

questionable integrity; the publishers often announced the transgressors’ full names, 

schools, street addresses or towns, so that these children were certain to be recognized.  

For example, the unfortunate student Jorge Domínguez opened his October 1, 1926 issue 

of Pulgarcito to the last page to see his name and street address in bold print, followed by 

a diatribe by the editors.  Employing the formal address of “Ud.” to set the tone for the 

gravity of the matter, the editors accused Jorge of tracing or copying his submission from 

another source.  They expressed indignation at the affront to their sensibilities that his 

defective, malicious drawing had occasioned and suggested that his lack of originality 

would permanently damage his sense of self worth. 287  Another letter to Luz María 

Castañeda implied that she had had a bit too much adult help with her essay, resulting in 

                                                 
287 “El Buzón de Pulgarcito,” Pulgarcito, Año II, No. 18 (October 1, 1926): 41. 
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an utterly unoriginal, un-infantile piece.288  Every month, several children suffered a 

similar fate in Pulgarcito’s Mailbox, certain to become the laughingstock of their peers 

both locally and across the nation. 

 Juan Olaguíbel and the other Pulgarcito editors provided ample opportunities to 

convert this virtual community of children into a physical space of social interaction.  In 

the afternoons, the editors of Pulgarcito opened the doors of their downtown offices to 

any children, both from the neighborhood or from outlying states, to come and draw at 

one of the three huge workshop tables that stood for precisely that purpose.289  Olaguíbel 

designed the creative space, available after classes were let out at four in the afternoon, 

both for didactic purposes (Best Maugard’s techniques and exemplary student drawings 

were always prominently displayed on the walls), and to allow for interaction and 

exchange of ideas among the potential contributors.  The ad-hoc drawing sessions 

became so popular that the editors began publishing guidelines for behavior in the public 

building, as well as suggested times to arrive, admonishing that it would do no good to 

skip classes to go draw, since they would not open the doors until four.  While doubtless 

many children came to hone their drawing skills so that they might be published in the 

pages of the magazine that their friends and siblings devoured every month, others saw 

the drawing session as an extension of the playground and only went to socialize.  Young 

Ana Cires suffered humiliation at the hands of Pulgarcito’s Mailbox for her lackluster 

appearances at the afternoon sessions; the editor noted that she might have observed, on 

her frequent and notable visits to the drawing tables, that children are indeed capable of 

                                                 
288 Pulgarcito, Año II, No. 18 (October 1, 1926): 41. 
289 Pulgarcito Año II, No. 16 (August 1, 1926): 41.  
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brilliant artistic production. Such children could expect to earn prizes for their diligence. 

Ana, however, would receive no such prize so long as she continued to be disruptive, 

unproductive, and disrespectful toward the medium of drawing.290  Perhaps adults 

expected all of the children to be as industrious as Mario Aburto, and submit page after 

page of well-proportioned nationalist sketches, but in reality many children were 

probably more like Ana Cires, excited about the new social space opened to their ranks 

but less concerned with the pedagogical goals.         

 Another way that Pulgarcito created social spaces for children to interact with 

their peers outside of their homes, classrooms and neighborhood blocks, was by hosting 

parties.  Pulgarcito’s birthday allowed for full-scale participation in the event, hosted by 

the city’s Teatro Hidalgo in downtown Mexico City, and celebrated by a series of 

musical and theatrical acts carried out by Pulgarcito readers from primary and secondary 

schools.  Children spent weeks designing and painting the sets and backdrops for the 

theatrical pieces, which included a rendition of the fairy tail of the titular character Little 

Tom Thumb.  A whole issue of the magazine dedicated to the details of the party surely 

elicited yearning and pouting from children in the outlying states who were unable to 

attend this reunion of their friends Mario Aburto, Félix de la Portilla, José Castañeda, 

among others.  The Ministry of Education, through its Arts and Crafts Department, 

sought to make Pulgarcito an agent in constructing a uniform cultural experience for 

children across the country, to further tighten the imaginary strings that tied the nation 

together.  While the creation of physical spaces for social interaction surely reinforced a 

                                                 
290 Pulgarcito, Año II, No. 16 (August 1, 1926): 41. 
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sense of membership in this new community of their peers for those fortunate ticket 

holders, the continued exclusion of the majority of the nation’s children only served to 

underscore the privilege of the core over the periphery in the nationalizing efforts of the 

education program.291   

 Another notable endeavor undertaken by Pulgarcito, designed to instill in 

children a pride in Mexico’s geographic distinctions, took the form of periodic school 

outings, often hosted by the editor Olaguíbel himself.  Students, usually from Mexico 

City and its neighborhoods in the greater metropolitan area, joined their counterparts 

from other schools who had all earned the trip on merit of their performance in art class.  

Once again, children transcended the boundaries of peer groups constructed by family, 

classrooms, and geography as they mingled with other children, perhaps strangers, but 

sharing the experience of being readers of Pulgarcito and thus having a common bond.  

Subsidized by the same train company that advertised on the magazine’s pages and 

hosted competitions,292 they visited educational destinations, such as the textile factory, 

the national printing press that published Pulgarcito, and visits to pastoral locations 

outside of the city thought by Olaguíbel to be quintessentially Mexican.  As one 

schoolteacher noted in 1931, the drawing program excursions served not only to teach 

children an appreciation of nature, but also to love it, to absorb the country’s folklore, and 

to become saturated in the “national environment.”293  In these bucolic surroundings, 

children were urged to pay close attention to the details of nature: the local flora and 
                                                 
291 For a thorough example of the uneven application of the education program due to specific local 
experience and demands, see Mary Kay Vaughan, Cultural Politics in Revolution: Teachers, Peasants, and 
Scholars in Mexico, 1930-1940 (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1997). 
292 Compañía de Tranvías de México. 
293 Pulgarcito, Año VI, No. 36 (March 1931): 15. 
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fauna, the colonial architecture, and humble residences that marked their countryside and 

impressed upon their souls.  Children documented these sojourns in written reports, 

published in Pulgarcito along with the resulting drawings and photographs of the school 

groups at the site.  Not coincidentally, Pulgarcito most frequently sponsored drawing 

trips to the village of Amecameca, where visitors can enjoy what has become an iconic 

view of the snow-capped volcanoes Popocatépetl and Ixtaccíhuatl.    

 

Drawing Popocatépetl into the National Imaginary 

Mexico’s mountains, and the twin volcanoes in particular, have long been a source of 

pride, a metaphor for local identity linked with a geographic sense of place.  The twin 

pyramids that occupied the center of Tenochtitlán before the Spaniards leveled them to 

create what today is Mexico City’s central plaza were intended to mirror the twin 

volcanoes on the horizon, considered by the Aztecs to represent a mythological married 

couple, later to be personified in twentieth century calendar art.  In fact, the Nahuatl word 

for “community” is altepetl—literally, water-mountain.  A stylized mountain glyph 

symbolized place-names in prehispanic codices, and the depiction of a stylized mountain 

representing Popocatépetl would automatically signal to the Nahua-speaking codex 

viewer a reference to a certain location and ethnicity.294  In the nineteenth century, painter 

José María Velasco always figured his landscapes in relationship to the volcanoes that 

ringed the Valley of Mexico; when his paintings were exhibited abroad, he made sure 

that his signature included the appendix “mexicano,” strengthening the association 

                                                 
294 Mary Miller and Karl Taube, eds., The Gods and Symbols of Ancient Mexico and the Maya: An 
Illustrated Dictionary of Mesoamerican Religion (London: Thames and Hudson, Ltd, 1993): 120. 
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between national identity and the geographic features.295  The association became so 

entrenched that today, the Metrobus stop named for Velasco on Mexico City’s main 

thoroughfare Insurgentes bears the image of the volcanoes.  Around the time of 

Pulgarcito’s publication, Dr. Atl began painting volcanoes.   

Dr. Atl, born Gerardo Murillo, adopted an alter Nahuatl identity in an altruistic 

display of indigenismo, expressing entitlement over the indigenous cultural heritage to 

which all Mexicans could feel free to lay claim after the publication of Vasconcelos’ 

“cosmic race” essay.296  The artist community, famously headed up by Diego Rivera and 

Frida Kahlo, rabidly espoused this brand of indigenismo, paying homage to a 

romanticized indigenous past through their clothing and art subjects, while effectively 

ignoring the inconvenient reality of an impoverished, marginalized indigenous population 

that still comprised the majority of Mexico’s population.  Dr. Atl believed that children 

could make aesthetic contributions to the country’s artistic patrimony; when an 

interviewer asked him about the creative potential of children, he replied that young 

people ought not to represent the future, but insert their creative forces into the present.  

Not one of the children he instructed, he claimed, had produced a bad piece of art.297  Dr. 

Atl actively participated in official art programs for children in the 1920s through the 

Open Air Schools (Escuelas de Pintura al Aire Libre) that taught indigenous children 

with no formal art training to paint works of professional caliber by following a 

                                                 
295 Justino Fernández, El arte del siglo XIX en México (México: UNAM, Instituto de Investigaciones 
Estéticas, 1983): 89-90; Dawn Ades, Art in Latin America (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1989): 
101-109. 
296 Anne Rubenstein, “Nahui Olín: The General’s Daughter Disrobes,” The Human Tradition in Mexico, ed. 
Jeffrey M. Pilcher (Wilmington, DE: SR Books, 2003): 149-163. 
297 Boletín de la Universidad IV Época, Tomo III, no. 6 (August 1921): 74. 
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proscribed set of techniques and methods such as Best Maugard’s seven motifs.298  In this 

cultural environment, in which layers of pride and distance conflated the pyramids with 

the Indians of yesteryear, Pulgarcito’s readers went to Amecameca to draw the 

volcanoes.  Accordingly, the volcanoes often appeared in the children’s history drawings, 

such as the depiction of the arrival of the Chichimecas to Tenochtitlán (Mexico City) in 

the prehispanic era, and the founding of Tenochtitlán in Figures 4.7 and 4.8.  After the 

trip was over, children maintained virtual ties to their colleagues through the subsequent 

publication of their adventures in the magazine.      

 

Figure 4.7  The Chichimecas' arrival to the Valley of Mexico, with the volcanoes in the background.  
Property of the author. 

  

                                                 
298 Azuela 123.  Academia de San Carlos director Alfredo Ramos Martínez began the Open Air Schools in 
1920, and there were eight of them in Mexico City by 1928.  John Lear, “La brocha y el martillo.”   
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Figure 4.8  The founding of Tenochtitlán, with the volcanoes in the background.  Property of the author. 

 

The Conflicted Authenticity of the Countryside 

While life outside of Mexico City was subject to romanticized aesthetic treatment, the 

Pulgarcito readers actually living in the outlying states likely felt alienated from the 

excursions, parties, and access to the Department of Drawing’s coveted drawing tables 

enjoyed by their compatriots living in the metropolitan area of the capital.  In February 

1926, the editors had to establish a Special Section for the States, to manage the contest 

entries from outside of Mexico City that arrived late due to distance;299 while this 

concession was intended to minimize exclusion, it effectively created a separate office for 

children from the states and ensured that they would not compete with their peers in the 

                                                 
299 Pulgarcito, Año II, No. 10 (February 1, 1926): 18. 
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capital, further marginalizing them from Pulgarcito’s daily activities.  One young 

contributor, ten-year old Manuela Pimentel from Uruápan, Michoacán, demonstrated her 

desire to conform to the urban culture of Mexico City and not be seen as one of the 

provincial Indians, noble though they may be. Manuela adopted a sophisticated strategy; 

she wrote an essay extolling the virtues of the humble rural rancher and his three 

exemplary daughters.  With a tone of condescension as pitch-perfect as if she had grown 

up in Mexico City, Manuela observed that both children and their parents should imitate 

the rancher in his generosity, humility and love for his daughters.300  Another girl from 

Michoacán, fifth grader María del Carmen Talavera, wrote of her field trip to visit the 

Indian school on the island of Janitzio, only a short distance from the shore of her only 

slightly less provincial hometown of Pátzcuaro.  María went to great lengths not to 

identify with the “inditos” on the island, and characterized them as exotically situated in a 

flower-laden natural paradise with a spectacular view.  She and her more civilized 

schoolmates were wise enough, however, beat a hasty retreat back to the canoe that 

would take them back to town when the sky threatened inclement weather, a reminder of 

the lack of modern conveniences on the island.301  María, like Manuela, demonstrated an 

understanding of the tightrope they must walk between indigenism and racism as children 

from the states (de los estados).  

 Not all contributors from the states inserted their work so seamlessly into 

Pulgarcito’s pages.  Another victim of Pulgarcito’s Mailbox, Enrique Urena from 

Guadalajara, made the mistake of submitting a drawing entitled “Japan.”  The editors 

                                                 
300 Pulgarcito, Año II, No. 17 (September 1, 1926): 26. 
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wasted little time and no ink in dragging Enrique through the coals.  First of all, they 

observed, the drawing had clearly been copied, a criminal act on par with robbery.  

Secondly, and most important, the editors expressed absolute shock at the fact that 

Enrique, of all children, hailing from one of the centers of artistic inspiration, should 

resort to modeling his work on international influences that spoke nothing to the national 

soul.  The editors made a point to extend this admonition to all of the contributors from 

Guadalajara who were, unfortunately, in large part misguided.302  Another, more general 

warning, addressed all children from the states, warning them that their submissions 

lacked originality because they did not represent the local character of the places in which 

they were produced.303 

 Magazine editors, regardless of their nearly rabid nationalism, had absolutely no 

aversion to international content, as long as it was presented in a way that reified the 

respective nation, such as a Swiss child’s contribution featuring winter life in the Alps.  

In fact, Olaguíbel saw one of Pulgarcito’s missions as that of exporting revolutionary 

nationalism with a Mexican flavor.  It was not long before Pulgarcito began to expand 

into international venues its mission to politicize (or at the very least socialize) children 

through art.  In 1927, Pulgarcito editors sent to Geneva the best drawings from their child 

contributors to a competition to illustrate the Geneva Convention on the Rights of the 

Child.  The state-sponsored newspaper El Universal, along with the national organizing 

committee of the International Union for Child Assistance (Unión Internacional de 

Socorros a los Niños), provided the prizes: fifty pesos in cash for the first prize, to be 
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deposited in the National School Savings Account and withdrawn along with personal 

savings by the winner upon completion of his or her primary education;304  second prize 

was drawing materials; and third prize was school materials.  Illustrations of children’s 

rights themes included the right to be fed, sheltered, cured from illness, assisted in 

disability, protected from exploitation, and prepared to earn a living.305  The competition 

drew mass participation from the magazine’s readership; over 24,000 children from 

around the country submitted entries.306 Those selected to continue on to the international 

competition earned the honor of posing next to their winning submission for a 

photograph published in the SEP bulletin (see Figures 4.9 and 4.10).307  Children from 20 

countries around the world flocked to participate in this global art forum.  According to 

the results of the contest, the Best Maugard art program paid off; Mexican children came 

away with more prizes and honorable mentions than representatives from any other 

country.     

                                                 
304 The Caja Nacional de Ahorros Escolares was a savings program implemented among primary 
schoolchildren to encourage thrift and savings, and to foment a culture based on a capitalist, cash economy. 
Children deposited earnings into a personal account, and sometimes into a collective account. 
305 Boletín de la SEP, Tomo VI, No. 4 (March 24, 1927): 279-280. 
306 El Universal, October 28, 1927. 
307 Boletín de la SEP Tomo VI, No. 11 (1927): 143-159. 
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Figure 4.9  12-year old Juan de Gracia, first prize winner.  Courtesy of the AHSEP. 

 

 

Figure 4.10  14-year old Dolores García, third prize winner.  Courtesy of the AHSEP. 

 

Fourteen-year old Epifanio Flores, an indigenous child from Tlalpan, won second 

prize with his quintessentially Mexican piece that, according to judges, reflected the 

ancestral sadness and the traditional pain of the race (la raza).308  By reproducing themes 

                                                 
308 “Entre niños de veinte naciones, triunfaron los niños mexicanos,” El Sembrador, No. 6 (July 5, 1929): 
11. 
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thought to be emblematic of staunch nationalist pride, young Epifanio had gained 

international renown among the thousands of his peers.  Normally, a fourteen-year old 

indigenous boy would be well over the cusp of adulthood, already subject to social 

obligations that would poise him to head up a family of his own and bear a man’s share 

of household labor and income.  Indeed, in his published portrait in El Sembrador, young 

Epifanio seems to be sprouting the beginnings of a moustache (see Figure 4.11).  But by 

participating in the contest and gaining critical acclaim, Epifanio effectively stretched out 

his childhood, having been publically identified in print as a child genious.  The category 

of childhood thus flexed to allow for the inclusion of those who participated in child-

centered cultural activities, and public recognition validated inclusion in this social 

group.  

 

Figure 4.11  14-year old Epifanio Flores and his medal featured in El Sembrador, 1929.                     
Courtesy of the AHSEP. 
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Pulgarcito earned accolades abroad; newspapers from around the world lauded 

the magazine for its technical advances, its broad readership and its success in garnering 

widespread participation.  One shipment of drawings, sent to Paris for an exposition and 

to serve as the basis for an art education class for French children modeled after Mexican 

techniques, was personally unpacked by Pablo Picasso himself, who had extended his 

stay in Paris specifically to see the highly praised paintings.  The overwhelming success 

of the pieces in Paris constituted a “triple triumph” in the eyes of renowned French art 

critic René Jean, for children, foreigners and Latin America as a whole. 309  A reporter 

from the United States, upon viewing a Pulgarcito exhibition in Stanford, CA, mused that 

the neighbors to the south had outdone the US, lending national color to their art, while 

children in the US still relied on copying European models.310  Pulgarcito artists even 

earned favorable comparison to members of the fashionable—and adult—New York art 

scene.311  One French journalist, marveling at the sophistication of the paintings done by 

artists between eight and fifteen years old, enthused: “We knew that fruit matured more 

rapidly in the tropics, but we had no idea that it could be of this quality.”312  Some 

international critics went so far as to suggest that Pulgarcito offered a model for the 

                                                 
309 The drawing workshop for French children was sponsored by the Asociación Paris-América Latina.  
One fan and curator of international art exhibits wrote to the SEP director in Paris that the work of Mexican 
children on display in France paralleled that of the great modern masters of the day.  He then offered to pay 
for the inclusion and installment of these pieces alongside that of contemporaries from the US and Europe, 
“under equal conditions.”  René Jean waxed poetic over the technical perfection evident in the Mexican 
children’s work, noting their mastery of the subtlety of line and gradations of tone to the effect of 
sophistication well beyond their years.  Boletín de la SEP, Tomo V, No. 10 (1926): 77, 79-81.  
310 Pulgarcito, Año VI, No. 36 (March 1931): 22-3. American artist Walter Inglis Anderson, a 
contemporary of Best Maugard and likewise an enthusiast of children’s art, studied Best Maugard’s seven 
motifs and techniques and adapted versions of it to American art, with moderate success. 
311 Best Maugard, 132. 
312 Boletín de la SEP, Tomo V, No. 10 (1926): 85. 
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substitution of children for adults as cultural diplomats through their art exchanges.313  In 

many ways, the editors of the magazine took the suggestion to heart. In 1930, Olaguibel 

reported that Pulgarcito contributors had seen their work displayed in expositions as far 

flung as the United States, Belgium, England, Guatemala, Japan, Spain, Germany and 

Switzerland.314  These international exhibits yielded some exchange between the children 

of the respective nations; Japanese children exchanged hundreds of drawings with their 

Mexican counterparts, all to be distributed amongst Pulgarcito readers. A Japanese 

publicity business took note of the fraternal exchange, and published the Mexican 

drawings in a run of 30,000 color postcards.315   

Through the media forms of international magazines and national radio, Mexican 

children became aware of the impact that their humble drawings had beyond the borders 

of their country.316  The country’s tremendous showing in the international competition in 

Geneva became a source of pride at home, and the Ministry of Public Education 

displayed 1200 of primary school drawings—only ten percent of the number of drawings 

completed in the first half of 1929—in an open exhibition in their offices to publicly 

display the work of the nation’s ingenuous young artists.317  At the Pulgarcito offices, 

SEP officials hosted gatherings of the collaborators and distributions of prizes in honor of 

                                                 
313 Boletín de la SEP, Tomo VI, No. 12 (December 1927): 255-260. 
314 AHSEP, Oficina Cultural Radiotelefónica, Conferencia y Boletines, Caja 9474, Exp. 12, Folios 19-24, 
1929. 
315 Famed Japanese painter Fujita bemused the precocity of these young artists, noting that perhaps their 
aesthetic maturity should not be so surprising, considering that in Mexico, girls commonly wed at twelve 
and were mothers at sixteen. Boletín de la SEP, Tomo V, No. 10 (1926): 82.  
316 Olaguíbel frequently provided radio bulletins for the official SEP radio station, announcing the 
successes of Mexican children’s drawings in international exhibitions.  For a discussion of the role of radio 
in consolidating a generation of young listeners into a peer group, see my chapter on radio.  AHSEP, 
Oficina Cultural Radiotelefónica, Conferencia y Boletines, Caja 9474, Exp. 12, Folios 19-24, 1929. 
317 “Exposición de dibujos,” El Sembrador No. 9 (August 20, 1929): 7; “Exposición de Dibujos, Año 
Escolar de 1929,” El Niño Tomo II, no. 21 (August 1929): 27-29. 
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the young artists’s international acclaim (see Figure 4.12).  President Emilio Portes Gil 

lay claim to the prizewinning contestants, pointing to the international distinctions of 

“our children” as a barometer of the success of the public school system.318   The drawing 

program helped to expand the community of participating children, allowing them to 

envision themselves as members of a generation that transcended political and linguistic 

boundaries.  Nevertheless, the parameters of the competitions and exhibits in which they 

could participate, as set by the editors of Pulgarcito, created some restrictions on these 

childrens’ freedom of expression.  Child artists became cultural ambassadors, purveyors 

of a national identity comprised of a set of agreed-upon images, themes and motifs that 

were supposed to represent a revolutionary, proletarian nation of mestizos.   

 

Figure 4.12  Pulgarcito editors and collaborators in the SEP headquarters.  Note young collaborators' 
artwork on the wall behind the presenters.  Courtesy of AHSEP Fototeca. 

                                                 
318 “Éxito de nuestros niños en el mundo,” El Sembrador No. 10 (September 5, 1929): 22. 
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A clear example of the ways that Pulgarcito editors and competition officials 

idealized their child contributors as the messengers of an essentialized Mexico can be 

gleaned from newspaper reports of the contests.  Olaguibel treated the drawings with an 

ethnographic eye, considering them “human documents,” a metaphor for the nation.319  

Since the Best Maugard system advocated the use of the child’s immediate environment 

as the only inspiration for drawing, contest officials saw children’s art as a window into 

the uncorrupted heart of the Mexican people.  In the indigenous children’s drawings, they 

saw detailed evidence of the quotidian life of the proletariat; judges percieved that middle 

class children living in Colonia Roma did not employ the raw, vivid colors that came 

naturally to their more “authentic” rural counterparts.320  One reporter suggested that 

indigenous children had an innate ability to make art, while urban children had already 

been corrupted by foreign influences in popular culture, and were thus unable to render 

authentically Mexican themes in their art.321  For example, one of the most celebrated 

pieces was a narrative illustration done by an indigenous child, patterned in the style of a 

pre-conquest codex.  

 

Conclusions 

Through the pages of Pulgarcito, Mexican children learned the officially endorsed 

national aesthetic, one that valorized an idealized indigenous past, and codified a set of 

motifs that would readily be recognized by future generations as lo mexicano.  Some 

                                                 
319 El Universal, October 14, 1927. 
320 El Universal, October 14, 1927. 
321 El Universal, October 26, 1927. 
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children embraced the new medium and the new art curriculum, seeing it as a platform 

for self-promotion and nascent entrepreneurial endeavors.  Many behaved as children do, 

and enjoyed the moment, taking advantage of new spaces for recreation and self-

expression.  Meanwhile, children enjoyed unprecedented access to a broader community 

of their peers through the social outlets and opportunities for travel and socialization 

afforded by Pulgarcito.  This new sense of membership in a body other than the family or 

the classroom allowed children to experiment with participation in the civic community.  

Children growing up in the 1920s and 1930s took forays into civic and political life in a 

rich cultural environment.   
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CHAPTER FIVE 
HACER PATRIA IN REVOLUTIONARY MEXICO: 

CIVISMO AND EXTRACURRICULAR ORGANIZATIONS FOR CHILDREN 
 

“We want to see our parents’ conditions improved.   
We want books, we want better homes, 

with bathrooms, ventilation, and finally, everything necessary to live decently. We want 
liberty, we want to see the definitive end to the bourgeois dictatorship.” 

—Vicente Zavala, student at the Escuela “Estado de Sonora,” 
child delegate to Primer Congreso del Niño Proletario, 1935322 

 

 

Figure 5.1  Boy salutes flag at the Escuela Primaria de Tixcuytún, Tekax, Yucatán323 

 

President Plutarco Elías Calles, at 10:30 a.m. on Independence Day, commanded 

the attention of tens of thousands of the capital city’s schoolchildren gathered in the 

modern new National Stadium in the fashionable neighborhood of Colonia Roma.  

                                                 
322 “México da una muestra de adelanto en pedagogía,” El Nacional (March 6, 1935). 
323 Photo courtesy of AHSEP, Fototeca 1930, sobre 5, September 1931. 
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Secretary of Education José Vasconcelos had conceptualized the utopian space as a 

culmination of Mexican civilization, designed to seat sixty thousand healthy, patriotic, 

mestizo spectators, and Calles was putting it to its intended use.324  Handing over a flag to 

a solitary representative of the smartly dressed crowd of children, the president asked 

them all to pledge their eternal fidelity to the flag as a symbol of honor, and to carry the 

sentiment in all of their scholastic and future activities.  A chorus of voices responded 

with a resounding, “Yes, I swear!” that echoed throughout the acoustically perfect 

horseshoe of the stadium.  The Chief Executive then expressed his most sincere 

conviction that, as good and loyal Mexicans, the children would comply with their pledge 

of allegiance, in actions required both by the school and the patria.325   

Patria, a concept weakly translated as “fatherland” or “home country” formed the 

cornerstone of the socialist education program, an all-encompassing default term that 

children learned and repeated.  The socialist education program, especially as 

championed by Calles and expanded by President Lázaro Cárdenas, ensured that 

revolutionary nationalism be instilled in children as young as possible and in the furthest 

geographic reaches of the republic.  The symbolic power of the flag cannot be overstated.  

Rural schoolteachers learned to emphasize the flag and its colors as the symbolic basis of 

la patria that, once ingrained, would trigger the emotional process of the child identifying 

with the community and the country.326  One history and geography textbook, premised 

on the adventures of two children orphaned by their natural parents, but taken in by their 
                                                 
324 See Chapter 5 about stadiums in Rubén Gallo, Mexican Modernity: The Avant-Garde and the 
Technological Revolution (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2005). 
325 Boletín de la SEP, Tomo IV, No. 7 (October 1925): 100. 
326 Prof. Adolfo Velasco, “Las primeras experiencias sociales que deben procurarse a los niños,” El 
Maestro Rural, Tomo I, No. 3 (April 1, 1932): 6. 
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fatherland as they journeyed from coast to coast learning the nation’s history, addressed 

its young readers with the unequivocal statement: “Knowledge of the patria is the basis 

of all true civic instruction.”327   

A sense of membership in and duty to the patria went hand in hand with the 

understanding that one would behave accordingly, or in other words, engage in civismo.  

As the opening lines of a popular Civics textbook for primary and secondary 

schoolchildren said, civic instruction would be formative for their conduct as citizens; 

when the hour of serving the republic arrived, well-instructed children would respond 

with the full consciousness of their responsibility.328  A Code of Moral Conduct 

circulated among Mexico City public schools in 1925 equated morality with nationalism; 

ideally, every schoolchild in the capital would begin the day’s lessons with a spoken 

pledge to the flag in which they promised to prove themselves useful and worthy of their 

country, so that it would grow and prosper. 329 

Following this pledge, students recited a daunting list of over a dozen moral laws 

that good Mexicans observed, such as the Law of Self-Control (good Mexicans know 

how to control themselves), the Law of Self-Confidence (good Mexicans have positive 

                                                 
327 “El conocimiento de la patria es la base de toda instrucción cívica verdadera.” Genaro García, Una 
vuelta a la República Mexicana por dos niños. Libro de geografía nacional y lectura corriente adaptado a 
las Escuelas Primarias de México (México: Sociedad de Edición y Librería Franco-Americana, S.A., 
1926).  García modeled the format of his book, which follows two children on their adventures throughout 
the country, as they encounter individuals who instruct them about the country’s rich history, regional 
geography and natural history, on a French version by Mrs. Fouillée, under the pseudonym G. Bruno. To 
maintain what he considered the unique character of Mrs. Fouillée’s original version, many of the chapters 
were openly plagiarized, swapping out French heroes and regions for Mexican ones. To assure the reader 
that this was not the result of an inferiority complex or cultural imperialism, García emphasizes in his 
preface that the substitutions, such as the caves of Cacahuamilpa and the waterfalls of Necaxa, are equally 
as iconic and perhaps unrivaled in the world.  
328 Heriberto Monroy Padilla, Civismo, 11th edition (México: Publicaciones “Monroy Padilla,” n/d.). 
329 “Código de Moralidad,” Boletín de la SEP, Tomo IV, No. 7 (1925): 103.  
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self esteem), the Law of Duty (good Mexicans fulfill their obligations), and the Law of 

Sport (good Mexicans play fairly).  The Department of Primary and Normal Education 

issued a monthly report card for students to rate themselves on their moral behavior.  For 

example, to rate her performance regarding the Law of Loyalty, a student would indicate 

whether she “Always, Almost Always, Usually, Not Often or Never” expressed loyalty to 

her parents, school, city, patria, and humanity.330   

The civilizing process, as elucidated by Norbert Elias, fell not only to the parents, 

but also to all the social organs with which the child came in contact—a social 

conditioning conducted in the public realm.331  Unlike Michel Foucault, who saw the 

individual shaped by the power exerted upon him or her by institutions, Elias understood 

the civilizing process to be a symbiotic relationship between the individual and his or her 

surroundings and acquaintances, an intertwining of experience and ideas that mutually 

moulds the child and the world in which he or she lives.332  He argued that in the modern 

era, the responsibility for socialization fell upon the mother and father, as the large family 

                                                 
330 The complete list of moral laws is as follows: Ley del Dominio sobre Si Mismo, Ley de la Buena Salud, 
Ley de la Bondad, Ley del Deporte, Ley de la Confianza en Si Mismo, Ley del Deber, Ley de la Confianza, 
Ley de la Veracidad, Ley del Trabajo Bien Ejecutado, Ley de la Cooperación, and Ley de la Lealtad. Ibid.  
331 Elias saw this public process as being more a function of the pre-modern, or medieval era, in which the 
family was a much more broadly cast institution, involving household members and servants not 
necessarily part of the child’s nuclear family.  Norbert Elias, The Civilizing Process: Sociogenetic and 
Psychogenetic Investigations, Rev. Edition, Trans. Edmund Jephcott (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishers 
Ltd., 2000): 158-9. 
332 Elias describes the individual civilizing process thus: “...it is the web of social relations in which 
individuals live during their most impressionable phase, that is during childhood and youth, which imprints 
itself upon their unfolding personality in the form of the relationship between their controlling agencies, 
super-ego and ego, and their libidinal impulses.  The resulting balance between controlling agencies and 
drives on a variety of levels determines how an individual person steers him or herself in his or her 
relations with others; it determines that which we call, according to taste, habits, complexes, or personality 
structure.  However, there is no end to the intertwining, for although the self-steering of a person, malleable 
during early childhood, solidifies and hardens as he or she grows up, it never ceases entirely to be affected 
by his or her changing relations with others throughout his or her life.” Elias 377. For a comparison 
between Elias and Foucault’s theories of socialization, see Dennis Smith, “The Civilizing Process and The 
History of Sexuality: Comparing Norbert Elias and Michel Foucault,” Theory & Society 28 (1999): 79-100. 
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characteristic of the medieval period shrank in size. Yet the process he describes for the 

medieval period more closely fits the expanding social responsibility to raise generation 

that can be observed in revolutionary Mexico, where the school and the community take 

on a larger role.  In a sense, this process of socializing Mexico’s youth supports the idea 

of the government representing a patriarchal “father” figure, the embodiment of the 

“patria,” in partnership with the mother and emasculating the father.333  Evidence 

powerfully suggests that many children growing up during the revolution absorbed the 

rhetoric and ideals of revolutionary nationalism.  Studies from around the world have 

indicated this to be true of other revolutionary regimes and modernizing nations as 

well.334  But children’s participation in the civilizing process, and thus their contribution 

to refashioning the nation in the modern world, has not been sufficiently studied in 

Mexico. 

The tenets of the Constitution of 1917 situated the child as both the primary 

benefactor and the principle purveyor of the revolution.  Education officials and civic 

leaders identified children for the diffusion of revolutionary nationalism in the 1920s and 

                                                 
333 Nancy Leys Stepan, The Hour of Eugenics: Race, Gender and Nation in Latin America (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1991). 
334 The seminal work in this category is Eugen Weber, Peasants into Frenchmen: The Modernization of 
Rural France, 1870-1914 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1976); for an exploration of the way 
organizations shaped girls in the United States, see Susan A. Miller, Growing Girls: The Natural Origins of 
Girls’ Organizations in America (Piscataway, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2007); for a quite Foucaultian 
discussion of policy and institutions of discipline designed to control wayward children in the United 
States, see Judith Sealander, The Failed Century of the Child: Governing America’s Young in the Twentieth 
Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003); for the role of education in socializing youth and 
cobbling a sense of Russian identity prior to the Russian Revolution, see Ben Eklof, Russian Peasant 
Schools: Officialdom, Village Culture, and Popular Pedagogy, 1861-1914 (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1986) and Wayne Dowler, Classroom and Empire: The Politics of Schooling Russia’s 
Eastern Nationalities, 1860-1917 (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2001); for China’s Cultural 
Revolution, see Xiaowei Zang, Children of the Cultural Revolution: Family Life and Political Behavior in 
Mao’s China (Boulder: Westview Press, 2000) and Julia Kwong, Cultural Revolution in China’s Schools. 
May 1966-April 1969 (Stanford: Hoover Institution Press, 1988).  
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1930s.  Not only did children enjoy unprecedented access to new and renewed cultural 

forms intended for their consumption during these decades—radio, children’s 

publications, commercial advertisements—but they also expanded their social horizons 

and civic sensibilities through their participation in extracurricular organizations designed 

to lay the groundwork for good citizenship in a modern nation.  The Ministry of Public 

Education, through the activities of the Department of Social and Educational Action 

(Departamento de Acción Cívica y Social), created new spaces for children to interact 

with their peers and participate in civic life through the creation of extracurricular 

organizations.335  These organizations in many cases mirrored the bureaucratic trappings 

of the official political structure, both in naming children to offices and creating social 

hierarchies among the young participants.  Increased opportunities for participation 

through extracurricular organizations, for those who had access to them, suggest that this 

generation of children was not simply in training to become future citizens.  They were 

engaging in civic activity in the moment as children, directly contributing to the 

revolutionary political climate. 

For a brief period in the 1920s and 1930s, then, the socialist education program 

bore resemblance to Brazilian pedagogue Paulo Freire’s ideal liberation school, based on 

the development of conscientização, or critical self-awareness relative to an oppressive 

system.336 Calles implemented socialist education following Article 3 of the constitution, 

                                                 
335 It later became the Office of Social Action (Oficina de Acción Social) under the Cárdenas administration 
in 1937.  Parallel departments to promote civic education and activities were created in other government 
agencies, such as the Secretaría de Salubridad Pública.  These agencies linked their activities to a network 
providing civic instruction across a broad spectrum of society.  AHSEP, Subsecretaría de Educación 
Pública, Caja 22, Exp. 2, 1938. 
336 Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Rev. Ed (New York: Continuum, 1993). 
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and for the next decade and a half, education represented the revolutionary government’s 

most radical platform.  The education program, at least its ideal fullest implementation, 

prepared the child to be a productive citizen ideologically aligned with the curriculum, 

prepared to carry out the redistribution of wealth promised by the revolution during a 

time when global capitalism faltered.337  Concerns about children spending their free time 

unlearning such instruction led to a slew of proactive initiatives to combat ideologically 

counterproductive activity and protect the revolutionary investment.  The socialist school 

was a place of intense activity, creative and economic production for its busy members.  

As part of the curriculum, children engaged in activities that had a social objective: they 

built school libraries, constructed houses for homeless families, and tended community 

livestock.338   Educational officials intended productivity to carry over into children’s 

structured free time, and they extended this government sponsored socializing project 

into the home.  The radio show Program to Unite the Classroom and the Home sought to 

make mothers pick up where schoolteachers left off.  It devised craft and educational 

activities to occupy the children’s evenings and weekends.339   

Though the revolution strove to eradicate socioeconomic inequalities in principle, 

the evolution of children’s political culture after the revolution tended toward a socially 

stratified generation—not all that different from the colonial or Porfirian inequalities that 

                                                 
337 Francisco Arce Gurza, “En busca de una educación revolucionaria: 1924-1934,” Ensayos sobre historia 
de la educación en México, eds. Josefina Zoraida Vázquez, Dorothy Tanck de Estrada, Anne Staples and 
Francisco Arce Gurza (México: El Colegio de México, 1981): 171-221. 
338 George C. Booth, “Socialist Secondary Education in Mexico,” The School Review 47, no 8 (October 
1939): 602-609.  Programs to promote the active child sprouted in the 1920s flourished in the 1930s. Mary 
Kay Vaughan, Cultural Politics in Revolution, 43-44. 
339 See the Mensaje de acercamiento entre el hogar y la escuela in AHSEP, Dirección Extensión Educativa 
por Radio, Subsección Boletines para el Acercamiento entre el Hogar y la Escuela, Caja 9488, Exp. 49, 
1933.   
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the revolution intended to rectify—through rhetorical treatments of indigenous, 

provincial, and poor children as received by their peers in the city.  Therefore, to 

supplement their education, children participated in local and national campaigns, 

improved the lives of their less fortunate peers through charity and literacy drives, and 

developed political personas in as child delegates conferences with national press 

coverage.  The resulting hierarchies of children’s participation in organizations and civic 

events such as the Children’s Literacy Army, the Anti-Alcohol Campaign, and the First 

Conference of the Proletarian Child, trained a generation of bureaucrats, diplomats, and 

workers in their respective roles.   

 

Children’s Clubs and Organizations 

Children’s free time represented national patrimony for educational officials.  In 

rural areas, educators formed extracurricular clubs and committees second only to the 

building structures themselves.  Classroom clubs took charge of cleaning classrooms, 

decorating school and grounds, and organizing sports and dance activities.  Child 

officers, democratically elected by their classmates, were to have a demonstrated aptitude 

for the committee for which he or she was nominated; they were to be outstanding, 

diligent students in terms of schoolwork and conduct; and they were to be healthy, 

enthusiastic and active.  Ample opportunities existed for individual children to find their 

niche in community activism.  For example, in 1933 rural schools in the state of Durango 

offered students the option to participate in the Education Committee, the Health and 

Hygiene Committee, the Anti-Alcohol Committee, the Children’s Charity Committee, the 
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Reforestation Committee, the Classroom Materials Committee, the Recreation 

Committee, the Communications Committee, the Sports Committee, and the Agricultural, 

Industrial and Commercial Improvement Committee.  The list of duties and 

responsibilities assigned to these committees seemed to leave little civic work to the 

municipal government.  Duties of these committees included vigilance over other 

children in the community, acting as truancy officers in conjunction with the teachers, 

attending home visitations to check conditions of hygiene, procuring a medical kit for the 

classroom, identify orphans and poor children as subjects of charity drives and school 

breakfasts, participation in monthly talks to mothers about infant care, whitewashing the 

school annually, and putting on community recreational events like plays and puppet 

shows, just to name a few.340  Student councils implemented an institutional hierarchy 

within the schools that reflected the organization of the nascent ruling National 

Revolution Party (PNR).  In the classrooms, an umbrella “government club” administered 

the activities of the other organizations—making sure that they complied with their 

duties, approving their expenses, and administering punishments such as barring 

noncompliant club members from participating in activities or omitting them from 

printed programs.  These student government members had to consult with their teachers 

before meting out the punishment.    

In conceptualizing extracurricular clubs and organizations, officials revealed 

perspectives of the social role of the child relative to adults, representative of a crucial 

                                                 
340 AHSEP, Departamento de Escuelas Rurales, Clubes Escolares y Comités de Acción Social-Escuelas 
Rurales, Caja 5, Exp. 3, 1933.   The Junior Red Cross also provided several similar committees for 
community action. 
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stage of human development.  Professor José Teran Tovar of the Department of 

Agricultural Education, in a missive to rural schoolteachers, emphasized the importance 

of the “gregarious instinct”—a fundamental characteristic of the human condition that 

resulted in social behaviors such as seeking out companionship, desire to please others, 

and tendency to assimilate to group activities.  This instinct, deemed more acute in 

children, lent itself to socially productive guidance through the organization of student 

clubs.  According to Professor Teran Tovar, the best way to direct these organizations 

was to identify natural leaders in this group, the organic intellectuals who would assume 

responsibility and guide the activities of the rest in an unforced manner.341  Officials saw 

clubs and organizations as an opportunity to harness expressions of peer solidarity, 

another characteristic considered inherent to children.  The argument followed that as 

poor children struggled for self-preservation, children of means would naturally develop 

compassion for their peers due to their generational bond, and would not feel at ease 

unless they were directly engaged in some sort of civic behavior to eliminate social 

inequality.342  Such perceptions of age-specific human qualities informed the structure 

and goals of extracurricular organizations during these decades, most notably in the form 

of the remarkable amount of direct child leadership.  

Rather than simple mimicry of political structures, as in the common mock-

government exercise called School Republics (Repúblicas Escolares) in which children 

assumed roles and played at being President and members of the cabinet, pedagogue 

                                                 
341 Prof. José Teran Tovar, “El instinto gregario y los clubes infantiles,” El Maestro Rural, Tomo V, No. 2 
(July 15, 1934): 6. 
342 “La solidaridad en el niño,” El Maestro Rural, Tomo VI, No. 6 (March 15, 1935): 3-4. 
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Gregorio Torres Quintero called for a much more meaningful school community in which 

children created their own civic culture.  Torres Quintero argued that his brand of 

extracurricular organization would provide children not with fictitious roles, but with 

meaningful duties that would result in a sense of pride and ownership of their school.  

This would develop, he argued, in parallel attitudes toward their community, village, and 

city, all of which formed their patria.343  Dr. Alfonso Pruneda, representing the Ministry 

of Education’s Department of Psychopedagogy and Hygiene to the VI Pan-American 

Conference on the Child in Montevideo, Uruguay, echoed these sentiments before 

colleagues in 1933.  He identified the school as a place where children could recreate a 

democratic environment, air their grievances, and fortify their relationships without 

resorting to adult models and losing their status as children.344 

Government officials, in a gesture to acknowledge and encourage child leadership 

in student government, established a Children’s Government Day (Dia del Gobierno del 

Niño) in 1935 among children educated in various public welfare institutions.  School 

administrators designated 47 student representatives to attend a daylong conference to 

discuss the challenges and triumphs of their respective clubs and organizations.  

Representatives from the Department of Education and Social Action made sure to record 

the children’s impressions of the conference to make future meetings more productive.345 

 

                                                 
343 Gregorio Torres Quintero, “No a la República Escolar, sino la Comunidad Escolar,” Boletín de la SEP, 
Tomo IV, No. 10 (1925): 217-8. 
344 Informe de la Secretaría de Educación Pública [Conferencia Panamericana—Montevideo, Uruguay] 
(México: SRE, 1933): 34. 
345 AHSSA, Beneficencia Pública, Subsección Asistencia, Serie Departamento de Acción Educativa y 
Social, Caja 9, Exp. 8, 1935. 
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Figure 5.2  Student Council of the Escuela Fronteriza “Coahuila” ca. 1936.  Courtesy of the AHSEP.346  

 

 Letters from members of school clubs and student councils, such as the one 

pictured in Figure 5.2, indicate the degree to which children participated in their 

immediate political sphere.  The Sociedad de Alumnos “Infantil Cultura” of the Escuela 

Superior Mixta de Huépac, Sonora wrote directly to President Calles to request that he 

outfit them with a school library, since their group strove to protect the collective 

interests and progress of their “beloved Patria.”  They even suggested a resolution to the 

foreseeable difficulties in transporting the requested books to such a rural area; an 

express train should deliver the books to Cananea, where the students would go and pick 

them up.  They asked the president to forgive their frank, sincere manner, but added, as 

                                                 
346 AHSEP Fototeca 1930, sobre 21, 1936-1939. 
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he should know, that was the Sonoran way.  The petition bore the signatures of Miss 

Belén Alegría, president, and dozens of members of the organization.  For unknown 

reasons, the presidential reply was no.347    

Student council organizations assumed characteristics of adult political 

organizations, but engaged in activities for the improvement of their immediate infantile 

environments.  “En Marcha,” the umbrella organization based in Mexico City that 

supported revolutionary youth organizations in outlying states, provided official 

letterhead to the school groups for their correspondence.348  Student members from the 

Centro Escolar “Benito Juárez” in Tetecala, Morelos submitted the minutes of their most 

recent meeting, noting that the presence of adults was a legal stipulation of “En Marcha” 

and that the voting for election of officers to the Committees for Protection of Plants and 

Animals, Works and Materials, Recreational Studies and Publicity, Health and Hygiene, 

Executive Committee, Coordination of Cooperatives, Protection of Children, Civil and 

Social Action, Home Economics, and Order and Justice was entirely under the charge of 

the student members.  The children took care to replicate the bureaucratic procedures that 

would lend credence to their actions.  They submitted the minutes in sextuplicate, and 

their shaky but elaborate signatures at the bottom of the letter indicated an awareness of 

the visible and textual trappings of their offices, and the gravity of the positions to which 

they had been elected (see Figure 5.3).349   

 

                                                 
347 AGN, O-C 805-H-101.  
348 “En Marcha,” Organo de la Confederación de Organizaciones Revolucionarias de la Juventud. 
349 AHSEP, Subsecretaría de Educación Pública, Caja 18, Exp. 14, 1937. 
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Figure 5.3  Student officers’ signatures for school committees, Morelos 1937. Courtesy of the AHSEP.350
 

Opportunities to engage in civic action and defend the patria were not confined to 

children within the nation’s political borders.  An expanded definition of patria 

transcended geographical boundaries, evidenced by the Department of Civic and Social 

Action’s preoccupation with the civic instruction of Mexican children living abroad, and 

particularly in the southern United States.  Children of the Mexican diaspora benefited 

from the infusion of resources to promote civic duties.  Mexican consuls in Texas, 

Arizona, and California all wrote in to the Ministry of Foreign Relations relating the 

activities of Patriotic Committees that taught, for example, the importance of the Cinco 

de Mayo holiday.  One group of Mexican and Mexican American children from 

Beaumont, Texas aged 8 to 12 requested support from the government in the form of 

                                                 
350 Photo from AHSEP, Subsecretaría de Educación Pública, Caja 18, Exp. 14, 1937. 
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drums, bugles, sheet music and cadet uniforms so that they could learn the marching band 

songs played by the Mexican army.  The children wrote that they wanted to serve as a 

representation to the local community of what it meant to honor and love the Mexican 

flag.351  These requests served as a testament to the power of patria as an organizing 

principle. Educational officials acknowledged the importance of providing as much 

access as possible to Mexico’s history, geography, culture, and revolutionary values to 

young members of the patria living abroad as essential in conserving their patriotic 

spirit.352  At home and abroad, the Department of Civic and Social Action intended for 

children to become entirely self-governing within these institutions, learn organizational 

structure, and thus learn how to work collaboratively and be productive in society at large 

through collective action.353  

School administrators encouraged extracurricular organizations that promoted 

unity and communication among children, but on occasion these programs spiraled out of 

the control of adults.  Children sometimes thwarted adult participation in their civic 

instruction.  An inspector of educational activities at the public welfare institutions Casa 

del Niño and the many Casas Amiga de la Obrera reported that the organized campaigns 

for Hygiene, Punctuality and Cooperation met widespread student dissent.  The children 

had developed a sense of collective identity, and they had developed their own peculiar 

                                                 
351 “Labor Nacionalista- Despertando sentimientos patrios a niños mexicanos en el extranjero,” AHSRE, 
III-220-10, 1933; “Guardia de honor por niños mexicanos,” AHSRE, IV-276-28, 1930. 
352 Memoria de la SEP, Tomo I (1937-1938): 473-490.  For correspondence between Mexican government 
officials and schools in the US with Mexican and Mexican American students, see AHSRE III-220-10 
(1933) and for the mariachi instrument request see AHSRE IV-276-28 (1930). 
353 See the guidelines for student council organizations, or Sociedades de Alumnos, in AHSSA, Fondo 
Beneficencia Pública, Sección Asistencia, Serie Departamento de Acción Educativa y Social, Caja 1, Exp. 
10, 1930. 
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dialect that instructors could not understand.  Children used this ad hoc language to 

communicate with each other and to sabotage the civic instruction activities of 

assemblies, class, and ceremonies.  They transmitted this language through reading 

correspondence that was passed between institutions, allowing the dialect to flourish 

among members of the different schools.354  This example of unexpected and 

uncontrollable levels of student’s independence in the classroom demonstrates that adults 

saw limits to the desirability of child autonomy.   

Whether they were assuming adult roles of authority over each other, or finding 

ways to maneuver around such authority, children found the classroom an elastic space to 

experiment with agency and autonomy.  This experimentation, sometimes stilted and 

sometimes spontaneous, allowed children to interact with each other in ways that 

presaged their emergence as full political beings.  They were given the opportunity to 

perform their newfound political personas through government-sponsored organizations 

such as the Children’s Literacy Army, the Anti-Alcohol Campaign, and the First 

Proletarian Children’s Conference.   

 

                                                 
354 AHSSA, Beneficencia Pública, Subsección Asistencia, Serie Departamento de Acción Educativa y 
Social, Caja 1, Exp. 10, 1930. 
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Children’s Literacy Army 

 

Figure 5.4  Child handing out reading material to his peers, 1935. Photo from El Maestro Rural. 355 

  

One of the Ministry of Education’s first large-scale initiatives after its creation 

was the 1923 implementation of the Cultural Missions (Misiones Culturales) program.356  

José Vasconcelos modeled this secular educational outreach program on the “great 

civilizing mission” that the Spanish Catholics implemented in the centuries after the 

                                                 
355 El Maestro Rural, Tomo VII, No. 11 (December 1, 1935): 5. 
356 “Misiones Culturales,” Los mejores de la SEP, Vol. 12. (México: SEP, 1990). See also Guillermo 
Palacios, “Postrevolutionary Intellectuals, Rural Readings, and the Shaping of the ‘Peasant Problem’ in 
Mexico: El Maestro Rural, 1932-1934,” Journal of Latin American Studies 30, no. 2 (May 1998): 309-339. 
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conquest.357  Vasconcelos’s secular missionary mentality—that of bringing the revolution 

in the form of practical and useful knowledge produced by new revolutionary agencies—

pervaded educational culture both in the cities and the countryside.  Twentieth-century 

cultural missionaries, young urban schoolteachers transplanted to far-flung villages of the 

republic, physically embodied the government’s overhauled education system as beacons 

of national culture and progress in the countryside.  Rural schoolteachers, guided by the 

indispensable monthly magazine El Maestro Rural, imparted such hygienic and 

educational information to indigenous villagers as brushing teeth, confining chickens to a 

pen, and establishing community theater and folkloric dance.  Cultural missions also 

targeted the disadvantaged, uneducated population (many of them rural migrants) in the 

city with the goal of providing them with access to the mainstream values and activities 

practiced by the so-called cultural classes.   

Educational officials in the 1930s saw the estimated 11 million illiterate 

Mexicans—considered the legacy of thirty years of failed education in the Porfirian years 

followed by another quarter century of civil war—as a social pariah and a serious 

detriment to the advances being made in rural education.358  Although intended to unite 

the diverse ethnic and cultural groups into composite mestizo nation with shared behavior 

and values, the resulting projects reified the poor indigenous population.  Educators 

believed they possessed the cultural capital that they poured into the empty receptacles, 

                                                 
357 For a discussion of the religious models upon which Vasconcelos premised his pedagogical theory, see 
Beatriz Alcubierre Moya and Rodrigo Bazán Bonfil, “Lecturas clásicas para niños: contexto histórico y 
canon literario” (Paper presented at the Canons of Children’s Literature Conference, University of 
California at Berkeley, March 15, 2008).   
358 Rafael A. Romo, “La guerra al analfabetismo,” El Maestro Rural, Tomo VII, No. 11 (December 1, 
1935): 5.  
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identified as poor campesinos.  Children in the public school system learned to identify 

their uncultured neighbors and bring them the gifts of the revolution.359 

The government literacy campaign, facing a paucity of trained adult educators, 

relied on the community as a whole to eradicate illiteracy and the associated social ills 

(workplace accidents, labor exploitation, endemic poverty); child “soldiers” figured 

prominently in the mission, using their spare time to teach their illiterate peers to read 

through the Children’s Literacy Army (Ejército Infantil en la Campaña contra el 

Analfabetismo).360  The militarization in its title, a feature common to children’s 

organizations of the time around the world, reflected both the bureaucratic structure of 

the literacy campaign and the significance that education officials wanted to bestow upon 

the program.361  Furthermore, the militarization suggested a shift away from the family 

unit toward membership in another institution, underscoring General Calles’ 

pronouncement in the famed Grito de Guadalajara that the child belonged not solely to 

                                                 
359 For a description of the uneven process of acculturation undertaken by cultural missionaries in Estado de 
México, see Alicia Civera Cerecedo, “Del calzón de manta al overol: la misión cultural de Tenería, Estado 
de México, en 1934,” Escuela y sociedad en el periodo cardenista, Coordas. Susana Quintanilla and Mary 
Kay Vaughan (México: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1997): 251-278. 
360 After 1937, it was reorganized and renamed Ejército Infantil de la Cultura, with the same goals but with 
even added emphasis on the roles and responsibilities of children, youth, women, workers, military officers, 
etc. in contributing to the eradication of illiteracy in the country.  Memoria de la SEP, Tomo II (1938-
1939): 306. 
361 Militarization of children’s organizations was a common feature, especially in the Boy Scouts and other 
boy-oriented programs.  After WWI, males were discovered to be weaker than the ideal, and increasing 
energy went into the construction and display of masculinity among boys, through marches and public 
displays of calisthenics.  The Mexican Revolution served as a point of reference that paralleled the 
experience of WWI for other countries.  Intellectual architects of programs to build masculinity stressed 
that a military aesthetic and organization should stress the positive aspect of the military—honor, 
obedience, order, and respect—rather than transmit bellicosity.  Militarization would also ensure control 
over children outside of the context of the classroom structure.  See the plans to organize a Mexican 
Children’s League, in Prof. Alfredo Sánchez O., “Los niños legionarios mexicanos,” El Universal Gráfico, 
October 6, 1925; also see the plans to organize the Mexican Boy Scouts, or Los Exploradores, in AHSEP, 
Subsecretaría de Educación Pública, Subserie Organizaciones Infantiles de esta Secretaría, Caja 22, Exp. 2, 
1938. 
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the family, but rather to the community as a whole, the subject of socialization guided by 

the abstract agent “the Revolution.”362  A broadening generational gap characterized the 

transformation of children’s social roles, as members of the Children’s Literacy Army 

grew and the numbers of literate children surpassed the number of parents that could 

read.  In another example of militarization of children’s role, the Department of 

Transportation launched an education campaign in 1936 that featured a Children’s Police 

(Policía Infantil), led by Lieutenant Coronal Rafael M. Pedrajo.  Members of the 

Children’s Police, brandishing police-issue badges, enforced local automotive traffic laws 

and reported the license plates of any violators.  Another group of Mexico City children 

started up a Children’s Radio Patrol as a voluntary, auxiliary branch of the Police 

Department that earned recognition and prizes for reporting any disruptions of the peace 

in their neighborhoods.363  These little armies, formed as subsidiaries to government 

agencies, contributed to the militarization of children’s organized civic engagement.  The 

Children’s Literacy Army built upon this tradition. The child literacy soldiers across the 

nation learned the Literacy Anthem (Himno Alfabetizante), the lyrics to which were 

published by the national press and Ministry of Education circulars; the anthem unified 

the members and became a staple at Pan-American Day celebrations and fundraising 

occasions for the program.364   

                                                 
362 From an excerpt of the 1932 Grito de Guadalajara given by Calles in the town of the same name, 
declaring the centrality of the child in the revolutionary project, in “La Revolución se apoderará de la 
juventud por medio de la escuela,” El Maestro Rural, Tomo V, No. 3 (August 1, 1934): 2.  
363 “Quedará constituida la Policía Infantil en el Distrito Federal,” El Nacional, March 30, 1936; 
“Imposición de placas ayer a la Radio-Patrulla Infantil,” El Nacional, June 7, 1942. 
364 Memoria de la SEP, Tomo II (1938-1939): 307. 
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Through the Children’s Literacy Army, fourth, fifth and sixth graders gave the 

gift of reading and writing to their underprivileged compatriots.  Inscription in the 

national program required interested schoolchildren to organize a committee with an 

elected leader for every ten Literacy Soldiers, whose responsibility it was to report to the 

supervising teacher.365  The Ministry of Education provided the necessary materials—

notebooks, writing utensils, basic texts—and distributed them to confirmed literacy Army 

units, although demand far outstripped the government’s ability to supply them all.366   

Children took the lead in carrying out their local campaign, upholding John Dewey’s 

ideal “active school” promoted by Vasconcelos, in which adults provided little more than 

passive guidance to the active, inquisitive pupils in their charge.367   

The Children’s Literacy Army drew upon children’s pre-existing social networks; 

child “soldiers” were encouraged to scour their homes, markets, neighborhoods and 

workplaces for friends and acquaintances who did not know how to read, write or do 

basic arithmetic.  Once charged with this important patriotic duty, children saw their 

daily lives transformed overnight; the unkempt boy who accompanied his mother selling 

beans in the market suddenly became visible to them as a target for civilization; adding 

him to their list of literate conquests made him an object with which they could climb the 

social ladder.  In exchange for teaching at least five children the basic tenets of literacy, 

these budding civil servants earned a diploma certifying them as a “Good Mexican,” the 

                                                 
365 Boletín de la SEP, Tomo I, No. 4 (1923): 83-5. 
366 The schoolteacher served as liaison between the Children’s Literacy Army and the SEP, informing the 
agency when their classroom had registered enough members, elected the required officials, and identified 
illiterate children.  Boletín de la SEP, Tomo I, No. 3 (1922): 468-9. 
367 Mary Kay Vaughan, “Cambio ideológico en la política educativa de la SEP: programas y libros de 
texto,” Escuela y sociedad en el periodo cardenista, Eds. Susana Quintanilla and Mary Kay Vaughan 
(México: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1997): 83. 
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only tangible incentive for participation.  Furthermore, successful child educators 

received preferential treatment in the future when seeking admission into institutions of 

higher education or employment within the Ministry of Education.368 The guidelines for 

membership in the Army were loose, and relied heavily on children’s self-motivation.  

Within a year of its inception, 5,000 students taught reading and writing skills to 8,947 of 

their illiterate peers, with outstanding performances noted from the states of Coahuila, 

Chihuahua and Jalisco.369  By 1938, the students registered as members of the Army 

nationwide numbered 81,140.370  Children learned to take seriously their role as young 

educators; fifth and sixth graders from the José María Morelos school in Michoacán, 

upon establishing their first committee, swore a solemn oath to fight as youth for the 

culture of the Mexican people and the eradication of illiteracy.371  

Members of the Children’s Literacy Army enjoyed a highly visible profile in their 

school community as well as the satisfaction of participating in the government’s literacy 

campaign as equal partners with adult educators.  The social benefits of the position—the 

government-issued notebooks, the certificate of citizenship, knowledge of the lyrics to 

the anthem, and even recognition in newspapers and Ministry of Education bulletins—all 

set the young soldiers apart from their illiterate peers.  Bureaucratization naturally 

yielded a social hierarchy among members of the Children’s Literacy Army based on 

degrees of public recognition.  Membership required only rudimentary literacy, and 

                                                 
368 A schoolteacher who could claim twenty members of the Literacy Army also received a diploma of 
good citizenship.  Boletín de la SEP, Tomo I, No. 4 (1923): 83-5.  
369 Boletín de la SEP, Tomo I, No. 3 (1922): 468-9. 
370 Memoria de la SEP, Tomo I (1937-1938): 459-467. 826 children from Mexico City participated.  
371 AHSEP, Subsecretaría de Educación Pública, Subserie Comité Nacional de la Campaña Pro-Educación 
Popular, Caja 22, Exp. 38, Folio 136, 1938.  
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therefore came easily enough to most schoolchildren who chose to participate.  Members 

reported to elected unit leaders, who reported to schoolteachers, who in turn reported to 

the Ministry of Education.  In each unit, select students universally identified as the 

smartest and most dedicated, along with the schoolteacher, conducted evaluations of their 

classmates.  Upon satisfactory evaluation, unit leaders drafted certificates of completion 

for each newly literate member, which were passed up the chain of command to the 

Ministry of Education offices.  The loose guidelines for literacy required only that 

learners prove that they understood rudimentary reading, writing, and math skills, and 

even if their writing proved slow and shaky, they had only to demonstrate mental 

capacity for understanding the skills.372   

Some individual young educators gained special recognition for their participation 

in the system.  The first member of the Children’s Literacy Army, Luz Ramos of Mexico 

City, earned her photograph in the Ministry of Education Bulletin for teaching a group of 

her peers the alphabet in just a few short hours.373  The youngest member to be 

recognized, Honorary Professor Lolita Driscoll, was only eight and a half years old when 

she embarked on her mission (see Figure 5.5).374  By having her photograph featured in 

the literacy campaign propaganda, Lolita served as a model soldier in the Children’s 

Literacy Army: her light skin, school uniform, diploma of good citizenship and modern 

haircut literally made her the poster child for the SEP.  Lolita embodied the spirit of 

revolutionary civilizing missions that drew on indigenist ideology that saw the rural 
                                                 
372 Evaluations were conducted by “el profesor acompañado por otros dos de sus alumnos designados entre 
los más aplicados.” Boletín de la SEP, Tomo I, No. 4 (1923): 83-5. 
373 Boletín de la SEP, Tomo I, No. 2 (1922). 
374 Boletín de la Universidad [Órgano del Departamento Universitario y de Bellas Artes], IV Época, Tomo 
II, No. 4 (March 1921). 
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masses as potential productive citizens, but only after they were transformed according to 

urban middle class standards of education and lifestyle.375  Illiteracy was considered an 

ethnic marker to be shed in order to become mestizo, and therefore a revolutionary 

nationalist citizen. 

 

 

Figure 5.5  Lolita Driscoll, literacy educator, age 8 ½.  Courtesy of the AHSEP. 376
 

 

 While intended as a unifying campaign, the racialized nature of the program 

cannot be ignored.  Generally, middle class children with the resources and time available 

                                                 
375 A good snapshot of the urban/rural power dynamic in the Cultural Missions is played out brilliantly by 
María Félix in Río Escondido (1948).  For a discussion of national identity based on racial ideologies of the 
day as they are played out in this movie, see Joanne Hershfield, “Race and Ethnicity in Classical Cinema,” 
Mexico’s Cinema: A Century of Film and Filmmakers, Eds. Joanne Hershfield and David Maciel 
(Wilmington, DE: SR Books, 1999): 53-72. 
376 Boletín de la Universidad, IV Epoca, Tomo II, No. 4 (March 1921). 
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to serve as members of the Children’s Literacy Army were whiter than the poor 

indigenous children that remained their persistent target for their literacy.  As in many 

revolutionary programs, the organizers of the literacy campaign believed that the 

indigenous population remained at risk of potential vice and backwardness if their 

ignorance was not rectified in their early years.  Another way that children attacked what 

government judged as vice in their communities was through their activities in the Anti-

Alcohol Campaign. 

 

National Anti-Alcohol Campaign 

  During the eleven-year National Anti-Alcohol Campaign of 1929-1940, initually 

championed by President Emilio Portes Gil, government propaganda encouraged 

individuals to believe that adult alcohol consumption would result in sickly, and 

physically abnormal, or mentally below-average children.  Reformers found it easy to use 

children’s plight as a justification for the campaign, citing all of the social ills that would 

befall the next generation if the country’s men, indigenous people, and working classes 

succumbed to drink.  In the heyday of the campaign, the front pages of the papers 

proclaimed that a full 60% of documented juvenile delinquents came from alcoholic 

homes.377  The campaign brought children into public view not only as victims of 

alcohol, but also as agents in the war being waged against it.  In her well-documented 

study of the campaign, Gretchen Pierce demonstrates that women and children 

collaborated in the efforts to stem the consumption of alcohol in their communities and 

                                                 
377 “El 60% de los niños delincuentes son hijos de alcohólicos,” El Nacional, August 7, 1929. 
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families.  The campaign preyed on the guilty sensibilities of husbands and fathers.378  

Children marching in an anti-alcohol parade dealt a formidable jolt to the conscience of a 

drinking dad.  Both in the school and in the community, the anti-alcohol movement 

provided ample opportunities for children to practice activism, organize, and socialize.  It 

also allowed for directed creative expression in various outlets: theater, music, art, 

composition, public speaking, and political action.   

 Children were exposed to a good deal of moralizing in regard to alcohol during 

this campaign.  One of the most commonly used national geography textbooks, Una 

vuelta a la República Mexicana por dos niños, inserted lengthy, non sequitur 

conversations about alcohol between the two child protagonists and the adults with whom 

they came into contact on their adventures.379  Daily newspapers contained anti-alcohol 

articles, anecdotes, verses, and cartoons alongside the puzzles and fairy tales in full-page 

spreads for children (Página Infantil) that youngsters must have struggled to wrest from 

their parents’ grasp.  Countless religious publications, many specifically for children, 

dedicated entire issues to educating youth about the evils that alcohol brought to the less-

than-vigilant child, with stories titled, “Long Live Water! Death to Alcohol!” and “A 

Family’s Disgrace.”  In one, a question-and-answer section about wine reminded young 

readers that although God made the grape, man was responsible for making the wine.380  

                                                 
378 See Gretchen Kristine Pierce, “Sobering the Revolution: Mexico’s Anti-Alcohol Campaigns and the 
State-Building Process, 1910-1940” (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Arizona, 2008). 
379 Genaro García, Una vuelta a la República Mexicana por dos niños. Libro de geografía nacional y 
lectura corriente adaptado a las Escuelas Primarias de México (México: Sociedad de Edición y Librería 
Franco-Americana, S.A., 1926): 333-334. 
380 J. Díaz G. and Manuel V. Flores, “La desgracia de una familia,” and “¡Viva el Agua! ¡Muera el 
Alcohol!” Comino: El periódico de los niños, Tomo II, No. 8 (August 1936): 3, 12.  This issue has an 
article that claims that the fall of the Toltec empire came with the discovery of pulque.  “Preguntas y 
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As the anti-alcohol culture pervaded the country, children created an increasing amount 

of the supporting propaganda, in the form of drawings, clubs, essays and theater 

performances.381 

 Portes Gil announced a nationwide anti-alcohol day on November 20, 1929 to 

coincide with the national holiday celebrating the advent of the Mexican Revolution.  

Children poured into the streets of towns and villages across the country, brandishing 

homemade posters, banners, and sashes emblazoned with anti-alcohol sentiments.  

Photographs of the day’s festivities filtered in to the president’s office from all of the 

states, and children figured prominently among the celebrants.  At the Escuela Rural 

Federal “Amozoc” in the state of Puebla, students put on a play for the community: a 

dying child at center stage had fallen under the evil influences of the chinas poblanas 

lingering nearby, and an empty bottle on the bedside table appeared to be the culprit.  In 

Guadalajara, hundreds turned out for a protest along the city’s main thoroughfare; 

children from various schools carried a banner that declared: “Children protest the whip 

of alcoholism.”382  Photographs from various schools in Chiapas showed children 

gathered in their schoolyards, festooned with both anti-alcohol banners, flags, sombreros 

and other symbolic trappings of the nation.  Despite their distance from the capital, 

residents of this southernmost state were not to be excluded from the national initiative.  

                                                                                                                                                 
respuestas sobre el vino,” El Heraldo de los niños: periódico espiritual para los niños, no. 8 (October 1, 
1939): 8.  
381 “Festival Antialcoholico Infantil,” (1935), Centro Nacional de las Artes, Fondo Reservado, Programas 
de mano, GP-MF00895. 
382 “La niñez protesta el látigo del alcoholismo.” 
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The disproportionate number of children populating the photographs suggested that the 

youth responded with enthusiasm.383 

 Many of the creative expressions about alcohol came in the form of writing.  

Students of the “Carlos Carrillo” school in Hermosillo formulated an anti-alcohol corrido 

to the tune of “El Venadito.”384  Another Hermosillo school, the Escuela Federal Tipo 

“Narciso Mendoza” sponsored a statewide contest for fifth graders to submit an original, 

uncorrected essay about the negative physical and social effects of alcohol.  The winner, 

Bernardo Petet of the Escuela Superior para Niños, outlined some of the worst symptoms 

in his essay, “The Detriments of Alcohol on the Body.”  Bernardo seemed to have had 

occasion to witness some of these effects: loss of reason, unwarranted boisterous 

behavior, laziness, distance from society, fighting, crime, and abuse of wives and 

children.385  In Colima, the banner of the monthly publication produced by children of the 

Escuela Cooperación Educativa, La voz del niño, bore anti-alcohol slogans coined by 

sixth graders students Consuelo G. Macías and Gustavo Pérez.386 

Twelve-year old Manuel Flores A.’s illustrated composition spoke to an even 

broader audience.  Published as a pamphlet by the Ministry of Education with nationwide 

circulation, Manuel’s essay addressed the indirect effects of alcohol on children, 

including the popularly observed “monkey man” phenomenon, most likely fetal alcohol 

syndrome, resulting from parental drinking to excess (see Figure 5.6).  Secretary of 

                                                 
383 Descriptions are from images in albums commemorating the Anti-Alcohol rallies in various states, in 
AGN, Fondo Archivo Particular Emilio Portes Gil (EPG), Caja 23, Inv. 982/2276; AGN-EPG Caja 31, 
Exp. 80/28. 
384 AGN-EPG, Caja 34, Exp. 80/54. 
385 AGN-EPG Caja 33, Exp. 80/53. 
386 La voz del niño, 1930 in AHSEP, Departamento de Bibliotecas, Caja 997, Exp. 122, 1930.  
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Education Ezequiel Padilla published Manuel’s pamphlet in its unaltered state, just as the 

original drawings and text had been submitted, as proof that children both internalized 

and served as powerful allies in the anti-alcohol campaign.387  Through this publication, 

Padilla sent the message that children’s contributions to the war on alcohol had equal 

value as those of adults.   

 

Figure 5.6  Pages from Alcoholismo, pamphlet published by 12-year old Manuel Flores A.  Courtesy of the 

AHSEP.388 

  

The majority of Manuel’s pamphlet consisted of drawings, attesting to the weight 

of visual imagery in this campaign that largely targeted a poor population most likely 

                                                 
387 See the preface written by Padilla circa 1928-1930 in Manuel Flores A., Alcoholismo (México: DAPP, 
n/d).  
388 Flores A., 14-15.  
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illiterate.389  Images of uncorrupted children with corruptible alcoholic beverages had a 

powerful visual impact not lost on propaganda artists for the campaign.  Photographs of 

children posed in their Sunday best pouring barrels of liquor into drainage ditches 

provided the best evidence of a successful anti-alcohol campaign.390   As demonstrated in 

the pages of Pulgarcito, the significance of the officially sponsored art program in 

constructing a national aesthetic and approximating visual uniformity for children across 

the country as they learned and reproduced a set of images that defined what it meant to 

be Mexican.  The Ministry of Education’s Department of Arts and Crafts (Sección de 

Dibujo y Trabajos Manuales) joined forces with the Anti-Alcohol Campaign in 1929 in a 

widely publicized initiative touted by President Portes Gil himself, who stated that anti-

alcohol drawings done by children would have special appeal to the public.  A mere two 

months into the program, primary school children had submitted more than 2,000 

drawings representing the two themes: The Child of an Alcoholic, and The Destroyed 

Home.391  

Public displays of the drawings formed a critical component campaign, cementing 

the association between child-induced guilt and patriotic abstention.  Schoolchildren from 

Sonora paraded their drawings through the streets.  One depicted a father holding a bottle 

of alcohol in one hand, and with the other grasping his genetically deformed son, who 

also held a bottle.392  A public exposition of student drawings in Mexico City’s Garden of 

the Student (formerly the Jardín del Carmen) featured 800 drawings on easels lining the 
                                                 
389 See Pierce, Chapter Three.  
390 AGN-LCR 553/11. 
391 AHSEP, Oficina Cultural Radiotelefónica, Subserie Conferencia y Boletines, Caja 9474, Exp. 12, Folios 
270-272, 1929.  
392 AGN-EPG, Caja 34, Exp. 80/54. 
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park’s walkways, free and open to the public for their perusal.  High-profile visitors to 

the exposition included the president accompanied by various government functionaries.  

Radio broadcasters publicized the event with an audio report of the government campaign 

and its success through the children’s visual contributions.393   

 In Mexico City, the most enthusiastic young adherents to the Anti-Alcohol 

campaign, which officials rhetorically militarized into a children’s “army” much like the 

literacy campaign, attended Children’s Anti-Alcohol Assemblies in 1936 and 1940.  The 

structure of the conference, comprised entirely of child delegates, mirrored their highly-

bureaucratized adult counterparts, without infantilizing the proceedings or the guidelines 

in the least.  It provided a space for children to hone their civic behavior in a civilized, 

modern and public forum.  A pamphlet delineating the guidelines for the First Children’s 

Anti-Alcohol Assembly—a six-day conference sponsored by the SEP, the Department of 

Public Health and the Office of Civic Action and held at the elegant Palace of Fine Arts 

in the heart of the city.  The organizers called for the participation of children aged eight 

to 15 from all primary schools in the federal district.  Child delegates were chosen from 

among the winners of essay and drawing contest submissions.  Conference organizers 

categorized participants into sections based on grade level; a democratic selection process 

ensured that an equal number of delegates represented all zones of the city.  An 

inspection committee verified each delegate’s personal information so that their 

identifying credentials would be in order for the published conference proceedings.  The 

assemblies boasted official letterhead.  At the sessions, a secretary took minutes in the 

                                                 
393 AHSEP, Oficina Cultural Radiotelefónica, Subserie Conferencia y Boletines, Caja 9474, Exp. 12, Folios 
270-272, 1929.  
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Children’s White Book (Libro Blanco de la Niñez), documenting the official ceremonies, 

the plenary sessions open to all members, and the smaller panels organized by age group.  

Child delegates read their papers aloud in the panels, followed by moderated discussions 

and votes for the best presentations, all led entirely by children.  At the closing 

ceremonies, winning essay and drawing submissions received cash prizes, medals and 

diplomas of honor.  In honor of the inaugural day of the conference, all alcohol 

distributors in the city closed for business.394   

 The first assembly yielded critical acclaim from international observers who 

adopted similar children’s conferences.  Child delegates from the Cuban anti-alcohol 

convention sent their best wishes to their Mexican peers, and messages of solidarity 

poured in from China, Peru and Nicaragua.  Basking in the success of this now-global 

children’s forum, organizers of the second assembly sought the participation of the 

utmost symbol of Mexican children’s dedication to temperance—none other than six-

year-old Cuauhtemoc Cárdenas, the only son of President Lázaro Cárdenas.  He signed 

the honorific first line in the White Book, followed by the signatures of his co-delegates.  

Radio stations XEFO and XEDP broadcast live transmissions of the speeches in the 

opening ceremony.   

 The proceedings of the First Children’s Anti-Alcohol Assembly reveal an 

impressive degree of productivity.  The delegates compiled a list of 125 

recommendations to government officials and community leaders.  Their numerous 

recommendations suggested that the delegates felt optimism in the political power they 

                                                 
394 “Convocatoria para la Celebración de la Primera Asamblea Infantil Antialcohólica,” September 28-
October 3, 1936.  AGN-LCR 553/11.  
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exercised as children within the system.  They asked the police to take seriously the 

reports from children of alcohol abuse; they requested the Ministry of Education to 

publish a newsletter for children active in the campaign; they recommended an obligatory 

tax on all centers of vice (bars, gambling halls, and brothels) for the pain inflicted upon 

children by the use of alcohol, that would be used to fund orphans’ homes; and they 

proposed a Youth Anti-Alcohol Day, complete with white flags for people and businesses 

that supported the cause.395   

The conference provided the forum for one of the goals of the Anti-Alcohol 

Campaign: to create public intellectuals from a young age, by allowing them to practice 

formal composition, creative expression, and, most importantly, public speaking.396  Vast 

coverage from the national media and the large audience of child delegates offered young 

orators access to a broader audience than they could muster in their classrooms and 

communities.  The formality of the conference and its bureaucratic trappings lent an air 

of sophistication to the recommendations of these child delegates, something that they 

might not have enjoyed in a more casual forum.  Moreover, the participants in this 

conference gained political prowess through direct experience, and were afforded the 

opportunity to convert policy into action.  Such organized political training can also be 

seen in children’s participation in the First Proletarian Children’s Conference.     

 

                                                 
395 AGN-EPG 553/11. 
396 Program for Anti-Alcohol Education in rural schools in AHSEP, Departamento de Psicopedagogía e 
Higiene, Subserie Propaganda Antialcoholica Esc. Rural Federal, Caja 5123 (146), Exp. 79, Folios 12-24, 
1930. 
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The Proletarian Children’s Conference 

 Mexico, in 1935, proudly hosted the VII Pan-American Conference on the Child, 

using the opportunity to showcase the country’s advances in socialist education and the 

professional child-related fields of pediatrics, pedagogy, and child psychology.  With the 

protection and promotion of childhood on the forefront of so many national agendas, 

Mexico seized the spotlight.  Partly in preparation for the massive international event 

slated for October 1935, and partly as a vehicle to promote elevated class-consciousness 

in children as a goal of the socialist education program, education officials held the First 

Proletarian Children’s Conference during the first two weeks of March 1935.  The 

Proletarian Children’s Conference overlapped the VII Pan-American Conference on the 

Child, and spawned regional and similarly themed children’s conferences throughout the 

year across the country such as the Congreso de Niños Proletarios de la República (with 

representation by children from 18 states), the Congreso Infantil in San Luis Potosí, and 

the Congreso de Niños Campesinos.  After the revolution, reformers quickly turned their 

sights to the “proletarian child,” a politicized product of generations of class warfare that, 

because of his condition as a child, felt even more acutely his parents’ social 

marginalization.397  The goals of the conference, as stated by Minister of Education 

García Téllez, were to understand the point of view of the proletarian child; both to learn 

from and have them learn organizational skills; and to provide a space for them to voice 

                                                 
397 Prof. León Díaz Cárdenas, “El niño indígena y el niño proletario,” and Dr. Felipe Ferrer Baynon, “El 
cultivo integral del niño proletario,”  Memoria del VII Congreso Panamericano del Niño [Reunido en la 
Cd. de México del 12-19 oct. 1935], Tomo II (México: Talleres Gráficos de la Nación, 1937): 423-424, 
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the changes that they envisioned in their schools.398  The youthful delegates organized 

their sessions around the following four principles: the economic problem, the social 

problem, the educational problem, and “what we expect from the government and from 

society.”399   

 

Figure 5.7   Poster from the First Proletarian Children’s Conference, March 1935.400
 

Children participated in every level as in the anti-alcohol conference discussed 

above.  Schoolteacher J. J. de la Rosa P. saw childhood as the last voiceless social group, 

and considered children to be the last vestiges of slavery in an exploitative capitalist 

                                                 
398 “También Habrá Congreso de ‘Niños Proletarios,’” Excelsior, February 5, 1935. 
399 Memoria de la SEP, Tomo II (1935): 73. 
400 El Maestro Rural, Tomo VI, No. 7 (April 1 1935): 3. 
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system.  He saw the Proletarian Child’s Conference as the first opportunity that this 

group would have to voice their grievances, especially regarding their place in the 

economic order.  Long gone were the days when children’s only perceived desires were 

to eat candies and chocolates; the conference provided them the opportunity to prove that 

they were political beings, aware of their place in society, and capable of expressing 

opinions and instigating change.  The conference reified the image of an idealized 

proletarian child.  A newspaper article published a few weeks before the opening 

ceremony invited adults to observe and absorb their childlike souls; the journalist 

encouraged adults to scrutinize the proletarian children’s actions, thoughts, dreams, 

visions, and attempts to resolve adult problems.  In so doing, he maintained, adults would 

begin to see children as friends and collaborators in social action.401  For their part, 

children sometimes rejected the intermediating presence of adults in their sessions; in one 

session, young delegates proclaimed that teachers would be afforded neither voice nor 

vote in the proceedings, and relegated them to the observation seats at the edges of the 

auditorium.402 

 Ironically, considering the theme of the conference, representation among child 

delegates was uneven.  Only proletarian children from the capital attended the First 

Proletarian Children’s Conference.  Attendees carefully selected according to their 

ideological formation and the strategic location of the conference suggested that the 

purpose was to model ideal proletarian behavior to children rather than simply provide a 

snapshot of a cross-section of proletarian childhood.  The Ministry of Education wanted 

                                                 
401 J. J. de la Rosa P. “El Congreso del Niño Proletario,” El Nacional, February 14, 1935.  
402 “Interesantes asuntos tratados en el Congreso de Niños Proletarios,” El Universal, October 16, 1935. 
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children from across the nation to see and hear the pure expressions of class-

consciousness and social organizations modeled by their more authentic peers in the 

city.403  Conference organizers made concerted efforts to broadcast the proceedings 

across the nation.  They produced soundie newsreels of the event, radio broadcasts by the 

child delegates to their compatriots, and summaries in the national press.   

Yet in some instances, the conference allowed participants to acknowledge the 

gap between children in Mexico City and those in the countryside.  One session realized 

in the Santa Anita Farm School brought working-class children in contact with children 

of campesinos in a discussion of their respective conditions and mutual problems, and 

ended with both groups of children signing a “socialist pact.”404  Later children’s 

conferences inspired by the success of the First Proletarian Children’s Conference opened 

up to children from across the country in a democratization of youth politics.   

The highly publicized opening festivities of the First Proletarian Children’s 

Conference, and many of the sessions, took place at the Francisco I. Madero Model 

School.  Founded in the early 1920s as a laboratory for the socialist education program, it 

figured among a handful of model schools that enjoyed almost unlimited government 

funding to experiment with the ideal implementation of pedagogues’ visions of social 

action.  Contemporary scholar Frank Tannenbaum referred to it as “the miracle school,” 

and educator John Dewey, on his 1926 visit to collaborate with educators, praised the 

Francisco I. Madero School as one of the standout schools of its kind in the world.405   
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404 “El sentido clasista del niño proletario,” El Nacional, March 7, 1935.  
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The Francisco I. Madero School, established in the rough, working-class Mexico 

City neighborhood of Colonia de la Bolsa, enrolled students familiar with class struggle.  

Under the guidance of teachers steeped in a Mexican brand of Bolshevism, the pupils 

lovingly cultivated the earth and attended classes in the fresh air, putting in practice the 

labor and organizational systems of the most modern countries.  A student-produced 

school publication edited by student director Miguel Angel Escobar and administrator 

Reinalda Avila, Escuela Francisco I. Madero, scrupulously catalogued children’s 

achievements.406   

Besides the Madero School, conference organizers painstakingly chose the seven 

other schools that would host the multiple sessions of the event based on the supposed 

proletarian character of the site and the pupils.407  For example, students at the Escuela 

“Estado de Guerrero” (located in a Mexico City neighborhood), the site of one of the 

plenary sessions, reportedly had the school themselves over a period of years, from 

whatever materials they could scrounge, whether a brick or a peso.408  The choice of the 

Madero School as one of the locations for the First Proletarian Children’s Conference, 

then, came as little surprise.  Yet the child delegates hailing from the selected schools 

seemed to sense the potential for resentment from their compatriots, despite the fact that 

only children from these schools had a voice and a vote in the proceedings, although the 
                                                                                                                                                 
comparative pedagogy of social action.  For his reflections on Mexico vis-à-vis international counterparts, 
see John Dewey, Impressions of Soviet Russia and the Revolutionary World: Mexico—China—Turkey 
(New York: New Republic, Inc, 1929).  See also Frank Tannenbaum, “The Miracle School,” The Century 
Magazine 106 (August 1923): 499-506. 
406 “Escuela Industrial Modelo ‘Francisco I. Madero,’” Boletín Municipal, Tomo XIV, No. 12 (January 13 
1926): 32-37. 
407 The list of participating primary schools in Mexico City, is: Francisco I. Madero, Domingo F. 
Sarmiento, Quetzalcoatl, Escuela Granja de Santa Anita, David G. Berlanga, Estado de Guerrero, Francisco 
Días Covarrubias and Estado de Sonora.  Memoria de la SEP, Tomo II (1935): 72. 
408 “La niñez proletaria tiene ya plena confianza en el mañana,” El Nacional, March 12 1935. 
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general assembly sessions were open to spectators from the public.  In a conference’s 

inaugural speech, child delegates from the Madero School addressed their comrades 

through the national press.  They recognized their elevated status as a beacon for future 

conferences, and claimed that due to the experimental nature of an all-children’s 

conference, its initial radius needed to be reduced.409  Madero School children thus 

acknowledged the sphere of privilege in which they found themselves, and drafted this 

statement to justify their position of leadership.    

 Child delegates used the platform of the conference to open the discussion on 

children’s role in society and how children could participate effectively in class struggle.  

One minor disturbance in the conference proceedings suggested the degree to which 

children both understood and defended their ideological position; at one session, a boy 

and a girl representative from the Red Pioneers, the communist youth organization, 

infiltrated the panel presentation.  At first, conference attendees cordially welcomed the 

pair and allowed them to participate in the discussion.  Shortly, though, the young 

crashers asserted control over the democratic discussion, taking the reins of the 

conversation and steering it in the direction of their group’s agenda. The child delegates 

spontaneously cried out in protest, and ousted the infiltrators, who attempted to 

indoctrinate the members present.410  The Red Pioneers incident reveals that children 

negotiated some terms of their ideological orientation; they accepted the socialist 

platform of the conference, but they recognized the ideology of the Red Pioneers as going 

beyond their group’s collective vision of the best direction for the revolutionary 
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generation.  By expelling the communist youth, the young proletarians demonstrated their 

ability to differentiate between degrees of leftist orientation and socialization.  

 Through the formal structure of the conference, child participants gained 

awareness of themselves as political beings.  In fact, the feature of peer evaluation at the 

conference heightened this awareness; in one of the various contests and competitions 

that occupied the delegates, children kept track of each other’s grammatical errors, 

effective directorship of panels, and presentation style.  They also evaluated the content 

of the conference on the whole, made suggestions for improvement, and supported the 

implementation of ideas that arose over the course of the event.411  Some delegates came 

more politicized than others; in some cases, budding orators at the early sessions 

intimidated their peers into silence.  Yet the fact that those spouting political rhetoric 

were children quickly infused enthusiasm into the event, and as the conference 

progressed, the precocious leaders charged the atmosphere with a sense of collective 

identity.  One of these leaders, Enrique Romero, assumed the stage at the opening 

ceremony dressed in a suit (see Figure 5.8).  Children surrounding the stage raised their 

fists in solidarity, as he expounded on the need to take social action and to provide an 

international model.  Enrique then led the crowd in a pledge to fulfill the duties bestowed 

upon them by all voting members of the representative schools.412     
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Figure 5.8  Child delegate Enrique Romero.413 

 

Delegates expressed an awareness of themselves as children, with a special set of 

rights as stipulated by the Geneva Convention on the Rights of the Child.  In this way, 

child delegates distinguished themselves from adult politicians, as they reiterated their 

condition as children.  María L. Bernal from the Escuela “Estado de Sonora” pronounced 

the importance of recreation when she stated that for children, play was an indispensable 

thing, as necessary as air for birds and water for fish.  She called for adults to respect the 

importance of their playthings, for teachers not to exercise punishment by depriving them 

of recreation, that schools provide playgrounds and equipment, that children’s theaters 
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and libraries be placed in the schools, and that parents be obliged to allow them to attend 

school-sponsored excursions.414 

The presence of girls in prominent offices presented the vision of progressive 

politics that surpassed the advances made by adult counterparts.  The conference 

invitation stipulated that half of the delegates be girls.415  Student Julieta Peralta served as 

president of the Fourth Regulated Session, hosted by the Worker-Farmer Fraternity 

School in the village of Santa Anita.  The press lauded Julieta as an intelligent delegate 

and enthusiastic fighter in defense of the socialist cause.416  Another girl also named 

Julieta had her speech about minimum wage featured in a review of the conference, 

which reported that she grew emotional due to her passion for the topic.417  Numbers 

from student council elections reflect the gender equality apparent in young politics; 

students from the “En Marcha” youth organization in Tetecala, Morelos elected five girls 

and six boys to posts in the student government.418  Neither the girls nor the boys 

discussed gender issues.  Speeches about socioeconomic inequality and prejudice based 

on age trumped gender as conference topics.  Perhaps their silence on this issue, 

combined with the high index of girl participants, indicates that children assumed gender 

equality in their generation to be a given.   

For those fortunate enough to participate, the conference was transformative.  In a 

post-conference interview, fifth grader Luis Rodríguez from the Escuela “Estado de 
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Sonora” thought that the conference had provided a perfect opportunity for the expression 

and liberation of the humble child.  The conference seemed to have bestowed upon Luis a 

rare sense of autonomy from parental units, as he expressed his desire for skeptical 

parents to visit the classroom to witness the kind of orientation their teachers were 

providing the students.  María Ortiz from the Centro Escolar “Domingo Sarmiento” 

believed that the conference had given her and her friends magnificent instruction and 

experiences, and she hoped for another conference that included all of the schools in 

Mexico City, so that the contingent of child delegates would be greater and the 

enthusiasm awakened among participants more powerful.  José Joaquín Girón, also from 

the Escuela “Estado de Sonora,” addressed detractors of the cause, stating that capitalist 

influences did not interest proletarian children because they had confidence in themselves 

and in the national authorities.  José Joaquín’s classmate Berta Castaños said that she 

believed the Proletarian Children’s Conference was the first tangible advance made by 

the socialist school, citing the efforts of President Lázaro Cárdenas and the Minister of 

Education Ignacio García Téllez in their dedication to proletarian children’s special 

circumstances.419  These reflections indicate the beginnings of the process of Freirian 

conscientização, or critical self-awareness essential for sowing the seeds of social 

change.   

The socialist school curriculum and its extracurricular offerings, especially the 

overt politicization evident in children’s conferences, drew sharp critiques from some 

sectors disenchanted with the secularization of education.  They viewed the young 
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politicians in training not as making a contribution to the future development of the 

nation, but rather as a robbery of the innocence of childhood.  The same religious 

organizations that spoke out against Calles’s Grito de Guadalajara, decrying his 

statements as trampling parents’ rights, contended that children in the socialist school had 

assumed too many responsibilities.  These young people, rather than acquiring valuable 

tools for self-government, were suffering the loss of childhood.420           

 

Conclusions  

Children’s organizations in the 1920s and 1930s took on a highly structured, formal 

appearance that in many ways mirrored the bureaucratization of the revolutionary 

government.  The literacy, anti-alcohol, and proletarian children’s campaigns all 

expanded democratic access to new organizations for children.  Some children took on 

leadership roles, learning responsibility and the accompanying social capital previously 

unavailable to their age groups. Other children participated as observers, invigorated by 

the new political climate and opportunities for social action and interacting with an 

expanded group of peers.  For perhaps the first time, children were not just future 

citizens; they were acting on their rights and responsibilities as active citizens on par with 

their adult contemporaries, and adults were beginning to recognize the potential power of 

their ranks.  Hierarchies emerged within these organizations that created limitations.  

Despite the socialist rhetoric, class boundaries often became solidified and strengthened, 

as children sought out their poor compatriots as targets for their civilizing mission.    Yet 
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these organizations, among others of their kind, made great strides toward 

democratization of the revolution, drawing a new social group into the sphere of political 

action. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
HERMANITOS DE LA RAZA: NATIONALISM AND INTERNATIONAL 

CHILDREN’S DIPLOMACY 
 

“The Mexican children send a cordial salutation to the children of the United States, whom we 
respect and love with all of our hearts.  We hope that as adults we Mexicans will contribute to the world’s 
progress, teaching a better appreciation of natural beauty and of the art that characterizes everyday life in 

our villages, something that we feel in in our Latin soul, a mix of our valiant Aztec ancestors.  We believe 
that in the near future, all of the nations of the world will live in joyful harmony, and will recognize the 

truth expressed by our great president Benito Juárez, in the saying upon which he based all of his official 
acts:  Respect of the rights of others is Peace. Cheers, then, children of the world: Mexico is always with 

you.” 
—Rafael del Paso, fifth grader in Mexico, to boy in Washington D.C., 1931421  

 
A telephone rang in Mexico’s National Autonomous University one spring day in 

1931. Fifth grader Rafael del Paso picked up the receiver, and answered in English. On 

the other end of the line, a boy in Washington D.C. spoke a greeting.  Rafael delivered 

his prepared statement into the mouthpiece, as university officials and newspaper 

reporters stood by.  He expressed sentiments of generational solidarity and spoke to the 

peaceful future he hoped they would share as adults, and yet maintained references to 

sources of nationalist pride: ancient Aztec heritage, an iconic indigenous president, and 

the integrity of village life.  Children like Rafael engaged in international diplomatic 

gestures grounded in an awareness of national identity as part of the international 

program of the revolutionary regime.   

In the 1920s and 1930s, officials paid increasing attention to the civic roles and 

responsibilities of the child as part of a revolutionary project that expanded definitions of 

democracy and citizenship. As a result, children had more access to age-specific radio 

programming, publications, clubs and organizations than ever before.  Events such as this 

symbolic telephone exchange between young boys of two American countries launched 
                                                 
421 El Universal, May 18, 1931. 
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children into diplomatic roles during peacetime bridge-building.  This child-centered 

focus extended to diplomatic endeavors as the government sought to radiate its nascent 

democracy throughout the continent and around the globe: organizations such as the 

Junior Red Cross coordinated intra-American pen pal networks; boys camped, hiked and 

helped others as Boy Scouts; schoolchildren encouraged their Latin American 

counterparts to participate in activities commemorating the Día de la Raza.  Not 

traditionally seen as political actors, the children of the revolution enjoyed unprecedented 

attention as cultural diplomats during these decades.   

The modern childhood made auspicious by the standardized uniforms and 

international moral codes of organizations like the Red Cross and the Boy Scouts was not 

universally available to everyone.  Middle class children, with access to the leisure time 

and financial resources necessary for full participation, gained the upper hand in 

citizenship training.  The mass media promoted this brand of childhood as the 

international ideal, and although many rural student groups cobbled together reasonable 

approximations of the uniforms and activities that they observed in children around the 

globe, significant numbers of children remained disenfranchised. 

Despite the uneven access to the modern ideal of childhood, the 1920s and 1930s 

marked a time of increasing opportunities for many children to expand their social 

horizons.  Extracurricular organizations structured children’s free time to instill a sense of 

civic duty and patriotism in the revolutionary generation, allowing them to practice and 

eventually act on principles of democratic participation.  The magazine Pulgarcito served 

as a vehicle for the construction and perpetuation of a national aesthetic learned by 
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children and promoted abroad as distinctively Mexican visual culture.  This chapter looks 

at other ways that children interacted with their peers beyond the national territorial 

boundaries.  By exchanging letters and sharing experiences with children in the Americas 

and in the world, Mexican children developed a sense of international fraternity while 

simultaneously reinforcing their emerging understanding of what it meant to be Mexican.  

The delicate interplay between international collective identity and national pride was 

one of the features of the modern nation in the interwar period.  Around the world, 

children’s realms expanded internationally.422  For the young readers of magazines and 

newspapers with international sections, heightened awareness of people beyond their 

borders reinforced the cultural trappings associated with a sense of national identity.  

These children, by performing their mexicanidad to other cultures, contributed to the 

creation of national identity as a set of images, symbols, media outlets and activities 

readily identifiable internationally.  Moreover, the children enjoyed membership on even 

footing alongside their counterparts in the United States, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, New 

Zealand and other countries as they suited up for the Boy Scouts meetings or donned the 

nurse cap of the Junior Red Cross.   
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Pan-Americanism and the Día de la Raza 

The decline of oligarchic and military regimes at the turn of the twentieth century 

accompanied a rise in democratization across Latin America, characterized by fervent 

expressions of nationalism.423  The early decades of the twentieth century saw the rise of 

Pan-American unity in the hemisphere; themes of international cooperation marked Latin 

American political and cultural diplomatic efforts even as the world order shifted.  

Panamericanism hearkened back to the independence nativist movements of the previous 

century that emphasized both the Americas—as distinct from European colonial 

powers—and emerging individual nations.  In the twentieth century, hemispheric 

solidarity not only drew upon cultural commonalities such as language, religion, and 

colonial heritage, but also drew upon the strongly nationalist campaigns gaining 

momentum in countries like Mexico and Brazil in the first third of the century.  One 

measure of this nationalism was participation in civic holidays like Día de la Raza.  The 

emergent nationalist ideology in Mexico, at least, had international overtones that 

characterized the nature of children’s organizations in the 1920s and 1930s.     

The welfare and education of children had a prominent place in Pan-

Americanism, most notably expressed by experts on children’s issues at the Pan-

American Child Congresses, begun in Buenos Aires in 1916 and lasting through the 

1940s.424  The International Inter-American Institute for Child Protection, founded in the 

mid-1920s, helped to create a hemispheric standard for child welfare.  The U.S. 
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Children’s Bureau became particularly active in promoting a child-centered program in 

the Americas in the 1920s and 1930s.425  Such government-sponsored institutions and 

programs strove to improve conditions for the future generations in the hope of creating a 

stronger, more democratic hemisphere.  In Mexico in 1935, First Lady Aida Rodríguez 

ardently promoted international exchanges between children of the sister countries of the 

Americas.426  While intellectuals and experts produced the widely-disseminated rhetoric 

about children, charitable organizations, church youth groups, and international agencies 

continued their projects in the cultural domain, working actively to get children directly 

involved in forging ties with their international peers. 

Pan-American Day, or Day of the Americas, celebrated on April 14, was an 

occasion for intellectuals from the “three Americas”—South, Central and North 

America—to address hemispheric youth.  In 1931, the renowned Panamerican peace 

advocate, Chilean poet and teacher Gabriela Mistral, reminded students in the Americas 

of the priveleges and responsiblities that came with being continental citizens.427  In 

official ceremonies, children participated as well, albeit in a somewhat stilted fashion.  At 

a 1939 Pan-American Round Table Association meeting in Mexico, child delegate Raúl 

Vargas addressed the gathering.  He told them that even though they were children, they 

had already grasped the idea that the nations of Washington, Hidalgo, Bolívar, Martí and 
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other American patriots should unite to bring about social and economic equality.428  

Despite official warnings, children often served as political pawns, albeit as agents of 

peace.  In a 1927 memo to schoolteachers across Mexico, the Subsecretary of Education 

warned of the dangers of placing children at the service of political parties as agents of 

propaganda, and prohibited teachers from cancelling classes to bring students to local 

political marches and rallies.429  Clearly, he was concerned about the unbalanced 

inculcation of radical ideas.  But much of children’s political activity in the international 

arena took the form of creating a young cadre of peace ambassadors.  In a missive 

directed to the Pan-American Union, a representative from a residential ranch for orphan 

children in Santa Clara, Cuba, requested all of the countries on the continent to engage in 

a symbolic day of peace by pointing all cannons toward the ground on behalf of the 

colony’s 100 residents that initiated the plea.430 

                                                 
428 El Nacional, April 15, 1939. 
429 Coopera, Tomo II, No. 5-6 (July-August 1927): 18. 
430 Archivo Histórico de la Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores (AHSRE) III-402-7, 1939. 
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Figure 6.1  Official design of the Bandera de la Raza, 1933.  Courtesy of the AHSEP.431 

 

The Pan-American Union had its headquarters in Washington D.C., but the 

unifying principle of a common mestizo heritage found expression in Pan-Hispanic 

exchanges, escalating the “cosmic race” into the realm of superlatives.432  Many 

international celebrations and exchanges usually clustered around the Día de la Raza, 

celebrated on October 12.   The holiday celebrated the discovery of the Americas, and 

rehabilitated Christopher Columbus as a unifying symbol for the hemisphere.433  Schools 

dedicated the day to civic ceremonies, festivals, and discourses on mestizo racial unity in 

                                                 
431 Image from AHSEP Departamento de Escuelas Rurales, Dirección General, Caja 11, Exp. 17, 1934.  
432 Mexican intellectual José Vasconcelos, who famously served as Minister of Education in the 1920s, 
coined the term “cosmic race in his1925 essay, “La raza cósmica.”  While he wrote specifically for a 
national audience, the idea of a common racial heritage advanced Pan-Hispanism in the twentieth century.   
433 “Serenidad de América,” El Nacional, August 13, 1937; “Celebración escolar del 12 de octubre,” El 
Nacional, October 3, 1937. 
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the Americas.  For example, in Morelia, Michoacán, a group of 300 schoolchildren 

performed a concert in honor of the holiday featuring songs typical of different regions, 

and recitations proclaiming the glories of the Latin American race.434   In 1933, the 7th 

International American Conference in Montevideo, Uruguay came up with the template 

for a flag, the Bandera de la Raza—a white background (symbolizing peace) with three 

purple crosses (a reference to shared Catholic heritage) and a sun (representing the 

indigenous people) rising behind the center cross (see Figure 6.1).435  The flag and a 

related anthem embodied peace, understanding and love among the “raza indoespañola.”  

Mexico adopted the flag as the official banner of the Día de la Raza, to be raised at all 

official buildings on October 12 in a solemn ceremony, and at the behest of First Lady 

Rodríguez, schoolchildren initiated a campaign for their their hemispheric brothers and 

sisters to do likewise.436  Students of Escuela Municipal No. 4 in the state of Durango 

wrote to children in El Salvador encouraging them to adopt the flag.  The Central 

American country’s Secretary of Education responded favorably to the children’s 

“beautiful and vibrant invitation.”437  Similar letters found their way to Puerto Rico, 

Ecuador, Cuba and Peru, through the Mexican children’s initiative, and their letters often 

triggered longer-term correspondence between the children.   

In order to foster a more tangible sense of brotherhood, many schools adopted the 

name of another American republic, so the children attending that school would think 

about the children of the other nation especially on the Día de la Raza.  Another 
                                                 
434 “Primer concierto infantil con motivo del Día de la Raza,” Centro Nacional de las Artes (CNA), 
Programas de mano, GP-MF01545, 1938. 
435 AHSRE, L-E 274 (III), 1934. 
436 Semillita: Para la Educadora y el Niño Tomo I, No. 2 (October 1, 1944). Fondo Xochitl Medina. 
437 AHSRE, L-E 274 (III), 1934. 
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invitation to adopt the flag directed to fifth-grader Susana Elejalde in Lima received a 

positive response; not coincidentally, Peruvian girl attended the Escuela “República de 

México.”438  Schoolteachers organized their young wards to send off cultural albums to 

the children from a school that bore their country’s name, or vice versa.  A typical album 

contained the lyrics to the national anthem or other patriotic songs, biographies of 

national heroes, descriptions or photographs of historic sites and monuments, descriptions 

of the local landscape, customs, food, and other cultural memorabilia.  Fourth-grade 

Chilean schoolteacher Juana Guglielmi Urzúa reported that the album received from 

children of the Mexican school “República de Chile” encouraged her students to spark 

long-term correspondence with children from their sister country.439  The children 

exchanged national flags, always received with great pomp and ceremony, and learned 

each other’s national anthems.  One Mexican class sent the national flag to chapter 

members of the Junior Red Cross in Peru during Red Cross Week festivities; upon receipt 

of the flag, the band of 600 cadets spontaneosly burst into a rendition of the popular 

Mexican song “Allá en el rancho grande.”440  Chapter offices of the Junior Red Cross 

(Cruz Roja de la Juventud) organized and distributed albums and portfolios locally, 

taking charge of any translation that needed to be done.  Most correspondence elicited an 

immediate, enthusiastic response.  In 1922, a school in Argentina adopted the name 

Escuela República de México; Mexican schoolchildren quickly drafted a letter, 

expressing the hope that their South American counterparts would be able to make the 

                                                 
438 AHSRE, L-E 274 (III), 1934. 
439 “Intercambio de Correspondencia Escolar entre México-Chile,” AHSRE, III-1704-4, 1938; 
“Intercambio o Acercamiento Escolar entre las Americas,” AHSRE III-172-23, 1938. 
440 AHSRE, III-380-10, 1937. 
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rapid moral, cultural and scientific advances that they had achieved.441  Often, the 

correspondence reflected children’s understanding of cultural symbols that others would 

readily identify with their respective countries; in 1933, a group of Brazilian orphan girls 

sent a letter to Mexican girls in the public welfare institutions, and promptly received a 

gift of four little sombreros and a handwoven satchel manufactured by the girls in their 

home economics workshops.442 

 

International Correspondence Programs 

Children, through correspondence with one another, and doubtless under the heavy 

direction of their adult supervisors, assumed the mantle of nationalism steeped in racial 

discourse.  One group of fifth-grade Mexican students from a small village in Chihuahua 

corresponded with their counterparts in Havana, Cuba.  A response, penned by Cuban 

student Victor San Emeterio, came to the attention of Mexico’s Ministry of Foreign 

Relations and promptly was published in El Maestro Rural, a widely-circulated biweekly 

magazine for rural schoolteachers from the Ministry of Education.  Victor relayed his 

compatriots’ most sincere greetings to their peers, acknowledging “the love and pain of 

the race (la raza),” and empathizing with the “noble yet justified pain that our race 

provokes.”443  As evidence of solidarity, the Cuban students evoked the names of 

independence heroes from both countries: Hidalgo, Morelos, Maceo and Martí.  

Historical references to Mexico’s Grito de Hidalgo demonstrated that the Cuban students 

                                                 
441 AHSEP, Departamento Escolar, Caja 4, Exp. 35, 1922. 
442 AHSRE, III-220-12, 1933. 
443 El Maestro Rural Tomo VI. No. 10 (May 15, 1935): 8. 
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understood the links between Latin American independence movements, rather than 

individual, unrelated nationalist expressions.  They acknowledged shared cultural 

traditions; radio broadcasts of music from both countries soothed souls on both sides of 

the Gulf of Mexico.  Sixth-grade Cuban student Antonio Guzmán Upierre proposed four 

activities that would further unify the two groups: expositions of each other’s drawings; 

essay competitions; programs to raise money for the exchange of national flags and the 

Bandera de la Raza; and the request that a famous Mexican poet write the lyrics to the 

Anthem of the Race (Himno de la Raza), and a famous Cuban poet compose the music.444  

While the exchange of letters served to strengthen nationalist sentiments for both the 

sender and the recipient, the patriotism took place within a Pan-American context.  

The Pan-American Union promoted penpal programs between schoolchildren at 

the primary and secondary levels as a viable way to foment cultural diplomacy, and 

supported programs such as the National Bureau of Educational Correspondence at 

George Peabody College in Nashville, Tennessee, founded in 1919.  The Spanish-

language exchange program began in 1920, matching 6,000 correspondents in Latin 

America and Spain with their U.S. counterparts in its first five years.445  Organization 

officials believed that children who corresponded with their international counterparts 

                                                 
444 AHSEP, Departamento de Escuelas Rurales, Dirección General, Caja 26, Exp. 19, 1935.  
445 The National Bureau of Educational Correspondence at George Peabody College was first designed to 
organize correspondence between schoolchildren in the U.S. and France. The program soon expanded to 
Spanish-speaking countries.  The emphasis of the program became almost entirely Latin American with the 
advent of the Roosevelt administration and the Good Neighbor Policy for hemispheric solidarity, although 
educators affiliated with the program emphasized its non-political character.  By 1942, the official goals of 
consolidating western hemispheric neighborliness and defense were more transparent.  See: Thomas 
Edward Oliver, “The National Peabody Foundation for International Educational Correspondence,” The 
Modern Language Journal, Vol. 4, No. 2 (November 1919): 73-76; A.I. Roehm, “The National Bureau of 
Educational Correspondence,” The Modern Language Journal, Vol. 10, No. 1 (October 1925): 39-41; A.I. 
Roehm, “Learning Foreign Languages and Life by New Techniques Including International Educational 
Pupil-Correspondence,” Peabody Journal of Education, Vol. 19, No. 4 (January 1942): 227-229. 
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would develop into higher quality adults with an appreciation of the value of other 

cultures, rather than a short-sighted vision of only what his or her own country had to 

offer.  In addition, the officials hoped international penpals would learn practical skills 

from one another and develop shared interests that transcended geographical boundaries.  

At the outset, the letters would be written in the mother tongue of the author, but if the 

correspondence was to be sustained over a longer time, the students would develop 

foreign language skills through this exercise alongside what they learned in their classes.  

Over time, many of the pairings yielded lasting international friendships, as 

correspondents exchanged photos and anecdotes of their private lives.446  The organizing 

officials took great care to match students up with writing partners of the same sex; 

assuming that their interests would be closer together.  Moreover, thepenpal 

correspondence was not intended to develop into romantic interest between 

correspondents.447   

The Junior Red Cross international school correspondence initiative, also 

endorsed by the Pan American Union, was more concerned with fostering international 

ties that spanned the ocean, boasting participation between 30,000 classrooms around the 

world by 1927.  By 1929, the Junior Red Cross counted 11 million members in its ranks, 

with headquarters in 55 countries.  At that year’s Junior Red Cross Conference in 

Geneva, they stated their goal to engage all of those children in school correspondence.  

The vast majority of Junior Red Cross correspondence tied together children from 

                                                 
446 Roehm 1942, 227. 
447 AHSEP, Subsecretaría de Educación Pública, Unión Panamericana, Washington D.C., Caja 6, 
Expediente 18, Folio 1, 1932.   
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Czcechoslovakia, Japan and the United States. But Latin American countries, primarily 

Mexico and Brazil, participated in the exchange as well.  Most of the letter exchanges 

took place between the United States and Western Europe.  Junior Red Cross organizers 

expressed their hope that relationships forged through the letters would diminish 

international friction simply by raising the level of the interwar generation’s global 

awareness.448  The Mexican division of the Junior Red Cross, established in 1928, 

summarized its mission neither as an arbitrating, individualizing, charity, nor recreational 

institution, but rather as a socializing one based on service and education.  A special 

subcommittee within the Junior Red Cross, The Comitee of Foreign Children (El Comité 

de Niños Extranjeros)—sometimes called the Committee of Universal Fraternity (El 

Comité de Fraternidad Universal) took charge of promoting knowledge about children 

outside of Mexico and organizing the correspondence program.449 

The implication that adults had failed in peacetime relations relied on a linear 

understanding of human biological age, resting on the assumption that once lost, 

children’s innocence could not be regained.  Thus in an era of crisis, adults turned to 

children to amend their broken world.  A 1925 spread in The World’s Health magazine 

cited the potential power of uniting this generation through correspondence; it stated that 

                                                 
448 Junior Red Cross officials acknowledged that children alone could not forge international peace, but 
noted that international correspondence between children was a step in the right direction, making citizens 
of different nations more interested in international questions, more conscious of human similarities in 
different races, and more friendly towards each other. Everett Baxter Sackett, The Administration of the 
International School Correspondence of the Junior Red Cross (Paris: Secretariat of the League of Red 
Cross Societies, 1929): 44, 48, 81. 
449 “…la Cruz Roja de la Juventud no es una institución arbitraria, individualizante, de caridad o de 
pasatiempo. La Cruz Roja de la Juventud es una institución necesaria, socializante, de servicio social y de 
función educativa.” Dr. Alfonso Priani, “La Cruz Roja de la Juventud y su cooperación permanente en la 
protección a la infancia,” Memoria del VII Congreso Panamericano del Niño, Tomo I (México: Talleres 
Gráficos de la Nación, 1937): 907-13. 
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the children of the world, guided by their teachers and aided by their Red Cross Societies, 

by means of their pens and pencils, their scissors and needles, their paste and 

paintbrushes, would approach one another across borders, mountains, rivers and oceans, 

in a new comraderie.450  In fact, officials sought to reduce adult mediation in the 

correspondence; a memo from the Intellectual Cooperation Section of the Pan American 

Union recommended that Red Cross correspondence organizers maintain the integrity of 

children’s creative submissions, and not try to standardize correspondence or lend it too 

much official character. The adults should provide only the necessary administrative 

service to facilitate the free and spontaneous flow of correspondence between children.451   

Classrooms prepared portfolios that represented their culture and daily lives, 

including letters, photographs, drawings, magazine clippings, and homework 

assignments.  At the Escuela “República Argentina,” in step with the socialist education 

program that taught children to be self-sufficient and take initiative, fifth and sixth grade 

members of the school’s Junior Red Cross spent a portion of every day revising their 

portolio materials, alongside countless other student-directed civic activities in which 

they were engaged.452  Teachers in the United States commented that the preparation of 

these portfolios often triggered a greater interest in the region from which their new pen-

pals hailed, fulfilling the Junior Red Cross mission to expand of the child’s point of view, 

                                                 
450 Charlotte Kett, The World’s Health (November 1925), in Sackett 81. 
451 Recommendation of the First Pan American Red Cross Conference in Buenos Aires, 1923.  AHSEP, 
Serie Subsecretaría de Educación Pública, Subserie Unión Panamericana, Washington D.C., Caja 6, Exp. 
18, Folio 7, 1932. 
452 Prof. Lupe Jiménez Posadas, “La Cruz Roja de la Juventud de la Escuela “República Argentina,”” 
Memoria del VII Congreso Panamericano del Niño, Tomo I (México: Talleres Gráficos de la Nación, 
1937): 918-921.  For more about the child-driven nature of extracurricular organizations, see the previous 
chapter of this dissertation.  
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and breathe life into his school work.453  As a result, geography, history, art, current 

events, home economics, industrial arts, and language classes became infused with 

international references supplemented by tangible primary source material from the 

portfolios. The American Junior Red Cross compiled the letters received, and divided 

them into three volumes of twelve chapters for publication and for use in classrooms. In 

the U.S., the exchanges triggered interest in Latin America, resulting in a higher number 

of students taking Spanish and Portuguese.454  

As children learned about their peers in other countries—their different schedules, 

the different setup of their classrooms, what they ate, what they did with their free time—

they also had to think about how to present themselves.  The group preparation of an 

album or even a letter required a measure of self-reflection with potentially profound 

implications for the shaping of their identities.  What did it mean to be Mexican? What is 

different about Mexican life? What assumptions do other children make about Mexico? 

Children identified themselves to their peers with descriptions of their toys, excursions, 

pets, and altruistic activities.  Furthermore, they had to think about how to present their 

country as a unit; letters reveal that children identified their country by its holidays, 

industry, urban centers, typical clothing, national heroes, and patriotic holidays.  An 

analysis of the content of children’s letters reveal the ways that they learned and 

negotiated their emerging identities.455   

                                                 
453 Sackett 23.  
454 Informe sobre los trabajos de la Unión Panamericana, 1923-1927 (Washington: Gobierno de los 
Estados Unidos de América, 1927): 11. 
455A description of the type of content that was published in the three volume set is found in Sackett 35.  
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Mexico’s children stood as the vanguard of young Latin American letter writers.  

A letter from schoolchildren in Colima de Tobás, Costa Rica addressed “the future men 

of the great Aztec nation.”  Their letter recognized Mexican presence at the forefront of 

international child correspondence, and thanked them for being such good representatives 

for the smaller Latin American republics in the hemisphere.  The Costa Rican children 

reminded their Mexican brothers and sisters that they held the future of their patria in 

their hands, and looked forward to the day that they emerged as noble, intelligent 

leaders.456 

 For those not fortunate enough to belong to an organized letter exchange program, 

other avenues provided access to the international children’s community.  Free 

publications such as El Maestro Rural and the SEP bulletins often included foreign 

greetings and messages of solidarity addressed to “the children of Mexico.”  A 1930 

letter from Australian schoolchildren in New South Wales published in El Maestro Rural 

briefly outlined the Pacific nation’s history—a reference to forging a new, free and 

productive race from enslaved and outcast ancestors resonated with the mestizo paradigm 

that Mexican children were now being taught.457 Accompanying the letter, a map of the 

American and Australian continents drew a direct line from Sidney to Mexico City, a 

unifying gesture linking the hearts of the two nations (see Figure 6.2). 

                                                 
456 “Sois vosotros, compañeritos, los futuros hombres de la gran nación azteca; en vuestras manos está el 
porvenir de vuestra patria, y nuestro mayor deseo es el de que aprovechéis hoy los consejos y lecciones de 
vuestras maestras, para que cuando llegue el día de ser los dirigentes, tengáis una inteligencia clara al 
servicio de un noble corazón.” AHSEP Departamento de Escuelas Rurales, Dirección General, Caja 21, 
Exp. 32, 1934.  
457 “Mensaje de buena voluntad de los escolares australianos a los de México,” El Maestro Rural, Tomo V, 
No. 1 (July 1, 1934): 3. 
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Figure 6.2   Map of Australia and Mexico, pictured in El Maestro Rural, 1934.458 

  

As Junior Red Cross girls from the Escuela “República Argentina” scurried 

tirelessly beneath starched white nurse caps to assemble care packages for earthquake 

victims in the western states of Jalisco and Colima, and sent hundreds of dollars in 

clothes and toys to homeless children in Japan.  Their charitable acts also furthered 

Mexico’s reputation as making enormous advances in education and technology.459  As 

we have seen, contributors to Pulgarcito broadcast sophisticated art instruction across the 

globe as Japanese and North American children sought to emulate their technical drawing 

techniques.   

In the wake of their revolution, Mexican educators emerged as leading producers 

of socially engaged, capable children.  Children’s books from other countries provide a 

testament to Mexico’s reputation as leaders in education.  A 1935 children’s book, The 

                                                 
458 Image from El Maestro Rural, Tomo V, No. 1 (July 1, 1934): 4. 
459 Coopera, Tomo II, No. 3 (May 1927): 18, 24.  
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Children of Mexico: Their Land and Its Story, introduced the nation to its young readers 

in the United States with a fictional account of two children that had recently immigrated 

to California from Mexico City.  On the first day of classes, protagonists Carmen and 

José Ramos stood out from their classmates with their glossy hair and high cheekbones.  

The students in the story voiced their confusion over their new colleagues’ identities 

because of their preconception that all Mexicans were Indians, and all Indians were 

savages.  They tried to measure this misinformation against the skin color of the siblings, 

who did not appear to behave savage at all.460  The teacher, Miss Arden, quickly 

deflected the cruel schoolyard accusations (uncorrected attitudes toward Indians 

notwithstanding) by pointing out that Carmen and José surpassed their classmates in 

mathematical and musical ability, a testament to the well-rounded education they had 

received in their home country.  Before long, Carmen and José inserted themselves 

seamlessly into the California school culture.  Boys admired José’s agility on the sports 

field, and girls put their arms around Carmen’s shoulders and welcomed her as their 

neighbor and friend.  In this way, Carmen and José opened the gateway for the readers of 

the book to learn about Mexico’s diverse countryside, its glorious and pyramid-filled 

past, and its colorful festivals.  At the end of the book, the Californian schoolchildren—

and the readers—corrected their misconceptions about Mexico (though maybe not about 

Indians), as expressed to Miss Arden by young Edith, who ackowledged that she used to 

believe that the United States was everything.  Now that she learned about Mexico 

                                                 
460 “Is it true that all Mexicans are Indians?… Harold says they are. José is awfully dark, but Carmen 
couldn’t possibly be an Indian! Besides, Indians are savages. José and his father aren’t savages. They surely 
can’t be Indians, can they, Miss Arden?” Irmagarde Richards and Elena Landazuri, Children of Mexico: 
Their Land and Its Story (San Francisco: Harr Wagner Publishing Company, 1935): 4. 
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through Carmen and José, and realized how nearby it was, she wanted to learn more 

about other countries as well.461 

International exchange—including correspondence, membership in global 

organizations like the Junior Red Cross—allowed middle-class children the opportunity 

to gain equal footing with their counterparts in Europe, Australia, Asia and the United 

States (there is no evidence of correspondence with children from Africa in these years).  

Despite advances in fraternal understanding, international objectification of Mexican 

poverty persisted, a tendency that revealed that revolutionary education programs had 

their successes with children in the cities, but not in the countryside.  Much of the 

correspondence between the U.S. and Mexico, while well-intentioned, was paternalistic 

and condescending. Carmen and José, the Junior Red Cross workers, and the millions of 

Mexican children engaging in civic activities, did not capture the foreign public 

imagination as representative of their country.  Children became the object of New Deal 

Era charity from the north; perceptions of abject poverty and disenfranchisement of rural 

indigenous children ecclipsed the great modernizing strides being made by and for 

children in the cities. 

To this end, the Mexico Child Welfare Bureau, headed by Dr. Lincoln Wirt and in 

collaboration with the Ministry of Education, organized the collection and delivery of 

Friendship Health Chests, or botiquines made up of medical supplies, children’s clothing, 

and playground equipment from schools in the U.S. to needy children in rural Mexico.  
                                                 
461 “You know, I used to feel as if our country, our United States, was really all the world. I knew about the 
other countries, but they didn’t seem real.  Now that I’ve been in Mexico, now that I know how near it is, 
and how real it is, and how lovely and interesting it is, I feel as if all of us ought to be saying—“Somebody 
lives next door to us! Somebody jolly and friendly, and we can have fun with them!”  Richards and 
Landazuri  4-6, 296. 
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The Mexican officials supported this unilateral exchange, claiming their inability to 

provide the material needs to all of its 7000 recently installed rural schools, despite a 

highly capable teaching staff.  First Lady Josefina de Ortiz Rubio, whose husband ruled 

from 1930 to 1932, endorsed the donations, citing that they symbolized a closer knitting 

of the bonds of friendship between the children of Mexico and the United States.462  

Charitible organizations in the United States sent the health chests to Mexico with the 

intention of creating bonds of friendship, but the propaganda that accompanied the good 

faith gesture reinforced racialized Good Neighbor-era policies that established the United 

States as the cultural imperialist power, a father figure extending health and well-being 

down to an infantilized nascent democracy.   

Correspondence regarding the botiquines suggests uneven expectations in the 

degree of mutual fraternal sentiment that the program would foster.  Schools sending 

health chests, mostly from California, expressed disappointment when they did not 

receive messages of gratitude for their generosity.  Dr. Wirt sent several notes about the 

security precautions that they employed, encircling the chests in metal wire to avoid 

thievery en route, revealing ideas about the savage, bandit-ridden areas to which their 

gifts were destined.  In one letter, Dr. Wirt makes reference to the high quality of the 

contents, incluidng an outfit originally intended for a California baby, toys, clothing, a 

volleyball, an air pump, a net, and two baseballs.463 

A fund-raising pamphlet distributed by the Mexico Child Welfare Bureau in the 

United States provides a striking illustration of attitudes about rural children.  Two 

                                                 
462 AHSEP, Departamento de Escuelas Rurales, Dirección General, Caja 26, Exp. 24, 1932.  
463 AHSEP, Departamento de Escuelas Rurales, Dirección General, Caja 26, Exp. 24, 1932. 
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images purport to represent five indigenous boys before and after benefitting from the 

health chests (see Figure 6.3).  The first photograph, subtitled “The Raw Material: Native 

youths from the hills seeking admission to the government school in Mexico City,” 

depicts the boys in a stilted pose reminiscent of National Geographic ethnographic 

photography, exaggeratedly bedecked in the indigenous clothes of sombreros, serapes 

and huaraches that appear to be fresh out of the boxes.  Their expressions are hostile; they 

embody the “savages” that such health kits sought to reform.  The second photograph, 

entitled “The Same Boys Five Months Later: There are many such boys and girls in 

Mexico eager for an education,” shows five young men in civil servant uniforms, their 

cropped hair combed back with pomade, holding their caps military style to their chest, 

their wild expressions transformed into ones of steely determination.  They stand on the 

steps of an official building, and the angle of the shot lengthens them.  Tall, authoritative, 

men shed their ethnicity—and their childhood—thanks to the help of the Mexico Child 

Welfare Bureau.  These two photographs confirm Mexico as an infantile, Indian land 

requiring U.S. charity to transform its residents into productive citizens.464    

                                                 
464 Ironically, many botiquines experienced long delays in delivery due to strict customs laws at the 
Mexican border designed to protect the economy from an influx of foreign goods.  Secretary of Foreign 
Relations Eduardo Hay had to override customs officers’ decisions to allow the chests to enter the country.  
This was evidence of a highly organized administration that enforced laws to protect its economic 
sovereignty. See correspondence in AHSEP, Departamento de Escuelas Rurales, Dirección General, Caja 
21, Exp. 7, 1932-3.   
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Figure 6.3  Mexico Child Welfare Bureau propaganda pamphlet, 1932.  Courtesy of the AHSEP.465 

 

Notwithstanding the ambivalence with which the United States portrayed 

Mexican children, opportunities to experience the modern childhood of the interwar 

period abounded.  Governmental agencies were not alone in encouraging young 

                                                 
465 Image from AHSEP, Departamento de Escuelas Rurales, Dirección General, Caja 26, Exp. 24, 1932.  
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Mexicans to take the initiative in reaching out to the international community of their 

peers.  Religious publications for children featured country profiles that summarized the 

experience of a child in India or Japan so that Mexican children could identify with them 

when the conditions were similar and in other cases feel grateful for their better 

conditions.  For example, one religious publication, Comino: El periódico de los niños, 

ran a section designed to be a message board of sorts for children from around the world 

to send greetings and photographs to Mexico.  In 1936, Comino published photos and 

messages from children in Los Angeles, CA and Japan, alongside a note that this type of 

exchange, around the time of the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War and during a period 

of increasing unrest in Europe in general, was a good manner to avoid international 

conflict and misunderstanding and to promote peace.466  

 

Doll Diplomacy 

Other forms of cultural exchange brought the children of the Americas together in 

the interwar period as well.  Children’s toys, and especially dolls, became commodities 

symbolic of international friendship, as museums and exhibition halls around the world 

displayed them as a emblems of humanity.  Early twentieth century modern toys bore a 

false simplicity, as Walter Benjamin noted, that undercut the technical achievements in 

toymaking perfected in Germany in the nineteenth century.  Rather than recognize the 

industry, many preferred to develop a relationship with the primitive in a time of 

                                                 
466 Comino: El periódico de los niños, Tomo II, No. 10 (October 1936): 7. 
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industrial development.467  Renewed interest in children’s toys after World War I, 

triggered a boom in the toy manufacturing industry worldwide (including Mexico) as 

adults sought tocreate play in a turbulent world.  That adults turned to playthings as 

symbols of happier times, cultural diplomacy, and peacetime gestures of goodwill 

suggested a deeper psychological relationship with childhood as a time free of the cares 

of the adult world.468   

Beyond their sentimental value, toys represented an opportunity for small scale 

industrial growth.  Mexican ambassadors in Germany, Switzerland, the United States and 

Japan flooded the Secretary of Foreign Relations with reports of lucrative toy industry.469  

The Mexican govermnet in 1935 issued an official decree placing tarrifs on the 

importation of foreign-made toys, sparking the national industry as a producer of 

consumer goods and symbols of national identity, as demand for toys outstripped national 

production.470  Officials responded to trends in the toy industry as evident in this 1935 

advertisement in the daily newspaper La Prensa, that displayed an assortment of toys 

including English skates, English bikes, an American football, and a baseball glove (see 

                                                 
467 Walter Benjamin, “The Cultural History of Toys,” Walter Benjamin, Selected Writings, Vol. 2. Ed. 
Michael W. Jennings (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1999): 114. 
468 Benjamin, “Old Toys: The Toy Exhibition at the Märkisches Museum,” Walter Benjamin, Selected 
Writings, Vol. 2, 100. 
469 “Influencia Educativa de los Juguetes de Madera,” Boletín Comercial, Jul 15, 1929; “Juguetes,” Boletín 
Comercial, February 20, 1926; Alfonso Guerra, “Fabricación de Juguetes de Madera: Pequeñas Industrias 
Explotables in México,” Boletín Comercial, November 20, 1927; and Julio Pani, “La industria del juguete 
en Alemania,” Boletín Comercial, August 31, 1929, pp. 3-51.  For the U.S., see, “La industria de juguetes 
in Estados Unidos,” Boletín Comercial, January 15, 1928, pp. 43-47; and Mexico, see “Las pequeñas 
industrias: los juguetes,” El Nacional Revolucionario, April 17, 1931; “La fábrica de juguetes es muy 
lucrativa,” El Nacional Revolucionario May 11, 1932. 
470 “La fabricación de juguetes recibirá un gran estímulo,” El Nacional Revolucionario, November 1, 1935.  
The Mexican government especially sought to supplant imported toys from the U.S. and Japan, which 
comprised the bulk of the market. “La industria nacional no abastece aun la demanda de juguetes,” El 
Nacional Revolucionario, February 10, 1936.  
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Figure 6.4).  Government officials turned to the working class and the indigenous child 

population for aesthetic inspiration in toy manufacturing.  They hoped recapturing what 

they imagined as rural authenticity in the form of toys could be marketed as Mexican.  

Toys made of native materials, such as straw and clay, gained popularity as they poured 

into the tourist market.471   

In one toy competition hosted by the Ministry of Education, hundreds of children 

submitted entries to a toy competition in Mexico City using entirely recycled, household 

materials. Judges marvelled at the children’s ingenuity, noting that they had not copied 

American or Japanese models, but rather had crafted perfect national toys, imitating the 

objects and people of Mexico.472  Another such competition divided the toys into 

categories: prizes were awarded to the best mechanical industrial toy, the best mechanical 

non-industrial toy, and the best non-moving toy.  By the early 1930s, this resulted in a 

burgeoning industry in Mexico.  Contest organizers were careful to maintain a 

marketably dual national identity: a modern industrializing nation that produced socially 

useful, mechanical goods; and an ancient land of culture and deep artistic tradition that 

produced folklore and handicrafts.473 

                                                 
471 A series of articles run in El Nacional featured folkloric toys made of native materials that were being 
displayed in local museum collections; see “En el Museo Nacional,” El Nacional, 1940.   
472 Judges noted that “los niños convirtieron en riqueza estética, el desperdicio inútil” and that “los niños no 
imitaron el juguete americano o japonés, construyeron el juguete nacional. Imitaron los objetos, las cosas, 
las gentes de México.” In  “Éxito de la feria del juguete en la Sría. de Educación,” El Nacional 
Revolucionario, November 2, 1935.  
473 “Concurso de ‘Juguetería Infantil,’” El Día, September 8, 1935. 
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Figure 6.4  Newspaper advertisement featuring foreign toys, 1935.                                                    
Courtesy of the Biblioteca Miguel Lerdo de Tejada. 474 

 

Other countries looked to Mexico to provide models of the incorporation of 

folkloric toys and games for their children’s instruction.  The Ministry of Education’s 

itinerant hand puppet theater promoted in rural schools by the socialist education 

progream also piqued international interest; a schoolteacher from Madrid wrote into the 

Ministry of Education in 1934 inquiring about the hilarious dolls that had enraptured 

Mexico’s rural children, and requesting information on how she could fashion her own 

version.475  As symbols of play, dolls represented innocence and infantile cooperation and 

                                                 
474 La Prensa (January 20, 1935): 10.  
475 AHSEP, Departamento de Bellas Artes, Teatro, Caja 72, Exp. 56, 1934. 
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collaboration, characteristics that lay at the core of international peace.476  Similar 

requests came from Spain for traditionally dressed dolls from Mexico, for both children’s 

education and to foment international friendship as part of a display in an annual fair.  

The Secretary of Foreign Relations (SRE) responded simply with a directive to its 

bureaucrats to send two dolls with “indigenous characteristics.”  Spanish officials 

countered that they wanted more varied representation from twelve different regions of 

the country, and the SRE complied.  This representation of ethnic regionalism reflected 

the power that children’s playthings had in constructing nationalist images. Swaddled in 

the stereotypical material trappings of their nation of origin, each doll literally embodied 

the national ideal, codifying a set of ideas about different regions while ostensibly 

promoting the idea of peace.477  In another instance, a teacher from Jefferson School in 

Shawnee, Oklahoma wrote to the Ministry of Education that her students had fashioned 

two six-inch dolls, representative of a typical elementary-aged American boy and girl, 

that they would like to exchange for similar dolls from Mexico.478  It would be left to the 

children themselves to determine what constituted “typical” Mexico for international 

export.   

A quite elaborate request for international doll exchanges made its way to 

President Calles’s office from the Church of Christ headquarters in New York.  As a 

                                                 
476 For a theoretical exploration of the possibilities and problems presented by toys in Latin America, 
especially as they conflate and confuse war and play, see Elena Jackson Albarrán, “Guerrilla Warplay: The 
Infantilization of War in Latin American Popular Culture,” Studies in Latin American Popular Culture, 
Vol. 24 (2005): 69-81.  
477 Fideicomiso Archivos Plutarco Elias Calles y Fernando Torreblanca (FAPECFT), APEC, Expediente 
54: Elias, Arturo M., Legajo 8/17, Fojas 302-310, Inventario 1718. 
478 AHSEP, Departamento de Escuelas Rurales, Dirección General, Caja 26, Exp. 12, 1935.  AHSEP, 
Departamento de Escuelas Rurales (D.F.), Caja 47, Exp. 19, 1933. 
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labor of their Committee of World Friendship among Children, the church organized a 

Festival of Dolls, in which dolls representing their countries of origin travelled around the 

world bearing messages of goodwill, accompanied by passports documenting their ports 

of entry and length of stay.  Youthful volunteers in New York assembled and dressed the 

dolls according to the specifications of each country, all based on the new American doll 

prototype, made of washable materials, fifteen inches high, with articulated arms and 

legs, moving eyes with eyelashes, a sewed wig, a cotton stuffed body, and a “mama 

voice.”479  Evidence has not been located of Mexican participation in the Festival of 

Dolls, nevertheless children’s playthings commonly served diplomatic and educational 

purposes abroad at World’s Fairs and expositions.   

The Secretary of Foreign Relations considered an international charity toy drive 

hosted by the Sunshine Letters Club at “one of the finest hotels” in Detroit to be a good 

form of publicity for the country, and sent along a doll dressed in typical china poblana 

fashion.480  The doll represented the nation’s children as conflated with their playthings.  

When the doll was donated to a poor child,  Mexico’s growing toy industry received 

favorable press in Detroit papers.481  Doll diplomacy and other examples of nationalist 

children’s culture served a purpose in international affairs.  Even in the throes of 

                                                 
479 FAPECFT, APEC, expediente 54: ELIAS, ARTURO M., legajo 8/17, fojas 302-310, inventario 1718. 
480 The china poblana is a Mexican type, originating in nineteenth century lithography, made popular in 
nationalist campaigns of the 1930s.  She is distinctive for her braids and colorful dress, and dances the 
jarabe (or Mexican hat dance) opposite her male partner, el charro.  Ricardo Pérez Montfort, “ Una región 
inventada desde el centro: la consolidación del cuadro estereotípico nacional, 1921-1937,” Estampas de 
nacionalismo popular mexicano: diez ensayos sobre cultura popular y nacionalismo, 2ª edición (México: 
Centro de Investigaciones y Estudios Superiores de Antropología Social, 2003): 121-148. 
481 “Habrá un concurso de juguetes en Detroit,” El Universal (September 5, 1937).  
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nationalist fervor, upper and middle class children  across the globe were forging a spirit 

of international comraderie through shared cultural references and experiences. 

 

The Boy Scouts: Exploradores Mexicanos 

Sweeping changes to modern childhood occurred worldwide in the twentieth century, as 

international organizations and institutions cropped up that sharpened children’s skills in 

obtaining autonomy and independent thinking.  Some Mexican boys participated in these 

changes by joining the Boy Scouts, or the Cuerpos de Exploradores Mexicanos.482  

British General Robert Baden-Powell created the Boy Scouts in 1899 and the 

organization became an international phenomenon with the 1908 when he published the 

manual “Scouting for Boys.”483  In Mexico, President Venustiano Carranza established 

the first corps in 1917 simultaneously in Mexico City and the Yucatán, and they 

flourished under the guidance of director Federico Clarck, who spent the early organizing 

years observing Boy Scouts organizations in 18 countries from Europe, to the United 

States and Latin America.  The guidelines of the Explorers, published in a four-volume 

manual titled El Explorador Mexicano and reiterated in official magazines such as El 

Scout and Tihui, drew heavily from the United States’ Boy Scout publication Boys Life, 

though they were completely reworked to include Mexican references to the national 

                                                 
482 Stephen Lassonde discusses civic and religious organizations in the U.S. such as the Little League that 
provided institutions in which children learned to develop skills to begin acting with autonomy, in “Age 
and Authority: Adult-Child Relations during the Twentieth Century in the United States,” Journal of the 
History of Childhood and Youth, Vol. 1, No. 1 (Winter 2008): 95-105. 
483 William Hillcourt, Baden-Powell: The Two Lives of a Hero (New York: Gilwellian Press, 1992). 
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geography, history, and heroes.484  The combination of foreign elements used to inculcate 

a sense of patriotism in a corps of young boys reflected the philosophy that nationalism 

and internationalism were not mutually exclusive categories.  Furthermore, the 

international visibility of Mexican Boy Scouts served as a silent testament that the 

country had successfully accomplished a modern, civilizing mission after its revolution. 

The Explorers combined nationalism with internationalism. On one hand, the 

boys emulated national military heroes, developed an appreciation for national flora and 

fauna, and wore an eight-pointed badge (escudo) based on the design of the Aztec 

calendar stone (see Figure 6.5).  To give the Explorers a nationalist flavor based on 

indigenism, the Ministry of Education encouraged breaking them into tiered groups 

called “tribes,” each one bearing an ethnic name—tihui, tequihua, tlacatecuhtli—from 

Nahua, Toltec, Tarasco, Otomí or other indigenous culture.485  Through the survival 

techniques in the outdoors, physical challenges to foster fitness, and practical applications 

of science, boys learned a brand of civismo that rendered the abstract revolutionary 

nationalism into tangible set of skills that they would need for initiation into citizenry.  

On the other hand, they learned Esperanto as a universal language for communication 

                                                 
484 The Exploradores went through various manifestations and were never fully consolidated under one 
umbrella organization. Ultimately they followed much of the structure of the Boy Scouts, but various 
published guidelines and directors suggesting that they often splintered into regional organizations.  For 
example, one group was called the Tequihuas de México, another was Amigos del Bosque, and another 
Boy Scouts de México. At some point many groups were unified under the name Consejo Nacional 
Escultista.  “Ciencia del Explorador: Origen de los Exploradores,” El Universal Gráfico, October 3, 1941; 
Clarck was a Mexican national from Germany, Professor of Geography, National Economy and 
Languages—of which he spoke eight—and was conscripted by the Mexican government to put his skills to 
work for the Mexican youth.  AGN O-C 816-E-17, 1921. 
485 Ricardo Pérez Montfort, “El estereotipo del indio en la expresión popular urbana, 1920-1940,” 
Estampas de nacionalismo popular mexicano, 183. 
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with their brothers abroad, and used the international motto “Be Prepared.”486  One of the 

primary benefits of becoming an Explorer was membership in a brotherhood, readily 

identifiable to each other by a mutual understanding of signs, symbols, and special 

techniques; Explorer brothers were willing to sacrifice themselves for each other with 

open arms and would receive each other in any part of the world.487   

 

Figure 6.5  The Aztec calendar stone and the seal of the Asociación de Exploradores Mexicanos.488 

 

The introduction of the Boy Scouts to Mexico met with resistance from various 

individuals.  Some expressed aversion to the military nature of the corps.  Others viewed 

Boy Scouts with animosity because of an automatic association with U.S. or British 

culture.  The Mexican consul in Texas reported that first generation Mexican American 

families’ greatest fear of impending cultural decay was to see the son dressed in a Boy 

Scout uniform, saluting the American flag.489  One critic, Professor Alfredo Sánchez O., 

considered the Boy Scouts to be a failure in Mexico because the corps bowed to the 

                                                 
486 Federico Clarck, El Explorador Mexicano (México: n/p, n/d): 160. 
487 AHSEP, Subsecretaría de Educación Pública, Caja 22, Exp. 2, Folios 4-45, 1938.  
488 Image from Clarck 160. 
489 AHSRE IV-276-28, 1933. 
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weight of foreign cultural influence, and needed to be completely reconceptualized as a 

distinctly Mexican organization.  Furthermore, the expenses for the uniform and other 

paraphernalia needed for participation in expeditions ensured that participants came from 

the middle class.  Sánchez suggested that even if children could afford the uniforms and 

accessories—including the 20-cent monthly Explorer magazine Tihui—the brown-

skinned little Explorers would never blend with the blond-haired, blue-eyed Scouts 

abroad.  A template of the ideal Explorer’s accoutrements demonstrates that a boy would 

indeed need to be well accommodated in order to fulfill expectations (see Figure 6.6).  

Rather than conform to international standards that he believed to be unrealistic for 

Mexicans, Sánchez suggested the creation of an entirely nationalist corps called the 

Mexican Boy Legionnaires (Los Niños Legionarios Mexicanos).  Sánchez ran a one-week 

column delineating an exhaustive list of guidelines, bylaws, and statutes of the 

Legionnaires.  
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Figure 6.6  Diagram of the ideal uniform and equipment of an Explorer.490 

 
Explorer recruiters relied on assumptions that young boys identified with the 

masculine ideal, a desire to become excellent citizens, soldiers, and men.  Based on Boy 

Scout laws, Tihui published reminders to readers of the importance of male values: to be 

a gentleman, to embrace personal sacrifice and self-discipline, and to view other 

Explorers as brothers. 491   Sánchez’s primary concern seemed to be that the Explorers 

were not masculine enough for the needs of Mexican boys.  He believed that boys should 

not suffocate their bellicose instincts and natural taste for military arrogance, and 

therefore envisioned the Legionnaires to have considerably greater military orientation 

than the Explorers.   Expeditions served the dual purpose of making boys familiar with 
                                                 
490 Image from Clarck 173. 
491 “To be a man is to be simple, to be formal, to be a gentleman, to be kind, to be loyal. If you want to 
follow this sacrificial route of self-discipline, self-education, self-control, come join the explorers, who will 
receive you with open arms like a new brother.”  José U. Escobar, “Vivac,” Tihui, No. 1 (December 1926): 
13. Also see AGN O-C 816-E-17, 1921. 
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the national terrain and preparing them for military campaigns in the countryside by 

hiking, horseback riding, camping, and the like.  Sánchez expressed the need to defend 

the nation and unfortunately, boys needed training for what he considered the sad but 

inevitable necessity of killing other men.492 

Like the frequent contributors to Pulgarcito, outstanding Explorers from different 

troops (tribus) around the country enjoyed a featured profile in the magazine Tihui.  The 

descriptions of the scouts placed nearly equal emphasis on their uniforms as on their good 

deeds and dispositions, underscoring the exclusive nature of this club.  Possessed of an 

identifiable uniform and a unique personality, scouts stood apart from average boys.  

Nicholas Carmona, known among friends in his Tlacopan Tribe as Carmonita, possessed 

an “infallible smile” and generosity.  He performed the best in his group during the 

campaign to help poor children.  Janet del Castillo, another distinguished scout, wore 

boots that made him look like a character from the Three Musketeers.493  Attention to the 

uniform details ensured that the youths looked the part of their international brothers.  

Advertisements for Explorer uniforms in Tihui and other printed material reiterated the 

importance of a pristine outward aspect as the fullest expression of membership in the 

Explorers.  One ad combined the importance of achieving an international standard with 

nationalist consumer practices; the text said, “Mexican Explorers should buy their 

                                                 
492“¿Pero vamos a tratar de sofocar nuestro instinto belicoso? ...¿Qué niño no ha sentido gusto por la 
arrogancia militar, la marcialidad, la maniobra de las tropas?”   “Una Bella Idea,” El Universal Gráfico, 
October 3, 1925; Professor Alfredo Sánchez O., “Los Niños Legionarios Mexicanos,” El Universal 
Gráfico, October 5, 1925, continued in El Universal Gráfico, October 6, 1925; El Universal Gráfico, 
October 7, 1925; El Universal Gráfico, October 8, 1925. 
493 “Muchachos distinguidos,” Tihui, No. 2 (January 1927): 30-31. 
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equipment in a Mexican store” (see Figure 6.7).494  Even the cartoon character that 

personified Pulgarcito in the art magazine marched across the pages dressed as an 

Explorer.    

 

Figure 6.7  Advertisement in Tihui for Explorer supplies, 1927.  Courtesy of the Hemeroteca Nacional.495 

 
The Explorers quickly gained footing in the international arena, symbolizing 

Mexico’s arrival as a modern nation.  The presence of Mexican corps at a 1937 Boy 

Scouts convention in Washington D.C. whipped up positive press coverage at home, as 

the young ambassadors camped beneath the Washington monument proudly waving the 

green, white, and red flag, huddling around their tent wrapped in brightly colored serapes 

from Saltillo.  The boys hailed from Monterrey, Mexico City, Torreón, and Puebla, and 

                                                 
494 Tihui, No. 2 (January 1927): 37. 
495 Tihui, No. 2 (January 1927): 37. 
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camped between Boy Scouts from Lithuania and the Netherlands.496  After the 

convention, “los boys mexicanos” went to New York City to tour the Empire State 

Building and the offices of the upcoming World’s Fair.  William H. Standley, former 

Marine chief of the United States military, received the young men, and remarked that 

they were the most virile and distinguished group of Boy Scouts he had met to date.  To 

be sure, the photograph accompanying the article pictured a group of strapping, clean-cut 

young men, some sporting moustaches, towering over Mr. Standley in a hearty salute.497  

Girl Scouts existed as early as 1925, designed to instill feminine virtues, and 

religious and patriotic duties—in short, the basic toolkit for girls to become good female 

citizens.498  Tihui dedicated one page per issue to “La mujer exploradora,” encouraging 

women to participate in excursions and experience physical, moral and personal 

development as individuals.499  Nevertheless the girls’ organization, parallel to the 

Explorers, existed on a much smaller scale, often through such venues as the Junior Red 

Cross’s Big Sister Committee (Comité de la Hermana Mayor).  As implied by the name, 

boys explored the physical layout of the patria and the world, conquering its peaks and 

exercising dominion over its elements. Although girls did participate in many civic 

organizations, they remained largely relegated to the home and the community.  The Big 

Sister was to be the representative of the home in the school and the messenger of the 

school within the home.500  Little more than a glorified home economics club, the Big 

                                                 
496 “Llegaron los Exploradores a Washington,” El Universal, July 1, 1937.  See also “Convención de 
“Boys-Scouts” en los EE.UU,” El Nacional, February 13, 1937.   
497 “Los Boy Scouts Mexicanos en Nueva York,” Hoy, August 7, 1937. 
498 Boletín de la SEP, Tomo IV, No. 10 (1925): 213-214. 
499 Tihui, No. 1 (December 1926): 14. 
500 Priani 910-911. 
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Sister Committee encouraged girls to contribute to an environment of domestic harmony 

by helping their mothers and tending to their younger siblings by applying the scientific 

methods learned in puericulture classes.   

Red Cross organizers, by creating a committee and couching the description in the 

language of civic responsibility, provided girls with a sense of fulfilling an altruistic duty 

by doing something they likely would have done anyways.501  Sample activities that 

made the Big Sister Committee a visible presence in the classroom and community 

included gathering donated clothes for the “poor children’s closet,” serving the morning 

snack, reading to younger students at story hour, protecting younger children on the 

playground and guiding their recreation, accompanying children safely home after 

school, and keeping an eye on students during school excursions. At home, the Big Sister 

was responsible for taking care of sick parents, chores such as sewing and cooking, and 

organizing simple receptions, contests and exhibits to showcase her domestic skills.502   

  

Conclusions 

In 1935, a young boy member of the American Red Cross explained his service activities 

during the Depression, saying that for children, giving was not charity, it was sharing.503  

His statement reflected common attitudes toward child diplomacy in this era; political 

figures, government officials, schoolteachers, and the media all turned to children and 

                                                 
501 Asociación Mexicana de la Cruz Roja: Estatutos de la Sección de la Cruz Roja de la Juventud (México: 
Asociación Mexicana de la Cruz Roja, 1932): 9. 
502 Priani 910-911. 
503 Miss Ruth Evelyn Henderson, “Children’s Work for Children: A Report of the American Junior Red 
Cross, to the Seventh Pan American Child Welfare Congress,” Memoria del VII Congreso Panamericano 
del Niño, Tomo I  (México, D.F.: Talleres Gráficos de la Nación, 1935): 916. 
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their playthings so that in the future they could assuage increasingly complex global 

tensions and have a sense of fraternal duty.  From the adult perspective, children 

represented uncorrupted humanity from which cooperation and understanding radiated.  

At the same time that Mexican children were experiencing an intense nationalist 

campaign with the consolidation of revolutionary reforms and the implementation of a 

socialist education program, they were exporting these new expressions to their peers 

across the continent and overseas.  They learned to embrace a constructed idealized past 

based on indigenist ideas about rural authenticity alongside a newer concept of Mexico as 

a modern nation.  Children’s stories, toys, organizations, and exchanges launched Mexico 

onto the global stage as a modern nation with the ability to draw from its rich cultural 

heritage.  Children during this era learned to be citizens of the nation, and simultaneously 

learned to transcend the geopolitical boundaries upon which nationalist sentiments were 

premised.       
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EPILOGUE AND CONCLUSION 
TATA CÁRDENAS AND THE NIÑOS ESPAÑOLES: 

A CASE STUDY IN CONSTRUCTING THE REVOLUTIONARY GENERATION 
 

“Now I address you, little cubs of the old Spanish lion; 
as of today you will stay under cover of the wings of the Aztec eagle.” 
-Ernesto Hidalgo, Minister of Foreign Relations, to the Spanish exile 

children upon their arrival in Veracruz on June 7, 1937504 
 

 
 The French ocean liner Méxique, on June 7, 1937, deposited 500 Spanish children 

on the docks at the port of Veracruz to be greeted by thousands of Mexican supporters of 

the Republican cause.505  Government officials from the ministries of education and 

foreign relations, wives of dignitaries and a specially appointed first aid crew constituted 

the reception committee, surrounded by spectators.  As the audience raised flags and fists 

in solidarity, Ernesto Hidalgo, Minister of Foreign Relations, delivered an eloquent 

speech to welcome the travel-weary children.  President Lázaro Cárdenas, awaiting the 

children in the capital, sent his welcome to the coastal city by telegraph, declaring to the 

crowds that the government would provide the young exiles with the affection and 

education necessary for them to be future defenders of their patria.506  The only 

disruption came with the screams of one woman, claiming that one child was a relative of 

hers whose parents remained alive.  Her shouts went unheeded as official speeches 

extolling revolutionary virtue in extending a home to the orphans continued into the 

sweltering afternoon.  
                                                 
504 Ahora me dirijo a vosotros, cachorrillos del viejo león español, que desde hoy quedaréis bajo el cobijo 
de las alas del águila azteca.  Memoria de la Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores, September 1936-August 
1937 (Mexico: D.A.P.P., 1937): 46. 
505 The exact number of children on the boat varies in different reports; 454 children left Spain to board the 
Mexique, but at the staging port in France, some children got sick and others were added to the group sent 
to Mexico.  Most reports generalize the number at 500 child exiles.  Dolores Pla Brugat, Los niños de 
Morelia (México: Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia, 1985): 13. 
506 “Arribaron ayer a Veracruz los 500 niños huérfanos españoles,” La Prensa, June 8, 1937. 
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 The children became the wards of the government and were placed in Cárdenas’s 

home state of Michoacán, at the Escuela España-México, an industrial school in Morelia.  

Their childhood unfolded alongside that of the Mexican children.  As the beneficiaries of 

one of the most publicized humanitarian acts of the revolutionary government, they lived 

the most scrutinized childhood; under the watchful eye of reporters, they represented both 

the successes and failures delivered by the foster-parent government.  The story of the 

niños españoles and their exile from the horrors of the Spanish Civil War illuminates the 

ways that Cardenista officials drew on two decades of constructing a revolutionary 

generation, and demonstrates the diverse ways that children interacted with authorities, 

members of the community, and members of their own cohort.  Their actions had a 

degree of influence on the way that they grew up.  This episode, moreover, provides a 

glimpse into the national community of childhood that developed in the wake of the 

orphans’ arrival, as teachers used their experience to foster support for the lost republican 

cause among children across the country.  

 

The Spanish Civil War comes to Mexico 

 The outbreak of the Spanish Civil War between republicans and fascists in the 

summer of 1936 made sensational headlines in Mexico.  For once, the tables had turned: 

Spain’s political stability crumbled before the eyes of the world at a moment when many 

Mexicans were feeling the exhilarating effects of democratization through their relatively 

stable revolutionary government.  The Cárdenas administration scrambled to be the first 

to express solidarity with the Republicans, sending arms and supplies to them, despite the 
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consternation of Western European democracies who frowned on a Latin American 

government intervening in European affairs.507  On the other hand, the ability to offer 

both moral and material support to the Republicans, was a source of great pride for 

Mexicans, many of whom believed that it demonstrated that democracy had come of age 

in the Americas and that the colonial legacy had been reversed.  In a single gesture, 

Mexico had moved from a position of dependency upon the mother country to one of 

filial duty; in a display of charity, Cárdenas addressed the nation regarding his decision, 

declaring that Mexico asked nothing for this aid; it sought only to establish a precedent 

for what should be done between brother countries when faced with difficulties such as 

those in Spain.508 

 Starving, dead and dying, Spanish children became the face of the Spanish Civil 

War.  In the newspapers, republican children became the metaphor for the political 

crimes against humanity being committed by the victorious fascists.  Powerful images, 

such as this cover of Hoy magazine, played upon the maternal sensibilities of female 

readers, and quickly elicited a charitable reaction among women (see Figure 7.1).  

Shortly after the outbreak of the war, wives of diplomats and government officials came 

together in the Comité de Ayuda de los Niños del Pueblo Español, with Cárdenas’s wife, 

Amalia Solórzano de Cárdenas as president.  The organization petitioned the government 

to rescue Spanish children from the immediate terrors of war and the eventual grip of 

totalitarianism.  Officials responded within the first few months of 1937, and set in 

                                                 
507 José Antonio Matesanz, Las raíces del exilio: México ante la guerra civil española, 1936-1939 
(Mexico: El Colegio de México, 1999): 243.  For the political ramifications of this arms deal, see Chapter 
Two.  
508 Lázaro Cárdenas, Apuntes I (México: UNAM, 1972): 354. 
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motion plans to bring to Mexico approximately 500 children from the embattled regions 

of Barcelona, Madrid, Valencia and Andalucía.509  Other nations offered refuge to the 

children as well.  France, the Soviet Union, Belgium, and England welcomed thousands 

of children.  Outside of Europe, only Mexico and the U.S. offered this humanitarian aid 

to children.510  

 

Figure 7.1  Spanish mother and child on the cover of Hoy, April 3, 1937.                                          
Courtesy of the Fondo Reservado, Biblioteca del Centro Nacional de las Artes. 

 

Journalistic coverage and official propaganda emphasized the young exiles were 

orphans, but in fact, many were not orphans at all.  Republican government officials had 

encouraged mothers to send their children into safety in sympathetic countries.  In some 

cases, parents escorted their children to the train station where they left for France, and 

                                                 
509 More children came from Barcelona than any other region. These Republican regions were on the 
frontlines of the war with the franquistas. Pla Brugat 14. 
510 Total numbers of exiles (adult and child): France 17,489; Soviet Union 5,291; Belgium 5,130; England 
4,435; Mexico 3,880; Switzerland 807; French territory in northern Africa 335; Denmark 120. Eduardo 
Pons Prades, Los niños repúblicanos en la guerra de España (Madrid: Oberon, 2004): 42. 
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then on to their final destination.  Tearful parents promised their giddy children that the 

separation would be only temporary and that they would be reunited when the war ended.  

Those sent to Mexico were more excited about going to “America,” the land of the 

cowboys and Indians they had come to adore on the big screen, than they were 

apprehensive about leaving their parents behind.511   

Yet the orphan myth persisted in the press as Mexicans anxiously awaited the 

arrival of their young charges.  One fervent Cardenista pointed out that General Cárdenas 

himself was an orphan—his father passed away when he was fourteen—so he was 

familiar with the consequences of orphanhood, and it explained his noble character.512  

Even official correspondence between the Spanish ambassador in Mexico and Foreign 

Minister Hay referred to the exiles as “orphans.”513  The press quickly picked up on their 

fabled fatherlessness.  As orphans, their status was much more convenient—legally and 

rhetorically—than that of foster children with living parents on another continent. Not 

only did the youngsters rouse the maternal sentiments of women eager to fulfill their 

patriotic obligation to the Revolutionary Family, they also arrived as blank slates on 

which to inscribe ideals of citizenship.514  One editorial lauded the revolutionary welfare 

system, which offered security to the humble classes.  This author claimed the charity 

                                                 
511 Emeterio Payá Valero, Los niños españoles de Morelia (El exilio infantil en México) (Mexico: Edamex, 
1985): 21. 
512 This quote came from Roberto Reyes Pérez, a controversial appointment as director of the Escuela 
España-México.  Roberto Reyes  Pérez, La vida de los niños iberos en la patria de Lázaro Cárdenas: 
Treinta relatos (Mexico: Editorial América, 1940): 13-14. 
513 Correspondence between Félix Gordón Díaz, Spanish Ambassador to Mexico and Eduardo Hay, 
Minister of Foreign Relations. AHSRE III-764-1 (Part 3), March 8-9, 1937.  
514 That the children should be converted into subjects of a government socialist experiment concerned the 
right; one religious publication from Puebla expressed consternation at the praise given to the communist 
cause in Spain, and worried the “red” Spanish children would have a negative influence on Mexican 
youngsters.  “La tragedia de los cinco mil niños españoles,” La defensa del hogar: salvemos a la patria 
salvando a la niñez, no. 33 (June 20, 1937): 1.  
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extended revealed the wealth of Mexico’s heart as “the poor parent” that appeared more 

genuine than Europe’s “rich parents,” who offered dubious assistance coupled with 

imperialist domination.515  The reality of the children’s condition—that they arrived not 

adrift, but rather with quite significant strings attached to Europe—seemed less important 

than their symbolic power as orphans.  Government officials eventually tried to correct 

the label in the newspapers, but the press paid little attention, and for years to come 

consistently referred to the Spanish children as “orphans.”   

 The damas of the Comité de Ayuda rushed to fill in the parental gap by offering 

material goods for the children.  They provided provisions even before the children sailed 

from Europe. They solicited donations through a highly publicized national campaign 

tightly connected to the government, especially the labor sector.  The Sindicato de 

Trabajadores Mineros as well as the Sindicato Mexicano de Electristas donated funds to 

the committee.516 María de los Angeles de Chávez Orozco, wife of Subsecretary of 

Education Luís Chávez Orozco and functioning head of the Comité, impressed upon the 

nation’s women the importance of fulfilling their national and international civic duty to 

act as foster mothers to the children.517  One of the committee’s posters, depicting 

sleeping children huddled in misery, appealed to passers-by to purchase bonds, or send 

money, medicine or foodstuffs through the Comité de Ayuda, to contribute to saving 

Spain’s most valuable treasure: the children.518  Associated committees cropped up on the 

                                                 
515 “Los pequeños inmigrantes,” El Universal Gráfico, June 8, 1937. 
516 Pla Brugat, 43. 
517Other prominent members of the Comité de Ayuda included Carmela Gil de Vázquez Vela, wife of 
Gonzalo Vázquez Vela, Secretary of Education, and Matilde Rodríguez Cabo de Múgica, wife of Francisco 
J. Múgica Secretary of Communications and Public Works. 
518 Image of poster reproduced in Payá Valera, Los niños españoles de Morelia 23. 
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government level; one letter to Mexico’s Minister in France came from the Yucatán 

chapter bearing a stamp of the Comité de Ayuda.  The committee sent a shipment of 1000 

outfits for republican children, purchased with money collected from Yucatecan leftists, 

laborers, schoolchildren, teachers, state institutions, unions and individuals (see Figure 

7.2).  Similar committees appeared across the nation, from Tlaxcala to Chihuahua.519 

 

Figure 7.2  Stamp of the Comité de Ayuda a los Niños del Pueblo Español, 1937.  Courtesy of the AHSRE. 

 

The Comité de Ayuda took charge of the children once the Mexique arrived in 

Veracruz in June 1937.  As the children moved from the care of the Ministry of Foreign 

Relations to the Ministry of Public Education, Chávez Orozco and her team worked out 

the details of their reception, overland trip to Morelia, and accommodations along the 

way so that the children would have a seamless—and educational—transition to their 

new home.  The Comité drew on Spanish altruism to this end.  To sweeten their arrival, 

                                                 
519 AHSRE, AEMF 311-5, April 29, 1937.  
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Chávez Orozco arranged for the Spanish-owned company candy Larín to donate 500 bags 

of candy to distribute as the children disembarked, the soft drink giant Mundet to provide 

2000 liters of electropurified water for the young travelers, and other Spanish companies 

to donate baby food for the infants.520  The Comité de Ayuda directed the trip to Mexico 

City for a two-day stay hosted by the Escuela Hijos del Ejército.  The venture proved to 

be no small feat given the wandering tendencies of nearly 500 children, restless from the 

long journey desperate to walk off their sea legs.  The Comité de Ayuda continued even 

after the young Spaniards arrived safely in Morelia; the members remained a central 

contact for grievances and requests for the life of the Escuela España-México.   

 The attention lavished on the Spanish children, much of it orchestrated by the 

Comité de Ayuda, elicited mixed popular reactions.  On one hand, people praised 

government charity as the noblest expression of the Mexican people and an example 

given by a humble democracy to the world.  One editorial claimed that bringing the 

children into the productive society was an imperative of class-consciousness, the highest 

expression of civic duty.521  On the other hand, others made accusations that this goodwill 

came at a high price for Mexico’s own poor orphans.  Mild critiques appeared as satirical 

cartoons.  In one, a woman whose dress and hairstyle reveal her as a middle class dama, 

swoons off to the side, while her dowdier and decidedly more indigenous companions 

reveal the cause of her strange behavior: she wishes for all of her children to be born 

Spaniards, so that they might be given the royal treatment provided the niños españoles 

                                                 
520 “Educación se hará cargo de los huérfanos,” El Nacional, June 3, 1937. 
521 “La mejor ofrenda a España,” El Nacional, June 5, 1937. 
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(see Figure 7.3).522
  Harsher critiques lambasted government officials for the ostentatious 

charity for 500 foreigners, while thousands of Mexican children could be found 

crouching in doorways and begging for food in the streets.523  Some writers suggested 

that the attention drawn by Cárdenas’s detractors to the disparity between public 

treatment of foreign children and the nation’s own had resulted in closer scrutiny of the 

welfare system, that in fact had triggered a greater effort to improve local conditions.524 

 

Figure 7.3   Cartoon from La Prensa, June 12, 1937.  Courtesy of the Biblioteca Miguel Lerdo de Tejada. 

 

Newspapers printed letters and stories that attested to the Spanish children’s 

gratitude to their hosts.  Images of the exiled children appealed to Mexican youngsters, 

and prompted them to make charitable contributions.  La Prensa printed a handwritten 

                                                 
522 Cartoon from La Prensa, June 10, 1937. Reprinted courtesy of the Biblioteca Miguel Lerdo de Tejada.  
523 “¿Y nuestros niños?” La defensa del hogar: salvemos a la patria salvando a la niñez, no. 33 (June 20, 
1936): 1-2. 
524 “La asistencia infantil,” El Universal Gráfico, June 24, 1937.   
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note penned by a Catalán girl, Conchita Barceres that thanked her Mexican brothers and 

sisters for their hospitality (see Figure 7.4).  Coverage like this helped to strengthen the 

international community of children by demonstrating that mutual assistance helped 

everyone to meet their common basic needs. 

 

Figure 7.4   Thank-you note from Spanish exile to Mexican children, La Prensa June 9, 1937.  Courtesy of 
the Biblioteca Miguel Lerdo de Tejada. 

 

The Escuela España-México 

Media frenzy surrounding their arrival and adaptation to their new life in Mexico 

abated once the children safely were ensconced at the industrial school Escuela España-

México.  Satisfied with the president’s altruism, men and women returned to their daily 

lives.  The press reported, and people believed, that within the school’s stone enclosure, 

Spanish children, side-by-side with Mexican children who would take the lead, would 

learn to be productive citizens.  School officials handpicked Mexican children deemed 

capable of demonstrating proletarian ideology and excelling as productive classmates and 

model citizens to the niños españoles.  This was the government’s chance to showcase 
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two decades of revolutionary cultural and financial investments in the country’s children, 

and in turn these children could provide ideological orientation to the new arrivals.  The 

privileged status of students at the Escuela España-México was not lost on parents.  

Letters pleading for admission on behalf of their sons and daughters flooded President 

Cárdenas’s office.  A father, lamenting his economic circumstances had prevented the 

schooling of his four boys, begged that they be given a second chance at the kind of 

education that would make them truly productive citizens.  The school’s reputation had 

convinced him that his boys still had a chance to compensate for his failures as a father. 

525  Nationwide, propaganda surrounding the Escuela España-México projected images of 

a perfect childhood in the paternal embrace of the President Cárdenas that appealed to 

parents who believed that they could not provide such an upbringing for their children.  

 In reality, the exiled students faced rather grim circumstances.  Within the first 

year fully a quarter of the students had left the care of the Escuela España-México.  This 

information did not reach the national press as school officials covered up the attrition 

rate—due to runaways, kidnapping, unauthorized adoption, transfers, and even death—

and continued to project the image that all of the children remained in the government’s 

care.526  Nevertheless, in 1938, 16 children were taken in by the Spanish Consulate, 16 

were sent to an industrial school in Veracruz at Cárdenas’s orders, 42 were sent to a 

second Escuela España-México set up in Mexico City, 4 were lost, and 12 had died.  In a 

tragic incident, student Francisco Nebot Satorres went to the movies one night and 

returned after curfew; the doorman did not open the doors for Francisco, so he scaled the 

                                                 
525 AGN LCR 534.5/289, 1939. 
526 AGN LCR 550/84, 1939. 
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wall and was electrocuted by an electric wire that encircled the school premises.527  At 

the end of 1938, 171 children were counted as being out of the care of the Escuela 

España-México.528  During the course of their reassignment to Mexico, many of the 

Spanish children expressed dissent.  Some ran away to seek their fortunes, others 

exchanged one sponsorship for another by marrying out of the school, and some recreated 

familial relationships with Morelianos.  One group, shortly after arriving in Morelia, 

defaced the cathedral in an expression of Republican anti-clericalism entrenched during 

their young war torn lives, much to the chagrin of the local community that had struggled 

for over a decade to reconcile the secular revolution with the devout Catholicism of the 

region.  Scandals regarding the school’s staff also percolated into Morelia, as headmaster 

Reyes Pérez scrambled to keep them from coming to a full boil.  These generally 

involved the school’s staffing, conditions, and administration.529   

The collaboration between Mexican and Spanish students fell short of 

expectations that Mexicans would take the lead in imparting revolutionary nationalism.  

The Mexican boys taught their Iberian classmates the hierarchy of local curse words.  

Often Spanish children taught their classmates elements of Iberian culture; instead of 

learning to dance the huapanga and the fandango, Spanish girls cloaked their friends in 

traditional sevillano dresses and taught them the flamenco.530  At times, tensions 

escalated between the two groups, as cultural differences beyond the curious spoken 

accent and aversion to eating chile became apparent.  In a history lesson about the 
                                                 
527 Payá Valera 90-91. 
528 AGN LCR 550/84, 1939. 
529 AHSEP, Subsecretaría de Educación Pública, Subsección “Escuela España-México,” Caja 10, Exp. 25, 
Folios 1-4, 9-11, 1939; AGN LCR 550/84, 1940. 
530 Payá Valera 42. 
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conquest, Mexican and Spanish boys came to blows as they tried to assign blame.  When 

left to their own devices, the children usually cordoned themselves off into groups 

according to nationality.531    

 

Figure 7.5   Postcard of Tata Cárdenas surrounded by his Spanish wards. 

 

Cárdenas took a personal interest in the orphans; acting as a foster parent he 

frequently visited the school and demonstrated his concern for the students’ individual 

welfare.  He became known fondly among the children as “Tata Cárdenas.”  With his 

young son Cuauhtémoc in tow, Cárdenas arrived at the school gates to a rush of little 

arms clamoring for his attention.  Numerous photographs (see Figure 7.5) depicted Tata 

Cárdenas as a father figure surrounded by gleeful foster children.  One Mexican student 

                                                 
531 Pla Brugat 82-86. 
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at the school claimed that Tata Cárdenas knew all of their names, and even had 

nicknames for them.  He showered them with gifts: bathing suits for the swimming pool, 

treats to be consumed after their meals, sewing materials, machines for their 

workshops.532  He invited them to his ranch for meals, where the children absorbed his 

son, little “Cuate” into their play.  The president expressed genuine affection for the niños 

españoles, and by extension, their Mexican classmates.  Because he could not coddle 

every Mexican child, he allowed students at the Escuela España-México to stand in 

symbolically for his ideal government-sponsored relationship to children.  His advisors 

could not resist using the opportunity for good international press.  One well-meaning 

advisor suggested bringing in a second contingent of Spanish children in 1940, both for 

charitable purposes and for the formidable diplomatic victory for Mexico over England 

and the United States.533  Meanwhile, the disparities between the highly publicized 

lifestyle of the orphans stood out in relief against the experiences of the average Mexican 

child.     

Outwardly, students at the Escuela España-México enjoyed a model education.  

The press publicized their productivity on-campus and spotlighted illuminated their 

excursions off-campus.  These fortunate children engaged in activities to expand their 

social circles and heighten their civic awareness.  The curriculum expanded beyond 

traditional components of literacy, science, and arithmetic, as instructors diligently 

structured students’ spare time to include socially and economically productive activities; 

                                                 
532 Interview with Sra. Consuelo Villicaña, Mexican student at the Escuela España-México, conducted by 
Dolores Plá Brugat, in Morelia, Michoacán, March 1 1981.  Recording consulted with permission from 
Dolores Plá Brugat.   
533 Letter to Cárdenas from A. Reyes Rivera, Tampico, Tamaulipas, AGN LCR 550/46-3, 1940. 
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the students saw educational movies, played in organized sports teams, and learned 

military formations.534 Student committees drafted bureaucratic missives to President 

Cárdenas requesting the fulfillment of his promises of repatriation, clothes, vacation, and 

school supplies.  Fifty students formed a unit of the Boy Scouts (Los Aguiluchos de 

México) and vowed to learn about, love and defend Mexico (as long as the president 

would supply them with the uniforms, flasks, tents, and compasses to complete the 

task).535  Their letters to government officials reveal a sense of entitlement to basic needs 

and conveniences suitable for their age, a product of two decades of revolutionary 

education and socializing projects.536   

The Escuela España-México students experienced an expanded social sphere that 

allowed them to imagine their place in the broader local and national community.  The 

niños españoles found ample opportunities for unstructured, unguided socializing.  On 

the weekends, they roamed beyond the schoolyard into the city and homes of Morelia.  

They frequented the movies, visited the markets, and the befriended local families that 

welcomed them for Sunday dinner.   

Officially sponsored excursions to Guadalajara, Toluca, San Luis Potosí, 

Querétaro, Tamaulipas, and many other sites, brought the students into contact with the 

community of children their age.  Often, they bunked with their peers at the Escuela 

Hijos del Ejército facilities, sharing meals with the children of soldiers who were being 

groomed as model patriots.  Government funding made these educational excursions the 
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ideal pedagogical trip; students learned about how to contribute to national productivity 

as they visited factories, labor union meetings, agricultural fields, and government 

buildings.537   

They enjoyed the spotlight among their amiguitos invisibles across the country: 

Morelia’s PRM-sponsored radio station celebrated the children in a broadcast 

commemorating the anniversary of their arrival.  A feature-length documentary entitled 

Dos Banderas, produced by government officials with the assistance of the headmaster 

Roberto Reyes Pérez, told the rosy story of their altered destiny on the silver screen.538  

Children’s magazines followed the acculturation of the children in Morelia, and Mexican 

school children sent them care packages and money when they could to help boost the 

morale of these members of their generation.539   

With status as political exiles, the niños españoles drew global attention.  The 

world media focused on them.  Moreover, the Comité de Ayuda paid for pamphlets to be 

sent off with Mexico’s international ambassadors for distribution in children’s homes and 

schools abroad so that children around the world learned of the plight of their Spanish 

brothers and sisters in Mexico; Cuban children’s organizations contributed $1400 (in 

U.S. dollars) to the Spaniards, and they lauded Cárdenas and the Mexican people for 

                                                 
537 AHSEP, Subsecretaría de la Educación Pública, Subserie Alumnos de la Escuela “España-México,” 
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upholding global democracy.540  Across the Atlantic in Paris, the Mexican consulate 

hosted an elaborate Christmas gala for local children and Spanish exiles to France raised 

money to support the orphans in Mexico.541  Furthermore, Mexican children developed a 

sense of belonging to an international charitable effort because they knew about their 

Spanish exiles and also enclaves of Spanish children exiled in Belgium, France, and 

England.  They participated by sending the Spaniards postcards, candy, toys, hand-me-

down clothing.542  

The fate of the niños españoles remains cloaked in anonymity.  The story trails 

off in a strange way as Mexico entered a new industrial era after World War II.  The 

celebrated orphans faded from the public eye, and bureaucrats shrouded the promises to 

reunite them with their parents.  Decades after the end of the Spanish Civil War, the 

Mexican officials had repatriated only 61 of the original child exiles.543  The collective 

memory of the remaining niños españoles reflected conflicting emotions about their 

relocation.  Many recalled Tata Cárdenas with such fervent affection as to relegate him to 

sainthood, while others lived out their lives in Mexico with the bitterness at never seeing 

their mothers again.  The episode of Spanish children underscored the populist efforts of 

Cárdenas in a strategic moment.  While he continued to express his affection for them 

throughout his life, and the government never granted diplomatic recognition to the 

Franco regime in Spain, official support dissipated along with revolutionary fervor.   

                                                 
540 AHSEP, Subsecretaría de la Educación Pública, Subserie Alumnos de la Escuela “España-México,” 
Caja 17, Exp. 25, Folios 107-108, 1938. 
541 AHSRE, AEMF 363-6, 1940.  
542 “Un proyecto de amistad internacional,” Comino: el periódico de los niños, Tomo III, No. 9 (September 
1937): 8. 
543 In 1985, 162 Spanish “children” remained in Mexico, and about half of those had never returned to 
Spain even for a visit.  Pla Brugat 139. 
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Conclusions 

The case of the Spanish children invites comparison to the experiences that 

marked Mexican childhood in the 1920s and 1930s.  The experiences of the exiles 

outside of the public eye, including their interactions with their Mexican counterparts, 

points toward the uneven development of a revolutionary programs.  The niños españoles 

represented the culminating expression of the idealized childhood in revolutionary 

Mexico.  They closed out an era of optimistic child-centered national programs.  Their 

arrival took place in the midst of the heady nationalism prompted by Cárdenas’s oil 

expropriation, that also marked marked the beginning of a shift to industrial development.  

As industrialist and middle class demands spiraled beyond the scope of Cárdenas’s initial 

populist campaigns, the president began to rein in his redistributive revolution.  The 

momentum of the socialist education experiment ground to a crawl.  Pedagogical 

idealism diminished along with government funding as rural schoolteachers saw the 

moral and financial support for the more radical aspects of socialist education run dry.  

The international news media helped to introduce more international education and 

socialization techniques for children.  In Cardenista Mexico,the ideal childhood model 

shifted from a national to global.   

Nevertheless, the foundation for the second revolutionary generation had been 

laid.  Many children growing up in the 1920s and 1930s benefited from the revolutionary 

attention they received in the family and the classroom—thanks to radio programs and 

public health centers that instructed mothers, and the tireless efforts of rural 

schoolteachers who followed the guidelines set in El Maestro Rural.  Those fortunate 
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enough to have time to tune in to the radio formed a bond with children listening to the 

same tale of Troka el Poderoso or some other program.  Children able get their hands on 

a tattered copy of Pulgarcito thumbed through pages bearing the same Aztec-inspired 

motifs and pastoral themes that they learned how to draw.  On the radio, in the 

newspaper, and in the streets and plazas, children witnessed youngsters their own age 

taking part in civic life through parades, political rallies, fundraisers, art shows, theater.  

Many, in their free time, became members of the local chapter of the Junior Red Cross, or 

the Boy Scouts, or the student council.  They learned to write letters, make speeches, ask 

for assistance, and claim their basic human rights.  They experienced government 

bureaucracy at its incipient level, and honed the skills to maneuver within the system.   

Politically, these children grew up to form the PRI generation.  They participated 

in the party machine according to their experiences growing up.  Middle class urban 

children like Medardo Morales or Mario Aburto had the time and resources to take 

advantage of the networks available during their childhood to become prominent in the 

PRI.  Children in the countryside may have had scant access to spotty radio shows, and 

had never been to a SEP-sponsored party for listeners grew up as clients to the urban-

based patronage system of the PRI.   Challengers to the political system, in many cases, 

emerged from children who had been excluded from the revolutionary benefits as they 

grew up.544 

Culturally, this generation experienced the popular revolutionary nationalism 

envisioned by ideologues like Vasconcelos, List Arzubide, Obregón, Calles, and Torres 

                                                 
544 See the interview with leftist leader Heberto Castillo Martínez in Carlos Gil, ed. Hope and Frustration: 
Interviews with Leaders of Mexico’s Political Opposition (Wilmington, DE: SR Books, 1992):245-283. 
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Quintero.  Children learned and performed behavior presented to them in puppet shows 

and theater presentations, they drew the concentric circles and zigzag designs that 

comprised the new revolutionary aesthetic, they dressed and performed as chinas 

poblanas and charros in festivals, and perpetuated these nationalistic practices into the 

second half of the twentieth century.  Adults constructed ideas about national identity 

based on the revolution’s romance, filled with valiant men and women, folkloric 

indigenous peoples, and hardworking campesinos, all of whom formed communities.  

Children learned the revolutionary imaginary over the space of a generation until they 

considered its themes timeless and authentic.  In short, children helped to unfold the 

cultural panorama recognized as “lo mexicano.”545  

The modern, nationalist childhood experienced by many children during the 

1920s and 1930s did not extend equally to everyone within the age group.  The divide 

between urban and rural proved the greatest obstacle to the construction of a uniform 

childhood.  Although the SEP strengthened its efforts in the countryside following 

national road-building efforts and using communication technology, many rural children 

remained at the margins of the childhood lived by youth in the city.  Poverty also proved 

a nearly insurmountable barrier in bringing young people into the fold of the 

Revolutionary Family.  The Beneficencia Pública extended many of the SEP initiatives 

into welfare institutions for disadvantaged children, but it could not reach the thousands 

more children, who still roamed the streets, illiterate and uncared for.  While many street 
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children found, stole and earned money for childish pursuits like candy and the movies, 

they did not benefit from the pedagogical initiatives developed in the classrooms.  

Biologically speaking, young people in the countryside and in the city streets may have 

been children, but culturally definition of childhood, these young people were not 

children.  Those who did not engage in the leisure activities, play on the modern 

apparatuses in public playgrounds, or understand the proletarian rhetoric that saturated 

public school puppet shows did not obtain the cultural capital that formed the inheritance 

of the revolutionary generation.   

Childhood as it transformed in the wake of the Mexican Revolution resulted from 

new technologies, professional knowledge, nationalist expressions and global influences 

that all contributed to the milieu in which children learned to be citizens.  This study 

builds on the personal experiences as documented in memoirs and transcribed interviews 

of children who grew up in these decades.  In subsequent research, I intend interview 

many more of the revolution to capture more first-hand experiences, clouded though they 

may be by time and collective memory.  Perhaps then answers to the nagging questions 

will be revealed: did Mario Aburto and Felix de la Portilla become community political 

leaders as presaged by their precocious childhoods?  Did the Mexican classmates of the 

niños españoles experience resentment or superiority in the fleeting celebrity of the new 

residents of Morelia?  The addition of first-hand interviews to this story will add another 

source for writing the history of childhood.  Children’s voices can be heard in the 

historical record with remarkable consistency for the 1920s and 1930s, and the inclusion 
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of these same voices aged by wisdom, cynicism, travails and success adds another 

dimension to the examination of their childhood.  

 

 

The second half of the twentieth century saw the institutionalization of the 

Mexican Revolution as successive administrations attempted to fulfill the promises 

delivered in the Constitution of 1917.  Official efforts to forge a common national 

identity from the fragments of the revolution were first realized through programs, 

missions, projects and campaigns targeting children.  Evidence suggests that the general 

population quickly mastered the government’s agenda, and began to reiterate official 

rhetoric about the revolutionary role of children in their petitions to the government.   

Moreover, children’s increased access to commercial, cultural and civic activities 

transformed their role from one relegated to the family to one as a member of a broader 

community.  Children of the era enjoyed new media that increased their knowledge of 

others on the local, national, and international level.  Beginning in the 1920s, the 

children’s letters and drawings sent to radio, publications, and community organizations 

allowed their voices to be heard in unprecedented ways.  

President Plutarco Elías Calles, in 1934, delivered his Grito de Guadalajara, in 

which he urged immediate attention to the question of the nation’s youth who would 

determine the course of the revolution in the future.  His emphatic exhortation triggered a 

rash of institutions, agencies and campaigns designed to use the government to shape 

childhood and to educate children as revolutionaries.  The changes wrought during these 
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decades expressed the way that the revolutionary officials viewed and treated its future 

citizens.  This became the world of those children’s experiences in which they played, 

dressed and learned the part of being Mexican in a revolutionary era.   
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